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Dear Reader, 

 

 The purposes of this volume are myriad. 

Officially, it is a commissioned work by 

Director Harold Coppola of Coppola Station, 

who is interested in chronicling as many of 

the Earths of this Multiverse as possible, 

for the purpose of finding a weapon to use 

against the Multiversal Authorities. This 

book exists also for my own satisfaction, as 

none among the Station crew could derive 

more satisfaction than I in doing this work. 

That is why Director Coppola selected me. I 

was literally born for the task. 

 This is my text, and therefore I shall 

take the liberty of introducing myself—

though I wish to assure you, dear reader, 

that I will get on with my assignment in due 

time, as I intend to analyze the packet of 

documents we intercepted during our assault 

on the planet Isis in Universe-X. The data 

we drained from the central servers there 

will take a long time to process, but 

fortunately I, at least, have all the time 

in the world. Not only is my brain wired for 

this sort of work, but so is my lifespan. 

Only the Director himself, of the present 

staff, will live to appreciate what I will 

be able to accomplish. He, and no other, is 

capable of appreciating what I believe this 

recently-slain universe represents. 

 But I said I was introducing myself, 

and now I have instead introduced the fact 

that Universe-X is dead. My name is Lusca. I 

occupy the position of Baron on my home 

planet, which means I am roughly three 

degrees removed from the crown. Director 

Coppola found me when he decided to set 
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Coppola Station for a random number string, 

to test the physical confines of the 

Multiverse and the machines the Station uses 

to navigate it. The string he entered was 

19842319162314, which led him to my world: 

Earth-19842319162314. In the terms of the 

Multiversal Authority—of the Ultra—that 

means I come from the 19,842,319,162,314th 

Earth discovered. Impressive that my 

universe remained hidden that long, but the 

cosmos we live in is nigh-infinite, so it 

stands to reason. Earth-19842319162314 is in 

the Fourteenth Ring, being that many degrees 

divorced from the central Earth of Earth-

Alpha. As such, the history of my species—

homo sapiens, just as it is on many Earths—

is a matter of interest to most Multiversal 

explorers I've encountered. 

 On many variations of the Earth, there 

are phenomenon known as blue holes. These 

are scientifically defined as underwater 

sinkholes visible to the surface that appear 

in limestone or coral reefs, and they occur 

in many different parts of the world. The 

ones we're concerned with the purpose of 

this overly-long introduction are those 

which develop out near Andros, in the 

Bahamas. Here, there are reports of 200-

foot-long octopodes known also as Lusca. 

These gargantuan cephalopods live in 

unintelligent obscurity on most of the 

Earths they exist on, but on Earth-

19842319162314, the Lusca became the 

dominant species. They evolved into 

amphibians, and began to live on land, 

slowly adopting humanoid form. These were my 

ancient ancestors, my incarnation of Homo 

erectus. Cartilage “skeletons” have kept us 

walking upright all these millennia. As you 
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may expect, our descent from mollusks has 

resulted in our society growing to a vastly 

different state than those maintained by 

ape-descended humans. Much of what you read 

now is a product of the electronic 

translation systems the Director has given 

me, which translate contexts as well as 

language—preserving my intent in speech and 

writing while putting it in the drastically 

different context of your language. We had 

Latin, in our Roman Empire, and so we have 

many of the so-called “romance languages,” 

but you won't be able to speak a word of 

them if you are an ape-human. 

 I give you this information now so that 

when it comes time for me to talk about my 

own agenda in weaponizing our Universe-X 

discoveries, it won't appear so random. I 

also explain this to clarify my statement 

above, that I was born for my work. The 

alternative social and biological norms that 

appeared among my race have given us an 

aptitude for studying unusual bonds in 

reality. My senses are doubtlessly very 

different from yours; I see colors you 

likely have no name for, and certain quantum 

emanations are not beyond my eyes. As 

unusual as this is among humans of the 

Multiverse, my universe is hardly strange at 

all compared to Universe-X. 

 Universe-X is or was an artificial 

cosmos of unknown origin where much of our 

fiction was reality. It conformed to the 

normalcy typified by Earth-Alpha, meaning 

that the incarnation of Sherlock Holmes who 

lived there was an ape-descendant, and not a 

Lusca-man as he was among my race. It was a 

complicated universe and its destruction 

only complicated it further. Earth-X, 
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sometimes called Terra-X, absorbed the 

cultural impressions of fiction from outside 

itself, but when it exploded, its reservoirs 

of “data” were sucked out through an 

interuniversal vortex which formed in Earth-

X's core. I put “data” in quotes because we 

can only understand this form of information 

as being analogous to computer data. 

Somehow, upon entering this vortex, linked 

at once to countless worlds throughout the 

Multiverse, the physical mass of Earth-X was 

converted to a formless transmission which 

altered the timelines of all the worlds it 

touched. Echoes of Earth-X's history, and 

sometimes whole surviving refugees, recurred 

and revived on new worlds. From a relative 

perspective, Earth-X exists perpetually, 

always responding to alterations to its 

history, at least those affecting years 

prior to 2016 Current Era. So reality is 

always in the process of becoming art. But 

because of the manner in which the planet 

and surrounding universe were destroyed, art 

is always in the process of becoming 

reality. This Ouroboros reaction, this 

continual breaching of the fiction world 

into the real world and vice versa, is what 

my species' brains are suited for studying. 

From the Isis data I believe we can discover 

even more secrets of this unique bond. 

 I must describe the nature of the files 

we intercepted. The planet Isis exists in a 

fractional space between Universe-X's main 

continuum and the Barsoomian cosmos which is 

also home to planets like Amtor and Yuggoth. 

Coppola Station's shifters were capable of 

bringing us through the rifts to the dusty 

golden world, where the Temple of LAM 

awaited us. Guarded by an army of vicious, 
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highly-calibrated automatons, the Temple 

resisted our best efforts to sack it, but 

superior firepower prevailed, as it always 

does. Our capture-target, a creature of 

indeterminate species known as LAM, was able 

to escape the fortress upon our intrusion of 

it. However, he left behind the data-packet 

which I now write about. We found several 

fiction stories written by someone named 

Atom Mudman Bezecny, which seem to tell a 

relatively continuous story about Earth-X, 

or certain aspects of it. We don't know what 

Earth this Bezecny comes from—it's possible 

their location shifts on a regular basis, 

preventing easy tracking, or there are 

several incarnations of them, each 

representing a separate part of their story. 

In any case, the packet also included a 

series of notes written by Bezecny on their 

stories linking the real events that 

occurred in Universe-X to their fictional 

equivalents. Both these sets of items, 

together, offer me my best chance at 

understanding the secrets of Earth-X, and 

how it relates to the reality that surrounds 

it. 

 I have referred to Earth-X occasionally 

as Terra-X. Both names are valid for this 

world—Terra simply means “Earth,” after all—

but the name Terra-X may strike a familiar 

chord to those of you familiar with the 

Mystic Worlds of the Incomputare. The names 

of these worlds are many: Dai Ahj, Peris 

Skyne, Dieselworld, Kurq'wes, and—Terrax. 

Within the private cosmos of the Mystic 

Worlds, Terrax is known as the Throneworld 

of Tsuu-Aas, the Bloody Storm. He is a dread 

warlock, a mutated Moonchild, who 

manipulated Earth-X over billions of years 
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into becoming the barren wasteland of 

Terrax. The endgame of that scheme led to 

Universe-X's final demise. Tsuu-Aas' 

strength attracted external presences, which 

not only destroyed the dark one's 

Throneworld, but fractured all of space and 

time around it. The only being who possesses 

such power is the Emperor, the Third Enemy 

of the Multiverse.  Tsuu-Aas is a 

complicated matter; for now I bring him up 

only to explain why this universe met its 

premature demise. 

 While my new discoveries about 

Universe-X as well as what we've already 

learned will appear as responses to 

Bezecny's notes as I compare them against 

their source-texts, I should point out one 

vital aspect of Terra-X's dimensional 

superstructure. From the perspective of our 

local Multiverse, Terra-X is how we 

experience this incarnation of the alternate 

Earth it represents. Earth-X, however, is 

actually a bound reality of several 

intersecting “tilts” of existence, each 

representing what is effectively a separate 

universe. All these connected universes are 

defined by their collections of various 

groupings of fictional characters and 

events. We visited several incarnations of 

this cosmos, including the so-called 

“Crossover Universe,” which is the most 

elaborate and complete Terra-X model, 

unsullied by Tsuu-Aas' incursion; there was 

also the one with the British spy group in 

the 1890s, and the one with American spy 

group, too, led by the man with the freezing 

hands. Sometimes these lines press on and 

influence each other, just as Universe-X 

presses on and influences the rest of the 
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Multiverse. 

 Bezecny writes as if they subscribed to 

the “creative mythography” idea of Philip 

Jose Farmer, which they mention by name in 

the original texts; for those of you 

unaware, creative mythography involves the 

mapping of fiction's “myths” to trace out 

the narrative and cultural paths that bind 

stories together. In the annotations to 

their work, for example, Bezecny makes 

connections that otherwise didn't appear in 

their tales. Within the context of what I've 

just said about Earth-X, these are just the 

same as footnotes in history books that 

flesh out the primary text. However, we 

don't know if Bezecny was aware of the 

existence of Terra-X as anything other than 

a concept of their own imagination, and so 

outside of that context, we see these notes 

as an example of using a necessary mechanism 

of their stories (as not everyone will be 

familiar with some of these more obscure 

characters) to further a narrative—

oftentimes one which they couldn't directly 

write about, for reasons we'll explore. 

These annotations could be mere 

metafictional apparatus. 

 But given what exactly Terra-X is, I 

think that metafiction is more than a 

tedious exercise for postmodernists at this 

point. That planet, too, is and was a 

metafictional apparatus unto itself. 

 That is why I am here. 

 I am certain that my mind will be able 

to parse out the particulars of the unique 

relationship Terra-X shares/shared with the 

Multiverse. And when I do, my life shall 

have a new beginning. 
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“The Revelation of the Yeti”  

(Tales of the Shadowmen Volume 12: Carte 

Blanche, Dec. 2015) 

 

To assist me in studying the texts I have 

several analysis-bots scan the stories in 

advance and create synopses of the plot 

events, not merely for my benefit, but for 

yours. Bezecny's annotations on the texts 

are provided below in Garamond, following 

the machines' synopsis. 

 

“The Revelation of the Yeti” is set in 

Uganda in 1966. An extraterrestrial traveler 

named Doctor Omega is journeying in the 

company of a writer named Barton Werper, who 

once wrote unauthorized adventures of a 

“Jungle Lord.” They rendezvous with a 

different “Jungle Lord,” a man named Ki-Gor, 

who was lost in the jungle as a baby and 

grew up as a wildman. They are forming an 

expedition to investigate Werper's reports 

of Yeti living in the jungle, and are joined 

in this effort by the daughter of Nora the 

Ape-Woman, who was an ape-human hybrid. 

Eventually they find the Yeti, which are 

revealed to be interdimensional monsters 

called Mi-Go. The Mi-Go are scouts for a 

band of sorcerers who have discovered a 

gateway to the mysterious Plateau of Leng 

within the jungle. The heroes fight the 

sorcerers and escape the Plateau upon 

defeating them, though Werper's mind is 

disturbed by what he has seen. 

 
The title of  the story is a reference to the Doctor Who serial Revelation 
of  the Daleks (1985); as we will see the main figure of  Doctor Who, the 
Doctor, is one of  the protagonists of  this tale, albeit under an alias. 
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Barton Werper was the alias used by Peter T. Scott and Peggy 
O'Neil Scott when they wrote the unauthorized Tarzan novels 
Tarzan and the Silver Globe (1964), Tarzan and the Cave City (1964), 
Tarzan and the Snake People (1964), Tarzan and the Abominable Snowman 
(1965), and Tarzan and the Winged Invaders (1965). The company that 
printed these books was sued by the estate of  Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, Tarzan's original creator, ending their publication. Here, 
I offer a further explanation for the disappearance of  Mr. Werper. 
Many of  the events referenced here, including Tarzan's struggle 
against the Yeti, were depicted in Tarzan and the Abominable Snowman. 
 
Doctor Omega is the titular figure of  Arnould Galopin's Doctor 
Omega (1906). Omega is an inventor and space-traveler who journeys 
the universe in his ship, the Cosmos. The original illustrations of  
Omega show him as being markedly similar to William Hartnell in 
his role as the First Doctor from Doctor Who, so many writers have 
interpreted Omega as the Doctor traveling under an alias, with the 
Cosmos being the TARDIS. A being called Omega, in the lore of  
Doctor Who, is one of  the three founders of  the Time Lord 
civilization to which the Doctor belongs—some have theorized that 
this is the source of  his alias. In his second incarnation, the Doctor 
fought Yeti or Abominable Snowmen, who were the servants of  the 
Great Intelligence, who has been identified in Doctor Who media as 
being the same as the Cthulhu Mythos' Yog-Sothoth. 
 
The Vulcan “from that new sci-fi show” is the homeworld of  Spock 
from Star Trek. Though I originally intended Vulcan as a reference 
to the “phantom planet” once theorized by astronomers to exist 
between the Sun and Mercury, it could also be read as a reference to 
the planet Vulcan from the Doctor Who serial The Power of  the Daleks 
(1966). 
 
Robert Kilgore/Ki-Gor was created by John W. Reynolds and 
appeared in the pulp magazine Jungle Stories until 1954, after first 
appearing in “Ki-Gor, King of  the Jungle” (Winter 1938). Ki-Gor 
was one of  many Tarzan clones created after the original Jungle 
Lord's success. Other such clones include “John-Gor”/Jongor, who 
appeared in Robert Moore Williams' Jongor of  Lost Land (1940), The 
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Return of  Jongor (1944), and Jongor Fights Back (1951); he was forced to 
grow up in an Australian wilderness rather than an African one. 
“His Lordship” is a reference to Tarzan's official title of  Lord 
Greystoke. Mowgli is from Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book (1894). 
He is another lost child forced to survive in the wilderness, like 
Tarzan and Ki-Gor. 
 
I used Ki-Gor for this story as part of  an idea I had to have my first 
crossover/pulp stories use characters who were alternate versions 
of  Tarzan and Doc Savage. The desire to write a story with a Doc 
Savage clone led me to write Jim Anthony vs. the Mastermind (2017), 
which was written before “Revelation of  the Yeti” but published 
after; that book starred pulp hero Jim Anthony, created by Victor 
Rousseau Emanuel and first appearing in Dealer in Death (1940). My 
desire to break into crossovers with expies of  Tarzan and Doc 
Savage is tied to those characters playing a role in the ur-texts of  
crossover theory, Philip Jose Farmer's Tarzan Alive (1972) and Doc 
Savage: His Apocalyptic Life (1972). I figured if  that's where he started 
I could do the same thing. Ironically, however, Jim Anthony vs. the 
Mastermind ended up not containing crossovers aside from one; any 
connection it has to these stories comes from its events being 
referenced later. 
 
The fictional character of  Barton Werper is said to be the son of  
Lieutenant Albert Werper, the villain from Edgar Rice Burroughs' 
Tarzan and the Jewels of  Opar (1916). 
 
Nora the Ape-Woman, the mother of  the Nora who appears here, 
was created by Felicien Champsaur and appeared in Nora, the Ape-
Woman (1929). As the title suggests, Nora is an ape-human hybrid, a 
fact which gets her into trouble in her original story. The Nora we 
meet here is quarter-ape.  
 
Paula Dupree is the titular figure of  the film Captive Wild Woman 
(1943) and its sequels. She was originally an ape until Dr. Sigmund 
Walters turned her into a human. The significance of  Paula Dupree, 
and by implication Nora the Ape-Woman, will be revealed in a 
future story. Felifax was created by Paul Feval, fils, and first appeared 
in Felifax, the Tiger-Man (1929). Felifax is a Tarzan expy who is a 
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tiger-human hybrid. 
 
Memphre indeed hails from the Ki-Gor stories (as does Ki-Gor's 
wife Helene). Opar is a lost ruined city from the Tarzan stories. Kor 
is the lost city of  the immortals, home of  the belligerent Ayesha, 
from H. Rider Haggard's She (1887) and its sequels. Karkosa is 
originally from the Ambrose Bierce story “An Inhabitant of  
Carcosa” (1886), which was later added to the Cthulhu Mythos; it 
served as the inspiration for Khokarsa, the ancient civilization that 
may have been one of  the Atlantises, from Philip Jose Farmer's 
Hadon of  Ancient Opar (1974) and its sequels. In that series Opar and 
Kor are both descended from the ancient Khokarsa civilization. 
 
Originally this story contained a reference to the Mexican Gorilla 
City from the anonymously-written stories of  the New 
Leatherstocking, which appeared in Der Neue Lederstrumpf  from 
1912 to 1923, but it was rightfully deemed too obscure a nod to 
include. However, it seems as if  a mention of  it still exists in the 
notes at the end of  Carte Blanche, so I figured it was worth 
explaining. The City of  the Gorilla-Men will appear again later. 
 
Doctor Omega's references to “vampires, werewolves, robots and 
mummies” is meant to recall the various monster movies that came 
out of  Mexico from the '50s through the '70s. The Doctor uses the 
phrase “great spirit of  adventure,” from the First Doctor serial The 
Sensorites (1964): “It all started out as a mild curiosity in the junkyard, 
and now it's turned out to be quite a great spirit of  adventure, don't 
you think?” 
 
Solomon Kane is a 17th Century adventurer who first appeared in 
Robert E. Howard's “Red Shadows” (1928). Kane is a Puritan who 
faces down supernatural menaces, including monsters from the 
Cthulhu Mythos. 
 
Cthulhu, Azathoth, Dagon, the Great Old Ones, and the Tcho-Tcho 
people are all from the Cthulhu Mythos. Cthulhu first appeared in 
H.P. Lovecraft's “The Call of  Cthulhu” (1926), Azathoth is from 
Lovecraft's The Dream-Quest of  Unknown Kadath (1926), Dagon (in 
addition to being a deity from Babylonian and Canaanite 
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mythologies) first appeared in Lovecraft's “Dagon” (1917). The 
Great Old Ones are the pantheon to which Cthulhu and Dagon 
belong—Azathoth is one of  the Outer Gods, which are linked to 
the Great Old Ones. The Tcho-Tcho people, a race of  Tibetan 
dwarves who worship the Great Old Ones, first appeared in August 
Derleth and Mark Schorer's “The Lair of  the Star-Spawn” (1932).  
 
The Jermyns are the family from “Facts Concerning the Late Arthur 
Jermyn and His Family” (1920). In “Facts,” Arthur Jermyn discovers 
that his ancestors interbred with apes. 
 
Aklo is a language briefly mentioned in Arthur Machen's “The 
White People” (1899); later, Aklo was incorporated into the Cthulhu 
Mythos by H.P. Lovecraft, who was greatly inspired by Machen's 
work. 
 
The Mi-Go of  Yuggoth are from Lovecraft's “The Whisperer in 
Darkness” (1931). In that story they are explained as being one of  
the culprits behind sightings of  the Tibetan “Abominable 
Snowman.” The world they inhabit, Yuggoth, is an alternate name 
for Pluto—in the Earth-X Saga, Pluto is like it is in our universe, 
and Yuggoth exists in another dimension as an alternate version of  
the ninth planet. They serve Yog-Sothoth, one of  the Outer Gods, 
who first appeared in Lovecraft's The Case of  Charles Dexter Ward 
(1927). As mentioned above, Yog-Sothoth is synonymous with the 
Great Intelligence from Doctor Who. 
 
When Doctor Omega fights he cries the word “Hai!” This is a 
reference to the cry of  the Third Doctor when he uses his Venusian 
aikido fighting style. 
 
The gateway built by “the Ancients” was intended as a nod to the 
race that built the titular objects of  the film Stargate (1994) and its 
follow-ups. 
 
Dr. Karswell is the evil warlock from M.R. James' “Casting the 
Runes” (1911). Palmyre and the spirit she worships, Baal, are from 
Renee Dunan's Baal (1924). Cristaldi is the wizard who fights 
Dracula in the flashback segments of  Santo and Blue Demon vs. 
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Dracula and the Wolf  Man (1973), here having turned to evil. The 
Master and his respective demon, Manos, are from the film Manos: 
The Hands of  Fate (1966). More information on the Master appears 
in “'As Thou Has Decreed, So Have I Done!'” 
 
The Plateau of  Leng, a place where multiple dimensions converge, 
is part of  the Cthulhu Mythos and was first mentioned in H.P. 
Lovecraft's “The Hound” (1922).  
 
This story ends up having little consequence 

on the “Earth-X Saga” at large, but 

apparently the Master's reasons for being in 

Uganda are revealed later on, spotlighting 

the relevance of the tale's events. 

 

I am admittedly curious about this book Jim 

Anthony vs. the Mastermind, which is not 

included in LAM's collection. I have 

requested one of my servants to locate a 

copy wherever it may be found in the 

Multiverse, so I can find out what its sole 

crossover is. 
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Tail of the Lizard King / Kaliwood (2016) 

 

Tail of the Lizard King, set in the late 

1960s, tells the story of Sinthia, a 

marijuana addict who has various 

misadventures while intoxicated in the wake 

of losing her job. While looking for more 

marijuana she finds her way into the lair of 

the Devourers of Life, a cult of all-women 

witches who copulate with an enormous mutant 

iguana called the Lizard King as part of 

their rites. Their leader is a powerful 

witch named Hazel Hexen. Sinthia joins them 

and slowly learns about the power of 

revenge, which is a benefit offered to all 

members of the Devourers. Her story is 

paralleled by that of Mircea Gibbs, an 

unstable former literary agent who has 

become an anti-publishing vigilante in the 

style of the pulp hero The Shadow. Gibbs 

earns the ire of one of the Devourers, who 

undoes him. Eventually the violence of the 

Devourers frustrates Sinthia and she leaves 

the cult. 

 

Kaliwood, set at roughly around the same 

time as Tail of the Lizard King, is the tale 

of Karl Denim, a delusional movie producer 

who decides that in order to break out into 

the world of filmmaking he needs to make a 

movie that has a real monster in it. From 

the “Satanist Detective” Zay Arkmoor he 

learns of Noxosaurus, a dinosaur who has 

been “reported” out in India (in truth the 

monster doesn't exist). Kidnapping a girl 

named Fae to work as his lead actress, Denim 

seizes control of a cruise ship and steers 

it out of Lake Superior down the St. 
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Lawrence River, to the Atlantic, out around 

Canada and down to China, where they go up 

the Yangtze. The ship and crew were never 

meant for this sort of punishment, so the 

voyage is not an easy one. However, Denim 

and Fae reach India, where they are captured 

by the postmodernist Kali worshiper Raba 

Khan, who tries to sacrifice them to Kali 

even though that is not part of usual Kali 

worship. They escape once again and Denim 

hallucinates about Noxosaurus before the 

authorities catch up with him for his 

crimes, shooting him dead. 

 

Tail of  the Lizard King and Kaliwood, along with Deus Mega Therion and 
The Divine Mrs. E, are all set on a different world than my normal 
crossover stories called Earth-Alpha, though I have plans to explain 
how crossovers happen here. Though there are nods to characters 
like The Shadow and Captain Nemo, these are as fictional 
characters. There are no crossovers to speak of  in Tail of  the Lizard 
King but it features the character of  Zay Arkmoor from my story 
Dieselworld, and one of  the main figures, Hazel Hexen, was first 
mentioned in the prequel to Dieselworld, Words from the Inner Circle. 
 
Karl Denim, the main character of  Kaliwood, may be the son or 
reincarnation of  Carl Denham from King Kong (1933). The ship 
Denim hijacks, the Demeter, is named for the ill-fated ship from 
Bram Stoker's Dracula (1897). Fox Larsen, the ship's captain, is 
intended to be a relative of  Wolf  Larsen from Jack London's The 
Sea-Wolf  (1904); his nickname of  “the Baron” recalls Christopher 
Carey's theory that Wolf  Larsen was the same as Baron Karl von 
Hessel from Philip Jose Farmer's Doc Savage novel Escape from Loki 
(1991). Stephen M. Costigan is the son of  either Sailor Steve 
Costigan or his brother Iron Mike Costigan (hence his name, “the 
Iron Sailor”) from a series of  short stories by Robert E. Howard 
which began in 1929 with “The Pit of  the Serpent.”  
 
That Bezecny's stories concern other Earths 

of the Multiverse besides Earth-X suggests 
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that their writing is not mere imagination. 

Whoever they are, we can't rule out that 

they can see into many worlds into the 

Multiverse, including Earth-Alpha—but how? 

 

The analysis-bots tell me that Bezecny's 

works eventually talk about a Fissure event 

which formed between Earth-Alpha and Earth-X 

in the early 1980s. I suspect that the 

Fissure that connected the two universes 

will be my primary point of study. I assume 

that something that lets me tear apart 

physical space will be an effective weapon 

against Solkolla. 

 

I will save a synopsis of my personal goals 

until later. For now, it is too early to me 

to occupy myself with my own interests, 

without having a solid grasp on the material 

I'm dealing with. 
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“The Blood Avenger” (Odd Tales of Wonder #1, 

Jun. 2016) 

 

In 1941, African-American college student 

Francine Rainsford is out at a party where 

she is dared by her racist rival, Heidi 

Smithers, to play a round of “Bloody Mary.” 

When she does so, she finds herself in an 

alternate version of the party house, and a 

gray-skinned, wild-haired, bloody-eyed ghost 

approaches her. This ghost is Bloody Mary, 

and she has seen the anger in Francine's 

heart, and thus wants to make her her 

successor. Francine recounts how her mother 

was murdered by racists back in her hometown 

when she was a child, and the ghost tells 

her that the power of Bloody Mary—which 

includes the power to travel through 

mirrors, as well as blood-tears that can 

become a powerful poison—can help her avenge 

her mother. Francine becomes the new Bloody 

Mary, learning that her predecessor was an 

Englishwoman named Nadine Ingomar who became 

Bloody Mary after a crime-lord named Dr. 

Sean killed her family. Francine promises to 

use her powers to go after Dr. Sean. 

 
This is the first appearance of  Francine Rainsford, aka Bloody Mary. 
It also introduces her first enemy, Dr. Sean. Sean, pronounced the 
Irish way, is meant to be a reference to Hanoi Shan, the crime-lord 
from H. Ashton-Wolfe's Warped in the Making: Crimes of  Love and 
Hate (1927) and The Thrill of  Evil (1930), which claim to be true 
accounts. His other alias of  “Natas” is a reference to the villain of  
Guy d'Armen's The City of  Gold and Lepers (1928). Wold Newton 
scholars identified Natas with Sax Rohmer's Fu Manchu, who first 
appeared in The Insidious Dr. Fu-Manchu (1911), and that is who Dr. 
Sean stands in for. “Su-Domsa” is not an alias he's used before, but 
Su-Domsa's identity is explained in “The Mask of  Dr. Sean.” The 
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original affiliation between Hanoi Sean and Fu Manchu was 
proposed by Philip Jose Farmer, though the link between the two 
characters has become complicated since then. Sean's daughter 
Coreani, who stole Nadine Ingomar's name, is Fu Manchu's 
daughter Fah lo Suee, who sometimes operated under the aliases 
Koreani and Madame Ingomar. Nadine Ingomar is an original 
character, created in part to explain the origin of  Fah lo Suee's alias. 
 

There are some continuity errors in this 

story compared to what would later transpire 

in the stories of Bloody Mary. For example, 

Maria Rainsford, Francine's mother, is said 

here to be murdered with shotguns rather 

than being hanged as it says later. 
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“The Violet Scorpion” (Odd Tales of Wonder 

#2, Oct. 2016) 

 

Bloody Mary meets up with Nadine Ingomar's 

manservant Allan Tyler, who directs her to 

the location of Dr. Sean's daughter Coreani, 

in a French town called Royale-les-Eaux. 

Mary infiltrates a crime conference Coreani 

is hosting, and learns of her new weapon, 

the Violet Scorpion, which can sting many 

more times than an ordinary scorpion. 

Coreani discovers Mary's identity and tries 

to blackmail her into becoming her servant. 

When Mary refuses she unleashes giant Violet 

Scorpions on the town above them; Mary kills 

them, but Coreani promises there are more 

where they came from. She knows now that 

Mary is the operative she needs to eliminate 

her father's lieutenant, Mr. Vox. She offers 

closeness to Dr. Sean, and an end to the 

Scorpion threat, if Mary does her bidding, 

and so she agrees. 

 
Coreani Sean's half-sister “Lady Catherine” is Madame de Medici, a 
villainess similar to Coreani Sean also created by Sax Rohmer, who 
first appeared in part of  Tales of  Chinatown (1922). That the two were 
half-sisters is part of  Wold Newton theory. 
 
The apartment Allan Tyler mentions is 221B Baker Street, Sherlock 
Holmes' apartment; “Dickson” is a reference to Harry Dickson, a 
pulp detective whose first appearance is hard to cite. The German 
magazine Sherlock Holmes' Most Famous Cases (1907-1911) originally 
starred Sherlock Holmes with a new assistant, Harry Taxon—a 1927 
Dutch translation of  this series changed Holmes' name to Harry 
Dickson, a name seemingly derived from Harry Taxon. Dickson's 
new assistant was Tom Wills. French writer Jean Ray was asked to 
translate the Dutch series to French in 1928, but when he grew 
frustrated with the tedium of  the original stories and began to write 
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his own stories, which often featured fantasy-horror elements. 
Dickson is one of  the purest Holmes clones as he was once literally 
Holmes himself—he indivuated from Holmes but the similarities 
increased again when later stories had him move into Holmes' old 
living space, which is what is being referenced here. 
 
Royale-les-Eaux and the Communist pimp Numri are from Ian 
Fleming's Casino Royale (1953), the first book of  the James Bond 
series—“Numri” is meant to be Le Chiffre, that novel's villain. 
Coreani's dislike of  voodoo priestesses has to do with the time she 
spent posing as the Queen Mamaloi of  the Caribbean voodoo cults 
in Rohmer's The Island of  Fu Manchu (1941). 
 
The title “Count of  Gi” is meant to recall the Comte de Guy, the 
alias taken on by Bulldog Drummond's nemesis Carl Peterson, who 
both first appeared in H.C. “Sapper” McNeil's novel Bulldog 
Drummond (1920). In the essay “Partners in Crime,” Rick Lai 
suggested that the events of  Agatha Christie's The Big Four (1927), 
starring her detective Hercule Poirot, depicted an alliance between 
Carl Peterson and Fu Manchu, under the aliases of  Claude Darrell 
and Li Chang Yen, respectively. As we will see, Peterson is not the 
only individual to use the Count of  Gi alias. 
 
Jonathan Wild was a real English criminal, from the early 18th 
Century. He posed as a legitimate law-enforcer but used his position 
of  authority to give his own gang free territory in London, and to 
give himself  a step-up on his criminal rivals. He was the inspiration 
for the here-mentioned Professor James Moriarty, Sherlock Holmes' 
nemesis. The Chinese-German representative from the Hip-Sing 
Tong is the titular figure of  Ian Fleming's James Bond story Dr. No 
(1958), who was revealed to be a relative of  Fu Manchu and 
Professor Moriarty alike by Win Scott Eckert and others. 
 
The Sinister Madonna, the Terronni Mob, Inspector Clancy Martin, 
and Inspector Bob Straker are all from Wallace Jackson's novel The 
Sinister Madonna (1937), part of  a series about the two inspectors. In 
the novel the painting is said to be a work by “El Greco,” but while 
the real El Greco painted Madonnas he never painted one fitting the 
description of  the painting from the novel. Therefore I've created a 
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second painter who was nicknamed El Greco, whose name, 
Rikardos Axinandros, is a lame joke on Richard Pickman, from H.P. 
Lovecraft's “Pickman's Model” (1926). In that story, Pickman's 
paintings of  hideous monstrosities are revealed to be based on real 
images he witnessed—perhaps “Axinandros” is a cousin of  his. The 
painting's subject is Sumuru, who first appeared in Sax Rohmer's 
The Sins of  Sumuru (1950). Sumuru is the leader of  an all-women 
society of  terrorists, known as the Order of  Our Lady (or here “the 
Order of  the Madonna”). The Order of  the Madonna will be 
fleshed out more in The Divine Mrs. E. 
 
“Signore Spang” is one of  the heads of  the Spangled Mob, from 
Fleming's James Bond novel Diamonds Are Forever (1956). “Mr. 
Cavendish” is a descendant of  Butch Cavendish, the man who 
murdered John Reid's brother Dan, turning John Reid into the Lone 
Ranger. 
 
Dr. Kanoto Yoshimuta is better known by her alias of  Madame 
Atomos. Madame Atomos was created by Andre Caroff  and first 
appeared in The Sinister Madame Atomos (1964). Madame Atomos is a 
terrorist much like Fu Manchu and Fah lo Suee. Lu Chen is a 
reference to Chen Lu, the real name of  the Marvel Comics Thor 
villain Radioactive Man. 
 
The enlarged Violet Scorpions are meant to recall the giant creature 
of  the monster movie The Black Scorpion (1957). Mr. Vox, Coreani 
Sean's rival, may be a predecessor to the criminal known as The 
Voice, from the TV series Garry Halliday (1959). 

 
It's intriguing to see Bezecny group a 

variety of James Bond villains into one 

setting, especially because, again, the 

events of this story actually happened. What 

does it say of Ian Fleming that “characters” 

he worked with all appeared in proximity to 

each other in Royale-les-Eaux in 1942? There 

is a theory which suggests that fiction-

writers pick up psychic impressions from 

parallel universes, and if there are any 
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other groupings of characters in the texts 

then it lends a degree of credence to that 

theory. How, then, do “characters” “choose” 

their “creators”? Is there a force which 

makes the choice for them? 

 

We must also consider the possibility that 

all fiction is the product of Terra-X echoes 

as the planet's energies radiate throughout 

the Multiverse. Psychic dreams or visions of 

long-dead persons from a parallel universe 

could have inspired people to tell the tales 

of those persons to begin with—which, if our 

information as accurate, fed back into 

Terra-X and created its history. The ability 

to harness this “realization” process would 

allow one to change physical reality by 

fiat, if it could be extended to other 

universes. However, as I mentioned in the 

introduction to this book, Terra-X is an 

artificial universe. While many of the 

universes of the Multiverse are built up 

into solidness from the programmed code of 

the Multiversal Architects known as the 

Ultra, our hated enemies, Terra-X has 

significantly more artificial parts than 

even the most Ultra-infested universes. It 

also bears many signs of a comparatively 

recent origin, even though it is, by 

retroaction, around fourteen billion years 

old at its point of destruction. The 

Director has a theory that Universe-X is 

manmade, and the imperfections of its 

craftsmanship were what led to its internal 

collapse; the theory goes that Tsuu-Aas was 

literally a personified manifestation of the 

universe breaking apart. When I brought up 

the fact that the nature of Universe-X means 

it is inherently manmade, we were left with 
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the confusing ontological issue of the two 

types of “manmade-ness” which make it up. 

Two possibilities exist. The first 

acknowledges two types of craftsmanship, the 

first being the physical, mechanical 

construction of the universe, and the second 

being its population by fictional persons 

and events. It could have been built, if it 

is indeed manmade, for the purpose of 

collecting fictions. The second possibility 

is that there is only one kind of “manmade-

ness” in Terra-X's construction. That is to 

say that the same psychic forces that made 

fictional instances spawn within Universe-X 

also brought the universe into being: the 

dreams of the creators of the Multiverse 

were so strong they dreamed a tulpa-world 

out of nowhere. As the eternal asker of 

questions, I say—what does it mean that that 

world was destroyed? What could have 

happened on the worlds which shaped Terra-X 

that a being like Tsuu-Aas was allowed to be 

born and seize power? 

 

I can't help but wonder if there is a 

connection to the Three Enemies. I mentioned 

them in my introduction to this book, but I 

should clarify. The Three Enemies of the 

Multiverse are a trio of demonic entities 

who are prophesied and destined to 

destabilize and destroy the Multiverse. They 

are the Sorcerer, the Time King, and the 

Emperor—the last is the annihilator of 

Terrax, as well as the supposed destroyer of 

the Multiverse. Perhaps the natural function 

of Terra-X was changed by the influence of 

the Emperor.  

 

I find it amusing that my Master suggested 
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that a universe crafted by humans would be 

less stable than one built or maintained by 

the Ultra. Isn't that the core of our 

philosophy? We yearn to destroy the Ultra 

because we don't believe that they should 

have the right to shape the worlds we live 

in. We want to build worlds to replace those 

that have come before, and to purify the 

worlds that are still salvageable from Ultra 

influence as they are worthy to join the new 

order that results. But Master Coppola grows 

more and more hypocritical. From the start, 

my acceptance of this assignment has been 

merely a farce; I will hide this volume from 

him when I am done with it, and keep its 

secrets for myself. Coppola has had enough 

chances, and his menagerie is stocked with 

enough weapons. It is time someone puts them 

to use. Though if I am right, what I will 

find here will dwarf any weapon in scale. 

 

Sidenote: I'm sure that Royale-les-Eaux was 

very much like Agozar-6-1. I am forever 

tainted by even the mere memory of that 

rotten world of greed and gamblers’ lechery. 

To say nothing of the fact that it reminds 

me of someone I'd rather not think about. 
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“Harry's Homecoming” (Tales of the Shadowmen 

Volume 12: Sang Froid, Dec. 2016) 

 

In 1933, American detective Harry Dickson is 

coming home after spending many years 

working in London. He has been summoned to a 

detective's conference by an adventurer 

named Donald Carrick. Along the way, Dickson 

encounters Dr. Ox, an ancient criminal who 

once terrorized the small town of 

Quiquendone. Ox hires him to retrieve a 

hallucinogenic chemical of his which has 

gone missing; the two recruit several 

informants along the way, including Bible 

scholar Ichabod Chang and multi-limbed 

circus performer O. Ming Lee, aka Legga the 

Spider-Woman. They discover that a scientist 

named Meirschultz is working with a mob 

called the Grisson Gang under the orders of 

a criminal named Li Shoon, who in turn 

serves a more powerful criminal named Li 

Chang Yen. Dickson and Ox defeat Shoon, and 

Dickson, having learned the detective's 

conference was a fake, returns to London.  

 
Many of  the details concerning Harry Dickson, Tom Wills, and their 
residence in 221B Baker Street are recounted in the notes to “The 
Violet Scorpion.” The man who invites him back to America, 
Donald Carrick, is a “gentleman adventurer” nicknamed “the 
Human Hound,” created by H. Irving Hancock and having first 
appeared in “Under the Ban of  Li Shoon” (1916). Tinker, who 
invites Tom to the detective convention, is Sexton Blake's sidekick. 
Sexton Blake began life as a Sherlock Holmes expy, who first 
appeared in Harry Blyth's “The Missing Millionaire” (1893); over 
the ensuing decades Blake evolved into a character all his own, even 
though like Harry Dickson he also resided at 221B Baker Street. 
Tinker, his Watson equivalent, is a young boy, much like Tom 
Wills—here he is older than Wills, being more subject to the passage 
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of  time than his literary incarnation. 
 
“Ardan” is Francis Ardan, of  Guy d'Armen's The City of  Gold and 
Lepers. It has been theorized that Ardan is actually an alias used by a 
young Doc Savage, who was created by Lester Dent and first 
appeared in The Man of  Bronze (Mar. 1933). Doc Savage is an 
adventurer who has been trained to near-superhuman limits; he 
wanders the world righting wrongs with his team of  talented 
assistants. 
 
Dr. Alfred Carroll is an anti-marijuana activist from the film Reefer 
Madness (1936). The Grisson Gang, led by mobster Slim Grisson, are 
from James Hadley Chase's No Orchids for Miss Blandish (1939) and its 
1948 film adaptation. Burma Roberts is the “marijuana victim” from 
the film Marihuana (1936). 
 
Dr. Ox, Harry Dickson's client, is the primary anti-hero of  Jules 
Verne's A Fantasy of  Dr. Ox (1872), which is also the source of  
Quiquendone. His references to conjuring illusions of  Professor 
Lindenbrock (from Jules Verne's 1864 novel Journey to the Center of  the 
Earth) and Captain Nemo (from Verne's 1870 novel 20,000 Leagues 
Under the Sea and his 1874 novel The Mysterious Island) for Georges 
Hatteras (son of  the protagonist of  Verne's 1864 novel The 
Adventures of  Captain Hatteras) is a nod to the event of  Jules Verne's 
play Journey Through the Impossible (1882). Most of  Jules Verne's works 
take place in a shared universe. His hometown, Litan, is the 
nightmarish city from the film Litan, City of  Green Specters (1982).  
 
Professor Flax is Harry Dickson's archnemesis—he is a crazed 
murderer and scientist who creates several abominations against 
nature. His daughter, Georgette Cuvelier, alias the Spider Woman, is 
alluded to later in the story. Herakleophorbia is the growth-inducing 
substance from H.G. Wells' The Food of  the Gods and How It Came to 
Earth (1904). Herakleophorbia will be of  relevance later on in the 
Earth-X story. 
 
Taduki is the psychedelic herb that enables one to recall past lives 
described first in H. Rider Haggard's The Ivory Child (1916), part of  
the Allan Quatermain series that began with King Solomon's Mines 
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(1885). Professor Moriarty is, of  course, the nemesis of  Arthur 
Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes. Dr. Quartz is the nemesis of  Nick 
Carter, another pulp detective. Carter was created by Ormond G. 
Smith and first appeared in “The Old Detective's Pupil; or, the 
Mysterious Crime of  Madison Square” (1886). Like Sexton Blake, 
Carter gained a lengthy lifespan, appearing for many decades in a 
variety of  forms, including an ultra-violent 1960s “men's magazine” 
avenger called Nick Carter – Killmaster. 
 
Joseph Malaglou, Ox's drug dealer from his taduki days, is from Sax 
Rohmer's Tales of  Secret Egypt (1918); he later appeared in Rohmer's 
Fu Manchu series. 
 
The Chicago magnate Pelton, Ichabod Chang, O. Ming Lee aka 
Legga the Spider-Woman, and Dong Chang are all from Harry 
Stephen Keeler's The Riddle of  the Traveling Skull (1934), which is one 
of  the most baffling mystery novels of  all time and therefore 
immune to my synopsis. However it is worth pointing that Harry 
Stephen Keeler's many baffling mystery novels all usually take place 
in a shared universe. 
 
Don Maxwell, and the later-mentioned Dr. Meirschultz, are from 
the film Maniac (1934). In that film Dr. Meirschultz is killed by his 
assistant Don Maxwell, and Maxwell, driven mad, begins to use his 
vaudeville skills to imitate Meirschultz to the point of  believing he is 
his former boss. Super-adrenaline, mentioned later, is also from 
Maniac. Dwain Esper, who made Maniac, also had hands in the 
creation of  Reefer Madness and Marihuana. “Rice,” Maxwell's comrade 
in vaudeville, is Archie Rice, from John Osborne's The Entertainer 
(1957). Dr. Thorkel is the eponymous villain from Henry Kuttner's 
short story “Dr. Cyclops” (1940); Thorkel, who will also appear later 
in the meta-story, is a mad doctor who shrinks his guests to the size 
of  insects. Dr. Vornoff  is the villain of  Ed Wood's film Bride of  the 
Monster (1955). Vornoff  will be a central figure of  the meta-story 
later. 
 
Harry Dickson mentions his battle with the Heir of  Dracula, which 
took place in “The Vampire with Red Eyes” (1933). Li Shoon is the 
nemesis of  Donald Carrick and he also first appeared in “Under the 
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Ban of  Li Shoon.” His servant Weng-yu, and his Lachesis venom, 
are from the original Carrick stories. Shoon's master, Li Chang Yen, 
was mentioned earlier as being from Agatha Christie's The Big Four; 
he is Fu Manchu in disguise, hence the mention of  “the hunchback” 
(Hanoi Shan) and Natas later on. 
 
Murder Legendre, played by Bela Lugosi, is the voodoo master 
villain of  the film White Zombie (1932). The Black Lotus plant, with 
its ability to enslave human minds, is originally from Robert E. 
Howard's stories of  Conan the Barbarian. 
 
There are a few curious notes within this 

story but like “Revelation of the Yeti” it 

lacks a strong connection to the other 

stories. However, we do see the first 

mention here of Eric Vornoff, born Feodor 

Orloff II, who, as Bezecny says, ends up 

playing a big part in later tales. 

 

Because we are still in the early phases of 

the texts, and no significant patterns have 

yet emerged, I will take this time to talk 

about the entity we ended up stealing these 

texts from. The analysis-bots tell me that 

the creature called LAM is a character in 

Kinyonga Tales, so I'm sure I'll find out 

more about the mysterious gremlin there. For 

now, all I know is that he is a diminutive 

humanoid, with a large, bald head and 

shrunken, nearly-vestigial limbs. Like me, 

he has no nose, and his eyes are white 

holes, but his skin is a pale green or gray 

in contrast to my, dare I say, regal blue. 

He is ugly by the standards of most of the 

humans aboard the Station. But his 

appearance belies the fact that his archival 

skills rival that of my race. When he 

escaped his Temple on Isis, he took with him 

uncountable loads of additional information 
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about the Multiverse and Earth-X. What we 

recovered, what I am studying here, is only 

a small fraction of his collection. He seems 

to use the planet Isis's isolation to study 

the structure and history of the Multiverse, 

but I have to wonder by what mechanism he 

does so. Perhaps his senses are attuned to 

such a thing. As I write, Coppola is sending 

the Sixth Wing out to continue the hunt for 

him; a sound squadron, probably the best 

pilots we've got. I have the strange 

suspicion that LAM never left Isis—it's just 

we couldn't find him, or his larger notes, 

when we were there. He willed it that way. 

 

I wonder if he would be willing to form an 

alliance if he knew I wanted to depose 

Coppola. 
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“The Mask of Dr. Sean” (Odd Tales of Wonder 

#3, Mar. 2017) 

 

Following Coreani Sean's information, Bloody 

Mary travels to Tibet, where she takes one 

of Mr. Vox's henchmen, Theodore Vu, hostage. 

Using Vu she breaks into Dr. Sean's Tibetan 

headquarters, where Vu encourages her to 

take down Dr. Sean. He explains that Su-

Domsa actually runs the crime outfit, and 

Dr. Sean is just a mystically-created clone 

of Su-Domsa who serves as a puppet ruler. If 

they kill Su-Domsa, he theorizes, Dr. Sean 

will vanish, because his creator will have 

died. Eventually Vu betrays Mary, revealing 

he is also Mr. Vox in disguise, and he 

restrains her with a magic artifact and 

tortures her. However, Dr. Sean arrives and 

disposes of Vox, revealing Su-Domsa was the 

clone and he was the original, shooting a 

hole in Vox's theory. Dr. Sean spares Mary 

and promises to reduce his operations if she 

will leave him alone. To sweeten the deal he 

offers to reveal the identities of the 

members of the Ku Klux Klan who killed her 

mother. Mary agrees and returns to America 

to battle against the Klan. 

 
Though the name is not a reference, Bloody Mary's alias of  Nora 
Nucifera recalls both Lady Nora O'Neil and Count Nefaria. Nora 
O'Neil first appeared in Clive Stewart's Scarlet Adventuress (1936); she 
is an Irish Republican Army terrorist who tries to tear down 
England. Count Nefaria is an international terrorist from Marvel 
Comics.  
 
Tutankhapep, whose Talisman is in Sean's possession, is from my 
own fiction. The Incantation of  Altosagha is from my story The 
Monogram Monograph.  
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Coreani Sean's time as Queen Mamaloi was depicted in The Island of  
Fu Manchu. Dr. Sean's description, “with his brow like Marlowe and 
face like Nergal,” recalls Sax Rohmer's famous description of  Fu 
Manchu's “brow like Shakespeare and face like Satan.”  
 
Dionysus Nyeland Smythe is Fu Manchu's arch-foe Sir Denis 
Nayland Smith. Holmes is Sherlock Holmes; Holmes and Fu 
Manchu have fought in several stories now. Pons is Solar Pons, a 
Holmes pastiche created by August Derleth who first appeared in 
“The Adventure of  the Frightened Baronet” (1928); Fu Manchu 
appears numerous times in the original Derleth stories about Pons. 
The Bronze Man is Doc Savage, who fought Fu Manchu in The City 
of  Gold and Lepers.  
 
Dr. Sean recounts Li Shoon's battle with Harry Dickson from 
“Harry's Homecoming.” He also recounts his attempted 
assassination of  Adolf  Hitler—in The Drums of  Fu Manchu (1939), 
Fu Manchu tries to assassinate “Rudolph Adlon,” who is a stand-in 
for Hitler. 
 
Another short one. Analyzers tell me we get 

into the real meat next entry, so I will 

take this opportunity to ruminate on my own 

origins. After all, if I am to achieve the 

success I wish in my native universe, it is 

vital that historians recognize the forces 

behind my grand success. And dear reader, at 

this point—do you really believe I am able 

to reserve my ego? 

 

In my era on Earth-19842319162314, there 

have been many wars. Our technology far 

outstrips that of other Earths at this 

approximate era of history. We measure time 

differently, as “Current Era” never arose in 

terminology as a consequence of the original 

“Anno Domini”—we had no Jesus, though there 

was a being like him foretold. But all the 
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same, in our rough estimate of a 21st 

Century, great space vessels were accessible 

to us, and my race wandered the stars. When 

I was born, interstellar expeditions and 

lightspeed travel had been achieved 

centuries before. The ones who raised me 

said they found my egg-cluster plastered to 

the roof of the trash-disposal aboard my 

birth-parents' crashed vessel. Radiation 

leaks aboard the ship, caused by the crash's 

rupture of the atomic piles, sterilized my 

would-be sisters and brothers, or mutated 

them beyond salvation. Indeed, I maintain a 

few scars from this pyroclastic incubation, 

and my genetic code is faulted in places. 

All the same, I was saved, and the ones who 

took me in raised me well. Of course, 

wellness is a subjective term in this case. 

 

I say that my race possessed lightspeed 

travel, but that scarcely means we perfected 

it. Time-dilation is a hard factor to deal 

with when traveling at or exceeding the 

speed of light—the early light-travelers 

among my people ended up stranded in the 

past by surpassing photonic velocity, while 

others were twisted and distorted by the 

bending of dimensions their flimsy vessels 

endured. The ones who found me, the 

Followers of Tor-al, suffered from both 

afflictions. They had lived on the distant 

world they'd crashed on since my people were 

in their Renaissance: the swamp called Rala-

Kak VI. Mighty stone cities were built in 

honor of the dark gods the Followers adopted 

in their deathless exile, primarily Rala, 

the primordial god of destruction whom they 

believed blasted the Rala-Kak system into 

being millennia ago. I only later learned 
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what an ordinary man acts like; my 

childhood, up until I was thirteen, was 

spent among these time-lost madmen, their 

melted flesh turned to unnatural spotted 

tones, learning the ways of Tor-al and Rala. 

I laugh now to consider that those 

occultists thought chaos was the only 

aspects of the universe worth worshiping, 

but Rala is an unforgiving god, and he kept 

them only barely alive all that time, so as 

to extend their torment and their maddened 

delusions. Tor-al, his bastard half-breed 

son, was a lying serpent who tried to teach 

that we should all return to the Primal 

Chaos that existed before the Light came in 

and created the Multiverse. In ancient 

times, these monstrosities were hailed by 

the Knights of Strict Observance among 

others, who left mechanized semblances of 

their former selves on their various 

fortress worlds. 

 

I left them when I was thirteen because I 

matured beyond their desperate, psychopathic 

appetites for carnage and debauchery. It 

wasn't a moral decision by any means. I took 

from them an understanding of the power they 

held in the form of their gods—with my mind 

free of the mutations and frequent periods 

of starvation which afflicted my adopted 

cluster of parents, I was able to understand 

that there was no convenient name or face to 

the magic they invoked. I only understood 

that the pain and rage I felt in those 

hideous swamps gave me the ability to change 

reality. I went to Earth and I found myself 

easily passing the candidacy tests to join 

the ranks of the Incomputare. 
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I have mentioned the Incomputare before and 

assuredly will again. Harold Coppola is one 

of them, and that's how we found each other. 

Their hallowed ranks are a virtual 

Multiversal constant. The name means 

“Uncountable” in some language or another, 

and that's because they can never be spoken 

of directly. Their powerful magic bends 

reality around them, making their influence 

on history relatively unknown. But on my 

Earth, our religions developed differently, 

as I've alluded to, and the Incomputare are 

fairly mainstream—enough so that they had a 

public application process. I studied them 

with the same distance I demonstrated with 

the Followers of Tor-al, knowing the time 

would come when I would have to turn against 

them. Ultimately I was contacted by a 

renegade Incomputare, the man who would 

bring his former comrades to their knees: 

his name was Cosiiv Ohego. As I served as 

his right hand, he stole the brightest pupil 

of the Incomputare—our Christ equivalent—a 

hero of war named Tan Solkolla. (The war he 

fought in was a youthful experiment of mine, 

when I was working with the man who taught 

me all I know about biology. Social 

agitation through biologically-modified 

combatants proved a valuable, if unusual, 

enterprise.) The Incomputare of our universe 

were all killed by Tan's hand, in a motion 

which Director Coppola tells me is a direct 

manifestation of the end of the First Age of 

Magic, which commenced on Earth-Alpha. The 

powers of the Incomputare were taken by 

Ohego, who used them to supplant the world's 

governments and install himself as the head 

of Earth. Marshalling Earth's expansive 

forces, he unleashed Hell upon our alien 
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allies, until they too were forced to 

surrender their resources. I watched this 

with a familiarly-distant interest, and 

until I was pulled away to work with 

Coppola, I stood beside the Throne of the 

Helioarch. For my interest in chronologies, 

they gave me a primordial name, representing 

the point of origin for our species: 

Bluehole. Deep down into the warm waters of 

Bluehole did this Lusca hide. As an 

acknowledged descendant of monsters, I 

became a creator of new tentacled 

monstrosities that dwarfed both the ancient 

Lusca we descended from and the old gods of 

my childhood like Tor-al. I put the unique 

archival abilities of my race to work on 

experiments in genetics, aided by my Onyx 

Warriors, specially created by the Helioarch 

for me. Ohego had intended from the 

beginning to purify the Incomputare, and he 

set me to work additionally on applying what 

I learned under the Followers of Tor-al to 

the children he recruited.  

 

Tan Solkolla sired a brood and one of the 

children from it, Vol Solkolla, turned 

against us. With his adoptive brother Kaad 

Nemo and Kaad's romantic partner Brahe 

Akayos, as well as others, Vol Solkolla 

subverted each of Helioarch Ohego's plans to 

consolidate the territories under his power. 

I was amused by my lord's rivalry with his 

student's son, but eventually in my Bluehole 

guise I was forced to cross swords with 

young Solkolla at a political dispute on 

Agozar-6-1. I recognized the extent of his 

power and battle skill at that time, and 

that by ensnaring myself with the Ohego's 

Helioarchy, I had opened myself up for 
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possible destruction as Solkolla's hands. 

But even when Vol killed his father Tan, and 

Helioarch Ohego as well, I did not despair. 

Using an old trick from my biology teacher 

and fellow warmonger from the days before I 

joined the Incomputare, I began to utilize 

several satellite bodies to ensure that if I 

was ever killed in the social instability of 

the Helioarchy's collapse, I could still 

live on. This proved valuable on more than 

one occasion. 

 

I allowed Vol Solkolla to believe I was 

another victim of his criminal onslaught; he 

defeated each of my biological forms. I 

remember that our final struggle ended with 

his killing me nearly accidentally. Through 

this, I survived, appearing in yet another 

body to serve Cosiiv Ohego when he used the 

secret I taught him to similarly resurrect 

himself. Though he grew in power, becoming 

nearly strong enough to bring Solkolla to 

his knees, I conspired against him, taking 

his enemies prisoner only to give them 

information that would make them valuable to 

me. I lost yet another body—the last I had 

reserved for myself—when that blundering 

fool of a “Helioarch” destroyed our base 

himself with his uncontrolled magic. 

 

The process of using alchemically-generated 

bodies as “death-absorbers” is not perfectly 

sustainable. I would not be here to write 

this book if it were not for Harold Coppola 

finally crossing over into my universe. I 

have said that he came here by entering my 

Earth's number randomly; I have also said he 

arrived because he sensed I was an 

Incomputare wizard as he was. Both are true. 
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I drew him here to this universe when I 

realized I was dying, and I offered him my 

services in exchange for a chance to restore 

myself...and to get revenge on Solkolla and 

his band of mongrels. He did not know he was 

coming to rescue me when he entered the 

random sequence. 

 

That is my tale. Harold Coppola and I are 

very similar, though I've proven to be the 

smarter one in the long run. We are chess 

players, who are entirely willing to dismiss 

the traditional confines of magic to use 

both mystic power and technology equally. 

Perhaps he is my Earth-Alpha equivalent—back 

on Earth-Alpha he was part of the “Council 

of Five” who controlled the major 

Incomputare cults. This included Coppola's 

former teacher Cyrus Sincodemius, 

Sincodemius' other student Yulmer Purrlzig, 

and two students of Coppola's own, Hazel 

Hexen and Maczakt. In the interest of 

convincing him I'll share this book at some 

point, I told Coppola of Hazel Hexen's 

appearance in Tail of the Lizard King, which 

he was amused by. In the end, I derive more 

pleasure than he, for making him laugh is 

just one way I control his actions. At 

first, I was optimistic he could help me 

bring down Solkolla. Tan Solkolla failed to 

kill his son, as did Ohego, but maybe with 

our powers combined we could take him by 

surprise. Slowly, though, I understood that 

his methods were too sloppy to bring me the 

precise results I need. I have rambled too 

long, but rest assured that when I return to 

work on this tome, I will tell you what he 

thought would settle my ire. 
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“'As Thou Has Decreed, So Have I Done!'” 

(Archive of Our Own, May 2017) 

 

A nameless young Russian man is the son of 

an emotionally-distant writer (“the Master”) 

and his wife. He yearns to find a world for 

himself, inspired by the American comic 

books about Superman he obtains. In 1948 he 

goes to California and slowly works his way 

south, until he ends up in the Caribbean on 

an island called San Sebastian. Here, a 

woman named Ellen Rand introduces him to a 

voodoo cult led by Dr. Richard Marlowe. The 

young man decides to become Marlowe's 

apprentice, especially when it allows him to 

be near the lovely Rand. Slowly he gains 

power, becoming an acolyte of Manos, God of 

Primal Darkness. Eventually Marlowe's cult 

is caught up in a voodoo war with other 

cults. When Marlowe and his followers are 

forced to flee San Sebastian, Marlowe tries 

to transfer his soul into his student's 

body, but the connection is broken when the 

young man resists. They are both left with 

parts of each other’s souls in them. The 

young man takes the secrets of Manos with 

him and declares himself “the Master,” while 

Dr. Marlowe's new visions of Superman 

inspire him to try to create supermen of his 

own. 

 
This story can be found at 
https://archiveofourown.org/works/10841013/chapters/24066123. 
The notes for all AO3 stories are modified versions of  the same 
annotations also found at their posting on AO3. Thus: 
 
The Son of  the Master is the future Master of  Hal P. Warren's 
Manos: The Hands of  Fate; his parents are the titular figures of  
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Mikhail Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita (1940/1967). Professor 
Woland and his gang are also from The Master and Margarita. 

 
Moriarty is Dean Moriarty of  Jack Kerouac's On the Road (1957). 
Curtin is from B. Traven's The Treasure of  the Sierra Madre (1927). 
 
Captain Will Stone is from The Ghost Ship (1943); he implies that he 
is a son of  Wolf  Larsen from Jack London's The Sea-Wolf. 

 
San Sebastian appears in The Ghost Ship as well as I Walked with a 
Zombie (1943) and Zombies on Broadway (1945). Ellen Rand is a 
composite of  Ellen from The Ghost Ship and Mrs. Rand from I 
Walked with a Zombie (both played by Edith Barrett)—her son Wesley 
Rand and Wesley's half-brother Paul Holland are both from the 
latter film. Roland Girard is from Voodoo Woman (1956); he was 
played by “Touch” Connors, who also played Paul Holland, hence 
the mention that they are half-brothers. 
 
Dr. Richard Marlowe is from Voodoo Man (1944)—here he is the 
same as Dr. George Lorenz from The Corpse Vanishes (1942); both 
are played by Bela Lugosi. 
 
Mora Tau is from Zombies of  Mora Tau (1957). Matul, San Sebastian's 
other name, is from Lucio Fulci's Zombie (1979). Voodoo Island is 
from I Eat Your Skin (1964). 
 
Megan Carlton is the mother of  Monica Carlton, the voodoo witch 
from Blood of  the Zombie (1961). Veronica Ryan is the mother of  
Vicky Ryan, the voodoo cultist from the unfinished film Voodoo 
Swamp (1962). Rodil Mocquino is the Voodoo Master, enemy of  
Walter Gibson's pulp hero The Shadow. Dr. Karl van Molder comes 
from Isle of  the Snake People (1971). Clinton Hamilton is the grandson 
of  Clive Hamilton from The Plague of  the Zombies (1966). “Baron 
Dominar” is the Master from Doctor Who; the “grandfather clock” 
he “steals” is his TARDIS. Tom Stewart is the pianist-turned-
murderer from Bert I. Gordon's Tormented (1960); his presence here 
is due to the fact that I left him out of  a lineup of  sinister pianists in 
another story.  
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Chaka is from Voodoo Woman; his actor, Martin Wilkins, also plays a 
houngan in I Walked with a Zombie, and it is reasonable to assume 
they are the same character. Chaka's alias of  Papa Chak or Papa 
Jacques is a reference to the houngan from Hank Searls' 
novelization of  Jaws: The Revenge (1987), the third sequel to Jaws 
(1975); this book infamously suggested that the reason why so many 
sharks attacked Amity Island across the four Jaws films was because 
Martin Brody invoked a curse from a voodoo priest named Papa 
Jacques. 
 
Nicholas and Rambotan are from Voodoo Man; Nicholas' new 
identity of  Tobanga as well as Bl'qy-Bl'qay are references to the film 
Bad Magic (1998). The Tobanga tree-spirit is from From Hell It Came 
(1957). 
 
The female avatar of  Damballa is from Crypt of  Dark Secrets (1976). 
Baron Samedi is based on the version of  the loa seen in the 1973 
film adaptation of  Ian Fleming's Live and Let Die (1954). 
 
Murder Legendre is the voodoo-master from White Zombie (1932). 
  
Carrefour Kalaga is a composite of  Carrefour from I Walked with a 
Zombie and Kalaga from Zombies on Broadway—both were played by 
Darby Jones. 
 
Dr. Paul Renault is from Zombies on Broadway. Dr. Robert Renault is 
from Harry Lachman's Dr. Renault's Secret (1942); I here theorize that 
Robert and Paul Renault survived their respective ordeals and were 
eventually reunited under different names (see below). Dr. Moreau is 
the eponymous figure of  H.G. Wells' The Island of  Doctor Moreau 
(1896). 
 
Queen Mamaloi and “the Devil Doctor”/“Lord of  Strange 
Deaths,” aka Fah Lo Suee and her father Fu Manchu, are from the 
works of  Sax Rohmer. That Fah lo Suee stole the name of  Queen 
Mamaloi was raised in “The Mask of  Dr. Sean”; the original 
Mamaloi's aliases of  Hagar and Maitresse recall the names of  the 
voodoo queens from the films Drums O' Voodoo (1934) and Sugar 
Hill (1974) 
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Mr. Big, the Black Widow Cult, Whisper, and Tee-Hee Johnson are 
all from Ian Fleming's Live and Let Die; the island of  San Monique is 
from the 1973 film adaptation of  such. Whisper's real name of  
William Green Sr. implies that he is the father of  Willie Green from 
D'Urville Martin's Dolemite (1974). Kojah is presumably the father 
of  Colonel Kojah from Lee Frost's The Black Gestapo (1975). 
 
Queen Mamaloi's nephew Julius is the titular figure of  Ian Fleming's 
James Bond story Dr. No, which is also the source of  Crab Key—in 
Win Scott Eckert's “The Malevolent Moriartys” Dr. No was said to 
be the son of  Fah Lo Suee's half-sister Madame de Medici. 
 
The reference to “atomic supermen” suggests that Marlowe's next 
identity will be that of  Eric Vornoff  from Ed Wood's Bride of  the 
Monster. 

 
“'As Thou Has Decreed...” also included the following essay, which 
shines light on the history of  the man known in the story as Richard 
Marlowe: 
 
Dr. Richard Marlowe, alias Professor Arthur Dearborne, Dr. George 
Lorenz, and Dr. Eric Vornoff, was born Feodor Orloff  II some 

time in the late 19th Century as one of  several children of  Dr. 
Dionysus Orloff  and Melissa Mirakle, daughter of  the sinister Paris 
scientist Dr. Mirakle. Dionysus Orloff  was the infamous doctor 
depicted by Jesus Franco and others in several films beginning with 
1962's The Awful Doctor Orlof—not all of  the Orloff  films depict the 
original doctor, but some may be his descendants. Dionysus in turn 
was the son of  the wicked politician Count Feodor Orloff  of  
Russia, whose scheme to dominate the peaceful country of  
Czernova was seen in John R. Carling's novel The Shadow of  the Czar. 
Through occult means, Dionysus Orloff  had prolonged his life; 
there were rumors that he had even made a pact with Dracula 
himself. Like his father before him, Feodor II was destined to 
become a murderous criminal, with ties to the occult as well. At 
first, Feodor began his criminal career by means of  a murderous 
insurance scam, covered up under the false identity of  Professor 
Arthur Dearborne, who ran a clinic for the blind. During this time 
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he employed a blind man named Jake who worked as his assassin. 
When this scheme was exposed in 1922 he was apparently killed; 
this was depicted by Edgar Wallace in The Dark Eyes of  London 
(1924), which was filmed in expanded form in 1939 to include 
“Dearborne”'s true name of  Feodor Orloff. In truth, Orloff  faked 
his death with the aid of  an underworld contact named Harry Lyme. 
Lyme's involvement with the mysterious criminal known as the Frog 
was shown in Edgar Wallace's The Fellowship of  the Frog (1927); 
Lyme's son, also named Harry, would have his own run-ins with the 
criminal element, seen in The Third Man (1940). 
 
Lyme helped Orloff  take on the name of  George Richard Marlowe, 
and he spent some time associating with the underworlds of  
America. This included the underworld of  the occult. He ended up 
encountering a man named Dr. Brooks, who had spent some time in 
the Caribbean studying voodoo; Marlowe was able to convince 
Brooks to take him on as his apprentice. When there was nothing 
left for Brooks to teach him, Marlowe turned what he learned on 
Brooks to reduce him to a shell of  his former self, stripping of  his 
mystic skills and making him an alcoholic and drug addict—though 
he still distantly remembered how to create zombies, a fact he would 
sometimes rant about when not complaining about a rich New York 
lawyer cousin of  his. Marlowe wanted to make sure not to make 
Brooks' mistake when he found a pupil of  his own, a man named 
Frederick Brenner. Marlowe viewed Brenner as little more than a 
human guinea pig, though he also fanned his ego by having a 
student to impress his will upon. Brenner was Marlowe's first 
intended victim for making a satellite body, but the process failed 
due to Marlowe's inexperience with the technique. Brenner's mind 
was severely damaged by the experience and he developed a split 
personality named Karl Wagner. He was also left with fragments of  
Marlowe's memories, and he decided to recreate “his” past scheme 
involving dual identities and using a medical clinic as cover. Perhaps 
by coincidence, perhaps by design, one of  his henchmen in this 
scheme was Dr. Brooks, now reduced to “Doc” Brooks. Brooks 
turned Brenner/Wagner's victims into zombies, which were 
eventually responsible for Brenner's death. The specifics of  this case 
were depicted (with a fifteen-year jump forward to make the film 
relevant to 1940s audience) in the film Bowery at Midnight (1942). 
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There are some reports that Brenner survived this attack and 
created a new persona abroad as “Dr. Odoric Odin” (making the 
jump from Wagner to Odin), but these are unsubstantiated. 
 
The 1920s also saw Dr. Marlowe fall in love with the woman who 
was to become his first wife. He took the last name from the 
Countess Lorenz, becoming known only as Dr. George Lorenz. The 
Countess was a descendant of  a line which had not always been 
called Lorenz; once, they were known as the Counts de Lorente. 
The Countess was the direct descendant of  the man born as Count 
Sade de Lorente, but known in life as Count Lorente de Sade—he 
took the name out of  respect for the philosophies of  the famous 
Marquis de Sade, who had been a contemporary of  the Count's 
grandfather. The madness of  the Count de Sade on his private 
island was depicted in The Dungeon of  Harrow (1962). The Countess's 
grandfather was “de Sade’”s son, a man known as Anton Lorenzen, 
whose connection to the infamous Mary Celeste was shown in the 
film Phantom Ship (1935); it is unknown if  he ever claimed his proper 
title of  Count before his death aboard the famous ghost ship, 
though his own son certainly did. In any case, upon marrying the 
Countess, Marlowe became entitled to the property of  Count “de 
Sade,” including Sade Island, which he seems to have visited at some 
point. Unfortunately, the Island was a breeding ground for 
leprosy—Lorente's wife and many others had been infected with the 
disease. One of  the mariners who joined Marlowe in visiting the 
island would keep the disease in the family, as it were, infecting his 
son. This young man went mad and by the late 1970s was forcing 
his own son to bring him human meat to consume. This incident, 
filmed by Nathan Schiff  as The Long Island Cannibal Massacre (1980), 
was resolved in a sense by Inspector James Cameron of  the NYPD, 
who had previously stopped a madman named Dr. Sendam and his 
mutated weasels.  
 
George Lorenz and the Countess enjoyed a relatively blissful 
marriage, even having a son together, Feodor Orloff  III. In 1939, 
the Countess fell ill. The events that transpired in Lorenz' attempts 
to cure that illness are related in “'As Thou Has Decreed So Have I 
Done!'”, as well as the film The Corpse Vanishes; in an attempt to 
restore the Countess' life-force, Lorenz kidnapped several brides-to-
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be using drugged orchids and extracted their hormones to 
rejuvenate her. This was similar to that which drove his father to kill: 
Dionysus Orloff  had wanted to restore the face of  his disfigured 
daughter Melissa, George's half-sister, and killed women to obtain 
their skin to do it. Ultimately, the Countess perished, and Lorenz 
was forced to fake his death and take on the name Richard Marlowe, 
abandoning his son in the process. With this he decided at last to 
operate his own voodoo cult and enlisted Nicholas to aid him as a 
houngan. He also remarried during this time, to a wealthy heiress 
named Evelyn Dawson. Evelyn's ancestor Molly Dawson, whose 
ranch produced the wealth Evelyn inherited, had her story told in 
the B-Western film Brand of  the Devil (1944). Evelyn fell ill just as 
Countess Lorenz had, and this time, while he decided once more to 
kidnap women and drain their life-force to restore her, he elected to 
use voodoo (or his version of  it) as the means of  transmission. 
Despite his best efforts both his cult and Evelyn came to bad ends, 
as related in “'As Thou Has Decreed...” and Voodoo Man. After that 
disaster, Marlowe took Nicholas with him and they fled to the 
Caribbean, eventually leading to the events of  1948. 
 
Between 1948 and 1953 (when Bride of  the Monster hypothetically 
transpired), Marlowe traveled in his disguise of  Dr. Eric Vornoff. 
The voodoo cult went their separate ways upon leaving San 
Sebastian, and with his increasing age coming up on him Vornoff  
once more desired to have servants to assist him. He recalled Jake, 
his blind servant from his days as Professor Dearborne, and also his 
father's own servant Morpho (seen in The Awful Doctor Orlof), who 
shared some similarities with Jake. Looking into historical accounts, 
Vornoff  found many instances of  persons named Morpho, 
including persons tied to the infamous Frankenstein family. He 
began to wonder if  there was some link between them, and in 
discovering the truth behind this link he obtained a servant by the 
name of  Lobo. An identical creature, also named Lobo, was 
obtained by a scientist who aided Vornoff  in acquiring his version 
of  Lobo; this man went by the name Charles Conway, but like 
Vornoff, he used an alias. He was originally born as Charles 
Randolph, though his full name may have been Charles Randolph 
Conway. In 1944 he had been forced to fake his death after his 
experiments in raising the dead were uncovered; these incidents 
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were examined in The Face of  Marble (1946). After obtaining Lobo 
with Dr. Vornoff, Conway continued his experiments in vital forces, 
culminating with disastrous results in 1955. Conway's later 
experiments and his involvement with Lobo were seen in the film 
The Unearthly (1957). 
 
The rest of  Dr. Vornoff's story, and the secret he learned 
concerning the various men named Morpho and Lobo, I'll handle 
elsewhere. Bride of  the Monster was followed by the film Night of  the 
Ghouls (1958), which continued the adventures of  both Lobo and 
Patrolman Kelton. Kelton also appeared in Plan 9 from Outer Space 
(1959) and The Naked Monster (2005); The Naked Monster served 
additionally as a sequel to The Thing from Another World (1951), The 
War of  the Worlds (1953), The Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954), 
Indestructible Man (1956), and Beyond the Time Barrier (1960). 
 
There is some evidence that Vornoff's research into “atomic 
supermen” survived his death and ended up somehow in the hands 
of  persons who understood the implications of  what he was getting 
into. In addition to mastering the arts of  “voodoo,” Vornoff  
became an expert in the various hormones of  the human body, and 
the potential therein for creating human advances was tapped by 
two sinister parties. Dr. Kurt Serafin, a former Nazi, attempted to 
hormonally transform his granddaughter Goldine into a star athlete 
who would obtain fame at the Olympics and then serve as a 
speaking piece for the success of  eugenics. Peter Lovesey depicted 
this in his novel Goldengirl (1977); this scheme failed due to the U.S. 
boycott of  the 1980 Olympics. Later, another Nazi, Dr. Hans Glaub 
(alias Karl Mortner) was revealed to have created a “perfect child” in 
the form of  billionaire Max Zorin. Zorin proved to be psychotic 
and tried to use an earthquake machine similar to that used by 
Jackson Roykirk to cause mass destruction, until he was terminated 
by James Bond—as shown in A View to a Kill (1985). There is 
believed to be a connection, perhaps via Die Spinne or other Neo-
Nazi organizations, with these two men and the attempts to clone 
Adolf  Hitler in South America. Research taken from Vornoff, 
Serafin, Glaub, or all three was reportedly used by the Chrysalis 
Project (aka Project Cadmus) when they created their genetic 
Augments. 
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Eric Vornoff's son, Feodor Orloff  III, ended up immigrating to the 
Russia of  his ancestors, and became involved with the Soviet space 
program. In 1957 he became involved with a secret international 
moon mission. While on the moon, Orloff  and his eleven fellow 
astronauts encountered an alien presence which threatened their 
return to Earth. This was depicted in the film 12 to the Moon (1960). 
What was omitted from the film was the true nature of  the alien 
presence the astronauts encountered; all that is known is that the 
mission stumbled across a strange black monolith, which emitted an 
eerie low tone. The final fate of  Dr. Orloff  following his return 
from this mission is told elsewhere. 
 
One final note must be made, regarding a thread I left in the 
previous chapter. One of  the inhabitants of  the island of  Matul 
prior to Dr. Marlowe's cult moving in was Dr. Paul Renault. Renault 
was played by Bela Lugosi in the film Zombies on Broadway, and he 
was one of  several siblings of  Feodor Orloff  II. Paul Orloff  (as he 
was born) seems to have been unaware of  his bond to Dr. Marlowe 
and vice versa, suggesting he was the youngest sibling, with Feodor 
having left the family by the time of  Paul's birth. Paul and Feodor's 
full-siblings include Alfred Orloff, Melissa Orloff, Victor Orloff, 
Vaughn Orloff, and possibly others; a candidate for another brother 
is the foreign agent Boroff  from SOS Coast Guard (1937), who may 
be the same man as the secret agent/surgeon Colomb from the film 
Black Dragons (1942). Research reveals this brother's name was Boris 
Kolomb Orloff, though when he carried out a reign of  terror in 
1918, he did so under the name of...Boris Karlov. Yes, the naming 
of  the villain from Harold MacGrath's The Drums of  Jeopardy (1920), 
which later became a famous 1931 film, is one of  the great 
mysteries of  cinema and literary history, as the actor William Pratt 
adopted his famous pseudonym at almost the exact same time that 
MacGrath began serializing his biographies of  “Karlov’”s exploits. 
Drums of  Jeopardy shows Boris Orloff  had a daughter, Anya. He was 
likely also the father of  Tania Orloff, the niece or “niece” (an older 
euphemism for a mistress) of  Bob Morane's enemy the Yellow 
Shadow, a fact which earned Boris the enmity of  his Asian-hating 
younger brother Victor, who operated as an anti-Chinese terrorist 
under the name Victor Poten. Boris Orloff  was joined by a 
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considerably younger companion when he continued his intelligence 
work during the Cold War, but it is unlikely she was another 
daughter. This younger companion, Natasha, formed with Boris 
Orloff  the famous duo of  Boris and Natasha who faced off  against 
an enigmatically-sapient moose and squirrel in the '50s. 
 
Paul Orloff  (the name he was born under) was raised by the Renault 
family, and he had an older adoptive brother named Robert. 
Robert's ordeals in life were depicted in the film Dr. Renault's Secret 
(1942); that film revealed he was likely a student of  the methods of  
Dr. Alphonse Moreau, creating human-like creatures from animals. 
His earlier experiments on crossing the lines between animals and 
man were shown in the film The Monster and the Girl (1941), where he 
operated under the name Dr. Parry; his full name was Robert Parry 
Renault. He had a twin brother, Amos Bradford Renault, who 
became the elusive criminal known as the Black Raven; he had two 
brothers as well, another set of  twins. Robert Renault's grandmother 
Rebecca Renault was born Rebecca Mirakle, and she was the sister 
of  Melissa Mirakle. Thus, in addition to studying with Moreau, 
Robert Renault may have also inherited the scientific notes of  his 
ancestor Dr. Mirakle, mentioned at the beginning of  this article, 
whose blasphemous evolutionary experiments were depicted in the 
film Murders in the Rue Morgue (1932). Rachel Mirakle fled to Spain 
after the events of  that film, and she sought out a rich, noble 
husband to provide for her. She wedded Sir Montalban Renault, an 
English knight who'd settled on his ancestor's Spanish lands, and 
their daughter, Rachel, also sought out a nobleman to marry. She 
had an affair with an English peer named Clayton, seemingly 
renowned for his promiscuity, who bore her two pairs of  triplets; 
the first she raised with his name, the second, under her father's 
name of  Renault. The first pair were brothers Lloyd and Elwyn 
Clayton, who became doctors before meeting their respective fates, 
and a sister, Eileen Clayton. The second were Robert, Amos, and 
another brother, Leonard Grainger Renault. Rachel eventually 
retired with the financial aid of  her uncle, Dr. Mirakle's third child 
Mervyn, who had made a fortune for himself. It seems the 
descendants of  Mervyn Mirakle did not possess his economic good 
luck. By the early 1940s the family name had been condensed to 
Merkil and the latest specimen of  the branch was condemned to 
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working as a butler; Merkil the butler played a role in the horror-
comedy One Body Too Many (1944). 
 
Robert Renault was also a prominent psychologist, and outside of  
his life in animal-human experiments, he had started a family under 
the name Joseph van Ee. His son Ward van Ee entered a loveless 
marriage with a woman named Laura, who had sold out her first 
husband to the Nazis. A storm of  weird events precipitated the 
revelation of  Laura van Ee's dark secrets, wherein a variety of  
individuals ended up staying at Dr. van Ee's house. It was in 1945, 
two years after Paul Renault's experiences on Matul, and a year after 
his ousting from the island by Dr. Marlowe's group, that Paul and 
Robert Renault were reunited under these circumstances. Paul also 
used a false name which he had employed previously: Professor 
Joska Leonide. Prior to his moving to Matul to experiment with the 
living dead, Renault, as Leonide, had made a living as a hypnotist, 
mentalist, and magician, who had once shared bills with such figures 
as Gregor the Great and Alexis, the Amazing Mr. X. It is believed 
similarly that Leonide is the same person as the fraudulent medium 
Prince Saliano, whose association with the mystic known as Prince 
Satiin remains a mystery. He may have even used his showman's 
persona to become head of  a minor film studio under the name 
Joseph Steiner. 
 
Professor Leonide's lack of  welcome in Joseph van Ee's home was 
due to Dr. van Ee despising his brother for his loose, irreverent 
perspective on life, which had led to his taking up the showman's 
career which so contradicted his scientific potential. Leonide arrived 
at his brother's house in the company of  a deaf  and mute little 
person named Indigo, who may have also associated with Richard 
Marlowe in his Dr. Lorenz guise under the name Toby, and who 
may have also worked with a magician believed to be Paul Renault 
going by the name of  Emil Nardo, using the alias Luigi. Intriguingly, 
the Nardo account suggests that Paul Renault spied for the Nazis 
during World War II, perhaps giving insight into where the 
numerous legions of  Nazi zombies have come from. In the film 
depicting their reunion, Scared to Death (1947), Dr. van Ee and 
Professor Leonide are mentioned as being cousins, not brothers, but 
this was simply an error on behalf  of  the screenwriter who adapted 
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these events. It appears that during this reunion, Leonide used his 
theatricality to advance his scientific career, showing he possessed 
the usual Orloff  cleverness; taking advantage of  his brother's belief  
that he was a fool, he stole his brother's notes on Moreauvian 
transformations. When he was last seen, Paul Renault/Joska 
Leonide was using these notes to turn men into gorillas, under the 
name Dr. George Zabor. This was depicted, in highly distorted 
form, in the shockingly awful film Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn Gorilla 
(1952). Paul Renault may have had a previous interest in turning 
humans into gorillas. In 1941 a paper was published under the name 
“James Brewster” that spoke of  the potential for mutations caused 
by exposure to ape hormones. “Brewster” appears to have been 
Paul Renault writing under a pen name; the essay lapsed in obscurity 
but was read by a Hollywood screenwriter who exaggerated it into 
the plot of  the film The Ape Man (1943). 
 
Scared to Death omitted the detail that Ward van Ee (Robert Renault's 
son) and his wife had had a son together, William van Ee. William 
van Ee may have communicated with one or more of  his uncles and 
learned of  his familial relationship to the Orloff  family. Taking the 
name William Orloff, he studied hypnotism and torture under the 
mysterious Dr. Ferris, a former Nazi operative whose work was 
shown in The Gorilla Man (1943). William Orloff's criminal career 
later in his life was shown in the movie The Sinister Eyes of  Dr. Orloff  
(1973). 
 
The analysis-bots tried to warn me: this is 

where Bezecny's ponderousness begins. Many 

of their AO3 pieces are the obvious subjects 

of multiple drafts as they were continually 

revised with “new discoveries.” That’s the 

temptation of an open medium like the 

Internet, I suppose. In any case, I gave up 

my quest, at the analyzers' suggestion, to 

acquire all the text they're referencing. I 

am primarily interested in the information 

provided here on the Orloff family. They are 

critical to the texts—their family helped 

bring about the end of Terra-X. Thus far we 
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have seen Count Feodor Orloff, father of 

Dionysus Orloff; who was the father of 

Feodor (II), Alfred, Melissa, Vaughn, Boris, 

Victor, and Paul, and “possibly others.” 

Melissa Orloff is tied up in the primary 

story of her father, The Awful Dr. Orloff, 

and I was able to discover that Victor 

“Poten” Orloff was “depicted” in the 1936 

serial Shadow of Chinatown, but I'm not sure 

who Alfred or Vaughn Orloff are. I'm sure 

I'll find out in later segment.  
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Deus Mega Therion / The Divine Mrs. E (2017) 

 

Deus Mega Therion and The Divine Mrs. E are 

both set in 1988 on Earth-Alpha. Deus Mega 

Therion is centered around Jagged Skull, a 

heavy metal band consisting of vocalist 

Nikola, guitarist Alex, and drummer Cedric. 

By Cedric's fault they accidentally sign a 

contract with Edward Tamaron, a warlock who 

requests they play three concerts for him in 

various parts of the country. They do so, 

encountering Soviet sleeper agents and anti-

metal Christian Fundamentalists along the 

way. It is revealed Tamaron called upon them 

so that he could harvest the magical energy 

produced by their music. He will use that 

power to transform Cedric into a 

Thunderchild, a being for whom magic and 

music are one and the same. Part of the 

process involves making him ingest the 

psychedelic substance DMT. This inspires 

Cedric to change the title of the opening 

song of their final concert to “Deus Mega 

Therion,” which means “God the Great Beast”—

a title Tamaron has claimed for himself. The 

concert goes poorly and Alex and Nikola are 

forced into exile, while Cedric is kidnapped 

by Tamaron and brainwashed into becoming his 

servant. Tamaron muses that he was actually 

harvesting the power of their concerts to 

aid him in a battle against a detective. He 

also wanted to create controversies 

involving metal music in arch-Christian 

territory to draw public attention off of 

cults like his Order of Draco, and onto 

metal bands like Jagged Skull. 

 

The Divine Mrs. E follows the mysterious 
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Mrs. E, an actress who is working on a film 

when one of the crew is murdered. She tries 

to solve the mystery and in the process 

comes face-to-face with Edward Tamaron—she 

is the detective he was rallying his 

strength against. They are old enemies but 

he doesn't recognize her at first. All the 

same, she is eventually captured, and forced 

to endure surreal psychic torture in the 

Abbey of a monk named Margong. Eventually 

however she is able to reunite with the 

Order of the Madonna, which is very much 

akin to the Devourers of Life from Tail of 

the Lizard King, but they are not focused on 

revenge and destruction. The Devourers of 

Life are revealed to be one of the groups 

once incorporated into the Order of the 

Madonna. Mrs. E is revealed to be a 

supernatural being who incarnates in several 

bodies at once; the movies she makes are 

autobiographies of her long life/lives. Mrs. 

E faces down the wicked Prince Satiin, and 

returns to the movie set at last where she 

discovers the one responsible for all this: 

the director. He wanted to create a story 

that he could put to film, and so he 

encouraged Tamaron and his associates to 

take Mrs. E on the journey she endured. 

Tamaron escapes, having been defeated, and 

Mrs. E plans to do some costuming work 

before retiring to educate the next 

generation of women. 

 
One of  the themes of  this joined volume is the idea of  fiction-as-
myth. This is one of  the sources of  The Divine Mrs. E's subtitle The 
Adventure of  the Textual Lacuna.  
 
Hazel Hexen, the Devourers of  Life, “that Satanist Detective” (Zay 
Arkmoor), Raba Khan/Prince Ranah, Mi'Bassa, Andolfi, and Karl 
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Denim (and his film, Saga of  a South Seas Cannibal) all played a role in 
Tail of  the Lizard King and Kaliwood. Proper Musical Regulated Cruise 
is a descendant of  North American Regulated Cruise (NARC) from 
Kaliwood, a fact which is alluded to in Deus Mega Therion. 
 
The Incomputare, Cyrus Sincodemius, Edward Tamaron, Astaroth, 
Ska, Harold Coppola, and Yulmer Purrlzig are all from my online 
story Words from the Inner Circle. (Yulmer Purrlzig technically 
originates in my book Devil Skull Takes London!) The video game 
Headhunter (for the Game Boy) is from my online story Dieselworld. 
 
While there are other shout-outs to various stories besides those 
listed here, I am only annotating the ones that reference fiction that 
is part of  the world of  the story. There may be some reality in these 
other references—Captain Nemo may have existed, for example—
but these are spoken of  as if  they were from books, movies, TV 
shows, etc., and I leave the final choice of  whether these count to 
the reader. 
 
The characters of  Nebogipfel the Dreamer, Prince Satiin, and 
Abbot Margong are combinations of  my own characters and 
preexisting ones. Referring to them as “the Trinity” (Hero, Villain, 
Trickster), I have given them their own section independent of  the 
notes to the two books. 
 
Cedric “Frost” Flatow is mentioned to be the relative of  a hippie 
pop star. This is meant to be Max Frost (nee Flatow) from the film 
Wild in the Streets (1968). Max Frost is a pop star who lobbies to get 
the voting age lowered and, in the wake of  such, becomes the 
youngest President of  the United States. He creates an authoritarian 
hippie regime where people over 35 are continuously dosed with 
LSD. (In the world of  Deus Mega Therion, however, Frost's bid for 
power failed, even if  he still had a successful music career.) 
 
Dr. Antonio Nikola is a supervillain created by Guy Boothby, who 
first appeared in “A Bid for Fortune” (1895). Nikola is an occultist, 
scientist, and crime-master who relentlessly seeks power, wealth, and 
immortality. 
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The Naturos Demondo (or Naturom Demonto) is the book from the 
Sam Raimi film The Evil Dead (1981). More commonly known as the 
Necronomicon Ex-Mortis (referencing Lovecraft's Necronomicon), this 
book can summon the evil spirits known as Deadites. De Vermiis 
Mysteriis, one of  the many mysterious tomes of  Lovecraft's Cthulhu 
Mythos, was created by Robert Bloch and first appeared in “The 
Shambler from the Stars” (1935). 
 
The Chinese doctor whom Tamaron cannot name is Sax Rohmer's 
Fu Manchu. 
 
Calixta Caswell, the founder of  the Diana's Grove pub, is a 
descendant of  the Caswell (or Caswall) family from Bram Stoker's 
The Lair of  the White Worm (1911). In Stoker's novel the Caswalls 
have an unfortunate encounter with a giant subterranean worm. 
 
The biker gang known as the “Wild Desert Bikers” is a reference to 
the unmade film of  the same name by Hal P. Warren. Wild Desert 
Bikers was intended to be Warren's second film in the wake of  what 
turned to be his only film, the infamous Manos: The Hands of  Fate. 
 
Though the Savage Templars as a biker gang are my own creation, 
the story of  the mummified Templar Knights is meant to recall the 
undead Templars from Amanda de Ossorio's Tombs of  the Blind Dead 
(1972) and its sequels. That the Templars were able to travel beyond 
Europe and the Middle East is based on the fact that they had a ship 
under their command in the third film of  the series, The Ghost 
Galleon (1974). The island of  Matul is from Lucio Fulci's Zombi 2, an 
in-name-only sequel to George Romero's Dawn of  the Dead (1978), 
which was released in Italy under the title of  Zombi. Zombi 2 had 
several in-name-only sequels of  its own thanks to the unusual nature 
of  Italian film marketing and copyright law. The fourth of  the Blind 
Dead movies, Night of  the Seagulls (1975), was ostensibly released 
under the title Zombi 8. Eberhard Grant is intended to be the son of  
the lycanthropic Donovan “Red” Grant, from Ian Fleming's James 
Bond novel From Russia, with Love (1956) and its 1963 film 
adaptation. His father's lycanthropic nature preludes his own 
psychological transformations here. 
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“Louque” is the great-grandson of  Armand Louque, from the 
horrible film Revolt of  the Zombies (1936). Warrior's Island is from the 
action film Raw Force (1982); it is home to a group of  zombie-raising 
monks halfway between those seen in Revolt of  the Zombies and the 
Templars from the Blind Dead series. 
 
“Tan'na” is a reference to tana leaves, from the Universal Studios 
series of  Mummy films, which began with The Mummy's Hand in 
1940. Tana is the source of  sustained life for Kharis, the titular 
Mummy. 
 
The unseen Comrade Boznik-Koronovich is meant to be an alias or 
descendant of  Colonel Bozzo-Corona from Les Habits Noirs series 
by Paul Feval, pere, which began with The Black Coats (1863). The 
Black Coats are a powerful gang of  criminals, and Colonel Bozzo-
Corona—for part of  the series, anyway—is their mysterious, nearly 
god-like leader. His second-in-command is Monsieur Lecoq, who is 
or is related to the leader of  the “Lekokinov” spy ring mentioned 
later. (The Black Coats obtaining the secret of  immortality seems 
like an inevitability, even if  they don't possess it in the original 
books. They are, after all, archetypical supervillains.) 
 
Klayton Welsh III is intended to be the father of  Clay Walsh from 
the film Old Fashioned (2014). Like his father here, Clay Walsh's 
version of  Christianity is unhealthy (though Old Fashioned doesn't 
know that it's unhealthy): in the film, Walsh seeks an “old 
fashioned” (i.e. abstinent) relationship, though this definition is 
uncomfortably and unreasonably extensive—he doesn't even allow 
himself  to be in the same room as a woman, even the woman he's 
dating. Also, his idea of  a first date also includes testing his potential 
partner's maternal skills in taking care of  babies, despite the fact that 
physical contact between the two of  them is forbidden. Yeah, this 
movie is creepy. 
 
Morgan Hedge, who supplies part of  the name of  the bar, may be a 
relative of  DC Comics' media mogul Morgan Edge. 
 
The island of  Caphar Salama is from Johannes Valentinus Andreae's 
Description of  the Republic of  Christianopolis (1619). Caphar Salama 
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hosts the titular Christianopolis, a theocratic city that is also an 
unassailable fortress. 

 
The Divine Mrs. E is based off  the idea of  Mrs. E being a stand-in 
for Mae Jordan, played by Laura Gemser, from the film Black 
Emanuelle (1975). This film was one of  many movies derived from 
the 1959 novel Emmanuelle by Emmanuelle Arsan and its 1974 film 
adaptation. The original novel and film were both fictionalizations 
of  the real Arsan—the two Emmanuelles have relatively little in 
common beyond names. Over the years over a hundred Emmanuelle 
cash-in films were produced, sometimes featuring recurring actors. 
Each of  the Mrs. E films mentioned correlate to a film from the 
Emmanuelle “series,” with the reconstructions of  the “plot arcs” of  
these films as written by Mrs. E being my own sincere attempt to 
create continuity between these movies. In sum, one could read 
“Emmanuelle” in the place of  “Mrs. E,” though Emmanuelle is not 
entirely Mrs. E.  
 
Mae Jordan, called “Black Emanuelle” (with a single m) for the 
color of  her skin, had the most appearances of  all the Emmanuelles, 
and though her character was not always referred to by that name, 
she can be welded into a single character. In the 1981 film Divine 
Emanuelle (originally titled Love Camp), Gemser played Emanuelle as 
“the Divine One,” the leader of  a South American cult. The idea of  
Emmanuelle as a cult leader, with the name “Emmanuelle” being an 
identity taken by the cult's leader, inspired the organization that Mrs. 
E belongs to, the Order of  the Madonna. The various references 
throughout the story attempt to tie together various other cults and 
gangs made up of  or controlled by women (including the Devourers 
of  Life from Tail of  the Lizard King) into a single conglomerate, 
dedicated to the support and protection of  women by means both 
legal and illicit—though the aims of  the Order of  the Madonna 
have been led astray by some of  its past leaders, like L'Lar and 
Sumuro. This metanarrative, the outline and history of  the Order, is 
a reflection on how women and their roles in leadership and 
organizations have been seen in pop culture and genre fiction over 
the years, and how Mrs. E escapes that history to regain some of  
her lost agency. 
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Many of  the characters in The Divine Mrs. E correlate to real life 
figures from the European exploitation film scene; the name is 
usually an alias they used in real life. Jimmy Mathews, for example, is 
Bruno Mattei, while Clyde Anderson is Claudio Fragasso—both of  
them worked with Laura Gemser on several occasions and in fact 
made several of  her Emanuelle films. The Commodus films are based 
off  of  the various movies made in the wake of  Tinto Brass's 
Caligula (1979), such as Bruno Mattei's Caligula Reincarnated as Nero 
(1982) and Joe D'Amato's Caligula: The Untold Story (1982). 
Admittedly there was never an Emanuelle in the Days of  Caligula, even 
as a concept or bad bootleg title, though Laura Gemser did appear 
in Caligula: The Untold Story. 
 
With this in mind:  
 

− Mrs. A is the fictional Emmanuelle Arsan. 

− “White Mrs. E,” Moira Larssen, is based on the titular Laure 
Olsen of  the film Laure (1976), released as Forever 
Emmanuelle; Laure's actress, Annie Bell, appeared earlier in 
Black Emanuelle, White Emanuelle (1976) and later reappeared 
in the film Annie (1976), released as Teenaged Emanuelle, 
portraying a character similar enough to be considered the 
same all the way through. Kaliwood featured a character, 
Margaret Larssen, who was the daughter of  a captain named 
Fox Larssen;  Moira Larssen is another relative. 

− “Yellow Mrs. E,” Amy Wong, is based on Emy Wong from 
The Sensual World of  Emy Wong (1976), also released as Yellow 
Emanuelle. I propose this character reappears (albeit with 
different actresses and slightly altered backstories) in Tokyo 
Emanuelle (1976) and Tokyo Emanuelle: Private Lessons (1976). 
She was Chinese, but moved to Japan after the events of  
Sensual World (the latter two films say she lives in Japan while 
she is Chinese in the first film). 

 
“Helene Senechal” is the protagonist of  the 1973 film Lust and 
Desire, which was released as The Desires of  Emanuelle. Mrs. E uses 
her name because she is one of  the “pseudo-Mrs. Es,” appearing in 
a film that was retitled to be part of  the Emmanuelle “series.” 
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Ayesha is from H. Rider Haggard's She, while Antinea is from Pierre 
Benoit's Atlantida (1919); both of  them are immortal queens who 
rule over African kingdoms. Omphale is a mythological queen who 
captured Hercules, but the reference is meant to be to the version 
of  her from film Hercules Unchained (1959); Queen Antinea had her 
turn as a Hercules villainess as well, in Hercules and the Conquest of  
Atlantis (1961).  
 
Sumuro is a reference to Sax Rohmer's Sumuru. Sumuru, or the 
Sinister Madonna, is the mysterious immortal leader of  the all-
female Order of  Our Lady, which is one of  the bases for the Order 
of  the Madonna of  this story. Sumuru (or “Samara”) is also the 
name of  another tyrannical queen from another Hercules movie, 
Hercules Against the Moon Men (1964).  
 
Sal'lah is a reference to Sala, the leader of  the Sky Brigade (or Sky 
Band), a gang of  all-female criminals from the comic strip stories of  
the Phantom by Lee Falk and Ray Moore. Sala and the Sky Band 
appeared in the first story arc of  The Phantom in 1936.  
 
“V” is a reference to the string of  unknowable women from 
Thomas Pynchon's V. (1963). (V. was also an inspiration for The 
Divine Mrs. E in general, for however much it shows.) 
 
The Xipehuz, described vaguely by Tamaron in the story, are from 
J.-H. Rosny's The Xipehuz (1888). In the story a group of  far-distant 
proto-humans encounter the Xipehuz, a race of  powerful and 
incomprehensible aliens. 
 
Queen Ylana is the main villain of  the film Queen of  Outer Space 
(1958); Nyah is from Devil Girl from Mars (1954); Duessa is from Fire 
Maidens of  Outer Space (1956). “Mysta of  the Mazan Dynasty” is a 
reference both to Mysta of  the Moon, who first appeared in Planet 
Comics in 1945, and Otis Adelbert Kline's Maza of  the Moon (1928); 
Maza and Mysta are both lunar queens. The “Feline Legions” are 
the titular figures of  the film Cat-Women of  the Moon (1953); their 
Earthly descendants are the Serbian cat-women from the film Cat 
People (1942) and the South American cat-heroes of  the film The 
Pumaman (1980). 
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The Lithlux, Psychantresses of  Daat-Nox, and Craa-cult of  the 
Looped Planet, are all matriarchal alien societies. The Lithlux 
(“light-stone” or “shiny-stone”) are the Gem species of  the 
animated series Steven Universe (2013-present). The Psychantresses of  
Daat-Nox are the Nightsisters of  Dathomir, from the Star Wars 
Expanded Universe. The Craa-cult of  the Looped Planet are the 
Sisterhood of  Karn, from Doctor Who—Karn is called the “Looped 
Planet” as a nod to the story they first appeared in, The Brain of  
Morbius (1976), as a joking play on a Mobius/Morbius loop.  
 
“Blue-finger,” a drug absorbed through one's fingertips, is from 
Katherine Avalon's screenplay The Fires of  '16: Reign of  Emperor 
Tromble (2016), which will become important later on. Silling Castle 
is the setting of  the depraved orgies from the Marquis de Sade's The 
120 Days of  Sodom (1795). 
 
The Madonna operation from India involving “Afghan Princes, 
clowns, and the woman who deposed [Mrs. E], the daughter of  the 
infamous Major D. Smith,” along with mentions of  Chamal Khan 
and his nuclear bomb, Faberge eggs, and the Octopus of  the Blue 
Rings, are references to the James Bond film Octopussy (1983). 
Chamal (or Kamal) Khan is an Afghan Prince who works with 
Octopussy—the daughter of  the traitorous Major Dexter Smythe 
and ruler of  the Blue Octopus Cult in the Indian Ocean—to obtain 
a Faberge egg linked to a scheme involving, of  course, nuclear world 
domination. The Blue Octopus Cult is indeed a religious order, but 
is also a gang that occasionally operates under the guise of  a 
traveling circus. Octopussy gets its title from the 1966 Bond story 
“Octopussy” by Ian Fleming, but the film works better as a sequel 
to the short story than as an adaptation, as the events of  the short 
story are referenced in the film as having been a past adventure of  
Bond's. 
 
The Indian island that Octopussy's Octopus Cult inhabits is 
identified as “Rhahl,” aka Ral from Lester Dent's Doc Savage story 
The Feathered Octopus (1937). Ral is the home of  the piratical Cult of  
the Feathered Octopus (identified here as “the Octopus with 
Feathers”), ruled by the villainess Lo Lar (or the Great L'Lar). In 
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addition to running a pirate crew and a cult, Lo Lar was a financial 
manipulator, working with her husband “High Lar” to seize control 
of  the American aviation industry, before she was stopped by Doc 
Savage. It is hinted that Moira Larssen is her daughter, suggesting a 
link between the names “Lar” and “Larssen.” Rick Lai puts forth 
one possibility in his essay “Sirens of  the Si-Fan.” 
 
It is mentioned that Rhahl was stolen from the Order of  the 
Madonna by Raba Khan, alias Prince Ranah, though the Order 
eventually stole it back. While Raba Khan was one of  the characters 
of  Tail of  the Lizard King, his alter ego of  Prince Ranah is meant to 
recall “Prince Rajid” from Emmanuelle 5 (1987). Rajid was a dictator 
who tried to make Emmanuelle (Arsan) into his concubine. 
 
“The Prouse fortune” is a reference to the Crimson Clown, a pulp 
vigilante created by Johnston McCulley in 1926. The Crimson 
Clown is secretly Delton Prouse, a playboy who steals from the 
unjustly rich to give to charity, though he also uses the plundered 
funds to sustain his own fortune (so he can keep associating with 
the unjustly rich, and therefore continue robbing them). Even 
though no one whose name includes the word “Clown” should have 
this, his main weapon is a syringe full of  knockout drugs—the 
Clown has always struck me as one of  the less savory pulp heroes. 
As suggested here, Prouse was one of  the wealthy men who married 
a member of  the Order of  the Madonna and therefore lost his 
fortune to the Order. Prouse's clown motif, stolen along with his 
fortune, could have partially inspired the circus aspect of  the Order 
of  the Madonna that Octopussy would later use. (It's one way of  
explaining the sequence of  events leading to Roger Moore dressing 
as a clown in Octopussy.) 
 
Mrs. E recalls several pseudo-Mrs. Es. Iris is the star of  Swap Meet at 
the Love Shack (1969), re-released as Emmanuelle Meets the Wife 
Swappers. Isabelle is from Erotic Diary of  a Lumberjack (1974), 
released under the title of  Erotic Daughters of  Emmanuelle. Jennifer 
comes from Blonde Emanuelle 3-D (1977), and I can confirm that she 
at least is actually called Emanuelle in some dubs. Finally, Clito 
appears in An Erotic Journal from a Lady from Thailand (1980), also 
known as Emmanuelle 3 (not to be confused with the real Emmanuelle 
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3 from 1977). 
 
Zalma von der Pahlen is the titular character of  T. Mullet Ellis' 
Zalma (1895). Zalma is the leader of  an anarchist group that plans to 
destroy the world's nobility with a variety of  sci-fi villain schemes; 
she is quite similar in this regard to Natasha from George Griffith's 
The Angel of  the Revolution (1893), who is listed here as her partner. 
 
Herland is a reference to the country of  the same name from 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's Herland (1916). Herland is a country 
populated and ruled exclusively by women. 
 
“Sister Agatha” is a nun from the film Flavia the Heretic (1974); she is 
a revolutionary who seeks to create a cult of  women that will 
dominate men. Abigail is the titular figure of  Psyched by the 4D Witch 
(1972), a movie about a pagan girl named Cindy who is descended 
from Abigail and learns magic from her demonic spirit. 
 
“Wahn'go” is a reference to the Stone Age land from The Wild 
Women of  Wongo (1958). Wahn'go is a woman-ruled land which goes 
to war with Guna, a country ruled by men. 
 
“Kitty” Mucho is based on Pussy Galore from Ian Fleming's 
Goldfinger (1959), and the 1964 film adaptation of  the same name. 
Pussy Galore is the lesbian leader of  an all-female trapeze act and 
gang called the Cement Mixers; she is also a pilot, hence her role 
here. Fleming maintained that James Bond “seduced” Pussy into 
being straight (which the film preserves and tries to make more 
romantic), but like many others I ignore the possibility that she 
actually became heterosexual (we know better now compared to 
Fleming and his era that homosexuality can't be changed by straight 
sex). 
 
Moll Flanders is the titular character from Daniel Defoe's Moll 
Flanders (1722); Frances Hill is that from John Cleland's Fanny Hill 
(1748); Juliette Paris is from the Marquis de Sade's Juliette, or Vice 
Amply Rewarded (1797-1801), a sequel to his earlier Justine, or Good 
Conduct Well-Chastised (1791). The sadistic Juliette, who contrasts her 
virtuous sister Justine, is given no surname in the novel, but is based 
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on Justine Paris (1705-1774), a madame and courtesan who was a 
lover of  Casanova. 
 
Colonel Metterstein is a variation of  “Countess Metterstein,” an 
alias used by Soviet spymaster Colonel Rosa Klebb in Ian Fleming's 
From Russia, with Love and the 1963 film adaptation of  the same 
name. Klebb is a forty-something implied lesbian who tries to steal a 
decoding machine for anti-Western interests, before James Bond 
gets involved. Klebb is later stated to have been taken away by her 
Communist masters and executed—presumably this was a lie, to 
cover for her capture by the Order of  the Madonna. 
 
The women who were excluded from the Order for being abusive to 
women are named as Ilsa, Olga, Wanda, and Greta. Ilsa is a 
reference to the character played by Dyanne Thorne in Ilsa, She-Wolf  
of  the SS (1975) and its three follow-ups; it is the shared name of  
several women who torture people in a variety of  exploitation-
movie locales, including an SS prison camp and a Soviet gulag. 
Madame Olga is from the film Olga's House of  Shame (1964) and its 
three sequels. Most commonly, Olga is a human trafficker for a 
prostitution ring. (Aren't exploitation movies fun?) “Wanda” and 
“Greta” are references to the abusive kidnapping-gang women from 
the film Wanda, the Sadistic Hypnotist (1969). Curiously, two alternate 
titles for the third Ilsa film, Ilsa, the Wicked Warden (1977), include 
Wanda, the Wicked Warden and Greta, the Mad Butcher. The titular 
woman of  the film Gretta (1984) is not the same as this other Greta 
but she may be her daughter; though Gretta from the 1984 could be 
the daughter of  Erskine Caldwell's novel Gretta (1955), upon which 
the film claims to be based. If  the 1984 Gretta film is tied into this 
then so too are the events of  the movies The Nightmare Never Ends 
(1980) and Marilyn Alive and Behind Bars (1992), which joined the 
same fictional universe as Gretta via the anthology film Night Train to 
Terror (1985).   
 
Another reject was the Chiroptera Woman, a stand-in for Batwoman 
of  the film The Wild World of  Batwoman (1966); that she is referred to 
as a mere acidhead indicates how seriously I take that film. Irma 
Vep, a much more respectable character, is from the French serial 
The Vampires (1915). The Vampires tells the story of  a French gang of  
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the same name, focusing on their mysterious operative Irma Vep. 
The Vampires are not actual blood-suckers, and this trait, as well as 
the name, is shared by the Vampire organization run by Batwoman 
in her film. Notably, Wild World of  Batwoman also features cameos 
from the monsters from the film The Mole People (1956), and its main 
villain, a super-criminal named Rat Fink, may be related to the 
crimefighter Rat Pfink from the Ray Dennis Steckler films Lemon 
Grove Kids Meet the Monsters (1965) and Rat Pfink a Boo Boo (1966). 
 
Batwoman's alternate identity of  Sheila Myra recalls two other roles 
played by Batwoman actress Katherine Victor, those of  Dr. Myra 
from Teenage Zombies (1959) and Sheila Frankenstein von Helsing 
from Frankenstein Island (1981); the former film is also the source of  
the reference to the living dead. “Zarpa Mesa” is a reference to the 
film Mesa of  Lost Women (1953), also featuring Victor. Dr. Eric von 
Schalkenbach is the mad scientist from Cromwell Gibbons' The Bat-
Woman (1938), which is a sequel to Gibbons' Murder in Hollywood 
(1936). 
 
“Blood Island” and its “Love Goddesses” are references to the 
partially-lost film Love Goddesses of  Blood Island (1963). The film 
concerns a cult of  man-hating women who torture an American 
astronaut who crashes on their island. I meant to make this Blood 
Island implicitly the same as the Blood Island which appeared in 
several films made by Eddie Romero, beginning with Terror is a Man 
(1959). 
 
The Black Alley Cats are the titular gang of  women from the film 
The Black Alley Cats (1974). They take vigilante revenge on rapists 
and other sex offenders. 
 
“Ak'lo” is a reference to the Aklo language popularized by H.P. 
Lovecraft, but created by Arthur Machen in his short story “The 
White People.” Prince Satiin has Paradise Lost and Moby-Dick on his 
shelves, recalling the reading choices of  Star Trek's Khan Noonien 
Singh; perhaps Satiin met Khan at some point, as Khan solidified 
his political power for the covert power struggles of  the 1990s 
known as the Eugenics Wars.  
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The criminals “Peters” and “Murtagh” are meant to be descendants 
of  Carl Peterson and Professor Moriarty. Professor James Moriarty 
is of  course the nemesis of  Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock 
Holmes; the name Murtagh is derived from Philip Jose Farmer's 
Secrets of  the Nine series, where the mysterious James Murtagh is 
implied to be a relative of  the criminal mathematician. 
 
“Fantomas” is a reference to the character created by Marcel Allain 
and Pierre Souvestre, who first appeared in Fantomas (1911) and 
went on to appear in forty-two sequels. Fantomas is a murderous 
robbing master of  disguise who brings terror and chaos to the cities 
he plunders. 
 
“Dr. Zan” to meant to be a stand-in for Dr. Odile Cazan from the 
James Bond 007 comic strip story The Harpies (1968-1969). Odile 
Cazan is yet another Bond villainess who runs an all-girl gang of  
criminals who operate as trapeze artists (the eponymous Harpies, in 
this case), along with Pussy Galore and Octopussy. It is reasonable 
to assume that their three organizations are the same or overlap, in 
addition to being part of  the Order of  the Madonna. 
 
Dr. Zan has experimented on the Tcho-Tcho people. Cedric Frost 
saw the Tcho-Tcho in his DMT vision in Deus Mega Therion. Their 
mutation in the Utah lab references the Goblins of  Claudio 
Fragasso's Troll 2 (1990), where the Tcho-Tcho-like Goblins control 
the small Utah town of  Nilbog. Laura Gemser worked as the 
costume designer for Troll 2, creating the Goblin costumes, hence 
the reference here. The “Samhain Stonehenge cult” recalls both the 
Magic Stone of  Stonehenge which serves as the source of  the 
Goblins' mystical abilities, as well as the Stonehenge cult from the 
film Halloween III: Season of  the Witch (1982). “Samhain” may not 
refer merely to the pagan holiday, but also to the evil god Samhain 
from the animated series The Real Ghostbusters (1986-1991), based off  
the 1984 Ghostbusters film. 
 

The Trinity 
 
The Trinity consists of  a Hero, a Villain, and a Trickster—the latter 
being one who is both good and evil, and neither good nor evil at 
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the same time. (By being able to combine/avoid good and evil, he is 
the strongest of  the three.) Each of  the three beings have had 
several fictional incarnations as they enter “realspace”; the idea that 
Mrs. E proposes regarding that idea is a good summary of  what 
both she and the beings of  the Trinity are, though her experiences 
have resulted in her being more self-aware than they. 
 
The Hero: Also known as the Healer, the Dreamer (“Ansyne”), 
Moses Nebogipfel, Merlin, Ohrmazd. The Hero appears in Deus 
Mega Therion rather than Divine Mrs. E, which is what he means when 
he says he has “popped over from the next story over.” Here, he is 
primarily based on the Doctor from Doctor Who—his red jacket, 
purple fedora, and faded maroon scarf, as well as his young-old face 
and wide eyes, mark him as the Fourth Doctor. He is partially based 
on the older Fourth Doctor who appears in the home video release 
of  the unfinished serial Shada (1979), as well as “the Curator,” the 
future version of  the Doctor seen in “The Day of  the Doctor” 
(2013). Prince Satiin later mentions that he has the “sign [of] 
Omega”; this is meant to be a reference to Arnould Galopin's novel 
Doctor Omega. Moses Nebogipfel is the name of  the time-traveler 
from H.G. Wells' short story, “The Chronic Argonauts” (1888); it 
has been suggested that Nebogipfel was also the Time Traveler from 
Wells' later novel The Time Machine (1895), but I do not intend for 
that to be the case here. His claiming the name of  Merlin references 
the Doctor Who serial Battlefield (1989) where it was revealed that the 
Seventh Doctor was or would be Merlin. 
 
The Hero's other name, “Ansyne,” does indeed mean “Dreamer,” 
very roughly, in Anglo-Saxon. This is meant to recall the Quenya 
meaning of  Olorin, the original Maia name for Gandalf  from J.R.R. 
Tolkien's The Lord of  the Rings. As above, I do not mean to imply 
that Gandalf  and the Doctor are the same person, even if  they were 
both the Hero. Specifically, they were both expressions of  the Hero. 
Once, there was an individual who remembered being Gandalf. At 
another time, there was another individual who remembered being 
the Doctor. Jagged Skull met with this singular individual, who was 
simultaneously beyond, larger than, and containing his various 
identities. Similarly, as evidenced by Nikola Shorter's TV tastes, 
Doctor Who is generally perceived to be a work of  fiction in this 
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world. She could sort of  recognize the Hero as being similar to 
Doctor but couldn't put her finger on it. 
 
The Hero's blonde traveling companion, Fred Whatzit, is based on 
the Fourth Doctor's companion Romana, in her second incarnation 
played by Lalla Ward. Her name and the references to “tesseracts” 
and “Dark Things” suggest that in an unseen adventure she took on 
the role of  Mrs. Whatsit from Madeleine L'Engle's A Wrinkle in 
Time (1963). (Notably A Wrinkle in Time also contains a character 
named “Mrs. Who.”) The name “Fred” comes from a joke in 
Romana's first appearance in The Ribos Operation (1978), where the 
Doctor's options for a convenient version of  Romana's Gallifreyan 
name (“Romanadvoratrelundar”) are “Romana” or “Fred.” Romana 
picks “Fred,” and so the Doctor calls her Romana. 
 
The Villain: Also known as Prince Satiin, the Cunning One 
(“Wenan”), Ahriman. The Villain is primarily based on Prince Sanit, 
a New Age occultist from Emanuelle in Bangkok (1976). Sanit is a 
friend of  Emanuelle/Mae Jordan in that film, teaching her some of  
his hypnotic secrets, but like his other identities he has been 
corrupted since the events of  that film. His Anglo-Saxon name, and 
its translation as “Cunning,” identifies him as being related to 
Saruman from The Lord of  the Rings; when he mentions a name of  
his which is “similar to” Sumuro he means to point to the name 
“Curumo,” Saruman's Maia name. “Easterlings” are from Lord of  the 
Rings, as is the Iron Court (a translation of  “Isengard”). Finally, 
because of  his opposition to the Hero, he presumably stands in for 
the Doctor's arch-nemesis, the Master. The Dreamer's dialogue in 
Deus Mega Therion implies this. 
 
Ahriman, like the Dreamer's Ohrmazd, is a reference to the dualistic 
deities of  Zoroastrianism. When Satiin refers to the Trinity as 
“Champions” and calls himself  a Champion of  Death, he is 
referencing the roles occupied by the Doctor and the Master in the 
Doctor Who Expanded Universe as the Champions of  Time and 
Death, respectively. His duel with the Hero “near Algol” is meant to 
point towards H.P. Lovecraft's “Beyond the Wall of  Sleep” (1919), 
wherein a backwoods yokel gains and passes on a psychic vision of  
two dualistic entities fighting a battle near the star Algol.  
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The Terrible or Abhorrent Dread, Satiin's old associate, is Sauron. 
The references to “the Ring of  Silvianus” and “Nodens” reference 
the real-life Ring of  Silvianus, a 4th Century artifact dug up in 1785 
that was inscribed with a curse in the name of  the Celtic god 
Nodens. The Ring and its inscription inspired Tolkien's Ring of  
Power, while Nodens has been one of  the gods of  real-life 
mythologies incorporated into the Cthulhu Mythos as members of  
the Elder Gods. 
 
The Trickster: Also known as Peta Margong, Kurq'wes, Bird-Lover 
(“Fugol'leofa”). The Trickster is a version of  the Meddling Monk 
from Doctor Who; the Monk is a Time Lord who uses his powers of  
time travel for his own selfish gain. The name “Peta Margong” is a 
Tibetan approximation of  Peter Butterworth (“Butter-Cost”), who 
was the actor who first portrayed the Monk. Satiin mentions he is in 
his “seventh” incarnation, a sideways joke on Sylvester McCoy (the 
Seventh Doctor) playing Radagast in Peter Jackson's adaptation of  
The Hobbit. 
 
Fugol'leofa/Bird-Lover is a translation of  “Aiwendil,” the Maia 
name for Radagast the Brown, one of  the lesser wizards from 
Tolkien's Middle-earth stories. Depending on which part of  the 
Tolkien fandom you talk to, you will find conflicting theories over 
whether or not Radagast, like Saruman, “failed” in his mission to 
stop Sauron in Middle-earth; some say that he became too obsessed 
with the birds that he loved and forgot the ways of  the Maiar, while 
others say he helped Gandalf  and the others save the day. That 
ambiguity is the basis for the Trickster. 
 
Kurq'wes is the name of  the avatar of  Death from my own fiction; 
an incarnation of  Kurq'wes also appears in Dieselworld. Like the 
Trickster, Death can be good or evil, or both, or neither.  
 

Oh by the gods what I done 

 

Well, it's not what I've done, it's what 

they did. I only accepted the assignment; an 

innocent gesture, in my mind. Whoever the 
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creature was who wrote all this, they had 

too much time on their hands. 

 

Once again I will set aside an explication 

of my personal grievances with Harold 

Coppola to process the volume of these 

stories. There is much to examine but I will 

try to keep it as concise as I can. 

 

“Fiction as myth.” This idea makes sense, 

but it has some faults. For one, myth often 

has a religious element to it, while fiction 

does not. Devotion, worship, and faith are—

well. I hate to contradict myself, but even 

in my time there were those who bound 

themselves so strongly to film franchises 

and TV shows and book series that it became 

religious to a point. The heroes in those 

media can inspire people just as gods and 

champions of myth can. Myth and fiction are 

both invisible things made real—they're 

bindings of uncountable things. I wonder if 

that's the logic of the Incomputare. Even 

when I was among them they kept some of 

their secrets to themselves, including all 

of the reasons for their name. 

 

Myth, however, is generally not bound by 

copyright. Bezecny shows a definite love of 

the postmodern in their work and I know they 

address the issue of copyright later from an 

in-universe perspective. For all their 

experiments, however, there are failures; 

for example, they try to make a big deal out 

of Edward Tamaron having “displaced” or 

usurped the place of another sorcerer named 

Aleister Crowley. This would have more punch 

to it if there was a person of historical 

note named Aleister Crowley in this 
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Multiverse. There certainly isn't one on my 

Earth. 

 

Speaking of such, it is curious to see this 

many occurrences of “external fictions” 

embedded in Earth-Alpha's timeline. But my 

files confirm they are still extant; the 

whole of the history of the Order of the 

Madonna can be found both on Earth-Alpha and 

Earth-X. It was transplanted wholly in what 

must have been an intense warping of 

chronospatial laws. I assume it is related 

to the Fissure and possible Syzygy event 

that occurred between the two universes—but 

Syzygies and Fissures form for a reason. I 

am having trouble telling if either of these 

texts offer a reason for the Syzygy, so I 

must read on. 

 

Some of the fiction references stand out to 

me as particularly significant. I am 

intrigued by the possible origins of the 

Octopus of the Blue Rings, which was 

apparently part of the basis for that most 

ridiculous of Roger Moore films. I myself am 

an Octopus of Blue Rings, but I have never 

interfered with the history of Earth-X and 

thus there is no reason for a connection 

between us. However, in the brief time I've 

spent studying the possibilities, I have 

come across a potential link between this 

organization and the drug known as 

bluefinger, which Bezecny cites as having 

its first appearance in Katherine Avalon's 

Reign of Emperor Tromble. As some of the 

more deviant and slothful members of the 

Coppola Station crew will attest, bluefinger 

exists in many universes, and I have never 

been entirely informed what exactly it's 
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made of. But let's just say that it took me 

a while to recover from the nausea, and in 

the name of my people I'll smite anyone I 

come across who uses or sells this rotten 

“drug.” There is a reason my people are the 

same color as this wretched poison. 

 

I similarly have insight into a further 

connection between the Blue-Ringed Octopus, 

bluefinger, and Bezecny’s aforementioned 

book, Jim Anthony vs. the Mastermind. I had 

a chance to read that, and I found that the 

single crossover of that book is in the form 

of Baron Sturm, the villain of the second 

part of the novel. Sturm is obsessed with 

fish-human hybrids, to the point where he 

dresses as one, suggesting a link to H.P. 

Lovecraft's “The Shadow Over Innsmouth” 

(1931) and The Creature from the Black 

Lagoon. However, it is also implied that he 

is the father of Karl Stromberg (note the 

similar names) from the 1977 film which 

shares a title with Ian Fleming's The Spy 

Who Loved Me (1962). I am intrigued now by 

the fish-like humanoids who appeared on 

Terra-X, now that I know that, via the 

connections above, they may be related to me 

or my race. 

 

It is also curious to have insight into the 

early days of Jagged Skull. They have a new 

drummer these days of course but we have 

encountered them a few times on our 

expeditions to worlds like Earth-20181. 

However exactly they acquired the power to 

travel between universes I do not know, but 

I assume it's linked to their fusion of 

music and magic. They have played a few 

concerts for the Station now and again, but 
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they've never learned too much about our 

anti-Ultra goals, just as we've never 

learned their origins until now. 

 

Finally, there is the mention of the 

Psychantresses of Daat-Nox. Terra-X leakage 

is something I've mentioned earlier, but 

these witches existed within my universe. 

They didn't have that other name that 

Bezecny assigns to them, though, and upon 

consuming the requisite media I can tell you 

the Psychantresses were different. I know 

because when I served the Followers of Tor-

al I helped hunt down and exterminate them 

as I did the Incomputare. The planet Daat-

Nox evidently survived the ravages of the 

portals from Universe-X that brought it 

here. I wasn't aware that it was possible 

for whole timelines to cross over, however, 

as is what happened with the Order of the 

Madonna. 

 

My assistants at the database suggest that 

there may be such things as Terrax mutants; 

refugees from Terra-X who were subjected to 

alterations to their chronal patterns in the 

migration, changing them into alternate 

forms of the fiction characters they once 

existed as. Thinking about this from a 

literary perspective, this is rather how 

fictional characters reproduce, isn't it? 

There is nothing new under the sun, and 

every character can be traced back in some 

way to, if not another character, an 

archetype, which is usually typified by some 

famous character. One could picture a cosmos 

where the Platonic ideals of certain human 

archetypes existed in reality and underwent 

this asexual division until Terra-X was 
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formed. 

 

But now, in the wake of its destruction, 

Terra-X touches every corner of the 

Multiverse now. Its synthesized radiations 

hum out everywhere, ensuring the rebirth of 

heroes ancient and modern. And if there are 

such things as Terrax mutants, some of us 

could be “descendants” of figures of preset 

narratives and never know it. 

 

Given the existence of the planet Daat-Nox 

in my universe, I can't rule out the 

possibility that I myself am such a mutant. 

But who would I be? I don't have time to 

scour the whole of fiction to find myself, 

but if I do have a bond to this dead 

universe, I may have further advantages in 

accomplishing my goals. 
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“A Parliament of Counts” (Archive of Our 

Own, Sept. 2017) 

 

Count Feodor Orloff of Russia, accompanied 

by his assistant Ivan Russakoff, are fleeing 

the nation of Czernova in disgrace. They 

come across a carriage-train in the distance 

who offers them shelter from the European 

winter. Everyone aboard claims to be a 

Count, just as Orloff is, but he fails to 

realize that “Count” is also the passengers' 

codeword for being vampires. When they 

discover that Orloff is not a vampire they 

attack and devour him, while Russakoff 

escapes.  

 

This story can be found online here: 
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12093855/chapters/27414876 
 
The story is a sequel to John R. Carling's romantic thriller The 
Shadow of  the Czar. Count Feodor Orloff, Ivan Russakoff, Czernova, 
and Princess Barbara are all references to the characters and events 
of  that book; Orloff  and Russakoff  are the agents of  the Czar who 
seeks to conquer Czernova against the wishes of  Princess Barbara. 
Count Orloff  and Russakoff's deaths in the book are revealed here 
to have been faked. 
 
Orloff's son, Dionysus Orloff, is the titular character of  Jesus 
Franco's film The Awful Dr. Orlof. His name, Dionysus, is a reference 
to the name given to the titular killer of  Franco's Jack the Ripper 
(1976); in some dubs, the Ripper is given the name Dennis. Dr. 
Orloff  is a murderer who kills women to take their skin to 
transplant onto his grievously-injured daughter Melissa. Orloff, 
played by a variety of  actors, has appeared in many European 
horror films made by Franco and others.  
 
Joseph Balsamo was a real person, the scandalous occulist known as 
Cagliostro; this version is meant to recall the fictionalized portrayal 
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of  Balsamo from the Arsene Lupin stories by Maurice Leblanc. 
Orloff's relationship to Joseph Balsamo is based on the fact that in 
Jess Franco's films The Erotic Rites of  Frankenstein (1973) and The 
Gluttons (1973) (the latter part of  the Maciste film series), Cagliostro 
was played by Howard Vernon. Howard Vernon also played Dr. 
Orloff  in many of  the Orloff  films, including the original.  
 
The architect Orloff  mentions, Rinaldo Sabata, is from the horror 
film The Ghost of  Rashmon Hall (1947); Sabata is both an architect 
and a necromancer. The Orlofsky house will later be the home of  
the granddaughter of  Count Dracula, and a member of  the 
infamous Talbot family, in Andy Milligan's film Blood (1970).  
 
Dr. Orloff's mother, whose surname is Droila, is a relative of  the 
evil Dr. Droila from the film The Hanging Woman (1973). The 
unfortunate Ogroff  is an ancestor of  the similarly-fated figure of  
Norbert Moutier's film Ogroff  (1983), who was trepanned and 
tortured in World War II. “Gerard” is Brigadier Gerard, from a 
series of  stories by Arthur Conan Doyle; “Hornblower” is Horatio 
Hornblower from the stories written by C.S. Forester. Both men are 
officers in the Napoleonic Wars.  
 
The spies, Verloc and Bartholomew, are ancestors of  the spies of  
the same names from Joseph Conrad's The Secret Agent (1907) and 
William K. Hennigar's film Thigh Spy (1967). “Grigory Orloff ” is a 
reference to Grigory Orlov (1734-1783), a real-life Russian noble of  
the wealthy Orlov family who fathered Aleksey Bobrinsky, the 
illegitimate son of  Catherine the Great. Feodor Orloff  may be a son 
of  Bobrinsky.  
 
Malatesta is the leader of  the sinister traveling show from the film 
Malatesta's Carnival of  Blood (1973), which is not a sequel to but may 
be related to the film Carnival of  Blood (1970). Graustark is from a 
series of  books by George Barr McCutcheon; Ruritania is from The 
Prisoner of  Zenda (1894) by Anthony Hope and its sequel; Kanpallia 
is from my own fiction. All of  them are Eastern European 
monarchies. “Dantes of  Monte Cristo” is a reference to Edmond 
Dantes from Alexandre Dumas' The Count of  Monte Cristo (1844). 
The name Russakoff  takes at the end of  the story, Rokoff, is a 
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reference to Nikolas and Olga Rokoff  from Edgar Rice Burroughs' 
Tarzan novels. 
 
The identities of  the Counts are as follows: 
 

• Count Duval is from the Mexican horror film The Vampire 
(1957). 

• Count Metterhaus is the ringleader of  the eponymous 
organization from the film Vampire Circus (1972). His using 
the name “Klebb” is a reference to Rosa Klebb, from Ian 
Fleming's James Bond novel From Russia with Love , who uses 
the alias of  “Countess Metterstein”; I meant to imply that 
Metterstein was a corruption of  an old family name, 
Metterhaus, and that Klebb was a descendant of  Metterhaus' 
non-vampiric relatives.  

• Count Tesla is Armand Tesla, from the film The Return of  the 
Vampire (1943). 

• Count Vardalek is the vampire from Count Eric Stenbock's 
“The True Story of  the Vampire” (1894). 

• Count Dolingen is the husband of  the “dead” Countess 
Dolingen from Bram Stoker's “Dracula's Guest” (1914). 

• And Dracula is, of  course, the titular figure of  Bram Stoker's 
Dracula. How he is related to Count Orloff  will be revealed 
in the future.  

 

We learn here that the primary Orloff family 

of Terra-X is descended from Catherine the 

Great. I wonder if Bezecny means to allude 

to the fictionalized Catherine the Great, 

played by Marlene Dietrich, from the film 

The Scarlet Empress (1934). 

 

Now I'm doing it. I choose to maintain my 

liberty by returning to my own personal 

tangents. 

 

I said before that Harold Coppola offered to 

help me defeat Vol Solkolla, and so I 
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presented him with some of my research. I 

was deeply interested in Tan Solkolla, 

before his son killed him—I appreciated that 

Cosiiv Ohego knew how to turn a symbol of 

hope into something fearsome. There were 

stories that Tan Solkolla was created by 

mystic forces, the same I often tapped into 

to mutate life given to me for 

weaponization. I could have studied him if 

Ohego had not guarded him so jealously. But 

I believe he was a Moonchild, just as Tsuu-

Aas, destroyer of Terra-X, was. They, too, 

are products of magical conceptions. 

However, it has been pointed out to me that 

Moonchildren may originate from Edward 

Tamaron's The Moonchild (1917), showing that 

there is a fictional precedent for 

everything, as I've said before. I bring 

this all up because I believe that Vol 

Solkolla is also a Moonchild—a “Chosen One,” 

or perhaps, in the right hands, an 

Antichrist. 

 

So what did Coppola give me to defeat this 

Antichrist? 

 

At first it seemed as if he had the power to 

destroy and reshape universes. He showed me 

what awaited me after my various deaths. Vol 

Solkolla rebuilt the Incomputare stronger 

than ever, and they completely supplanted 

the Helioarchy, reducing them to fragments 

of their former selves. The Followers of 

Tor-al were rounded up and destroyed. 

Fragmentary groups of rogue Incomputare 

remained, victims of time-travel just like 

the Followers, but each time they threatened 

peace Solkolla brought them down. Through 

his child, the daughter of my rival Kitaiia 
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Obsydan, and his nieces and nephews through 

Kaad Nemo and Brahe Akayos, he established 

an Incomputare dynasty who ruled the 

universe sagaciously and peacefully for many 

generations. 

 

Needless to say I would have none of this. 

So Coppola offered me a chance to change the 

past. He magnified my skills by retconning 

me into the second student of Baron M-Noam, 

the Incomputare Master who taught Cosiiv 

Ohego. M-Noam and I shared a psychic link 

which influenced each other, much like that 

shared between Richard Marlowe and “the 

Master.” To a certain degree, M-Noam became 

one of my alternate guises, infused with 

portions of my psychic essence. 

 

In the new version of time Coppola offered 

me, I knew precisely how to strike at 

Solkolla and his family—I would use his 

family against him. First, I ensured that 

Vol himself would never reproduce, by 

slaying Kitaiia Obsydan when she was nothing 

but a pawn of Ohego, long before she fell in 

love with her future husband. Next, using 

the power I learned under M-Noam—as M-Noam—I 

altered the genes of Solkolla's adopted 

brother and his wife so that they would only 

have one child, a son, who mirrored he who 

had come before. The efforts in all of this 

left me aged and with dimension-twisted 

features; rather like my old teachers back 

on my planet of origin. I used this as a 

disguise, along with a false identity of a 

member of the Ma-la-kak Scriers, to step 

into the universe, taking the appropriate 

name of “Maske.” I swallowed the soul of 

Ow'nfrere “Frere” Nemo-Akayos, just as I saw 
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Ohego do to young Frere's grandfather so 

long ago. He forced Vol Solkolla into exile. 

 

He would return, in time, and I learned the 

reason why eventually. He had used his magic 

to speak to himself as he had once been, a 

powerful Master of the reborn Incomputare. 

That version of him, full of grandeur rather 

than disgrace, still existed, an enemy of 

the powerful warlock Bluehole. 

 

All I had done was create a split timeline. 

An individual universe can contain millions 

of timelines, most of them insignificant 

next to those aspects of time which form a 

majority. This timeline was strongly valid, 

but the almighty Maske was nothing more than 

a satellite-body, as I had known before. I 

was able to restore my health, youth, and 

appearance, after forging Maske’s death, but 

I still had not killed Solkolla. 

 

This is where Coppola failed me. He does not 

possess the power to change universes—he is 

only a tinkerer, like those he's made into 

his servants. Once again I must consider the 

possibility of using Terrax to create fiat 

alterations to living universes. That is 

largely why I am working against him. He 

paid me inadequately. 
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“Claws of the Cat, Fangs of the Bat” 

(Archive of Our Own, Sept. 2017) 

 

This story is actually a series of 

vignettes, each providing backstory on the 

history of Earth-X, and framing the 

genealogy of the Orloff family within the 

great context of a war between the Great Old 

Ones and the Elder Gods. These include; 

Feodor Orloff III, empowered by an artifact 

he found on the moon, facilitating a truce 

between two races of aliens; a blooming 

romance between Julie Zorn and Orloff III; 

an alliance between the Master (from Manos) 

and terrorist/cultist Datu Sumlang; Batman 

chasing the latest incarnation of his enemy 

the Catwoman; Doctor Omega observing the 

engineering of humanity in the distant past; 

and finally Julie Orloff-Zorn betraying her 

husband Feodor, revealing herself to be an 

agent of the Great Old Ones. 

 

This story can be found here: 
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12093996/chapters/27415335 
 
Feodor Orloff  III is one of  the astronauts from the film 12 to the 
Moon. In 12 to the Moon an international moon mission encounters an 
unseen race of  aliens who expose them to a variety of  dangers. I've 
conflated those aliens with the Firstborn from Arthur C. Clarke's 
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), who built the Monoliths, including the 
lunar Monolith mentioned here. Orloff  is the son of  Feodor Orloff  
II from The Dark Eyes of  London, adapted from the 1924 Edgar 
Wallace novel of  the same name. 
 
The Cat-Women mentioned throughout the story are the all-female 
lunar race from the film Cat-Women of  the Moon. Their enemies, the 
Supreme Race (also known as the Galaxy Beings), are an 
amalgamation of  the aliens from Teenagers from Outer Space (1958), 
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Plan 9 from Outer Space (1959), and The Human Duplicators (1965). 
“The Ruler” is from Plan 9, while the android Kolos is from The 
Human Duplicators. Ruk is the android from the Star Trek episode 
“What Are Little Girls Made Of?” (1966), suggesting that his 
masters are also the “Old Ones” from that story. Episode writer 
Robert Bloch may have intended these Old Ones to be the same as 
the Great Old Ones from the Cthulhu Mythos. 
 
“Cavor” and the ant-creatures he encountered on the moon (the 
Selenites) are from H.G. Wells' The First Men in the Moon (1901). 
“Mazan” recalls the titular lunar queen of  Otis Adelbert Kline's 
Maza of  the Moon; evidently these Cat-Women are in the service of  
Queen Maza. 
 
The Sontarans and the Rutans are from Doctor Who; the two species 
have warred with each other for millions of  years. 
 
The reference to Dionysus Orloff's possible career as Jack the 
Ripper is a reference to the cuts of  Jess Franco's film Jack the Ripper 
(1976) which name the killer as “Dr. Dennis Orloff.” The mention 
of  his inventing invisibility is a reference to the film Dr. Orloff's 
Invisible Monster (1970), where Orloff  turns a gorilla invisible. Hawley 
Griffin is the titular figure of  H.G. Wells' The Invisible Man (1897)—
his first name being Hawley is a nod to The League of  Extraordinary 
Gentlemen . J.J. Huxton is the invisibility-inventing professor from 
Temple Murdoch's Vull the Invisible (1934); the eponymous Eli Vull is 
Huxton's assistant, who murders the professor to use his invisibility 
helmet for evil. 
 
As a lengthy aside, which I was unable to otherwise incorporate into 
the story: Dionysus Orloff's secret of  invisibility was later replicated 
by another of  his descendants. The following two paragraphs tell of  
the lineage of  this descendant. 
 
In 1889, Orloff  moved from London to Mescal, New Mexico after 
stories began circulating that he was Jack the Ripper. Here he had an 
affair with a human relative of  the vampire Count Siegfried von 
Frankenhausen, whose reign of  terror was seen in the film The 
Bloody Vampire (1962) and its sequel. The product of  this union was 
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a boy who was adopted under the name of  Armando del Valle. 
Orloff  killed several people during his time in Mescal, but was able 
to frame an insane prostitute for the murders, as seen in Jack the 
Ripper Goes West (1974). Armando del Valle grew up to become a 
scientist, whose wife was afflicted with a mysterious illness. In a 
mirroring of  the events that both his father Dionysus and his half-
brother Feodor II lived through, Dr. del Valle began killing women 
and draining their essence to restore his sick wife. This was depicted 
in the Mexican horror film The Macabre Trunk (1936). Prior to faking 
death in 1934, del Valle demonstrated his Renaissance-man status by 
way a strange experiment he performed under the name of  Dr. de 
Villa. With the aid of  a man named Kenneth Williams he conducted 
a revolutionary study on ants, wherein he transferred Williams' brain 
into an ant which he had grown to titanic size, and then shrunk him 
back down to ant-size. This allowed Williams to study ant “society” 
firsthand. An altered version of  this experiment was told in Bob 
Olsen's The Man with the Human Soul (1932). Armando del Valle/de 
Villa eventually discovered his origins and occasionally operated 
under the name of  Armando Orloff. In this guise, he sired two 
sons; Baltasar Carlos Orloff  (b. 1926) and Peter Erasmus Orloff  (b. 
1928). Baltasar would end up with the surname Orlak, while Peter's 
Russian mother later changed his surname to Ulov as a corruption 
of  Orloff. Armando Orloff  was forced to take on a new name and 
began living in Spain under the name Dan Gaillimh, where he 
encountered a family also with the surname of  Gaillimh. They 
adopted him as one of  their own, their “Uncle” Dan, who was part 
of  the family so long they forgot he was not a blood relation. He 
eventually met his demise under his Dan Gaillimh alias; the nature 
of  his unusual death was depicted in the film The Orgies of  Dr. Orloff  
(1967). 
 
Baltasar Orlak grew up to become a servant of  the mysterious Dr. 
Plutarco Arozamena, whose film adventures began in Dr. Satan 
(1966); he eventually took on a solo criminal career of  his own, 
becoming the evil roboticist seen in Wrestling Women vs. The Killer 
Robot (1969). But it is his brother Peter who is the subject of  this 
tangent. Peter Ulov grew up to be a young genius, but his 
discoveries were exploited by criminals on several occasions due to 
his youthful naivety. First, he was pressganged into giving up his 
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recreation of  his grandfather's invisibility formula to the renegade 
U.S. Army officer Paul Krenner, as seen in The Amazing Transparent 
Man (1960). Then, his invisibility secrets were stolen by the 
infamous Dr. Mabuse, shown in the film The Invisible Claws of  Dr. 
Mabuse (1962). Later, Mabuse forced Ulov to work for him again, in 
decoding the formula to a death-ray; by this time, Ulov had returned 
to using the name Orloff. This later incident was shown in The 
Vengeance of  Dr. Mabuse (1972) by Jess Franco. Ulov's experiments in 
light as part of  his work with invisibility left him blind, but he was 
nonetheless seen as a valuable academic expert for some, probably 
due to his status as a polymath. He was contacted for aid, after all, in 
the case of  the vampiric attacks of  Countess Irina von Karlstein, 
shown in Female Vampire (1973), suggesting that his interests besides 
invisibility and code-breaking involved the occult. In most of  his 
cinematic appearances Peter Ulov was portrayed by actors 
significantly older than his age at the times of  these incidents, to 
make the character seem more believable, though the trauma he 
endured as a result of  his exploitation may have artificially aged him. 
 
“Gargons” are the giant lobster monsters from Teenagers from Outer 
Space. The mention of  “Quarks” and “Dominators” suggests that 
the Ruler's species are or will be the Dominators from Doctor Who. 
“Eddore” is a reference to the Eddorians from the Lensman series 
of  E.E. “Doc” Smith; they are the evil alien race which oppose the 
noble Arisians. Both species manipulate humanity for their own 
ends. 
 
The Supreme Race's obtaining the secret of  invisibility is meant to 
suggest a lead into the film Invisible Invaders (1959), which features a 
markedly similar plot to Plan 9 from Outer Space and may depict the 
aliens' Plan 10. Intriguingly, a scientist named Karol Noymann 
investigated this apparent Plan 10. In 1955, Dr. Noymann had also 
investigated reports of  the demon bird La Carcagne, as seen in the 
film The Giant Claw (1957). It is likely that Noymann was a relative 
of  Dr. Gustav Niemann, whose family, as per House of  Frankenstein 
(1944), had connections to the infamous Frankenstein clan. Their 
name, meaning “Nobody,” suggests a relationship to one of  the 
several Captains Nemo, but no such connection is known at this 
time. 
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The alien invaders of  Plan 10 used a transporter system to reach the 
surface but an accident scrambled one operative and sent him back 
in time to the early 1950s; his brief  rampage was seen in Phantom 
from Space (1953). 
 
Julie Zorn and Neil Agar are the main characters of  the exploitation 
film The Invasion of  the Bee Girls (1973). The events Julie refers to 
later reflect the plot of  that film. 
 
Dr. Dreadful is the leader of  the titular group from The Hand of  
Pleasure (1971), another gang of  women with the ability to screw 
men to death. The cult of  Summersisle, not to be confused with 
Summerisle out near Scotland, is the pagan order from The Wicker 
Man (2006). The Order of  the Madonna is from The Divine Mrs. E. 
 
Janice Starlin is the unfortunate individual who becomes The Wasp 
Woman (1959). Her mutation into a wasp-like creature, mirroring the 
mutation of  the Bee Girls, is caused by a cosmetic cream created 
from the royal jelly of  wasps (sic). 
 
Adam Sorg (aka Adam Zorn) is the murderous painter from H.G. 
Lewis' Color Me Blood Red (1965). Arthur Malcolm from The Headless 
Eyes (1971), and Reno Williams, from The Driller Killer (1979), are 
also serial killer artists. 
 
The two Doctors Hichcock, the sons of  Dionysus Orloff, are from 
a pair of  Riccardo Freda films. Bernard Hichcock's necrophiliac 
tendencies were shown in The Horrible Dr. Hichcock (1962), which did 
in fact get to share a double bill with The Awful Dr. Orlof. John 
Hichcock's scheme of  spectral vengeance was shown in The Ghost 
(1963). A descendant of  one of  the brothers Hichcock served as a 
butler to an elderly Vaughn Orloff, one of  Dionysus' other children. 
Dr. Vaughn Orloff  worked as a roboticist under the name Von 
Housen, and his misadventures were told, in highly distorted form, 
in the film Vampire Over London (1952). After his criminal scheme 
was defeated Von Housen retired from crime and moved to the 
United States, where he met a woman his own age whom he fell in 
love with and married. After a few years of  bliss, however, his wife 
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died, and Von Housen died shortly thereafter. However, they were 
both brought back from the grave and restored to youth during the 
Ninth Plan of  the Galaxy Beings (see above), becoming two of  their 
undead ghouls. It appears that the Galaxy Beings may have sought 
out Von Housen as a target for reanimation because of  his Orloff  
ancestry. 
 
Max Zorn (or Zorin) is the main villain of  the James Bond film A 
View to a Kill. Zorin is the creation of  Dr. Hans Glaub, a scientist in 
Hitler's employ—as a fetus Zorin was injected with a tremendous 
amount of  steroids which made him vastly strong and intelligent, 
but also psychotic. Zorin tries to use an earthquake to destroy the 
Silicon Valley until he is stopped by Bond. 
 
Dr. Serafin is father of  Goldine, the protagonist of  the film and 
novel Goldengirl. Goldine Serafin was experimented on by her father 
to make her an Aryan superwoman; he intends to send her to the 
1980 Summer Olympics to become a symbol on the success of  
eugenics, normalizing a Nazi message. Even if  this scheme wasn't 
averted in the original story it was almost certainly defeated by the 
U.S. boycotting the Olympics in 1980. 
 
“Schmidt” is meant to be a reference to Johann Schmidt, the Red 
Skull, Captain America's nemesis. “Ilsa” is a reference to the 
villainess of  the film Ilsa, She Wolf  of  the SS. Dr. Eric Vornoff  is the 
mad scientist from Ed Wood's Bride of  the Monster; as seen in the 
other stories in this series, Vornoff  was also Feodor Orloff  II. 
 
As mentioned in the text, Little White Brother is an enemy of  pulp 
hero Doc Savage; Doc went up against his earthquake machine in 
The Man Who Shook the Earth (Feb. 1934). Lex Luthor is, of  course, 
the nemesis of  Superman. The reference to his own plot involving 
plate tectonics is meant to recall the events of  Superman: The Movie 
(1978), though Luthor caused his earthquake in that film with a 
missile rather than an earthquake machine. Dennis Power’s Wold 
Newton essay on Superman was the origin of  the Luthor 
connection. 
 
May Day is Max Zorin's paramour in A View to a Kill. Her daughter 
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by him, Giacinta Johnson, is “Jinx” Johnson from the James Bond 
film Die Another Day (2002); the identity of  her sister is revealed 
below. Max Shreck is one of  the main villains of  the film Batman 
Returns (1992); he and Max Zorin are both played by Christopher 
Walken. 
 
Datu Sumlang is the main villain from the film Moro Witch Doctor 
(1964). Sumlang runs a cult and smuggling operation out in the 
Philippines, where he comes to blows with CIA agent Jefferson 
Stark. His host is the Master, from Manos: The Hands of  Fate; this is 
the source of  Torgo as well. 
 
Madame Estrella, Ortega, and the carnival they work at are all from 
Ray Dennis Steckler's The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped 
Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies!!? (1964). Estrella's surname of  
Zimba suggests she is the daughter of  Madame Zimba from Son of  
Dracula (1943). 
 
The reference to Jefferson Stark's brother is a nod to Tony Stark, 
aka Iron Man. Their father, Benedict Stark, fought the vigilante 
known as The Shadow in The Prince of  Evil (Apr. 1940). 
 
Fu Manchu is from the book series by Sax Rohmer. Dr. Nikola was 
created by Guy Boothby and appeared in “A Bid for Fortune” and 
its sequels. Ra's al Ghul is an enemy of  Batman. 
 
Maleva the Roma is from the film The Wolf  Man (1941); it is 
Maleva's son Bela who transforms Larry Talbot into the titular Wolf  
Man. Karma Sumlang is meant to be Karma Grainger from the film 
Fog Island (1945); her relationship to the events of  this story will be 
deepened later. The mentions of  the “Mali cult” are references to 
James Bryan's Jungle Trap (1990). In that film, the Mali are a South 
American tribe who worship and guard an Idol in the forests around 
the Palace Hotel, which the protagonists are trying to reach. Their 
leader is revealed to be a man named Jobe Ortega. The Mali have an 
unusual blend of  Filipino, African, and Native American imagery 
(looking like Amazon locals, but practicing East Asian-style 
headhunting and wearing African masks), and this story is to some 
degree an attempt to reconcile that. 
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The Wakanda tribe originate in Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Man-
Eater (1915); the nation they have created is Wakanda, from the 
Marvel Comics stories of  Black Panther (Black Panther is the 
“Prince T'Challa” mentioned below). The “meteoric metal” that 
they have access to is vibranium. 
 
King Ochibomba is from the horror film Shriek of  the Mutilated 
(1974); he is a member of  the Satanic cult, the “Gens du Doigt” 
(mentioned later in the story), which orchestrates the film's plot, 
involving a murderous yeti. 
 
The eyeless idol of  the Xincas is from the pulp stories of  The 
Shadow—long ago, an agent of  one of  the Czars of  Russia 
(identified here as Russakoff, the spy from John Carling's Shadow of  
the Czar) stole one of  the jeweled eyes of  the idol, which later ended 
up in the girasol ring The Shadow received from Nicholas II. Later, 
when adventuring in South America, the Xinca pledged themselves 
to The Shadow when they recognized the gem in his ring, granting 
him the jewel's twin in the form of  a second ring. 
 
Esteban Powers and Goro are from the film Brides of  Blood (1968). 
Esteban Powers is a wealthy scientist turned into a monster by 
Blood Island's radioactive contamination, while Goro is his 
disfigured servant. (Datu Sumlang and Goro are played by the same 
actor, Bruno Punzulan.) Brides of  Blood is part of  a series of  movies 
set on the mysterious Blood Island, which began with Terror is a Man 
in 1959. 
 
Patience Philips, Ophelia Powers, Hedare Beauty, and Beauline are 
all from the film Catwoman (2004), ostensibly based off  the DC 
Comics character of  the same name. The movie tried to link itself  
to the earlier Batman films by including an image of  the Catwoman 
from Batman Returns as one of  the previous holders of  the powers 
of  Bast. My suggestion is that Batman Returns ' Catwoman is 
Catwoman's Ophelia Powers. The Batman seen in that film was Bruce 
Wayne Jr., the third Batman (following Dick Grayson as the second). 
It is also revealed here that Patience is Jinx Johnson's twin sister—
both Patience and Jinx are played by Halle Berry. 
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Leonora Johnson is the protagonist of  the film Cat Girl (1957); her 
story is explained below. Selina Kyle is the “main” Catwoman of  the 
DC Universe, but Khefretari is the name of  the Catwoman seen in 
Batman/Tarzan: Claws of  the Cat-Woman (1999). I like the previously-
suggested idea that Khefretari is Catwoman's real identity, with 
Selina Kyle being an alias. 
 
Ophelia's aliases of  Carrie Kelley and Holly Robinson are references 
to Carrie (Robin) Kelley's adoption of  the name Catgirl in the 
sequels to Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns (1986), while Holly 
Robinson is Selina Kyle's apprentice in the main DCU. 
 
“Ulthar” is a reference to H.P. Lovecraft's “The Cats of  Ulthar” 
(1920). Dracula is of  course from Bram Stoker's Dracula. The King 
o' the Cats refers to an Irish legend, but Dracula became King o' the 
Cats in the works of  Kim Newman. 
 
The Lenses are the weapons used by the Lensmen in E.E. Smith's 
series. The Great Vampires are the ancient enemies of  the Time 
Lords from Doctor Who. The Master's cult from Manos: The Hands of  
Fate became the Finger-People from Shriek of  the Mutilated, and 
finally the Black Glove from Grant Morrison's run on Batman. 
 
“Trioxin” is the zombie-creating chemical from The Return of  the 
Living Dead (1985), with the Pennsylvania incident being the zombie 
outbreak from Night of  the Living Dead (1968). 
 
The “were-cats of  Serbia” are the shapeshifting were-felines from 
the movie Cat People. The Pumamen of  the Andes are the line of  
alien-empowered superheroes seen in The Pumaman. Implicitly the 
cat-curse that Leonora Johnson possesses in Cat Girl is a result of  
being a descendant of  the Serbian cat-women. Incidents relating to 
the various tribes of  cat-people are also depicted in the films The 
Catman of  Paris (1946) and The Creeper (1948). 
 
“Diana” is Diana Prince, aka Wonder Woman. The Cheetah 
(Priscilla Rich) is one of  her enemies. The Whirly-Bat is a one-man 
helicopter used by Batman and Robin in some of  the '50s Batman 
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stories, rarely remembered today. “Clark” is, of  course, Clark Kent, 
alias Superman. 
 
Brian Marlowe is a character from Cat Girl, a psychiatrist who is 
Leonora's former lover. Here I portray him as being more evil than 
he was in the film, as a result of  his parent. His fake surname of  
“Lawrence” is meant to recall George Lorenz, his father. 
 
“BJ” is Bruce Wayne Jr. Finnegan Dent is the villain of  Claws of  the 
Cat-Woman, and the first Two-Face. Later, Harvey Kent, a relative of  
Clark Kent's adoptive family, became the second Two-Face. 
 
Queen Maza's title of  “Lido” recalls the title of  the lead villainess 
of  the film Missile to the Moon (1958), a remake of  Cat-Women of  the 
Moon. 
 
Doctor Omega is the titular figure of  Arnould Galopin's Doctor 
Omega. Aaron Stack, aka X-51, is from the Marvel Comics Universe; 
he originated in Jack Kirby's adaptation of  Stanley Kubrick's 2001. 
X-51 is the sole survivor of  a line of  androids which became rogue 
and dangerous—X-51 was exposed to one of  the Monoliths, which 
stabilized his personality. He was adopted as the son of  Professor 
Stack, his creator, and given the name Aaron. Though this 
represents an early point in the Doctor's adventures, this is near the 
end of  X-51's. 
 
“Mist” is an ancestor of  Mysta of  the Moon, who appeared in Planet 
Comics beginning in 1945. Mysta is a lunar adventurer with 
superhero-like traits. 
 
Doctor Omega recalls the events of  “The Revelation of  the Yeti.” 
This serves as something of  an explanation of  the events in that 
story and how they relate to the Mali. The Plateau of  Leng, which 
Omega's group ended up visiting, is from the Cthulhu Mythos, as 
are shoggoths and the Polar citadels filled with monsters. Here, the 
wizard Cristaldi is revealed to have been a Mali. The Doctor 
believed that the Master may have been an incarnation of  his 
former friend and current enemy, also called the Master. 
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“Wahn'go” is a reference to the matriarchal tribe from the caveman 
movie The Wild Women of  Wongo. In The Divine Mrs. E I implied that 
the Order of  the Madonna had its ancient roots in the tribe of  
Wahn'go, as well as in extraterrestrials such as the Mazan Cat-
Women. 
 
The mention of  Xeriphas and the child X-51 sired there is a 
reference to Kamelion, an android companion of  the Fifth Doctor 
with shapeshifting abilities. In time Kamelion and the Doctor's 
TARDIS had a child together, who may have in some existence 
traveled with the Doctor under the name Antimony (whom the 
Doctor later claimed to have built). 
 
The father of  Max, Julie, and Adam Zorn is named as Emil Zorn, 
which is a reference to Emil Zarin from the TV series Supercar 
(1961-1962). Emil Zarin is the cowardly minion of  the international 
saboteur Masterspy. 
 
The Mara are the tribe visited by the titular character of  the erotic 
film Laure, aka Forever Emanuelle. The Mara are actually a Filipino 
tribe, not an Amazon one, but a mention of  Brazilian Mara 
accidentally made it into The Divine Mrs. E, so perhaps there is a 
separate group in Brazil with the same name. The war between the 
Yanomamo and Shamatari is depicted in Cannibal Holocaust (1980). 
 
The Nine Unknown are the mysterious organization of  knowledge-
keepers from Talbot Mundy's The Nine Unknown (1923). The Nine 
Unknown mentioned here, however, could also be the Kali cultists 
who impersonate the Nine, or the sinister immortals known as the 
Nine from Philip Jose Farmer's A Feast Unknown (1969) and its 
sequels. 
 
Prince Flubutu and his “Death Wish Club” are from the film Gretta. 
The Death Wish Club is a place where those who have had a brush 
with death come to have near-death experiences. The Suicide Club, 
from which the Death Wish Club is descended, is the titular 
organization of  Robert Louis Stevenson's The Suicide Club (1878). 
 
Gamba is the “Great Devil-God of  Evil” from the horror film The 
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Devil's Hand (1962); in The Devil's Hand the Gamba cult practices a 
“Russian roulette”-style sacrifice similar to one which crops up in 
Gretta. Gamba's other name, Morak, is a reference to the “Destroyer 
of  the Destroyers” seen in the film Meatcleaver Massacre (1977). 
Mochica is the evil creature from Jess Franco's Devil Hunter (1980). 
Beelzebub, the albino demon, is meant as a reference to the main 
villain of  the Nigerian horror movie End of  the Wicked (1999). 
 
In Jungle Trap, the jungle guide Jobe Ortega is revealed to be the 
leader of  the Mali. In this story he is the son of  Estrella's Ortega 
and Datu Sumlang's daughter. 
 
Anastasia Orloff  is the first wife of  President Woodrew Tromble 
from Katherine Avalon's The Fires of  '16: Reign of  Emperor Tromble. 
She is also the mother of  his daughter, Stacy, with whom he sires an 
incestuous grandson, with disastrous consequences. Presumably the 
ruin that wracks the world of  that story is the payoff  of  the curse 
seen in this tale. 
 
Ahhh...it starts to fall into place. A 

dualistic, Manichean war between the cosmic 

forces of good and evil led somehow to the 

creation of twin bloodlines, which 

eventually crossed, leading to disaster. 

This dualism, with an occasional third 

element, is a common thread throughout 

Bezecny's Terrax writings; they seemed to 

believe that in this grand arc of unified 

fiction, the story of good vs. evil emerged 

above all others. Though they also 

recognized the gray area between as well. 

 

I still do not quite know how the Orloffs 

relate back to the Great Old Ones, but we 

will discover that in time. For now, I want 

to discuss Woodrew Tromble, the apparent 

culmination of their scheme. His wife, 

Anastasia Orloff, represented the betrayal 

of a Great Old One-bred Orloff by an Elder 
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God-bred Zorn, infused with the spirit of 

the leader of the Mali and the descendant of 

an Outer God cultist. I believe the intent 

here is that the Orloff family generally 

worked in concert, perhaps through the 

whispers of their dark masters. The 

conspiracy to undo Earth-X is effectively 

the meta-story of the Terrax stories. 

Woodrew Tromble, the 45th President of 

Earth-X's United States, is Katherine 

Avalon's satire of the man who unfortunately 

became America's 45th President on many 

Earths of the Multiverse—though surprisingly 

not Earth-Alpha, a fact which resulted in 

the massive technological upswing on that 

world which would lead to the Krankor Wars 

that spanned the middle decades of the 21st 

Century. Tromble flooded offices with 

unqualified, nepotistic appointments, 

stripped away civil rights for minorities, 

provoked and encouraged mass violence and 

militarism, colluded with foreign powers, 

broke valuable alliances with friendly 

nations, sabotaged public welfare and 

education systems, and used his position to 

obtain massive personal wealth and 

decadence, which only grew as the concept of 

term limits became less and less relevant. 

Were it not for the fact that Tromble was a 

corpulent, lecherous imbecile, Cosiiv Ohego 

would be proud. 

 

As Bezecny and Avalon indicate, he had an 

incestuous grandson with his daughter Stacy 

Orloff. This grandson inherited his dynasty 

after an assassination attempt, and plunged 

the world into nuclear war, eventually 

destroying the government by appointing his 

own further-inbred son to office. The 
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nuclear bombardment around the world wrecked 

most national authorities, and presumably 

set the stage for the transformation of 

Terra-X into Terrax, Throneworld of the 

Bloody Storm. 

 

I want to see how right I am, and if Bezecny 

will give other details on this conspiracy. 

The link between the Great Old Ones and 

Tsuu-Aas must be explored, if I am to find 

the final secrets of Terrax.  
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“The Malevolent Mansion” (Archive of Our 

Own, Sept. 2017) 

 

Count Olaf, the famous thief of fortunes, 

has been captured by his latest mark, the 

Armitage family. They explain to him their 

story of how they desire to transfer their 

brains into younger, handsomer bodies. 

However, they determine the Count is not a 

good fit and let him go after wiping his 

memory of the incident. 

 

This story can be found here: 
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12094047/chapters/27415548 
 
The story's “protagonist,” Count Feodor Orloff  IV, is actually 
Count Olaf, from Lemony Snicket's A Series of  Unfortunate Events. 
The Count he cites, Feodor Orloff  I, is the evil Russian count from 
John R. Carling's The Shadow of  the Czar. Feodor Orloff  III is from 
12 to the Moon, while Feodor Orloff  II (Olaf's zombie-making uncle) 
has his life outline in the other stories of  this series. 
 
Roman, Dean, and Missy Armitage, their house, the Sunken Place, 
and the Coagula are all from Jordan Peele's Get Out (2017). As 
revealed in that film, the white Armitages transfer their brains into 
the bodies of  young, healthy black people, in apparent revenge for 
Roman Armitage losing to Jesse Owens at the 1936 Olympics.  
 
Dr. Georgina Orwell is also from A Series of  Unfortunate Events, 
having appeared in the fourth book, The Miserable Mill (2000). Dr. 
Yen Lo is from Richard Condon's The Manchurian Candidate (1959); 
Murder Legendre is from the film White Zombie; Svengali is the 
titular figure from George du Marier's Svengali (1895). All of  these 
characters are sinister hypnotists.  
 
Byron Orlac is the actor seen in the Peter Bogdanovich film Targets 
(1968); he is another relative of  the Orloff  family. That his mother 
was a von Leppe refers to the Baron von Leppe from the film The 
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Terror (1963), played by Byron Orlac actor Boris Karloff; in Targets, 
Orlac watches himself  (Karloff) play von Leppe in The Terror.  
 
Dr. Serafin is the Nazi scientist from Goldengirl; his story is expanded 
elsewhere in this series. Steven Marcato/Roman Castevet is the head 
of  the Satanic cult from Ira Levin's Rosemary's Baby (1967). 
 
San Sebastian is the voodoo-haunted island seen in the movies I 
Walked with a Zombie, The Ghost Ship, and Zombies on Broadway. 
Voodoo Island is from the film I Eat Your Skin. Mora Tau is from 
Zombies of  Mora Tau, while the Valley of  the Zombies is from the 
1946 film Valley of  the Zombies. Ann Christoff  is the voodoo 
priestess from the film Serpent Island (1954).  
 
Dr. Max Kirschner is the racist scientist whose head is transplanted 
onto the body of  a black man in the film The Thing with Two Heads 
(1972). Dr. Roger Girard conducted a similar grafting experiment in 
The Incredible 2-Headed Transplant (1971). The Ultra-Humanite is a 
Superman villain, who began fighting the Man of  Steel in Action 
Comics #13 (Jun. 1939); he is renowned for transplanting his brain 
into other people's bodies.  
 
Henry Armitage of  the Miskatonic Library was created by H.P. 
Lovecraft and appeared in “The Dunwich Horror” (1928). The 
Fungi from Yuggoth, or Mi-Go, were also created by Lovecraft; 
their brain removal experiments were shown in “The Whisperer in 
Darkness.”  
 
“Koalaga” is Kalaga, the main zombie from Zombies on Broadway, 
likely the same as the zombie “Carrefour” from I Walked with a 
Zombie. 
 
Rudolf  Hess (1894-1987) was the Deputy Fuhrer of  Nazi Germany 
until his capture in 1941. He had occult and alchemical beliefs, as a 
number of  high-ranking Nazis had tendencies to do. In fact, when 
he was held in British captivity, spymaster Ian Fleming considered 
calling in Aleister Crowley to decipher some of  his strange, possibly 
occult remarks. 
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Foolish, irrelevant fanfiction. Also, who in 

all the hells is Aleister Crowley?! 

 

No, I'd be a poor scientist if I didn't 

examine this. I was so quick to call it 

fanfiction, when all the other stories have 

been “crossover fiction.” Why? Do I consider 

stories featuring media from the 21st 

Century to be inferior to those featuring 

stories from the 20th? Am I really so 

vulnerable to generational ageism that I 

would embrace a social culture prioritizing 

media from the past over its successors? I 

suppose it's fair to say a work must stand 

the test of time for it to be “fair game,” 

but works don't sit in a vacuum until 

posterity arrives—they are reviewed and 

enjoyed (or hated) as soon as they are 

released. But there are still rules which I 

would follow if I were doing this sort of 

work. 

 

I know that I would avoid continuing works 

that aren't yet completed by their creators. 

I recognize that for the most part, these 

stories avoid breaking that rule by using 

elements from those universes, rather than 

attempting to continue the story without the 

consent of the original creator(s). 

 

I have to wonder how works which are 

unfinished from the observer's relative 

perspective reflect on Terra-X. If Terra-X 

is influenced by external creators, then 

works that are unfinished do not have a 

canonical ending. One must assume the tilt 

factor plays a role in this; we must assume 

all unfinished stories, as they transpired 

on Earth-X, were cut short by Tromble's war 
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and Tsuu-Aas' arrival, continuing only on 

other tilts. How unfair to their writers and 

artists, to suggest that continuations of 

their stories take place in illusory 

versions of a dead universe. Still, a lesser 

man than I would believe these illusions to 

be the same as the world they mirror, but 

unless these timelines are preserved 

elsewhere, they did not survive the collapse 

of Universe-X, though many of them endured 

for many millennia longer than the collapse, 

due to relativity. I suppose they could also 

go on existing within the Lost Stream, where 

time-erased events end up—I'd better not let 

that leak out, as someone on the crew might 

decide that it's a good idea to go timeline-

fishing out there. No one can touch the 

nothingness of its expanse, and if you go 

too far in you'll be rendered non-canon too. 

 

Like I said, I would have higher views of 

these alternate timelines, these could-be 

survivors, if I was a lesser man. It pays to 

be cold; I was reminded of that, as if the 

Followers could ever let me forget, by my 

biology teacher, during Tan Solkolla's war. 

He let himself get too warm, too emotional, 

and when he indulged himself overly he was 

killed by the Incomputare Galahad Sorrow. I 

myself dueled Sorrow later in the war, a 

battle which got me ready for my lethal 

fight against Kitaiia Obsydan. I still 

relish when I dealt the final strokes; first 

I pierced her lung, while avoiding her 

heart, and then sliced her in half. Her 

magic allowed to survive this, but only 

barely—the same blow which cut her in half 

removed her hands, so she was unable to 

defend herself. She spat a curse in my face 
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before she died, and as far as I know this 

curse has never transpired. 

 

In any case, I have to wonder if the 

premature destruction of the main Earth-X is 

why I have this bias against newer media to 

begin with. If the dying echoes of the 

fiction-world strike my mind, then perhaps I 

sense the difference between newer fiction 

and older varieties and realize that new 

fiction is merely the product of human 

imagination. Just like...what I thought it 

was before I commenced this line of 

research, I suppose.  

 

In any case, Terra-X is a world of the past. 

It can still be visited, and as this volume 

proves, it is worthy of study, but it is 

also gone, and the Multiverse must change to 

accommodate its loss. 
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“Bloody Mary vs. the Klan” (Odd Tales of 

Wonder #4, Sept. 2017) 

 

Bloody Mary uses the tip-offs given to her 

by Dr. Sean to track down the leaders of the 

Ku Klux Klan, with some of them turning to 

be related to her classmates. She eventually 

discovers that the Klan has captured her 

cousin, B.J. Hammerstein, a boxer—she sets 

him free, and he reveals her that her long-

missing father is Sanger Rainsford, a world-

renowned hunter who is also an associate of 

a mysterious avenger known as the Dark 

Eagle. The two track down the Klan leaders 

to a meeting, where they are practicing an 

occult ritual to bless the bloodlines of 

seven Klan families. They are led by a 

mysterious figure, Dr. James Winston 

Kamarack, who not only recognizes Mary but 

is able to stop her in her tracks. 

 

Many of  the organizations here have names inspired by ones from 
real life. The Anselm Oakes Society, a joke on the John Birch 
Society, is named for a character who will appear later, the 
eponymous figure of  Christopher Isherwood's “A Visit to Anselm 
Oakes” (1960). Anselm Oakes is a black magician based on Aleister 
Crowley. 
 
The name “Rodney Wheaton” will be explained below. 
 
Ludwig Töt is the founder of  the sinister village of  Deathtown, 
from Diseased Rat's short comic strip “The Strange Tale of  
Deathtown” (2017). That story contains a reference to Drexel “The 
Dream” Hemsley, from the film The Identical (2014). The Pumpkin 
Master is an original character, and will be identified in future 
Bloody Mary stories. 
 
Brian Joseph Hammerstein, Mary's cousin, is implicitly the father of  
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B.J. Hammer, from the blaxploitation film Hammer (1972). B.J. 
Hammer is a boxer who gets to the top of  the boxing circuit with 
the help of  the Mafia, and he eventually turns against them. Brian’s 
opponent the Siberian Dragon is meant to be a relative of  Ivan 
Drago from Rocky IV (1985); his other foe, Iron Mike Costigan, is 
from the Sailor Steve Costigan stories of  Robert E. Howard. 
 
Brian mentions a stage magician named Dead-Legs Phroso, as well 
as a clown named Phroso whom he once worked with. Dead-Legs 
Phroso is from the film West of  Zanzibar (1928), while Phroso the 
clown from the movie Freaks (1932); both films were directed by 
Tod Browning and were additions to the source material made by 
him (that source material being Chester De Vonde and Kilbourn 
Gordon's 1926 play Kongo, and Tod Robbins' 1923 short story 
“Spurs”). 
 
Sanger Rainsford, Mary's father, is the hunter from Richard 
Connell's “The Most Dangerous Game” (1924). In that tale, big 
game hunter Sanger Rainsford is shipwrecked on the island of  the 
evil Count Zaroff, who hunts humans; Rainsford barely beats the 
Count at his own game. Aunt Hagar, Brian's informant, is from 
Drums O' Voodoo. L'Aigle Viviti/Dark Eagle is Walter Gibson's 
laughing, gun-toting vigilante The Shadow, who first appeared in The 
Living Shadow (Apr. 1931). Rick Lai put forth the theory that Sanger 
Rainsford was an alias for Lamont Cranston, one of  the men The 
Shadow impersonates; here, Sanger Rainsford was a separate person 
whose name was used by The Shadow, and possibly by the real 
Lamont Cranston as well. 
 
The names of  the seven Klan leaders chosen for mystical 
experimentation are Rodney Wheaton, Obed Burgess, Robert 
Everer, Klayton Welsh Jr., Hamilton Burpeaux, Jessica Dean, and 
Johann Trömblus. Each of  them are implied ancestors or relatives 
of  characters from the recent string of  (creepy) Christian movies 
that have cropped up in the last few decades. Rodney Wheaton is 
related to Josh Wheaton from God's Not Dead (2014). Obed Burgess 
is a forebear of  the reality-warping Daniel Burgess from Second 
Glance (1992). Robert Everer is or is the father of  Bob Revere from 
Last Ounce of  Courage (2012). Klayton Welsh Jr. is the grandfather of  
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Clay Walsh from Old-Fashioned, and the father of  Klayton Welsh III 
from Deus Mega Therion. Hamilton Burpeaux is a relative of  Colton 
Burpo, who ostensibly visits Heaven in Heaven Is For Real (2014). 
Jessica Dean is the grandmother of  Jesse Dean from the apparently 
pro-shoot-up-a-Planned-Parenthood movie Voiceless (2015). Johann 
Trömblus is the grandfather of  Woodrew Tromble from Katherine 
Avalon's Reign of  Emperor Tromble. Each of  these descendants are 
implicitly Antichrists or failed attempts at such. Tromble's 
Moonchild descent is one of  the reasons why his election fared 
poorly for the world. 
 
The Klan's leader, Stuart Dameron, is from Thomas Dixon Jr.'s 
abominable 1902 novel The Leopard's Spots, the first of  his 
“Clansmen” trilogy that formed the basis for D.W. Griffith's The 
Birth of  a Nation (1915), which posits the Ku Klux Klan as heroes. 
Fortunately, these stories did not take place on Earth-X proper, as 
the next story reveals. 
 
Brian mentions a hypnotist from Benares; in the Dr. Nikola stories 
by Guy Boothby, Nikola learned the secrets of  hypnotism from a 
woman in Benares. The Cult of  Kinyonga the Cursed Doll is a 
reference to Kory Kinyonga and his Curse, depicted in Kinyonga 
Tales. James Winston Kamarack is an original character. 
 
The illusions Mary witnesses represent a world which will be 
depicted in the next story. For now however I can say that Riordan 
Metals and McTeague Transport are stand-ins for Rearden Steel and 
Taggart Transcontinental from Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged (1957). 
(There may be a link between McTeague Transport and the 
insidious dentist of  Frank Norris’ 1899 novel McTeague.) “Henry 
Gaunt” is Henry M. Galt from Garet Garrett's novel The Driver 
(1922), which has marked similarities to Atlas Shrugged, leading some 
to accuse Rand of  plagiarizing it. “Gaunt”'s son, then, is John Galt 
from Atlas Shrugged. “English Socialism” is Ingsoc, the dictatorship 
from George Orwell's 1984 (1947). The Battle of  Dorking is an 
alternate-history event from George Tomkyns Chesney's The Battle 
of  Dorking (1871). Vulthoom is the Cthulhoid monstrosity from 
Clark Ashton Smith's “Vulthoom” (1935), about astronauts 
victimized by Vulthoom on Mars. As “Volthoom,” the name was 
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also used for the name of  the monk who gave Power Ring of  the 
Crime Syndicate the eponymous magical object for which he is 
named. The Crime Syndicate is an evil Mirror Universe version of  
the Justice League of  America (with Power Ring standing in for 
Green Lantern), and they first appeared in Justice League of  America 
#29 (Aug. 1964), written by Gardner Fox. 
 

Another piece of the puzzle. Woodrew Tromble 

was an Antichrist too, then, though he was 

deaf as a post to the world of magic. 

Actually, I shouldn't say that—Tromble 

studies the occult in his screenplay of 

origin. A mystic rite by a group of inbred 

racists creates an individual who opens the 

gates of Hell to let in an ancestral demon. 

Incredible. 

 

Poor Bloody Mary. She probably wasn't even 

aware that she never averted the rite that 

blessed Tromble's bloodline. She could have 

stopped the end of the world but fate had 

other plans. If you're stupid enough to 

believe in fate. 

 

Any magician worth his salt is absolutely 

stupid enough to believe in fate. 

 

I remember my lessons in creating life with 

my biology teacher in my native universe—

this was before I claimed the power of my 

Helioarch's Master. My instructor, who I can 

now name as Baron Protogorm, would be 

fascinated by the potential of the 

Moonchildren, if he could comprehend it. 

What fun we had in those days. I turned 

small bugs into scorpions that could devour 

a score of Coreani Sean's gigantic 

specimens. I crossed lizards with mammals, 

fish with birds, and everything in between, 
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and then I forced the resultant mass to bond 

with human subjects. I made beetles that 

could eat metal and spew acids that burnt 

through the stars themselves. Protogorm and 

I were terrors, and the only difference 

between us (besides the fact that he was 

ultimately a raving buffoon) was that he 

used science for his alchemy, and I used 

magic. 

 

After Galahad Sorrow slaughtered Protogorm, 

he uncovered the connection between he and 

I, and while he was unable to join the 

effort himself his cause of hunting me down 

was taken up by his fellow Incomputare, the 

industrious Inqevekezut Csepf, who put 

together a group I jokingly called the 

Magnificent Seven. (In deference to Bezecny 

I will point that this is of course a 

reference to everyone's favorite Western, 

Guns of the Magnificent Seven, from 1969. 

Moron.) Bold Incomputare fighters they were: 

G-Mopv Vusym, “Pikee” Jemdzup, Sepol 

Tumates, Ezvup V'sifxea, Fnovso Nimenus, Ra 

Sejp, and Et'jlé Cufe. Tan Solkolla aided 

them as an occasional, unofficial eighth. 

They never found me, but I led them on a 

merry chase of murder and destruction as I 

intensified the war for Cosiiv Ohego's 

purposes. I created armies of clones, which 

are always great for causing chaos (as my 

old ally in the Helioarchy, Xessip Nomit, 

always maintained). This included creating 

an Incomputare clone to serve as my 

manservant, a duplicate of the Incomputare 

Kusyt deCeuvj who I infected with several 

mental diseases. Then I blended his genes 

into my clone soldiers to create half-breed 

Incomputare, as crazy as my false deCeuvj 
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and possessed of rudimentary spells. My Onyx 

Warriors became monstrous titans that 

dwarfed even Protogorm himself. These 

minions of mine nearly drove the Magnificent 

Seven mad themselves with all the slaughter 

they caused. 

 

I miss those days. Those days 

of...interference. Perhaps... 
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“The Neon Fury” (Odd Tales of Wonder #5, 

Nov. 2017) 

 

As Bloody Mary and Brian Hammerstein are 

held hostage by Dr. Kamarack, he explains to 

them that the Martian demon Vulthoom used 

Major Dameron as a starting point to create 

an alternate timeline where the world ended 

up ruled by feuding dictatorships. The demon 

fed on the suffering of that false timeline, 

and it is his power that Kamarack needs to 

finish blessing the bloodlines of the Klan 

leaders, turning their descendants into 

Moonchildren. That is why Dameron is alive 

and unaged despite dying, in this reality, 

in the Civil War. Nadine Ingomar arrives, 

however, and frees the pair, and they hurry 

to track down Anselm Oakes, a wizard who is 

needed to channel Vulthoom's power into the 

Moonchildren. After fighting Oakes, Mary 

ends up traveling to Mars, where she takes 

on Vulthoom himself. She collapsed his 

temple, trapping him on Mars and sealing 

away his power from Kamarack. Oakes pledges 

to move to England. 

 
Before launching into his description of  Vulthoom's alternate 
timeline, Kamarack mentions that the entity could once be found on 
the planet Beta 12-Alpha. This means Vulthoom is the same as the 
conflict-eating energy creature from the Star Trek episode “Day of  
the Dove” (1968), explaining why it created a timeline with so much 
oppression. That it did so is, as per the Justice League reference 
clarified above, a reference to how this alternate world is a Mirror 
Universe, like Power Ring's Earth-Three. Austin Stoneman is an 
Abolitionist Senator from Thomas Dixon's Clansman trilogy and 
D.W. Griffith's Birth of  a Nation; Ben Cameron is also from those 
stories, being from the opposite end of  the political spectrum. 
Those stories were reflections of  happenings in this evil timeline 
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and thus they did not take place on Earth-X proper. In fact, because 
Vulthoom consumed this timeline for its energy, they did not 
happen at all. 
 
John Hardy and Yen How are from M.P. Shiel's The Yellow Danger 
(1898). John Hardy is a British officer who forms a rivalry with 
Asian scientist Yen How, a prototype for Fu Manchu—the story 
ends with Hardy, embodying Shiel's apparent ideals, exterminating 
the population of  Asia, turning it into a horror story for reasons 
other than what Shiel intended. 
 
The Battle of  Dorking was mentioned in the previous story as being 
from George Tomkyns Chesney's 1871 novel of  the same name. In 
that novel, considered one of  the earliest “invasion stories,” 
England is conquered by an unnamed foreign power (probably 
Germany), destroying the British Empire. 
 
Jim Anthony has been previously mentioned; his Mirror Universe 
counterpart, Sun Koh, is a Doc Savage who was created in Nazi 
Germany by Paul Alfred Muller-Murnau, and who first appeared in 
Sun Koh, Heir of  Atlantis #1 (1933). Koh is a descendant of  Aryan 
Atlanteans, giving him above-average abilities which he uses to 
defend Germany.  
 
Several Atlantean figures are mentioned, including Kathulos, who 
was originally from Robert E. Howard's Skull-Face (1929). Kathulos 
is an evil warlock who preserves himself  through the centuries to 
threaten modern civilization. Tsuu-Aas of  Atlantis is an original 
character, although he is revealed to be the inspiration for Manos, as 
he is the Kran Kôr, or Immortal with Reaching Hands. This title, 
which references Kôr, city of  the immortals from H. Rider 
Haggard's fiction, is referenced in my story Words from the Inner Circle, 
and is derived ultimately from an in-joke involving Krankor, the 
rather ridiculous villain of  the Japanese superhero movie Prince of  
Space (1959). Prince of  Space will reappear later. Tsuu-Aas' name is 
also inspired by Tsoo-Ahs, an Atlantean scientist mentioned in John 
W. Campbell Jr.'s The Mightiest Machine (1934), who Tsuu-Aas may 
have stolen his name from, or vice versa. The figure whose name 
inspired the word “Aryan” whom Sun Koh claims descent from is 
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DC Comics' Arion of  Atlantis. 
 
Adenoid Hynkel and Benzino Napoloni are the fictional versions of  
Adolf  Hitler and Benito Mussolini from Charlie Chaplin's film The 
Great Dictator (1940). The events of  this film are a rare bright spot in 
this alternate timeline, but by Vulthoom's manipulations it turns to 
darkness. 
 
Henry Gaunt, Riordan Metals, and McTeague Transport were 
mentioned and explained in the previous story. Ingsoc, also 
mentioned, is from George Orwell's 1984, and the three nations the 
world coalesces into are Oceania, Eurasia, and Eastasia, also from 
that book. Vulthoom's end-goal was to create an “Earth Empire,” 
which is the Terran Empire from the original Mirror Universe story, 
Star Trek's “Mirror, Mirror” (1967). The Mirror Universe as seen in 
Star Trek is like the world seen here: heroes are villains and villains 
are worse than they were before. The Mirror Universe as seen in 
Star Trek is revealed later to have history long predating the Civil 
War, so this world is merely one of  many Mirror Universes that exist 
within the crossover system. 
 
Armand Tesla, Dr. Kamarack's vampire master, is from the film 
Return of  the Vampire. Tesla, played by Bela Lugosi, is a powerful 
vampire very similar to Dracula, who threatens London during 
World War II. 
 
Kamarack mentions that Anselm Oakes studied under either Julian 
Karswell or Oliver Haddo. Karswell has appeared before, but his 
first name is derived from the film Night of  the Demon (1957), rather 
than the M.R. James story that originally featured him, and which 
inspired the film. Oliver Haddo is from W. Somerset Maugham's The 
Magician (1907). He is an evil, Crowley-esque wizard in the same 
style as Karswell. The mention of  Oakes, another Crowley analogue, 
being involved with Bundist movements, recalls Crowley's own 
writing and spreading of  pro-Axis propaganda during World War I. 
 
Smarra is from Charles Nodier's Smarra, or the Demons of  the Night 
(1821); in that story, Smarra is a dream-demoness who feeds on 
those who visit her at night. Celephais is a dream-city from H.P. 
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Lovecraft's “Celephais” (1920). The link between Smarra and 
Bloody Mary will be explored in the future. 
 
Tsuu-Aas is here linked to Manos, as well from Gamba, “Great 
Devil-God of  Evil” from The Devil's Hand. The mention of  “fifth-
dimensionals” is a joking reference to how I could not kill off  
Anselm Oakes because this story is set before the story he originates 
from—the idea that story creators exist on a higher dimensional 
plane than their creations is based on similar theories put forth by 
Grant Morrison. 
 
Oakes rattles off  a number of  fictional Antichrists. “Stowin 
Zander” is Stone Alexander from the Christian film The Omega Code 
(1999) and its sequel. “Nick Appalachia” is Nicolae Carpathia, from 
Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins' post-apocalyptic Left Behind series, 
which began with Left Behind in 1995. “Thorne” is Damien Thorn, 
from The Omen (1976); “as in, Curse of ” references the Curse of  
Thorn from the Halloween series of  horror films, which started with 
1978's Halloween. It was Halloween 5: The Revenge of  Michael Myers 
(1989) that made the poor decision to explain that murderer Michael 
Myers started killing because of  the ancient Curse of  Thorn. Here, 
the Curse is linked not only to the rune thorn (Þ), but to Damien 
Thorn as well. 
 
Oakes wonders if  the KKK will use a Moonchild soul that has 
passed through others, including the Roman Emperors Caligula and 
Nero, as well as a Nazi named Starker. This is a reference to the film 
Caligula Reincarnated as Nero (1982), one of  many attempted cash-ins 
on the 1979 film Caligula. Starker is from the film Caligula 
Reincarnated as Hitler (1977); neither of  these films actually have 
anything to do with each other. As a joke, Katherine Avalon 
included a note in the copyright notice of  Reign of  Emperor Tromble: 
“Should this screenplay ever be adapted to film this notice is a 
clause that the adaptation’s Italian release must only be known under 
the title Prima Caligola...poi Nerone...poi Hitler...e adesso...Tromble.” The 
implication here is that the Moonchild soul that entered Woodrew 
Tromble links together those otherwise-unrelated movies. 
 
The Pyramid on Mars that contained Vulthoom, as well as “Set the 
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Conqueror,” is the titular structure from the Doctor Who serial 
Pyramids of  Mars (1975). Set is another name for Sutekh, the villain 
of  that story. Here he is linked with Bast of  the Elder Gods. 
 
The reference to Jim Anthony, plus my 

frustration at my recent inaction, has 

caused me to change things up a bit. I was 

reminiscing over one of my sillier 

experiments from my Helioarchy days. I 

imperfectly implanted a stolen copy of Idjaa 

T'jip'kup's mind into historian Jitt Lussop, 

which drove him off on a quixotic quest to 

avenge the Incomputare. Master T'jip'kup was 

on Lussop's adopted world of Siav-je, where 

he had fled after the ravaging of the museum 

world Ucsuetleo. The Incomputare wizard was 

taking a brief leave from his exile, where 

he built two Incomputare Temples in the 

capital city of Siav-je Minus—a choice which 

would see the city destroyed down to the 

last child at the hands of Tan Solkolla. 

T’jip’kup and Lussop became friends, but 

when I became T'jip'kup's enemy I decided to 

make Lussop believe that the Incomputare's 

accomplishments were his own. With his 

nostalgia in my heart I decided finally to 

take a craft out to Earth-X from a position 

of relativity where it still existed. 

Delving into its history, I became the 

figure known as the Octopus of the Blue 

Rings, feared and revered alike by the 

priestesses of Wahn'go, or Wongo, or 

whatever it was called. I also sired a 

family, the Sturms—shattering my theory that 

Baron Sturm and Karl Stromberg were cousins 

of the Shturngart/”Sturm” family from Yaubus 

Redford's Kuru; or, the Zombies (2011). 

(Besides, we know that story took place on 

Earth-Kuru, anyway.) They inherited the 
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title of Baron from me—and in turn, from a 

line of aristocrats on a universe they'd 

never know. Baron Sturm and his son were 

insane because there were new octopoid 

traces added to their genetic code. 

 

Much of the bluefinger of Earth-X was made 

from grinding up my descendants' cured 

corpses—as the Victorians did to make their 

pigment/health food mummy—and spiking it 

with a variety of reactive chemicals to turn 

the tissues psychedelic. I feel slightly 

more at ease knowing that the members of my 

race who died to make that “drug” were the 

half-breed imbeciles I bred from the ape-

descended humans of Earth-X—though 

admittedly sometimes the descendants of Deep 

Ones joined with my progeny. What matters is 

that I changed the history of Earth-X. I 

felt a rush of power as the chronons reset 

and reasserted, tainted by my alien 

presence. But it was not a change—I had been 

part of it all along, hadn't I? 

 

As long as Jim Anthony's adventures in this 

universe included an encounter with an 

individual bound to that cosmos by the James 

Bond mythos, I was destined to make this 

journey into the past to “alter” Earth-X's 

central timelines. But I— 

 

I felt that rush of power. 
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“The Demon Dolls” (Odd Tales of Wonder #6, 

Dec. 2017) 

 

Bloody Mary and Brian Hammerstein leave 

Anselm Oakes' house, and find their way to 

an inn, where they meet a stranger who turns 

out to be Sanger Rainsford, Mary's long-

missing father. He agrees to help them on 

their journey to take down Kamarack, as 

Kamarack is an old enemy of his whom he knew 

under the name Count Substance. After 

defeating Kamarack, they learn that the 

KKK's plan to assassinate the President 

(mentioned briefly in previous stories) can 

be unraveled if they find a man named 

Heinrich Krasker in Milburn, Maryland. As 

they go off to find him (with Kamarack 

escaping them), Brian, Nadine Ingomar, and 

Allan Tyler also go to Milburn, looking for 

a Dr. Daine who works at a toy factory that 

may be facing a KKK threat. With Dr. Daine's 

help—provided courtesy of the shrinking 

powers he has discovered and granted to 

himself—they stop the white supremacists, 

and join Mary and Sanger in D.C. There, they 

stop both a shrinking assassin and a 

ventriloquist dummy possessed by a spirit 

from killing President Roosevelt. Major 

Dameron leads a Klan assault on the White 

House, but they are driven off, with Dameron 

being killed in the process—leaving the KKK 

leaderless. 

 
Sanger Rainsford references Allan Quatermain, the hero of  H. 
Rider Haggard's King Solomon's Mines and its sequels. Allan 
Quatermain is a hunter and explorer like Rainsford, but unlike 
Rainsford he is white, being the archetypical imperialistic Great 
White Hunter, as Rainsford references here. 
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The town of  Milburn, Maryland, and the Immortal Hills Cemetery, 
are from the film I Bury the Living (1958). In that film the caretaker 
of  Immortal Hills discovers that he can control life and death 
through the pins of  the map of  the grave plots. Heinrich Krasker is 
the father of  Henry Krasker from the film The Dead Talk Back 
(1957). Henry Krasker is an inventor who creates a machine that lets 
him speak to ghosts. 
 
Allan Tyler mentions being a former member of  the 5th 
Northumberland Fusiliers. While this was a real unit, it is most 
famous for being the unit under which Dr. John H. Watson, 
assistant to Sherlock Holmes, served in Afghanistan. Thus 
presumably Tyler is a peer of  Dr. Watson's, and perhaps of  Holmes 
as well. 
 
Marathon Toys, who owns the factory, is the fictional stand-in for 
Mattel from the film Life-Size (2000). Dr. Daine is the Quality 
Comics hero Dollman, whose real name is Darryl Dane; Dollman 
has the distinction of  being the first shrinking superhero, having 
first appeared in 1939. Ms. Roberts, his current wife, is Martha 
Roberts, aka his sidekick Dollgirl. The reference to his having once 
been married to the last descendant of  Arthur Gordon Pym—from 
Edgar Allan Poe's The Narrative of  Arthur Gordon Pym of  Nantucket 
(1838)—is a suggestion that he is the father of  Hank Pym, the 
Marvel Comics hero known variously as Ant-Man, Giant-Man, and 
Yellowjacket, who can also change his size. 
 
Paolo Levaunt is Paul Lavond from the film The Devil-Doll (1936). In 
that film Paul Lavond is a convict who escapes from jail, and learns 
from a scientist the secret of  shrinking humans, which brings them 
under the shrinker's control. He uses this to try to avenge himself  
so he can be reunited with his daughter Lorraine, rendered here as 
“Lauren.” Alex Thorkel, mentioned previously, is from the short 
story “Dr. Cyclops.” He is another mad scientist who shrinks people 
for malevolent purposes. 
 
Lemuel Gulliver and Lilliput are references to Jonathan Swift's 
Gulliver's Travels (1726). Lilliput is a land Gulliver visits populated by 
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tiny people. Rheton, the source of  the dimensional distortions, is 
the planet with a shrinking atmosphere from the film The Phantom 
Planet (1960). Rheton will be important later. The “white-star metal” 
that comes from it, that enables shrinking against the laws of  
physics, is a reference to the white dwarf-star material that supplies 
shrinking powers to the DC Comics hero the Atom. 
 
Dirk Vinerd, the white supremacist, is an ancestor of  the Neo-Nazi 
Danny Vinyard from the film American History X (1998). Franz is a 
relative of  the same-named man from the film Attack of  the Puppet 
People (1958), which involves the sinister Mr. Franz shrinking people 
to make them part of  his “doll collection.” Carey is a relative of  
Scott Carey from Richard Matheson's The Shrinking Man (1956). The 
growth substance herakleophorbia is from H.G. Well's Food of  the 
Gods, but that it originated in British Columbia is a reference to the 
1976 film adaptation of  that novel, which is set in British Columbia. 
The novelty toy that may or may not have been contaminated with 
herakleophorbia is a reference to the eponymous substance from 
R.L. Stine's Monster Blood (1992), part of  his Goosebumps series, which 
is usually set in a shared universe. 
 
Regar J. Dobson and his cat Puma are from the film Ring of  Terror 
(1962). Dobson is the sinister cemetery worker who introduces the 
film. He claims to be related to the Dobbs lawyer family, who once 
served the wealthy Crenshaws in Victorian times—Lawyers Dobbs 
and the Crenshaws are from the Andy Milligan film The Ghastly Ones 
(1968). The Crenshaws' degenerate Arkansas relatives reference Old 
Man Crenshaw, the hick from the Bigfoot film Boggy Creek II: And 
the Legend Continues (1985). 
 
Vohr LeReigh, aka the Great Vorelli, and his dummy Hugo, are 
from the film Devil Doll (1964); the Great Vorelli is a master 
hypnotist who traps people's souls in ventriloquist dummies. The 
Miskatonic University is from the Cthulhu Mythos. Professor Echo 
(and his dummy Hugo), Tweedledee, and Hercules are from Tod 
Robbins' The Unholy Three (1917); Tweedledee is mentioned as being 
a descendant of  Miguelito Loveless from the TV series The Wild 
Wild West (1965-1969). Maxwell Frere (and his dummy Hugo) and 
Sylvester Kee are from the film Dead of  Night (1945).  
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LeReigh mentions his competitors. Lombardi is Dr. Carlo Lombardi 
from the film The She-Creature (1956); he is a scummy hypnotist just 
as Vorelli is. Sardoo is Sardu the sadistic stageshow manager from 
the film Bloodsucking Freaks (1972). Erich Dulmann is Eric Dolmann, 
the inventor of  brilliant robotic dolls (which he uses to solve crimes) 
who appeared in the pages of  the British comic Valiant from 1966 
to 1973. Tollon is Andre Toulon, the maker of  enchanted toys from 
the film Puppet Master (1989) and its sequels, which often cross over 
with other properties created by filmmaker Charles Band. 
 
Vorelli mentions once having a black doll who kept calling him a 
“bitch.” This is a reference to the possessed doll from the film Black 
Devil Doll from Hell (1984). Vorelli's son, Charles, would have the full 
name of  Charles LeReigh, implying that he will grow up to be 
Chucky from the film Child's Play (1988), whose full name is Charles 
Lee Ray. Chucky is a serial killer whose soul ends up trapped inside a 
doll. 
 
The words Vorelli uses, “Urrak irram annodo amal...”, are reversed 
versions of  the words of  the spell used to bring Slappy the Dummy 
to life in R.L. Stine's Night of  the Living Dummy (1993). 
 
The newspaper Francine claims to work for, the Daily Star, is the 
name of  the first paper that employed Clark Kent in the Superman 
stories. The Daily Star also plays a role in Stephen Vrattos' Captain 
Gravity (1999), sent in the late 1930s. 
 
This Vorelli sounds like he has a 

fascinating past. To be able to transfer 

one's consciousness into new flesh, or 

satellites made of flesh, is one thing, but 

to transfer a soul into an inanimate body 

and have that body gain the power of motion 

is truly incredible. Of course, there are 

legends in my old universe that one of my 

satellite-forms survived in such a body, 

albeit one made of machinery capable of 

articulation. To alter the chemical 
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properties of wood to make it malleable 

somehow, like tissue, is a great Incomputare 

power indeed. 
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“The Curse of Orlac” (Tales of the Shadowmen 

Volume 14: Coup de Grace, Dec. 2017) 

 

In 1954, pianist Stephen Orlac calls the 

paranormal investigator Sâr Dubnotal to his 

home. Years ago, Orlac lost his hands in an 

accident, and underwent a transplant to 

receive new hands—however, his donor was a 

murderer, and it seemed for a while that 

they were compelling him to kill. Though the 

circumstances were not what they seemed to 

be, Orlac is now truly being compelled to 

kill, and he wants Dubnotal to help him find 

out why. Dubnotal learns that Orlac is a 

relative of the insidious Orloff family, and 

his hands came from the murderous Dr. 

Dionysus Orloff. Dubnotal and Orlac track 

down Orlac's cousin Eric Vornoff, born 

Feodor Orloff II, to a social event he is 

hosting. It is revealed that Vornoff is 

keeping Dracula in his cellar, and Dracula 

is an ancestor of the Orloff-Orlac clan 

through his “child,” Count Orlok. Stephen 

Orlac shows himself to be part of a 

conspiracy to trap and kill Sâr Dubnotal, as 

well as restore Dracula. Dracula has been 

injured in battle against his nemeses the 

Frankensteins, and needs the surgical skill 

of Dionysus Orloff, channeled through his 

hands, to renew himself. But the Sar fights 

back, killing Vornoff and stopping Dracula 

and Orlac—though Orlac survives the incident 

by transferring his spirit into a younger 

body. 

 

Stephen Orlac is from Maurice Renard's The Hands of  Orlac (1920), 
as are the surgeon Dr. Cerral and the criminal Vasseur. The man he 
calls for help, Sâr Dubnotal (aka El Tebib, the Great Psychagogue, 
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and was created by Nobert Sevestre and appeared in several short 
stories from 1909 to 1910. Sâr Dubnotal is sort of  a proto-Dr. 
Strange figure. 
 
Count Feodor Orloff, Czernova, Paul Cressingham, and Princess 
Barbara are all from John R. Carling's The Shadow of  the Czar. Dr. 
Dionysus Orloff, his daughter Melissa, and Inspector Tanner are 
from Jess Franco's The Awful Dr. Orlof; Morpho originates in that 
film but appears in many other Jess Franco movies. This story 
serves in part to explain where all those other Morphos came from. 
Dr. Genessier is from Jean Redon's Eyes Without a Face (1959); like 
Dr. Orloff  he is a scientist who harvests body parts from women to 
restore his daughter's damaged appearance. (It is likely Franco was 
ripping off  Redon when he made The Awful Dr. Orlof.) Conrad 
Jekyll, a relative of  Henry Jekyll, is from Jess Franco's The Secret of  
Dr. Orloff  (1964). Mason Zimmerman is from Franco's The Diabolical 
Dr. Z (1966). Both Jekyll and Zimmerman are disciples in mad 
science under Dr. Orloff. 
 
William Tanner is from Edgar Wallace's The Case of  the Frightened 
Lady (1932). Franco borrowed the name of  Tanner from Wallace, 
just as he borrowed the name Orloff  from a Wallace adaptation, The 
Dark Eyes of  London. Paul Kelton, Tanner's relative, is from the films 
of  Ed Wood. Alan Hacker, and Dr. Orloff's alias of  Erik Vladimir 
Usher, are from Jess Franco's Revenge in the House of  Usher (1982). 
Alan Hacker, spelled “Harker” in the script, is a relative of  Jonathan 
Harker from Dracula, while Orloff  took the name of  Usher to 
homage the family from Edgar Allan Poe's “The Fall of  the House 
of  Usher” (1839). In Revenge of  the House of  Usher, Usher is played 
off  as a separate character, but he has a sick daughter named 
Melissa, a blind servant named Morpho, and flashbacks to footage 
from The Awful Dr. Orlof, so it is fair to assume he is an older Dr. 
Orloff. Orloff's access to longevity treatments that preserved he and 
Melissa across the 19th Century is a detail from Revenge. 
 
Tania Orloff  is the niece of  Bob Morane's nemesis the Yellow 
Shadow. General Podovsky Orlov is a fusion of  Lt. Col. Podovsky 
and General Orlov, both played by Steven Berkoff, from Rambo: 
First Blood Part II (1985) and Octopussy; his first name, Podovsky, is 
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admittedly revealed in a later story, but it's worth mentioning here. 
General Gogol, Orlov's rival, is from several James Bond films 
starting with The Spy Who Loved Me in 1977. Feodor Orloff  II has 
been discussed previously in these notes. 
 
Byron Orlac is the Boris Karloff  analogue from the film Targets. 
Leonard Orlac and Alphaville are from the film Alphaville. Dr. Orlac 
the roboticist is from the movie Wrestling Women vs. the Killer Robot. 
 
Lobo is from Bride of  the Monster and The Unearthly. The explanation 
for multiple Lobos is part of  this story as well. Richard Vollin is 
Bela Lugosi’s dastardly surgeon from the film The Raven (1935). 
Blind Jake is Orloff's assistant in The Dark Eyes of  London, and he is 
the likely inspiration for Morpho.  
 
Orloff's guests are figures who will be involved with similar 
circumstances to that which afflicted his family: each of  their source 
films involve stealing some external essence to survive. Bill Cortner 
and Jan Compton are from the film The Brain That Wouldn't Die 
(1959). June and Paul Talbot, likely relatives of  the infamous 
werewolf  family, are from The Leech Woman (1960). Dr. Alberto 
Levin is from Atom Age Vampire (1960). 
 
Orlac's alias of  Vernon Paris is derived from the film Hands of  a 
Stranger (1962), an adaptation of  Hands of  Orlac. Duncan Ely is the 
sinister pianist from Fred Mustard Stewart's The Mephisto Waltz 
(1969). Damien Ludlow is the Satanic piano-maker from the film 
The Demons of  Ludlow (1983); his relative, Eugene Ludlow, is the 
wicked sculptor from Lora Baxter and Ralph Murphy's play The 
Black Tower (1932). 
 
The incarnation of  Dracula who fights Sâr Dubnotal, and is the 
ancestor of  the Orloffs through Count Orlok from Nosferatu, is 
based on the version of  Dracula who fights the Frankenstein clan in 
Jess Franco's Dracula, Prisoner of  Frankenstein (1972). In that film, 
Dracula is played by Howard Vernon, who also plays Dr. Orloff. 
Feodor Orloff  III, Eric Vornoff's son, is from 12 to the Moon. 
 
Julian Karswell is from “Casting the Runes” and Night of  the Demon. 
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The implication at the end of  the story is that Duncan Ely's evil 
nature in The Mephisto Waltz comes from the fact that he is not 
Duncan Ely, but Stephen Orlac, meaning that Orlac survives again 
by transferring his soul into Ely's student Myles Clarkson. Clarkson 
may be a relative of  the Myles family that I explore in a future audio 
story, with his name being Clarkson Myles instead of  the reverse.  
 

I've been feeding off these connections, you 

know. The analyzers tell me that in the 

audio sets I'm about to listen to, Bezecny 

shows awareness of the fact that higher 

lifeforms feed on invisible connections—on 

the lines that bind families together, on 

the cords that string together coincidence, 

recursion, and what common folk perceive as 

miracles. My research on Earth-X has 

confirmed my suspicions that I am a cousin 

of the octopoid Great Old Ones who helped 

bring that universe to its end. I share 

genetic material with gods. That is why my 

version of humanity is so good at 

recognizing the value in work like this. 

 

This work helps put a lot of this into 

place. The Orloff family who were primarily 

responsible for destroying their native 

universe were descendants of a powerful 

vampire lord. This helps explain why they 

did the bidding of my dear cousins, the 

Outer Gods. There are insinuations on Terra-

X that the origin of vampires is the work of 

the Great Old Ones, and both the analysis-

robots and I suspect that Bezecny will delve 

into that in the future. 
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“Mary Christmas” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Volume 1: The Lost November, Dec. 2017) 

 

On Christmas Eve, 1941, Francine Rainsford 

is trying to rest from her hard battle with 

Dr. Sean. However, she is dragged off into 

the Mirror-Realm, where she meets a young 

man named George and the ghost of a man 

claiming to be Ebenezer Scrooge. They are 

all present to observe a ritual which 

Scrooge was once part of in life—with George 

as the Ghost of Christmas Present, Scrooge 

as Christmas Past, and Mary as Christmas Yet 

to Come, they are to haunt a wealthy man, 

Mr. K, to help him learn the true meaning of 

Christmas. However, they learn “Scrooge” is 

not who he says he is, being instead a demon 

who has used the ritual to access all of 

their histories, their timelines, so that it 

can eat away chunks of their lives. Mary 

fights back and destroys the creature, with 

the help of a number of spirits, including 

that of her mother. She wakes up as if it 

was all a dream and gets ready to celebrate 

Christmas. 

 
This story, and the others in audio set, is partially an attempt to 
explain a plot hole that developed in the prose Bloody Mary stories. 
Francine Rainsford became Bloody Mary around Halloween and 
had her battles against Dr. Sean almost immediately afterward. 
However, when we reach “The Demon Dolls,” which is set not long 
after the prose story that carries after the Dr. Sean arc, “Bloody 
Mary vs. the Klan,” it is suddenly around New Year's. Something 
happened to the time in between, and these three stories show what 
did happen. 
 
“George” is George Bailey, from the film It's a Wonderful Life (1946), 
based on Philip Van Doren Stern's The Great Gift (1939). Ebenezer 
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Scrooge, and the Three Ghosts of  Christmas, are from Charles 
Dickens' A Christmas Carol (1843). Mr. K is Charles Foster Kane, 
from the film Citizen Kane (1941). Jedidiah, K's own Jacob Marley, is 
Jedidiah Leland, Kane's friend from Citizen Kane. How he is here as 
a ghost before his death is explained. At one point Scrooge 
compares K to Kublai Khan, which is a joke on Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge's poem “Kubla Khan” (1797), which talks about the 
Khan's pleasure-dome of  Xanadu; Xanadu is the name of  Charles 
Kane's mansion, in reference to the Coleridge poem. The identity 
of  the time-vampire will be revealed at the end of  the audio 
collection. 
 
I grow impatient. The success of the Sturm 

family experiment hums angrily in my mind, 

unfed in its desire to expand. I've 

confirmed definitively that Coppola lacks 

the resources to spy on me. He has no idea 

what sort of power I control. Time for 

another phase of interference. 
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“Graveyard Shift” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Volume 1) 

 

Bloody Mary is returning home from her 

battle with Dr. Sean when she sees two 

strangers in a cemetery. Upon confronting 

them she discovers an Englishwoman 

restraining a man. She explains she is 

Loretta van Helsing, and this man, Ormond 

Murks, is a murderer and her prisoner. Murks 

long ago went through a process in a place 

called the Valley of the Zombies, which 

makes him functionally immortal, though he 

is dependent on blood transfusions—he has 

killed people before to sustain himself. 

However, van Helsing only caught Murks 

incidentally—she came to America to hunt 

down Princess Zaleski, a vampire who eluded 

her father. They draft Murks to help them as 

they cannot risk Zaleski escaping while 

turning him in. The vampire turns out to be 

not Zaleski, but Lucy Weston, a more 

powerful vampire. They manage to defeat her, 

and Murks realizes that Mary's blood-tears 

could sustain him indefinitely. They enlist 

him to travel with them, so that they can 

keep him from hurting more people by keeping 

him supplied. 

 

The Saaamaaa Ritual is from William Hope Hodgson's stories of  
Thomas Carnacki, the Ghost-Finder, which began with Hodgson's 
“The Gateway of  the Monster” (1910). The Saaamaaa Ritual is a 
powerful anti-spirit incantation, with an “unknown final line” that 
can be devastating to speak.  
 
Ormond Murks and the Valley of  the Zombies are from the film 
Valley of  the Zombies. As this story indicates, Murks is a former 
undertaker who became immortal through the secrets of  the Valley 
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of  the Zombies, though he is now dependent on blood transfusions 
to live. The Valley is stated here as being near Mora Tau, from the 
film Zombies of  Mora Tau. 
 
Loretta van Helsing is a relative of  the van Helsing clan from Bram 
Stoker's Dracula and the many stories inspired by it. As she states, 
her true name is von Helsing, and she is the daughter of  Dr. Muller 
von Helsing. Muller von Helsing is meant to be the Dr. van Helsing 
who is played by Edward van Sloan in the 1931 adaptation of  
Dracula, which here represents different, later events from Bram 
Stoker's novel. In the film's sequel, Dracula's Daughter (1936), van 
Helsing's name has become von Helsing. Dr. von Helsing's first 
name of  Muller comes from Dr. Muller, Edward van Sloan's 
character in The Mummy (1932). The implication is meant to be that 
the two characters are the same. Dracula is played by Bela Lugosi in 
the 1931 film, and Lugosi plays the extremely similar vampire 
Armand Tesla in Return of  the Vampire, hence the suggestion here 
that the Dracula of  the '31 film was actually Tesla. Christian 
Redfield is not a name changed by the Lugosi film adaptation, but I 
wanted to link in a reference to Chris Redfield from Resident Evil 
(1996), hence the mention of  the Redfields normally being Army 
men. The '31 film changes Mina Harker to Mina Seward, and 
Jonathan Harker to John Harker, but I have further stressed the 
difference by changing John Harker to John Morris, son of  Quincey 
Morris and the protagonist of  Castlevania: Bloodlines (1994) (and in 
turn the father of  Jonathan Morris from the 2006 video game 
Castlevania: Portrait of  Ruin). The reference to Muller von Helsing 
tracking Tesla to Mexico is a reference to the Spanish-language 
version of  Dracula also filmed in 1931; the events seen there may 
represent yet another set of  incidents, this time with “Dracula” 
being a resurrected Count Lavud from the 1957 Mexican film The 
Vampire. 
 
Princess Zaleski is Marya Zaleska from Dracula's Daughter. The 
Zaleski royal family, from which she borrows the alias, is a reference 
to the title character from M.P. Shiel's Prince Zaleski (1895); Zaleski is 
a drug-addicted ultra-decadent occultist who usually solves the cases 
presented to him from the comfort of  his mansion. Zaleska's half-
brother in Louisiana is Alucard, from the film Son of  Dracula, which 
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was a pseudo-sequel to the other Universal Dracula films. 
 
Lucy Weston is the new name given to Lucy Westenra in the 1931 
Dracula. Her presence here is a reference to an infamous plot hole 
from that film, where, after Lucy is turned into a vampire, she is 
forgotten by the narrative and thus never tracked down and staked 
as in the novel. Notably, this plot hole is not present in the 1931 
Spanish-language film. 
 
The Eye of  Olmec is meant to be the Eye of  Zoltec, from the Kelly's 
Eye comic strip that first appeared in Knockout and Valiant in 1962. 
In that comic, Tim Kelly is an explorer who obtains the Eye of  
Zoltec, an ancient amulet that protects the wearer from all harm. 
There is a second Eye of  Zoltec belonging to Kelly's nemesis 
Diablo, and that may be the Eye that Lucy wears here. 
 
Murks mentions he buys his suits off  a man named Leonide; this is 
a reference to the character of  Professor Leonide from Scared to 
Death, discussed before and below. Leonide and Murks wear the 
same outfit in their respective films. 
 
It should have been obvious from the start. 

Bezecny's “theories” on fiction—which are, 

in turn, fictions themselves, with 

storytelling power capable of reshaping 

Terra-X—consolidate several individuals into 

one, forming a natural fusion reactor. The 

energy created by fusing characters is 

notable, enough to power one of the small 

cruisers I've been using to conduct my 

experiments. However, I have watched as some 

attempts at fusion by other creators 

“bounce” due to what I term continuity 

inertia. Sometimes a fusion is “wrong” in 

that a character has existed for too long to 

be consolidated with another. I saw a writer 

once try to fuse Doc Savage and Jim Anthony, 

but though the two were similar—indeed, with 

one being a rip-off of the other in 
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metafictional terms—they were two different 

characters, and therefore the fusion wasn't 

deemed “right.” 

 

The process that combines characters is 

something I've sought for a long time; for a 

while I have desired to merge objects with 

each other on a conceptual level, taking 

something like their Platonic ideal, or the 

ideal representation of the object's choice 

attributes, and blending it with the ideal 

of another object to make something with the 

properties of both. Chemistry, but with 

properties too complicated to be transferred 

with practical chemical stimulus. To be able 

to take the “strength” of something, for 

example, and transfer it, could be used to 

make powerful warriors. 

 

I have been formulating an idea for a new 

weapon for some time now. In fact, I am 

building her aboard one of my space stations 

in my home-universe as I write this. The 

fusion device I was able to build using the 

energetic properties of Universe-X shows no 

signs of failure, and the first subject of 

the experiment shall be the last. I just 

hope she will serve me well on the field. 

 

“She” is a clone of Kitaiia Obsydan which 

I've infused with certain attributes. Her 

skin comes from a mutated lizard from Terra-

X, and this skin is studded with bluish 

crystals I took from the planet Rheton, 

which let her stalk prey through dimensions. 

Her right eye is replaced with one torn from 

the socket of a Hishkuten Hunter. Her brain 

contains transplanted lobes from a 

crustacoid gargon-monster. And finally, 
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whatever remained of her human gene-code I 

blended with the DNA of a Lost One. Because 

she is a Frankenstein-patchwork sort of 

thing, like my old biology teacher 

Protogorm, I've decided to honor both him 

and the radioactive reptile from whom I 

borrowed the ultra-tough lizard skin. To the 

robots serving under me in my labs, she is 

known as Codename: Gormzilla. 

 

That name may sound preposterous, I confess. 

Some may know the word “gormless” and assume 

that it is some crude sexual analogy, with 

“gorms” being some antique synonym for 

something or other. However, gorm, or more 

properly gaum, is simply a word meaning 

“knowledge.” Thus a gormless person is a 

know-nothing, a dolt. Thus I consider her to 

be “Knowledge-zilla,” Wisdom-Monster, a 

culmination of all of this research into one 

nigh-omnipotent wizard-creature. For all of 

Obsydan's spells will be hers, and she will 

use them with unmatched ferocity. 

 

Each of her components, dear reader, can be 

studied individually with media available to 

you. All save for her being bred from a Lost 

One; that is a reference unique to my 

universe. I will tell you now the tale of 

the Lost Ones, who in the original version 

of my universe nearly brought about the end 

of all things, save for the intervention of 

Vol Solkolla. 

 

By “original” universe, I mean the timeline 

where I did not take Frere Nemo-Akayos as my 

apprentice. The timeline distinction is 

important, as the Lost Ones would never be 

able to come through from their original 
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universe if it wasn't for my intervention. I 

say I changed the timeline by modifying the 

genes of Akayos and Nemo, and by killing 

Obsydan before she could marry Vol Solkolla. 

But there was a symbolic flourish needed—a 

ritual. Using magic alone, I altered the 

history of the planet Vuqseze, shattering 

its larger continents to broaden its oceans, 

which twisted its etymology. It was this 

lingual shift that was important; just as 

Edward Tamaron drew power from the music of 

Jagged Skull, I drew power from the name of 

this entire planet becoming something new. 

Vuqseze, meaning “swamp-like,” became 

T'desog, “oceanic.” No matter what, the 

planet still served as the site of a 

critical early battle between the Helioarchy 

and the organized resistance that deposed 

them. 

 

The dimensional disturbance of the timeline 

deviation caused a planet to manifest in the 

original timeline, which served as a 

dimensional nexus of sorts where other 

universes could be accessed...and through 

which they could access my universe. On the 

planet Bu'pe'netilüv there was a gateway 

that opened up to Earth-151249451, a 

universe roughly adjacent to Earth-

19842319162314. Long ago, the humans of 

Earth-151249451 considered several theories 

as to why they had never been visited by 

extraterrestrials. One prevailing notion was 

the superpredator theory—not to be confused 

with the racist ideology of the late 20th 

Century that insinuated that modern black 

children were inherently criminals. This 

superpredator theory suggested some sort of 

force or entity exists that destroys 
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civilizations when they reach a certain 

technological limit. This theory was 

correct. The Lost Ones patrolled this 

universe, and thus far they had wiped out 

nearly every sentient species in the galaxy. 

By the time the gateway opened from the 

Earth of their universe, humanity was an 

ancient myth, hunted down to the very last 

child, and Earth was simply one of their 

bases. 

 

The Lost Ones were conquerors; humanoid, but 

extremely ugly in appearance, they viewed 

all other life as an abomination, though 

they used their own genetic material to 

create biotech weapons and vehicles—they 

reasoned they themselves were not alive. A 

single Lost One warrior could be dropped on 

a mid-technology world and within a few 

months every sentient being on that world 

would be dead—if not in personal combat, 

then by one of the numerous plagues and 

genetic diseases unleashed from the Lost 

One's own genome. These creatures were their 

own weapons, and had spent countless 

millennia giving themselves skeletal studs, 

metallic claws, sharpened teeth, and skull-

like faces, each of which gave them physical 

or emotional advantages on the battlefield. 

On Earth-X, the creature who killed the most 

famous of the superpowered adventurers in 

the early 1990s was a sort of reincarnation 

of the Lost Ones, being very similar in 

form. Of course, it took some modification 

on my behalf to make them that way, I 

discovered. Originally they were just a 

bunch of farmers. 

 

The war against the Lost Ones splintered my 
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universe, in the original timeline. Many 

galaxies' worth of lives was destroyed in 

just a few short years. Not even the 

Helioarchy showed such savagery; only did my 

new Helioarchy in the second timeline come 

close to the Lost Ones' barbarism. Vol 

Solkolla defeated the King of the Lost Ones, 

shattering their dynasties and their empire. 

Some of them found ways to escape to other 

universes, while others chose to blend in 

with the universe they tried to conquer. 

 

They say Solkolla ended the war, because he 

killed the King. What they didn't know is 

that the Lost Ones had only sent in a tenth 

of their fighting force. Each planet they 

conquered in Universe-151249451 became a new 

Nest for them, and the biomatter of the 

planet was converted into new Lost One 

warriors. Their swarms numbered in the 

quintillions. They were all waiting on the 

other side of the gateway, and had it not 

been for my assassins shooting down a Lost 

One ship containing a quantum-nuclear 

payload over Bu'pe'netilüv they would have 

broken through. But the gate was destroyed, 

though by my will the pilot survived, albeit 

twisted and broken. His ruined form was 

fused into my Obsydan clone by my fusion-

machine; thus, his sacrifice will never be 

forgotten. Especially because I have 

determined that it will be Gormzilla herself 

who shoots down the pilot. 

 

I bred them, you know, so I could make her. 

The thrill of my work on Earth-X gave me the 

pride and courage necessary. 

 

I began this war, and then I ended it. Some 
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will tell you I'm a liar, but if they do I 

probably already know their name, and that 

means it's already too late for them.  
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“The Lost November” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Volume 1) 

 

Proceeding with Loretta van Helsing's 

agenda, Bloody Mary and Ormond Murks join 

van Helsing aboard the November, a cruise 

ship where passengers, crew, and parts of 

the ship have been randomly disappearing 

from existence. Upon appearing on the ship 

the trio meet Pat and Arthur Lorenz, two 

passengers concerned by the happenings. They 

learn a man calling himself Rolf Bilson is 

aboard, possibly causing trouble. Pat 

Lorenz's room goes missing, but it 

reappears, this time with a stone idol 

inside it. Through Bilson, Mary learns that 

the idol belongs to Kahuna'ana, an island 

god that Bilson worshiped after being exiled 

to a distant island. Kahuna'ana is a time-

demon that feeds on history—it can remove 

pieces of time and space from people's 

lives, facilitated by a familial connection 

between various people aboard the November 

who are descendants or relatives of people 

who sailed and infamously disappeared aboard 

the Mary Celeste. Rolf Bilson was a 

descendant of the Celeste's first mate Toby 

Bilson, and the Lorenzes are related to 

Anton Lorenzen, one of the crewmen of the 

legendary ghost-ship, which gave Kahuna'ana 

power over them. The trio of adventurers 

defeat the demon but it erases their 

memories of each other and destroys about a 

month's worth of their personal time. On her 

way to Milburn, Maryland, during the events 

of “The Demon Dolls,” Francine regains her 

memories and realizes her Christmas Eve 

battle with the time-demon was her second. 
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She reunites with van Helsing and Murks, who 

have also regained their memories and are 

interested in adventuring with her again. 

 

Dr. Arthur Lorenz, or Lorentz, is the sheriff, doctor, and mayor of  
the small town of  Jenksville from the film The Boogie Man Will Get 
You (1942). Lorenz is fond of  quoting Latin phrases, and the bit of  
Latin he says here means roughly “as the actress said to the bishop,” 
implying he just got done telling a raunchy joke. Pat Lorenz, or 
Lawrence, is from the film The Monster Maker (1944). She is the 
daughter of  Anthony Lawrence, a pianist who is victimized by the 
mad Igor Markoff, who injects Lawrence with a drug that gives him 
acromegaly.  
 
Orlac is Stephen Orlac, from The Hands of  Orlac. Duncan Ely is 
from Fred Mustard Stewart's The Mephisto Waltz. Ludlow is from The 
Demons of  Ludlow. Terwilliger is a reference to Dr. Terwilliker, the 
titular figure of  the Dr. Seuss-written film The 5,000 Fingers of  Dr. T 
(1953). Dr. Terwilliker is a sinister pianist who plots to enslave 1,000 
children and force them to do endless piano lessons. Tom Stewart is 
from the film Tormented. Henry Steele is a corrupt piano-playing 
rancher from the Western film Mystery Ranch (1932); evidently he 
published some of  his compositions and was not merely a player, 
earning him a rank here among the composers. The 1932 Mystery 
Ranch is not to be confused with a 1934 Western also called Mystery 
Ranch, which features Western author Bob Morris having faked, and 
later real, Western experiences on the small Henderson Ranch. I 
here propose a connection between these two movies. After 
seemingly killing Henry Steele, Bob Sanborn was inspired by the 
ranch work of  the heiress he helped save, Jane Emory. Working with 
Mrs. Henderson, he helped establish Henderson Ranch, which was 
in truth more like a small town. The idea to draw Bob Morris out to 
the Ranch to vitalize its tourist trade was Sanborn's idea, and he was 
pleased to see that Morris became a Western hero unto himself. Of  
course, being related to the vampire-hunting Morrises of  Texas 
helped Bob’s case. Sanborn asked Morris to stay at Henderson 
Ranch after he defeated the criminals Blake and Kern, but after their 
imprisonment they were freed from jail. Days afterward, both 
Sanborn and Morris faced attempts on their lives. They eventually 
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discovered that Henry Steele had survived his supposed death and 
had brought Blake and Kern into his gang, to take revenge on both 
Sanborn and Morris. The two men defeated the gang, this time truly 
dispatching Steele. The two others were executed for attempted 
murder. Legend has it that Sanborn and Morris were aided in their 
efforts against the Steele gang by the mysterious adventurer 
Immorté. 
 
Arthur Lorenz mentions “the Countess' children”; Countess Lorenz 
is the wife of  George Richard Marlowe, aka Feodor Orloff  II and 
Eric Vornoff. Brian Lorenz is Brian Lawrence from the film Cat-
Girl, while Feodor is Feodor Orloff  III from 12 to the Moon. Arthur's 
other cousin, also named Dr. Lorenz (or Lorentz), and the African 
valley he lives near, are from the film Monster from Green Hell (1957). 
That movie's Dr. Lorentz is a missionary at the edge of  the Green 
Hell, a valley full of  radioactively-enlarged insects.  
 
Nathaniel Billings is Arthur Lorenz's friend and fellow scientist 
from The Boogie Man Will Get You; he invents a form of  suspended 
animation, similar to that invented by “Rolf  Bilson.” Rolf  Bilson is 
Ralph Benson/“Mr. Graham” from the film The Mad Doctor of  
Market Street (1942); in that film, the suspended animation technique 
Benson invents forces him to hide on a Pacific island, where he uses 
his scientific secrets to become lord of  a small tribe and terrorize his 
fellow castaways. 
 
Benjamin Briggs was the Captain of  the Mary Celeste in real life. 
Anton Lorenzen is a semi-fictional character (named for the real-life 
brothers Volkert and Boz Lorenzen) played by Bela Lugosi in the 
film Phantom Ship. Count Sade de Lorenz, aka Count Lorente de 
Sade, is from the film The Dungeon of  Harrow. 
 
Kahuna'ana is Kahuna'ana'ana from the film Weird Woman (1944); 
they are the island deity worshiped by the film's protagonist Paula 
Clayton. Here the island from Weird Woman is made the same as that 
from Mad Doctor of  Market Street. Kahuna'ana is the creature that 
Bloody Mary fought in “Mary Christmas.” Gilling, Martens, and 
Gondeschall are all surnames from real-life Mary Celeste sailors. 
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Gormzilla has been freed from her cloning 

pod and imprinted with my will. She is my 

servant and already she shows tremendous 

promise. I have chosen an adequate trainer 

for her, since my technologies allow me to 

pick any mentor in time and space. She 

studies now in the Helioarchy, under the 

twisted vigil of the evil Tan Solkolla. 

 

He met her once before, when he was of the 

Incomputare. On Bu'pe'netilüv, while 

investigating reports of the invaders coming 

through, he was attacked by a mysterious, 

crystal-studded killer whom he barely 

defeated. Gormzilla tells me that Tan was 

her most harrowing opponent yet; but now, 

with my having presented her to him as a 

“gift,” she serves him, an older incarnation 

of him. And she serves him well. He has 

tasked her with rigors even beyond those to 

which he subjected his other students, like 

Upsilon, and Wutv-vapi, and Aethyrmarch. 

Left naked and weaponless on a desert planet 

she fought off three dozen Anokharian 

destroyers. I have never been more proud! In 

all the children I have sired, she is truly 

the greatest. The dead among my creations, 

slain by her hand, can attest to that. 
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“Brotherly Love” (Archive of Our Own, Dec. 

2017) 

 

George Zabor, born Paul Orloff, calls his 

surviving relatives—his brothers Joseph van 

Ee, Boris Orloff, and Victor Poten—to his 

brother Leo's old house on Fog Island, to 

celebrate the winter holidays. He mocks all 

of them about their pasts, knowing all their 

incriminating secrets; eventually it comes 

clear that he brought them all here to learn 

which of them betrayed him and saw him 

kicked off the island of San Sebastian. He 

learns it was the long-dead Feodor, who was 

Paul's rival on San Sebastian, Dr. Marlowe. 

All the same he drowns his brothers in one 

of Leo's old traps, though he is shot and 

killed at the last second. 

 
This story can be found here: 
https://archiveofourown.org/works/12998850/chapters/29723166 
 
Many of  the family relationships seen here are partially explored in 
the appendices to “'As Thou Has Decreed, So Have I Done!'” and 
“Claws of  the Cat, Fangs of  the Bat.” This story is meant to 
elaborate on the speculations provided in those notes. The story is 
set in the house of  Leo Grainger from the film Fog Island. Leo 
Grainger (played by George Zucco) is here given the full name of  
Leonard Grainger Renault. 
 
Dr. George Zabor is the mad scientist from the dreadful “comedy” 
Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn Gorilla (1952). Zabor is merely the latest 
alias of  Paul Orloff, youngest of  the Orloff  brothers; he was 
adopted into the Renault family under the name Paul Renault, and 
that was the name he used during the events of  Zombies on Broadway. 
In that film, Renault operated on the island of  San Sebastian, which 
also featured in the films I Walked with a Zombie and The Ghost Ship. 
Zabor/Renault was also studio manager Joseph Steiner, from The 
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Death Kiss (1932); fraudulent medium Prince Saliano, from You'll Find 
Out (1940); Nazi spy/stage magician Emil Nardo, from Spooks Run 
Wild (1941) and Ghosts on the Loose (1943); ape scientist James 
Brewster, from The Ape Man; and stage magician/psychic Professor 
Leonide, from Scared to Death. All of  Zabor's roles are played by Bela 
Lugosi.  
 
Joseph van Ee is Professor Leonide's cousin (here, adoptive brother) 
from Scared to Death; his birth name, Robert Parry Renault, signifies 
he is both Dr. Parry from The Monster and the Girl and Dr. Robert 
Renault from Dr. Renault's Secret. Parry/Renault are scientists who 
experiment with crossing apes and humans. Van Ee, Parry, and 
Renault are all played by George Zucco. 
 
Amos Bradford Renault, the third Renault triplets in the Renault-
Clayton sextet, is Amos “the Black Raven” Bradford from the film 
The Black Raven (1943). Bradford is a criminal who helps smuggle 
other crooks across the Canadian border through his inn, also called 
“the Black Raven.” He, like van Ee and Leo Grainger, is played by 
George Zucco. 
 
Lloyd and Elwyn Clayton are from Dead Men Walk (1943); both men 
are scientists, but Elwyn becomes drawn towards the occult and 
turns himself  into a vampire. Lloyd dies destroying his evil brother. 
Both Claytons are played by George Zucco. 
 
Paula Clayton is from the film Weird Woman; she is the mother of  
Daniel Clay (Tor Johnson) from Plan 9 from Outer Space by Dr. 
Joseph Javorski (Tor Johnson) of  The Beast of  Yucca Flats, in an 
extramarital affair. The circumstances of  this union will be revealed 
in a future story. 
 
Boris Kolomb Orloff  is a composite character who, at various 
stages of  his life, was vengeful scientist Boris Karlov from Harold 
McGrath's The Drums of  Jeopardy; Boroff, from the serial SOS Coast 
Guard (1937); spy/surgeon Monsieur Colomb from Black Dragons 
(1942); and the inspiration for Boris Badenov from The Rocky and 
Bullwinkle Show (1959-1964). (It is unknown if  actor William Pratt 
derived his famous pseudonym of  Boris Karloff  from McGrath's 
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account.) 
 
Victor Orloff, aka Victor Poten, is from the serial/film Shadow of  
Chinatown (1936); Poten is a scientist/terrorist who is hired to wipe 
out various Chinatowns across America. His son, Victor Poten Jr., is 
a character cut from Katherine Avalon's The Fires of  '16: Reign of  
Emperor Tromble—he corresponds to a real-life Russian leader of  a 
similar name with a known opposition to democracy. 
 
Merkil the butler is from One Body Too Many—he is a descendant of  
Mervyn Mirakle, one of  Dr. Mirakle's children. Mervyn's sister 
Melissa married Dionysus Orloff, and Rebecca Mirakle's daughter 
was Rachel Renault, mother of  the Clayton-Renaults by William 
Clayton. Hichcock the butler is from the film Vampire Over London, 
which is also where Vaughn Orloff  (Dr. Von Housen) comes from; 
Hichcock is a descendant of  Dionysus Orloff  by one of  Orloff's 
two sons, either Dr. Bernard Hichcock from The Horrible Dr. 
Hichcock or Dr. John Hichcock from The Ghost. 
 
Vaughn Orloff/Von Housen's fate as one of  the ghouls from Plan 9 
from Outer Space is a reference to the unnamed Bela Lugosi character 
who is reanimated in that film, alongside Inspector Clay. Alex 
Zorka, also played by Lugosi but not related (as far as we know) to 
the Orloff  clan, is another evil roboticist, from the serial and film 
The Phantom Creeps (1939). 
 
Feodor Orloff  has been explained previously. 
 
Baltasar Orlak, Dionysus Orloff's grandson, is an amalgam of  
Baltasar from Dr. Satan and Dr. Orlak from Wrestling Women vs. the 
Killer Robot. His grandmother's family, the Frankenhausens, come 
from The Bloody Vampire and The Invasion of  the Vampires (1963); 
Carlos Agosti plays Baltasar, Dr. Orlak, and Count Frankenhausen. 
As seen here and in my story “The Curse of  Orlac”, the Orloffs 
really were descendants of  Dracula. 
 
Baltasar's brother Peter is Peter Ulov from The Amazing Transparent 
Man; he also worked with Dr. Mabuse under the names Dr. Erasmus 
and Dr. Orloff  in The Invisible Claws of  Dr. Mabuse and The Vengeance 
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of  Dr. Mabuse, respectively. (Dr. Mabuse is originally from the series 
of  books by Norbert Jacques which started with Dr. Mabuse, the 
Gambler in 1922.) Peter Orloff's invisibility experiments are based on 
those undertaken by Dionysus Orloff  in Dr. Orloff's Invisible Monster. 
The mention of  his “occult interests” is a reference to the fact that 
he is probably the same Dr. Orloff  who appears in the film Female 
Vampire. Ulov's study of  super-speed is a reference to Pytor Orloff, 
who first appeared in the DC Comics stories of  the Flash in 1987. 
The “American Flash” Boris mentions is Barry Allen, who debuted 
in comics in 1956. 
 
Boris Orloff  worked for KAOS, the evil spy agency from the show 
Get Smart (1965-1970). This is because Boris in Rocky and Bullwinkle 
worked ultimately for Mr. Big, a diminutive man who shared his 
name with Mr. Big, a high-ranking official for KAOS. Anya Karlova 
is Boris Karlov's daughter in Drums of  Jeopardy; Tania Orloff  is the 
niece or “niece” of  '50s pulp hero Bob Morane's nemesis the Yellow 
Shadow. 
 
The Fearless Leader being real-life Nazi Otto Skorzeny is based on 
the fact that Rocky and Bullwinkle's Fearless Leader was visually 
modeled on Skorzeny, who survived the War. Natasha, also of  Rocky 
and Bullwinkle, is revealed here to have been an exaggerated fictional 
take on Natasha Romanov, the Marvel Comics hero known as the 
Black Widow. SMERSH is from the James Bond books and films. 
 
Rocky and Bullwinkle were created by the methods of  Dr. Moreau, 
from H.G. Wells' The Island of  Dr. Moreau; but Robert Moreau is not 
his descendant. He is the son of  Joseph van Ee, and his initials, 
R.G.V., recall those seen on Dr. Moreau's diploma in the infamous 
1996 adaptation of  Island. The implication is that that version of  
Moreau, played rather oddly by Marlon Brando, is actually Robert 
van Ee, who has a flair for the dramatic if  his creation of  Rocky and 
Bullwinkle is any indication. To say nothing of  how he acts in that 
film. 
 
Gamma 693 is the zombie-creating compound used by the Nazis in 
the film Night of  the Zombies (1981). William van Ee, the future 
William Orloff, is the wicked psychiatrist from The Sinister Eyes of  
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Dr. Orloff. He is the son of  Joseph's son Ward and daughter-in-law 
Laura, both from Scared to Death. 
 
Hydra is the terrorist organization from Marvel Comics. Dionysus 
Orloff's experiments with invisibility and apes recall the reveal at the 
end of  Dr. Orloff's Invisible Monster, wherein his invisible “man” is 
revealed to be an invisible gorilla. 
 
The Ghost Family—Katja Orloff  and Terry Blood, their children 
Polyphema and Riven, and grandchildren Phorcys and Thusa—are 
my own creations. They are also known as the Wild Huntsmen, and 
many of  them were possessed of  genetic aberrations like those of  
John Wainwright. For now I will say that in another world, another 
life, they were called Katherine, Christopher, Scott, Alex, Nate, and 
Rachel. They were split between so many timelines that they were 
turned to Ghosts. Their stories will be told in the future.  
 
UPDATE: Katja Orloff  is now retroactively the same as the 
character of  the same name who appeared in Henry Richardson 
Waterhouse's “The Cuckoo-Girl” (1883), which I've made available 
for free at http://www.lulu.com/shop/adam-mudman-bezecny-
and-henry-robertson-waterhouse/the-cuckoo-girl-or-jeffrey-pratts-
wedding/ebook/product-23558384.html. The Katja Orloff  who 
appears in that story is slightly different from Terry Blood's wife, 
but the reasons for that are explained in “The Cuckoo-Girl.” 
 
Madeline Bradford is Madeline Renault, Robert Renault's niece from 
Dr. Renault's Secret. 
 
Satiin is from my novel The Divine Mrs. E; he inherited his title of  
Prince from Saliano. He is inspired by Prince Sanit from Emanuelle in 
Bangkok. Degar, Satiin's priest (unmentioned in Divine Mrs. E), is 
originally from the film Night of  Horror (1933). 
 
Gayle Clayton is Elwyn's daughter from Dead Men Walk; Leo 
Grainger, in Fog Island, has a stepdaughter named Gayle from his 
marriage to his wife Karma. Hence, Karma was first married to 
Elwyn Clayton, and married her husband's brother after Elwyn's 
death. Karma is Karma Sumlang, a partially-original creation who is 
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the daughter of  Datu Sumlang, the smuggler/cultist from Moro 
Witch Doctor. Her third husband, Ortega, is from The Incredibly Strange 
Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies?!?; their son 
is Jobe Ortega from Jungle Trap. 
 
Alfred Orloff  is Dionysus Orloff's son from The Sinister Dr. Orloff  
(1984); I suggest the events of  that film take place in 1884. Melissa 
Orloff  is one of  the primary subjects of  The Awful Dr. Orlof. 
 
Sâr Dubnotal was created by Norbert Sevestre and appeared in 
French pulp tales from 1909 to 1910. Feodor Orloff's death and 
encounter with Sâr Dubnotal occurred in my story “The Curse of  
Orlac.” 
 
No. No, no. No! 

 

This. Is an unexpected setback. 

 

I never once suspected that Helioarch 

Ohego's other apprentice, Kitaiia Obysdan, 

was anything other than a particularly 

talented sorceress. Now I have reason to 

believe she is something other. 

 

And what have I done now that I have cloned 

such a being? How could such a coincidence 

have bloomed in my life? No—just as the 

power of Earth-X has come my way, this is 

fate!! 

 

I was able to determine the identities of 

the “Ghost Family” and wondered about how 

they related to Katja Orloff as depicted in 

Waterhouse's story. The singular entity whom 

Katja Orloff represents—reincarnated from a 

woman I'll call K.A.S.—may have reincarnated 

again after the “second” Katja Orloff 

perished. I have sought out possible other 

incarnations, who may be predecessors to 
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Obsydan—or who may be those she becomes—

assuming I'm right about her. There is a 

girl named Kataya mentioned in ancient Vaysa 

records of the nature-sprite Viveron. In the 

41st Century of Earth-Alpha, a Jean Katja 

fought for the Jovian authority alongside 

the cosmic-powered hero Spaceman. She does 

not remember who she was between lives, so 

how many have passed does not matter. But 

all the same, I must consider the 

ramifications of killing one of her 

incarnations before she incarnates in my 

universe. I don't want to break time for my 

cosmos, or alter my own memories, without 

being prepared. 

 

I will take her power for myself. I 

understand now why I was compelled to add 

the Rheton quartzes to Gormzilla's body. Now 

she can hunt her “sister” through the 

dimensions, across all her incarnations. If 

Katja Orloff is somehow bound to recur again 

and again, then perhaps I have bred her 

antithesis, and thus obtained an eternal 

sort of revenge. 

 

The power I could draw from anguish like 

that would be extraordinary. I will wait and 

see what happens as my young student trains 

under Tan Solkolla. She never fought against 

Tan's son, so presumably she escaped the 

disbanding of the Helioarchy. I will recover 

her later...and inform her of what fate has 

arranged for her. For us. 

 

# 

 

Also included in this entry are Bezecny's 

notes for his reprint of “The Cuckoo-Girl.” 
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I have edited them for conciseness. -

Analyzer AA-D4 

 
Katja's father is Dionysus Orloff, even though Waterhouse's story 
gives his name as “Allan.” While Allan, Theodore, and Angelica 
Orloff  could have all been different members of  the Orloff  family 
than those I've explored before, I believe that they are instead 
merely the names Waterhouse used for Dionysus, Alfred, and 
Melissa Orloff. Alfred Orloff  was depicted in The Sinister Dr. Orloff  
(1984), while his daughter Melissa is the reason for Dionysus 
Orloff's murders in the 1962 film. In The Awful Dr. Orlof, Melissa is 
hideously burnt. In Revenge in the House of  Usher, however, Melissa is 
suffering from a disease rather than an injury, and that is key to 
explaining her as being the same as Angelica Orloff. The fate of  the 
Orloffs depicted in “The Cuckoo-Girl” all fit in well with their fates 
shown in the films that depicted their lives. 

 
Evidently both “Allan” and “Theodore” Orloff  were unhinged by 
their experience, albeit in different ways. Dionysus Orloff  became 
obsessed with healing his daughter, drained of  life-force by his time-
traveling future child. Within five years, Orloff  would resort to 
killing prostitutes to obtain blood for Melissa, and would have to 
leave London under suspicion of  being Jack the Ripper. Four years 
prior to that, however, Alfred Orloff, unbalanced by Katja's mental 
manipulations, had also tried killing women to heal Melissa, though 
his madness caused him to believe the comatose girl was his mother 
rather his sister. These incidents led to Alfred's death. Eventually, 
after being forced out of  London a second time in 1912 (during the 
events of  The Awful Dr. Orlof), Dionysus Orloff  died in an old castle, 
attended by Morpho, in a series of  events recorded by his student 
Alan Hacker. This castle was not Orloff  Hall, which may have 
degraded after the horror that transpired there into the abandoned 
house which Orloff  traps his victim in from The Awful Dr. Orlof. 

 
The names Waterhouse chose for depicting his subjects may have 
been of  significance. “Allan” suggests Alfred, which perhaps means 
the names of  father and son were switched; it is easy to consider 
Dionysus Orloff's full name as being Dionysus Theodore Orloff—
or perhaps, if  we may speculate, Dionysus Feodor Orloff. This 
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middle name would have come from Dionysus' father, the Count 
Feodor Orloff, whose life-story was told in John R. Carling's The 
Shadow of  the Czar. Perhaps then Alfred's full name was Alfred Allan 
Orloff, and Melissa's full name was Melissa Angelica Orloff. In 
Revenge in the House of  Usher, “Usher” refers to his daughter Melissa 
as “my Angel” at least once, lending credence to this idea. 
 
The Orloff  family butler, Linden, is also of  interest. Orloff's servant 
Morpho had the surname of  Laudner. Linden and Laudner are 
similar enough names where Linden could be Morpho before he 
went mad, and before he was blinded (for Morpho is blind). Perhaps 
in his struggle with Alfred Orloff, Linden was blinded; and as the 
story itself  says, Linden never recovered from his madness. It makes 
sense that he became the crazed Morpho who served Dr. Orloff—
after all, he had been serving him before, so why should his service 
not continue? My stories explain that Morpho was mystically cloned 
by Dracula to create the many men named Morpho who appear 
throughout Jess Franco's filmography. 

 
Dr. Jakob Kraalen does not appear to be of  any prior interest; I 
don't believe that he is synonymous with a preexisting character, nor 
do I believe he had any descendants of  note. The reference to his 
being a “humble bachelor” may be code on Waterhouse's behalf  to 
suggest that Kraalen was gay, and thus he may not have had 
children. If  we are speculating on his being a preexisting character, 
we can assume him to be one of  the members of  the medical 
council who turned on Usher/Orloff  in Revenge in the House of  Usher; 
Usher mentions some of  his rivals in that film, and one of  the few 
names which can be clearly made out is “Dr. Steadman,” who may 
be the same as Kraalen. Kraalen, in any case, has other connections 
to the Crossover Universe, in that it is very likely that his friends 
from the Netherlands who are familiar with the occult are members 
of  the van Helsing clan. Kraalen was thus an associate of  one of  
the ancestors of  Bloody Mary's comrade Loretta van Helsing, to say 
nothing of  the men who spared with Dracula and his various copies. 
The German-Latin book in Kraalen's position, containing the 
prophetic rhyme, may be a version of  either Unaussprechlichen Kulten, 
from the works of  Robert E. Howard, or De Vermis Mysteriis, from 
the stories of  Robert Bloch. 
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The mention of  the demons of  the cult which seemingly flocks 
around Katja, only to disappear without a word by the story's end, 
are intriguing. Koimomenos is a Greek word being “sleeper”; 
Maqat-Shadid is Arabic for “abomination.” The meaning of  
Koimomenos recalls “sleeping and dreaming” Cthulhu, while 
“abomination” is a proper term for any of  the Great Old Ones of  
the Cthulhu Mythos. Given the involvement of  either Unspeakable 
Cults or Mysteries of  the Worm in these events, the cult's link to the 
Great Old Ones makes sense. 

 
Jeffrey Pratt is not related to many of  the other characters from 
across fiction with the name of  Pratt. His father Karactacus (for 
whom his colleague Dr. Potts named his son) was a cousin of  a 
branch of  the family said to be involved with vampirism, with said 
branch having a predilection for the name “William.” This may lend 
credence to the suggestion that the Pratt family at large is descended 
ultimately from House Praetorius, a family as connected to the 
occult as the Dracula-descended Orloffs, despite Jeffrey's suggestion 
that the name was once “Prattle.” Despite the dissolution of  his 
wife's body, Jeffrey's son never faded from reality, as the family 
initially feared he would, nor did he have complications from his 
premature-seeming birth. Richard John Pratt-Orloff, named for 
Jeffrey's friend Dick Johnson, would grow up to leave his father 
behind in England as he went to travel the world. He ended up in 
Czarist Russia, where he ditched the English part of  his name, along 
with his forename; he altered his middle name from John to Ivan. 
Ivan Orloff  joined the Russian Army and swiftly rose to the rank of  
Captain. His status as a charming Casanova got him placed on “bait-
duty” whenever Russia's spies needed to draw out women who 
threatened the nation. By “bait-duty” it is meant that he would 
seduce the suspects, causing them make mistakes that the real 
operatives could exploit. Captain Ivan Orloff's adventures were 
depicted in the film The Gay Diplomat (1931). 

 
Despite his womanizing ways, Captain Orloff  did eventually find a 
wife. Elizabeth Femm-Merrye was a Welsh-American girl who had 
once been married to Tom Sawyer, and had a son with him before 
they were divorced. Orloff  didn't know that Elizabeth carried 
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genetic diseases on both sides of  her family, which induced madness 
in adulthood. Sometimes the affliction would skip generations, but it 
was impossible to tell until the person was fully mature. This 
marriage resulted in all of  Ivan Orloff's descendants having the risk 
of  suffering from the madness of  the Femms or Merrye Syndrome. 

 
Ivan and Elizabeth's children were Katherine and Stefan, the former 
named for her grandmother, but also for Catherine the Great, 
whom Ivan learned he was a direct descendant of. It is likely that 
Ivan was also the father of  future General Podovsky Orlov, whose 
life story was depicted through the adventures of  John Rambo and 
James Bond. Under the name Katherine Pratt, Katherine Orloff  
married bisexual mobster Otero Ortega (part of  “Little Caesar” 
Bandello's gang), producing a son who suffered from Merrye 
Syndrome. This degraded man, referred to simply as “Ortega,” was 
featured in the film The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living 
and Became Mixed-Up Zombies!!?; he had a son by the name of  Jobe 
(free of  Merrye Syndrome) with Karma Sumlang, daughter of  the 
wicked Datu Sumlang from the movie Moro Witch Doctor. The 
significance of  the Ortega-Sumlang union is shown in “Claws of  
the Cat, Fangs of  the Bat.” 

 
Stefan Orloff  was tied up rather unfortunately in the Stavisky Affair 
of  1934—his story was told in the movie Stolen Holiday (1937), 
changing events so that he was Serge Stavisky rather than his 
accomplice. Before his young death, Orloff  had an affair with a 
woman named Ratched under the name Stefan Pratt, leaving a 
daughter who was raised under the Pratt surname. Mrs. Pratt and 
her daughter Lisa were the owners and inhabitants of  the sinister 
Cuckoo Bird Inn, the focus of  the film The Nest of  the Cuckoo Birds 
(1965). Whether Mrs. Pratt named her inn with knowledge of  her 
great-grandmother's strange story is a mystery. Mrs. Pratt was a 
sufferer of  Merrye Syndrome, and her psychoses led to a clash with 
a Liquor Control Department agent named Johnson. Johnson was a 
descendant of  Richard Johnson, Mrs. Pratt's great-grandfather's old 
friend. The current activities of  Lisa Pratt remain unknown, but she 
was last known to have been involved in some capacity with the 
French journalist Francis Dalvant. Her adventures with Dalvant 
were first chronicled in Paul Bera's Leonox, Monster of  Shadows (1971).  
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I have done more research of my own and 

discovered a probable genetic link between 

the Pratts and the Penrose family who was 

depicted in the film Unhinged (1982); who in 

turn are probably relatives of the murderous 

forest folk seen in the film Backwoods 

(1987). I will present more discoveries to 

my Master upon finding them, so he may 

reward me for being a good servant. -AA-D4 
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“Gold Brings Death” (Odd Tales of Wonder #7, 

Jan. 2018) 

 

After stopping Kamarack's plan to use the 

power of Vulthoom, Bloody Mary and her 

compatriots are figuring out their next plan 

of action. Nadine Ingomar helps train Mary 

to use her mirror powers to travel into the 

future—just as she can manifest in any 

mirror in space, she can also manifest in 

any mirror in time, though this takes 

considerably more effort. When she travels 

forward in time, however, she is intercepted 

by mysterious golems known as the Golden 

Guardians of Time, who are angry with her 

for trespassing outside her local timezone. 

They first show her a timeline which would 

come about if she died in the future and 

thus never returned to her past; thanks to 

her absence, her friends are dead or maimed, 

and the KKK has greater prominence than 

ever. After this, they throw to an unknown 

time period, where she is confronted by Dr. 

Kamarack. She stakes him, striking him down, 

though he warns her to “beware of Jason.” 

She is confronted then by three figures: a 

businessman named Jason Philips; an older 

version of herself; and a jack-o-lantern-

headed figure who is none other than the 

legendary Pumpkin Master. Her older self 

reveals to her that this is what their life 

is in the year 1983. 

 

There are no references in this story which 

are not made in other tales. The Golden 

Guardians of Time are an original creation 

of Bezecny's. 
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I had Analyzer AA-D4 destroyed...though not 

before I sketched a torture-circuit onto his 

modem. No one is allowed near my research, 

save Gormzilla. 

 

Gormzilla—though I mercifully no longer call 

her that—has passed her final challenges. 

With Tan Solkolla's permission we pitted her 

against Wutv-vapi, that Helioarch officer 

whom Tan reshaped into a forged weapon of 

dark magic; Wutv-vapi's very first killing 

of an Incomputare was that of Master Duminep 

Ldek, whose death yielded the prize of his 

ceremonial war-blade. His rivals in the 

Helioarchy perpetuated propaganda that this 

victim was a “novice” Incomputare, when in 

truth he was one of the Twelve Grand 

Professors. The rival in question was a 

member of another twelve, for he was one of 

the Great Admirals of the Helioarchy; said 

Admiral was always a sniveling traitor, 

terrified of his own talenat at magic, and 

father to a son, ITTHb Fidmepp, who once 

battled and arrested the Helioarch himself. 

For his treachery, and as a snub against 

Admiral Fidmepp, Wutv-vapi executed young 

ITTHb with Ldek's sword. However, Tan 

Solkolla and I found that even the great 

Wutv-vapi was no match for my creation. 

Solkolla refused to allow me to test her 

against his other students, as she would 

doubtlessly kill them with the same 

efficiency. 

 

I have now taken my servant to Universe-X, 

where she has been conducting experiments 

outside of my supervision. However, she 

reports back to me frequently of her own 
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volition. She has chosen to take up 

residence in ancient Sumer, at the dawn of 

humanity; there, she is worshiped as “Goza,” 

which is what she prefers to be called. As 

Goza she has communed with other spiritual 

deities, such as the entity who commonly 

poses as Dagon, known to be an ally of 

Cthulhu and the like, and the creature who 

claims to be Ishtar, who was worshiped by a 

cannibal cult on Terra-X even into the 20th 

Century. Together these three gods created a 

splinter society which worships them in a 

subterranean kingdom; their servants are 

attended by synthetic creatures known as 

Deros, or Mole People. The analyzers tell me 

this is of immediate significance to the 

next piece I'll be examining. For now, I am 

left to monitor the Goza cult which my young 

student has created—which lives for many 

long millennia, culminating finally in a 

supernatural incident in New York City in 

1982, involving the destructive rampage of a 

saccharine treats mascot. 
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Kinyonga Tales (2018) 

 

Kory Kinyonga is a shapeshifting android in 

the form of a Swahili human; his 

shapeshifting mechanism also gives him the 

ability to travel in time and space. He goes 

to Earth, where he encounters a sentient 

subterranean ape-woman named Donia; the two 

of them keep other safe against the evils of 

the inner Earth, before escaping to begin a 

series of adventures. They go to the 

interdimensional Blazing World, the 

prehistoric kingdom of Wahn'go, and the 

American West before they uncover a scheme 

involving the demon Tsuu-Aas, who is 

destined to destroy their world. They battle 

Tsuu-Aas at the end of the world and escape 

when they discover they cannot stop him, 

fleeing instead to the alternate Earth known 

as Earth-Alpha, where they share yet another 

adventure facing against Edward Tamaron. 

 

Kory Kinyonga was originally based on the short-lived Doctor Who 
companion Kamelion, who first appeared in the serial The King's 
Demon (1983). Kamelion is a shape-shifting android from the planet 
Xeriphas, who is unique in that his mind absorbs the personalities 
of  others, which overrides his own will and self-governance. This is 
the “Curse” to which Kinyonga refers, but the Curse of  Kinyonga is 
also a reference to the “Curse of  Kamelion,” an in-joke related to 
the fact that the Kamelion robot prop which “played” the character 
on Doctor Who was extremely hard to work with, and many people 
associated with his creation died suddenly around the time he first 
appeared on the show. Here, in a story about the metafiction of  
crossovers, the Curse is more literal than it was in real life. The 
friends whom Kinyonga remembers traveling with, whom his Curse 
harmed, are the Fifth Doctor and his companions Tegan, Nyssa, 
and Turlough. The enemy who chased them and weaponized him 
against his friends is the Master. The Doctor is forced to kill 
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Kamelion in the serial Planet of  Fire (1984), and next proceeded to 
the titular world of  The Caves of  Androzani (1984) with his new 
companion Peri. The caves here are meant to be those same caves, 
and the geography described matches that of  Androzani seen in the 
serial. Presumably the Doctor, who can be neglectful at times, did 
not get a chance to give Kamelion a proper burial until some time 
after his death; of  course he didn't know his former companion was 
starting a new life. Kory being made of  math refers to Craig 
Hinton’s The Crystal Bucephalis (1994), wherein Kamelion is revealed 
to be a construction of  the same reality-warping block-transfer 
mathematics that appear in the TV stories of  the Fourth and Fifth 
Doctors. 
 
The Changelian Empire is my own creation—its throneworld, 
Changelia, is the home planet of  the 41st Century hero Spaceman. 
 
The luminous subterranean baboon people Donia represents are 
from John Filmore Sherry's Phosphor: An Ischian Mystery (1888). 
Donia is not named in Phosphor, being an original character. 
 
The Deros, as well as the Teros mentioned below, are from Richard 
Sharpe Shaver's ostensibly-true “Shaver Mystery” stories, which 
began with I Remember Lemuria (1945). Shaver believed that the 
Earth was hollow and that he was telepathically contacted by alien 
creatures from inside the Earth called Teros, a benevolent race 
which shaped humanity in positive ways. They warned Shaver of  the 
Deros (“Detrimental Robots”), monstrous creatures who frequently 
kidnapped humans from the surface as slaves. Shaver's ideas are 
similar to those Stanislaw Szukalski (1893-1987), who claimed he 
believed that humanity was perpetually at war with creatures called 
the Sons of  Yeti, which were hideous Yeti-human hybrids born 
from millennia of  human slavery under the Yeti. Here, I link both 
creatures together, as well as to the titular figures from the film The 
Mole People. 
 
The Roman State is a subterranean branch of  the Roman Empire, 
from Joseph O'Neill's Land Under England (1935). The Vril-ya are 
from Edward Bulwer-Lytton's The Coming Race (1871); the Vril-ya are 
an Inner Earth race which have mastered vril, a wondrous power 
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source. Many crackpots, including the Nazis, believed and believe 
that vril is a real energy source which we haven't found yet—on a 
lighter note the energy source also inspired Bovril, the beef-stock 
drink, whose name combines vril with “bovine.” Pharia is the 
underground kingdom from Bob Moore and Carl Pfeufer's comic 
strip Don Dixon and the Lost Empire (1935-1942). Murania, another 
underground kingdom, is from the film serial The Phantom Empire 
(1935), starring singing cowboy Gene Autry. Abysmia is the domain 
of  the Golden Age Marvel hero Rockman. The New-Beginning 
People are the D'ni from the video game Myst (1993) and its sequels; 
“D'ni” means “New Beginning” in the D'ni language. The D'ni have 
a cavern-bound empire, as well as access to “The Art,” a power that 
lets them write Linking Books which serve as gateways to alternate 
worlds, or Ages. 
 
Oggua is a counterpart or predecessor to the city of  Tsath, from 
H.P. Lovecraft's “The Mound” (1929), which also introduces the 
god Tsathoggua. 
 
The Kosekins are an underground civilization from James De 
Mille's A Strange Manuscript Found in a Copper Cylinder (1888). The 
Alsondons are from Robert-Martin Lesuire's The French Adventurer, or 
the Memoirs of  Gregoire Merveil (1782). The Mahars and the tribes they 
rule over are from Edgar Rice Burroughs' At the Earth's Core (1914) 
and its sequels; the Mahars are sentient, telepathic pteradons who 
lord over the Inner Earth world of  Pellucidar. 
 
Yoth, the cavernous refuge of  the Serpent Men, is from Daniel 
Harms' The Encyclopedia Cthulhiana (1998). The Serpent Men 
themselves, however, are originally from Robert E. Howard's “The 
Shadow Kingdom” (1929), which was also the first appearance of  
his barbarian character Kull the Conqueror. Atlach-Nacha is from 
Clark Ashton Smith's “The Seven Geases” (1934), though her 
placement in Yoth comes from Harms. Here she is hinted to be 
Ungoliant the spider-demoness, “drinker of  the light of  the trees of  
life,” from J.R.R. Tolkien's The Silmarillion. (Ungoliant is the mother 
of  Shelob from The Lord of  the Rings.) Hyperborea is also from the 
works of  Robert E. Howard and Clark Ashton Smith. 
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Kory names his various guises as John Lackland, Conway 
Henderson, Mark Bannerman, and Colonel Mahmoud. All of  these 
are roles played by Kamelion voice actor Gerald Flood. John 
Lackland is a real-life nickname for John of  England, who 
Kamelion impersonated in The King's Demons. Conway Henderson is 
a role played by Frank Finlay from the British TV serial Target Luna 
(1960); Finlay was replaced by Gerald Flood for the serial's sequel 
Pathfinders in Space (1960) and all the remaining sequels to such. It's 
possible that Gerald Flood's takeover on the serials symbolizes his 
replacement by Kamelion. Mark Bannerman is Flood's character 
from the sci-fi serials City Beneath the Sea (1962) and Secret Beneath the 
Sea (1963). Colonel Sharif  Mahmoud is Flood’s character from the 
adventure series Crane (1963-1965). 
 
The city of  the Teros becomes K'n-yan, from “The Mound.” K'n-
yan is a city where the people have grown numb to the suffering of  
others, and they commit gristly, sadistic surgeries on living victims to 
modify their bodies against the victims' will. They have created the 
headless humanoids who are briefly sighted in this story. 
 
Kory and Donia's next destination, the Blazing World, is from 
Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of  Newcastle's The Description of  a 
New World, Called the Blazing World (1666). The Blazing World is a 
parallel dimension with utopian qualities, populated by sentient 
animal-human hybrids. In The Blazing World an Earth woman, based 
on Cavendish herself, comes to the Blazing World and learns its 
magic, thus becoming its Empress. 
 
Alban Moreau is an ancestor of  the titular figure of  H.G. Wells' The 
Island of  Doctor Moreau. His family's work is connected to the animal-
human hybrids of  the Blazing World. The plant he uses to ensnare 
the Empress, the Black Lotus, is from the works of  Robert E. 
Howard.  
 
Mayefare is an ancestor of  Monk Mayfair, Doc Savage's ape-like 
chemist assistant. I hope I have placed Mayefare sufficiently far back 
in time as to not interfere with Monk's pre-established genealogy. 
One source of  several that explains Monk's ape-like appearance 
comes at the end of  this section, when we see who he ends up with. 
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John Subtle and his alter ego Edward Face are from Ben Jonson's 
play The Alchemist (1610); Subtle and Face are wizards and tricksters 
based on real-life figures John Dee and Edward Kelley. The Cantrip 
of  Altosagha has appeared before. 
 
Smarra, from Charles Nodier's Smarra, or the Demons of  the Night, is 
here called the Scarlet Lady, making her a parallel to Aleister 
Crowley's Scarlet Woman, Babalon—this connection is borrowed 
from Alan Moore's The League of  Extraordinary Gentlemen. Smarra is 
also linked to Lilith, from Hebrew mythology, called the Night-Owl 
or Screech-Owl. Her appearance is meant to invoke the stringy-
haired ghost girl Samara (as they have similar names) from the 
American film The Ring (2002), a remake of  the Japanese film Ringu 
(1998), which was based off  the Koji Suzuki's 1991 novel of  the 
same name. 
 
Kabbalah is an esoteric discipline in Judaism, which is one of  the 
central themes of  The Blazing World. Many modern-day occultists, 
including Eliphas Levi and Aleister Crowley, incorporated the 
Kabbalah into their practices. 
 
The winged whale which Kory and Donia see in the Blazing World 
may be a relative of  the Wind Fish from the game The Legend of  
Zelda: Link's Awakening (1998). 
 
Gu-na is based on Goona, the rival tribe of  Wongo—or Wahn'go, 
here—from the film The Wild Women of  Wongo. Their ties to the Cat-
Women of  the Moon and the Elder God Bast is demonstrated 
previously. The Dragon God is the Wongo deity from Wild Women 
of  Wongo, though his true identity here is a little different. 
 
Astar's identity will be explained below. Tala is from the film 
Caveman (1981), where she is the love interest to Ringo Starr. Filli is 
the cavewoman from the exploitation movie When Women Had Tails 
(1970). Herland is the eponymous country from Charlotte Perkins 
Gilman's Herland. 
 
Mother Nature and Father Time are the gods of  the tribes of  Wild 
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Women of  Wongo. Here, it is implied that Mother Nature, Suurh or 
Srru, is a fragment of  Smarra. Father Time's other name, Kullull, is 
a reference to the time-demon Kul'ul from my own fiction. 
 
Kukulkan is a god from Mayan mythology, but this version of  him 
is that seen in “Tarzan and the Space God” (1978), an episode of  
the animated series Tarzan, Lord of  the Jungle, as well as “How 
Sharper Than a Serpent's Tooth” (1974), an episode of  Star Trek: 
The Animated Series. These are nodded to by the mention of  “the 
Once-and-Future Gray-Eyed God,” which references Tarzan's time-
travel adventures which brought him into the role of  Sahhindar, 
God of  Khokarsa, from the work of  Philip Jose Farmer. Kukulkan 
also mentions the Capellan powercat, which appears in the Star Trek 
episode as one of  Kukulkan's specimens. The connection between 
these similar versions of  Kukulkan has been made between in 
crossover theory, as has, I believe, a connection between Capella IV 
(from the 1967 Star Trek episode “Friday's Child”), homeworld of  
the powercat, and the Capellans from Philip Jose Farmer's The Other 
Log of  Phileas Fogg (1973). 
 
“Pryftan,” whom Kory compares Kukulkan to dishonorably, is an 
older name for Smaug from J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobhit (1937).  
 
Celephais is from the H.P. Lovecraft story of  the same name; Larkar 
is also from that story. 
 
The 'Rite will be explained below. We learn that vampires were the 
creations of  Smarra, who is linked to the Great Old Ones. The 
spirit of  revenge described by the Devourers of  Life in Tail of  the 
Lizard King is synonymous with the revenge-spirit made from 
Smarra and cast into the Mirror-Realm, which has a proximity to 
Smarra's native Dreamlands—this spirit eventually becomes known 
as Bloody Mary. Astar is the true name of  Sax Rohmer's Sumuru, 
and here we see her gain her immortality and the title of  Smarra, 
which was altered through time to become Sumuru—she will 
continue the Wahn'go Cat-Women cults in the form of  the Order 
of  the Madonna, which stands in natural opposition the Great Old 
One-bred Tsuu-Aas. The Lizard King's presence in the Wahn'go-
descended cults is also revealed to be a tradition taken on in homage 
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to the Dragon God Kukulkan. 
 
Antinea, Ayesha, and Omphale have been discussed before. Hasha 
Mo Tep is the name used for Ayesha in the 1935 film adaptation of  
She, and her presence here is a nod to the idea that there are several 
Ayeshas. Ma is the ancient Egyptian queen from the film The Eyes of  
the Mummy (1918).  
 
Italian film hero Maciste is mentioned alongside mythological 
heroes Hercules and Samson as a joke on the fact that Maciste's 
films were often retitled to be Hercules or Samson movies, and vice 
versa. Beowulf  is from the 8th Century poem; Conan is Robert E. 
Howard's famous barbarian; and Ah'tor is the titular barbarian from 
the awful film Ator, the Fighting Eagle (1982) and its sequels. “Hock” 
is the eponymous character of  the film Hawk the Slayer (1980). Sonja 
is Red Sonja, from Marvel Comics' Conan the Barbarian #23 (Feb. 
1973); she is loosely based on Robert E. Howard's 16th Century 
swashbuckler Red Sonya of  Rogatino, from “The Shadow of  the 
Vulture” (1934). The Stalker of  Death is the titular character from 
the film Deathstalker (1983) and its sequels. Woe betide me that I did 
not also mention the fabled Gringr of  Jim Theis’ The Eye of  Argon 
(1970).  
 
The references to surviving dragons, including the mentions of  
Andrew Forbes, Wild Island, James Quinn, respectively refer to the 
film The Flying Serpent (1946), Ruth Stiles Gannett's children's book 
My Father's Dragon (1948), and the film Q: The Winged Serpent (1982). 
The first and third stories of  that list features creatures which are 
supposed to be Quetzalcoatl, who is often made synonymous with 
Kukulkan. (Gannett's book I just wanted to mention because it was 
from my own childhood.) 
 
Among the Martian references we find the following: Kane is a 
reference to Michael Moorcock's Kane of  Old Mars, who first 
appeared in Warriors of  Mars (1965). Aelita is from Aleksey Tolstoy's 
Aelita (1923). The unusual Christmas is a reference to the film Santa 
Claus Conquers the Martians (1964). The Martians with four arms are 
the Barsoomians from Edgar Rice Burroughs' A Princess of  Mars 
(1912) and its sequels; the copper-skinned Martians are from Edwin 
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Lester Arnold's Lieutenant Gullivar Jones: His Vacation (1905). The 
Sethian pyramid is from the Doctor Who serial Pyramids of  Mars. 
“Apergy” is the celestial force used for space travel from Percy 
Greg's Across the Zodiac (1880). The Hruhssa are one of  the three 
Martian races from C.S. Lewis' Out of  the Silent Planet (1938) and its 
sequels. Cupid Godkin Jones is a stand-in for Valentine Michael 
Smith from Robert Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land (1961). 
Though they are a lunar reference rather than a Martian one, the 
Selenites and Cavor are from H.G. Wells' The First Men in the Moon. 
 
Muhammed Ibn Battuta (1304-1369) was a real explorer, whose 
book The Travels helped bridge the geographical gap between the 
various regions of  the medieval world. His work was largely 
plagiarized by Sir John Mandeville, who probably did not exist but 
who was the central figure of  the decidedly-strange travelogue, The 
Travels of  Sir John Mandeville (1357), which included descriptions of  
animal-headed creatures similar to Donia. 
 
Ken Masters, his wife Alice Adam, Dick Evans, and Ken's history as 
he tells it, are all from the Western film Smoking Guns (1934). In that 
film, Ken Masters is a good man who is forced to hide out in the 
Brazilian rainforest when he is framed for a crime, and lawman Dick 
Evans dies bringing him back; in saving Evans' girlfriend Alice 
Adams from the villains Ken ends up romancing her. They are 
journeying to the area where he once pitched his camp, which will 
be revealed to have a significant location later. Alice Adams is 
implied to be same as the eponymous figure of  Booth Tarkington's 
novel Alice Adams (1921). Ken and Alice's son, Kory Phillip, is an 
original character, but his middle name gives him a link to the 
Fantastic Four's enemy the Puppet Master, real name Phillip 
Masters. 
 
The Palace Hotel has been described previously, and Ken's friend 
Gene (Autry), plus the underground kingdom he discovered, are 
from the serial The Phantom Empire. 
 
The Wild Horse Mine is from the Western Wild Horse Phantom 
(1944). To summarize it now would be to give spoilers. The 
company that bought it to use as a base for its facilities, Dubh 
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Ardrain, is Black Mesa from the video game Half-Life (1998). Dubh 
Ardrain is Scots Gaelic for Black Mesa; the name was originally used 
as a Half-Life reference in Christopher Brookmyre's A Big Boy Did It 
and Ran Away (2001), which contains other video game references. 
 
Dr. Paul Carruthers is the mad scientist (played by Bela Lugosi) 
from the film The Devil Bat (1940). Dr. Otto Zenz is the insane 
chemist from the Western film Big Calibre (1935). The Daggett Gang 
are the villains from Wild Horse Phantom. Link Masters is explained 
below. 
 
Akasha.net is a friendly nod to the information network from Alex 
Johnson's Jason X: Death Moon (2005), a tie-in novel to the film Jason 
X (2001), which is in turn a sequel to the film Friday the 13th (1980). 
 
The Wakanda people are from Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Man 
Eater, while the nation of  Wakanda is the kingdom of  Black Panther 
from Marvel Comics. 
 
The bats in the Wild Horse Mine, and Dr. Carruthers' fascination 
with them, is a nod to the fact that the Devil Bat prop used in 
Carruthers' source film is also used to represent monstrous bats in 
Wild Horse Phantom. Here it's explained that this is where he gets the 
bats which he will use to take his revenge during the events of  The 
Devil Bat. 
 
Bob Blake, aka the Bronze Buckaroo, is from the Western films Two-
Gun Man from Harlem (1938), The Bronze Buckaroo (1939), and Harlem 
Rides the Range (1939). Blake, played by Herb Jeffries, is unique in 
film history in that he was the first black cowboy to have a starring 
non-comedy role in his own films. 
 
Link Masters is revealed to be Link Daggett, who runs the Daggett 
Gang; Daggett, as you may expect, is from Wild Horse Phantom. Here 
is Ken Masters' brother because he was played by Kermit Maynard, 
brother of  Ken's actor Ken Maynard. (Many B-Western cowboys 
shared the same first name as their actor.) 
 
Walharjaz Bennell is Dr. Walter Bennet from Half-Life. Bennet is a 
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minor scientist character who plays a number of  background roles 
in Half-Life as well as its expansions. His brother Miles and the town 
of  Santa Mira are from the film Invasion of  the Body Snatchers (1956), 
based on Jack Finney's 1954 novel The Body Snatchers. If  I had been 
thinking I would have included my originally-intended reference to a 
third brother, Franklin Bennell, who would be a reference to the 
insidious Dr. Franklin from the serialized Half-Life mod They Hunger 
(1999-2001). Dr. Franklin runs the mental hospital in the small town 
of  Rockwell, where a zombie plague breaks out—Franklin is 
infected and eventually becomes a leader of  sorts for the zombies, 
alongside his friend and fellow zombie Sheriff  Rockwood. (Recently 
my opinions on Dr. Franklin’s identity have changed.) 
 
Private Atria Haïta is Corporal Adrian Shephard from the game 
Half-Life: Opposing Force (1999); his name is a pun deriving from 
Ambrose Bierce's “Haïta the Shepherd” (1893), which was the story 
that introduced the name Hastur, who was later added to the 
Cthulhu Mythos. 
 
The crystal Dubh Ardrain was working with is the Xen crystal from 
Half-Life, which causes the resonance cascade that wrecks the Black 
Mesa (or Dubh Ardrain) facility and unleashes the alien invaders. It 
is referred to as a Hemkra Quartz, a reference to the 
multidimensional M'Krann Crystal from Marvel Comics. It is also 
mentioned as being synonymous with the Shining Trapezohedron, a 
jewel of  interest to eldritch forces in the Cthulhu Mythos. It is also 
said to be the same as the titular object from H.G. Wells' “The 
Crystal Egg” (1897), which was hinted to be of  Martian origin—in 
this case for the Martians from Wells' The War of  the Worlds (1898). 
Later authors clarified it to be a Martian spying-device, which is of  
significance when the story gives the origin of  the Synthesis. 
 
Dr. Reddurth Michelli is an older Adam Mitchell from Doctor Who; 
Mitchell first appeared as a companion in the episode “Dalek” 
(2005). Mitchell is one of  the few companions with the 
“distinction” of  being kicked off  the TARDIS. Michelli's history 
here explains what happened to him after he was dropped off  by 
the Ninth Doctor and Rose. His aversion to finger-snaps references 
a far-future technological implant he received, which opens his 
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forehead to expose his brain at the sound of  fingers snapping. He 
clarifies he is not a relative of  the mobster Michelli from the film 
Massacre Mafia Style (1974). 
 
The Nebogipfel time travel experiment took place in H.G. Wells' 
“The Chronic Argonauts”; the successor to this experiment is that 
from Wells' The Time Machine.  
 
The Black Sun and its voyage and destruction in the mid-21st 
Century refer to the Half-Life mod U.S.S. Darkstar (1999), which 
features Gordon Freeman's adventures aboard the titular starship. 
Curdmonde-Menati is a stand-in for Weyland-Yutani, the company 
from the Alien franchise; that it built the Darkstar is a reference to 
the fact that the Darkstar physically resembles (and was based on) 
the Nostromo from Alien, built by Weyland-Yutani. The Bloody 
Chiclitz Memorial Foundation is another name for Yoyodyne, from 
Thomas Pynchon's V. and The Crying of  Lot 49 (1965). The time-
travel elements help explain why Freeman is unaged from his late 
20s in 2066. 
 
Mórdún Saorduine is an Irish rendition of  Gordon Freeman, the 
protagonist of  Half-Life and its main-series sequels. As Freeman 
wears his HEV Suit, Saorduine has the 80-Victor Armor. Freeman's 
portrayal as Caucasian in the games is also treated as being untrue to 
the “real” Gordon Freeman; see below. 
 
“Callihan” is Barney Calhoun, Gordon Freeman's security guard 
friend and hero of  Half-Life: Blue Shift (2001). Verde and Delacroix 
are Dr. Colette Green and Dr. Gina Cross, the playable protagonists 
from the multiplayer game Half-Life: Decay (2001). Delacroix's death 
is a nod to the fact that you can find a dead body resembling Cross' 
in Half-Life: Opposing Force, suggesting she was killed shortly after the 
events of  her own game. 
 
The CIA operatives are meant to be the Black Ops forces that fight 
you in Half-Life. Daniel Saorduine, Mórdún's father, is Daniel 
Freeman, from Sam Greenlee's The Spook Who Sat by the Door (1969). 
Daniel Freeman is a genius who infiltrates the CIA to use it as a tool 
to end discrimination against black people, causing riots in the 
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process. In-universe Gordon Freeman was whitewashed when the 
video game adaptations of  his adventures came to be. Daniel's 
second son, Eoin, is John Freeman, whose amazing adventures were 
detailed in squirrelking's Half-Life fanfiction/literary masterstroke 
“Halflife: Fulllife Consequences” (2006) and its sequels. 
 
The Necronomicon is from the Cthulhu Mythos, as are dholes (though 
the name is borrowed from an unexplained reference in Arthur 
Machen's “The White People,” much like aklo). Dholes are long, 
worm-like burrowing monsters of  hideous size. Here they are made 
synonymous with the worm-like Barnacle aliens that appear on 
ceilings in Half-Life, which try to snare the player with their long 
tongues. 
 
The aliens with the energy attacks are said to be Traflamadorians, 
from Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five (1969). They are also 
supposed to be the Vortigaunts from Half-Life. Both the 
Traflamadorians and the Vortigaunts have extradimensional vision 
that makes all time synonymous and coterminous for them. The 
Slave-Beasts of  the New-Beginning People are the Bahro from the 
Myst series, which physically resemble the Vortigaunts. As the Bahro 
became the slaves of  the D'ni, the Vortigaunts became slaves for 
other races as well, furthering the connection between them. 
 
Abigail, the witch of  Salem, is from the film Psyched by the 4D Witch. 
Here her “4D” powers are connected to the fourth-dimensional 
abilities of  the Traflamadorians. 
 
The “Douglas report” on Moreau-Renault creations references 
Edward Douglas from the 1996 film adaptation of  The Island of  Dr. 
Moreau, which happened relatively recently, as the events at Dubh 
Ardrain take place in 1996.  
 
Mórdún is said to be a descendant of  Jdingo Saorduine; this is a 
reference to Django Freeman from the Western film Django 
Unchained (2012), a continuation of  the movies which followed the 
Spaghetti Western film Django (1966). 
 
Saorduine talks about the House from William Hope Hodgson's The 
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House on the Borderland (1908), about a house which contains a 
gateway to a dimension full of  pig-like demons. One of  those 
demons will appear later in the story. The Borderland is meant to be 
synonymous with the interdimensional Borderworld of  Xen which 
the aliens of  Half-Life come from, and which Gordon Freeman 
ventures into at the end of  the first game. The House on the 
Borderland is linked to the dimensional gateway to Wonderland, 
from Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865).  
 
The large alien that attacks Saorduine, Kory, and Donia is a 
Gargantua, from Half-Life. Though I wasn't able to work this detail 
into the story, Gargantuas are the next step in Gargon technology, 
evidenced by their lobster-like attributes—see Teenagers from Outer 
Space for more information. 
 
The machine the trio work with is the anti-mass spectrometer from 
Half-Life—the machine's analysis-beam interacted with the Xen 
crystal it was studying in such a way that it caused the resonance 
cascade. 
 
The visions Saorduine sees of  his alternate selves include a gender-
shifted version, a version who chooses to wear the HEV Suit's 
optional helmet attachment, a palette-swapped or “Player 2” 
version, and Ivan the Space Biker, the “beta” version of  Gordon 
Freeman from earlier, zanier versions of  Half-Life. 
 
The Ninja Empire is from the Godfrey Ho film Ninja Terminator 
(1985). Perhaps some noble soul will tell the story of  their clash 
with Kory and Donia someday. 
 
The idea that Black Mesa exists in a virtual reality space not only ties 
in with later ideas, but helps explain how it was humanly possible 
for a facility of  its size to be built, even with the possibility of  
enormous cave systems and an army of  geniuses at their disposal. 
Portal (2007), which depicts Black Mesa's financial rivals, Aperture 
Science, takes it to even greater limits, depicting underground 
facilities of  such ludicrous size that they must exist in a pocket 
universe.  
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The War is the conflict between the Resistance of  Earth and the 
Combine Empire, who dominates the Earth in Mórdún's future, as 
seen in Half-Life 2 (2004). Here the Combine are called the 
Synthesis, and are described as being descendants of  the Martians 
who attacked Earth in 1898 (in Wells' The War of  the Worlds), 1938 
(in the infamous 1938 Orson Welles broadcast of  The War of  the 
Worlds), and “one other occasion” (1953, the setting of  the film 
adaptation of  the Wells novel also made that year). The Combine 
Advisers, who are the alien masters of  the Empire, are slug-like 
beings that resemble the mollusk invaders of  Wars of  the Worlds. The 
differences between them, if  the Advisers truly are descendants of  
Martians, can be explained by the amount of  time that would need 
to have passed for the Martians to evolve to the level of  technology 
which the Combine possess. Notably, Half-Life 2 pits the player 
against Striders, enormous three-legged bioweapons which resemble 
the Martian tripods. 
 
To explain some of  the principles here: the Dubh Ardrain Incident 
damaged the dimensional stability of  this universe. The virtual 
reality created by Dubh Ardrain's systems splintered into physical 
reality, which the laws of  hyperphysics attempted to patch by 
creating a unique “border” dimension between them, as it has 
apparently done before in similar dimensional incidents (resulting in 
sites like the House on the Borderland). This Borderland, Xen, took 
on unique properties from being a fusion of  virtual and “real” 
reality. Because of  how Terra-X functions, as a reality composed of  
fictions, this Borderworld touches on a spirit-realm which touches 
Terra-X ethereally. This dimension is likely the same as the Limbo 
of  Unfinished Works that appears later—as fiction expands, and 
crosses over with each other, it becomes more real on Terra-X, and 
thus farther removed from that Limbo. Video games are a relatively 
new medium and they are only slowly entering the crossover sphere, 
and therefore many video games stories exist in abstracted spirit-
form in this Borderworld, waiting to be born. Some of  them, which 
are more cartoonish in nature and cannot fit into known reality, will 
exist in spirit form forever, as we will see. 
 
The pig-demon Zhuganglie is not only a reference to the porcine 
monstrosities of  The House on the Borderland, but also to Ganon, the 
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pig-like villain of  The Legend of  Zelda (1986) and its sequels. Zhu 
Ganglie is the monstrous man-eating form of  Zhu Bajie, the Pig 
helper of  Tang Sanzang from Wu Cheng'en's Journey to the West 
(1592), who served as the inspiration for Ganon. The “Ruritanian” 
kingdom that Ganon is a threat to, which the characters of  this 
book see briefly, is Hyrule. 
 
The mushrooms which absorb their victims are from William Hope 
Hodgson's “The Voice in the Night” (1907). Dr. Towd is meant to 
be a reality-shifted version of  Toad, from the video game Super 
Mario Bros. (1985), while his serviceman friend who was fatally 
pushed down a pipe in Dubh Ardrain, only to seemingly survive in a 
dream-world sustained by Towd and the fungus, is Mario. The 
fungus is thus also meant to refer to “the Mushroom Kingdom”; 
when I decided I wanted to include Mario as part of  this story I 
wanted to take a path of  realism that didn't involve the easy route 
of  the plumber as a stoner exploring the magic Mushroom Kingdom, 
as some Internet folk have done before. He may be a ghost trapped 
in a dying man's brain as he's manipulated by a Cthulhoid fungus, 
but there, he has found happiness. That Toad is the gateway to the 
Mushroom Kingdom reflects that fact that Toad is at the end of  
every world, a gatekeeper in the shadows, perpetually telling Mario 
his Orpheus-like journey is not yet over, for his Princess is in 
another castle. Toad has symbolic potential. 
 
The Nothing Man is the Nihilanth, the final boss of  Half-Life and 
the coordinator of  the Xen invasion. He is said here to be a 
Mec'hon, lord of  the Trines, as per the files of  “Dirk Challenge.” 
These are all references to the Mekon, the Treens, and Dan Dare, 
respectively, who all first appeared in Eagle #1 (Apr. 1950). Dan 
Dare is a British space pilot who defends the Earth against the 
sinister Mekon, warlord of  Venus, who rules over the Treens, a race 
of  creatures who are like smaller versions of  himself. 
 
Johnny Carter, Hicksburg, and the Treen mutants are references to 
the film Invasion of  the Saucer Men (1957), based on Paul W. Fairman's 
“The Cosmic Frame” (1955). The aliens of  Invasion of  the Saucer Men 
resemble distorted Treens. The reference to their mutation into Eye 
Creatures refers to the film Attack of  the the Eye Creatures (1965), 
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which was a low-end remake of  Invasion. (In the the text of  Kinyonga 
Tales I've included a nod to the the most infamous aspect of  Attack 
of  the the Eye Creatures.) 
 
Q-Metro is meant to be City 17, the main setting of  Half-Life 2—Q 
is the 17th letter. 
 
The alien from the Dreamlands who can absorb the attributes of  
those he eats is Kirby, who first appeared in Kirby's Dream Land 
(1992). The Elder Gods watching over deadly battles is a reference 
to the Elder Gods from Mortal Kombat (1992). Originally I wanted to 
include a third reference, to “Moreau mutants defending the stars 
from the cockpits of  their fighter-ships,” as a reference to Star Fox 
(1993), but that didn't make it in. 
 
Each of  the characters see possibilities for their lives. Donia's 
visions are meant to imply she may be the reincarnation of  
Katarina, a Doctor Who companion who first appeared in the serial 
The Myth Makers (1965). Katarina was a very short-lived companion 
from Trojan War-era Greece, who tragically died in the far future 
during a struggle to save the lives of  the First Doctor and his 
companion Steven Taylor. She believed that the Doctor was Zeus 
and that the TARDIS was his “Palace of  Perfection.” 
 
Kory's wife Sidri, and his son Anthony Timothy, refer back to his 
origins as Kamelion. In Matthew Griffiths' short story “The 
Reproductive Cycle” (2004), Kamelion is revealed to have had a 
child with the Doctor's TARDIS—here, the TARDIS is Kory's wife, 
with her name Sidri being a reflection of  Idris, the name the 
TARDIS took on when in human form in “The Doctor's Wife” 
(2011). Their son, Anthony Timothy, is a reference to Antimony, the 
robotic companion of  the Seventh Doctor in the dubiously-canon 
animated serial Death Comes to Time (2001-2002), which presents an 
alternate end to the events of  the 1963-1989 Doctor Who series 
wherein the Doctor dies permanently. Kamelion's child has hair like 
that of  the Sixth Doctor, which Antimony also has, implying their 
connection. 
 
“Xandra,” whom Saorduine sees, is Alyx Vance, Gordon's friend 
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and possible love interest from Half-Life 2. Their blonde descendant, 
who wears a variant of  the 80-Victor Armor and hunts the 
successors of  Dubh Ardrain's invasive parasites (meant to be Half-
Life's headcrab enemies), is Samus Aran, from Metroid (1986) and its 
sequels. The parasites who are descended from headcrabs are the 
titular Metroids of  Samus' series. Saorduine's other armored 
descendant, and Samus' ancestor, is compared to a Trojan in 
conjunction with “the builders of  the Black Pillars,” who are “Icon-
crowned”—all of  these are hints that he is Master Chief  from Halo: 
Combat Evolved (2001) and its sequels. This links the Forerunners 
from Halo with the ancient aliens from 2001: A Space Odyssey—the 
Forerunners built the Halo devices, hence why they are “Icon-
crowned.” Master Chief  is part of  the SPARTAN Project, which is 
why the Trojans are referenced. 
 
Edwin Drood, as he himself  helps explain, is from Charles Dickens' 
The Mystery of  Edwin Drood (1870). Drood is probably the most 
famous unfinished work of  all time, hence why Drood is the avatar 
of  the Limbo of  stories which were never finished. He reveals that 
Terra-X is created by outsiders, who nonetheless are part of  Terra-
X's own history. The mention of  post-1980 Ron Nasty records 
references both the 1980 assassination of  John Lennon, as well as 
Lennon's counterpart in the fictionalization of  the Beatles, the 
Rutles, who first appeared in Eric Idle's TV series Rutland Weekend 
Television. The secret adventures of  Ferdinand of  Navarre references 
the lost William Shakespeare play Love's Labour's Won which was 
possibly a sequel to his first tale of  Ferdinand, Love's Labour's Lost. 
 
Mórdún Saorduine's experiences in Limbo reflect the fact that since 
the 2007 release of  Half-Life 2: Episode Two, which did not resolve 
the storyline of  Half-Life 2, there has been little to no indication that 
the hypothetical Half-Life 3 is going to be made or released. The 
events he sees reflect Marc Laidlaw's short story “Epistle 3” (2017), 
which appears to represent one of  Laidlaw's original plans for the 
plot of  Half-Life 3.  
 
The Shadow Man is the G-Man from Half-Life, who captures 
Gordon at the end of  the first game and forces him into his 
servitude, in the name of  unspecified “employers.” Here he is made 
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synonymous with Indrid Cold, a Man in Black-like figure who 
supposedly appeared around Point Pleasant, West Virginia, at the 
same time that the cryptid known as the Mothman began appearing, 
according to John Keel's The Mothman Prophecies (1975).  
 
Upon realizing that the dimensional damage has destroyed the 
future, Kory eulogizes many future spacemen who will now only 
exist on dimensional tilts of  Terra-X. Captain Future was created by 
Mort Weisinger and Edmond Hamilton and first appeared in Captain 
Future #1 (Winter 1940). Captain Carse was created by Harry Bates 
and first appeared in “Hawk Carse” (1931). Northwest Smith was 
created by C.L. Moore and first appeared in “Shambleau” (1933). 
Corbett is the titular figure of  the TV series Tom Corbett, Space Cadet 
(1950-1955) and the ensuing Tom Corbett stories which appeared in 
various media. Biggs is Lancelot Biggs, who was created by Nelson 
Bond and appeared in “F.O.B. Venus” (1939) and many other stories 
after. Stark is Eric John Stark, from Leigh Brackett's “Queen of  the 
Martian Catacombs” (1949) and others. Blake is Roj Blake, from the 
British TV show Blake's 7 (1978-1981), which is flirtatiously-canon 
to Doctor Who. The mention of  “enterprises” is intended as a nod to 
Star Trek. 
 
Gravy Trader is a fictional video game created by the magazine PC 
Gamer which is their parody of  vaporware games that are announced 
but never released, like Half-Life 3. PC Gamer worked with Black 
Widow Games when they made They Hunger and U.S.S. Darkstar, 
and both games contain in-jokes relating to Gravy Trader. 
 
The Terrax plot, further boiled down and explained, with details 
from the other stories: Azathoth of  the Outer Gods creates Smarra, 
who creates the world's vampires. At the same time the Elder Gods 
create the Cat-Women who live in Wahn'go. The descendants of  the 
first vampires are the Orloffs; the descendants of  Wahn'go are the 
Zorns. Through Feodor Orloff  III, Julie Zorn, and their daughter 
Anastasia Orloff, those two lines are crossed, allowing the Outer 
Gods to supplant the mystic power of  the Elder Gods. The Mali 
Idol allows the soul of  Jobe Ortega, which contains aspects of  the 
power of  Manos by way of  Ortega's grandfather's pact with the 
Master, to empower Anastasia Orloff  further. She is married to 
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Woodrew Tromble, a product of  Dr. Kamarack's Antichrist-creation 
work, and Tromble’s daughter Stacy is born of  the Outer God curse 
as well as the Antichrist. Victor Poten Jr., the son of  Victor Poten 
from Shadows of  Chinatown, helps Tromble become President. Incest 
afflicts the Tromble family and the improper heir who takes control 
of  the U.S. government starts a nuclear war, which couples with the 
dimensional damage of  the Dubh Ardrain Incident to free Tsuu-Aas 
from his ancient imprisonment. 
 
The Palace Hotel is revealed to be built on the former grounds of  
Herland, which in turn was once the domain of  Wahn'go. 
 
The other billionaires Masters mentions include Lowe, aka Peter 
Loew from the film Vampire's Kiss (1988); Woodrew Tromble, who 
was a businessman before he became President; Beightes, aka 
Patrick Bateman, from Bret Easton Ellis' American Psycho (1991); and 
Jekko, aka Gordon Gekko from the film Wall Street (1987).  
 
The description of  the red-sky crisis, with its “ivory walls” that eat 
away space, is meant to invoke the titular event of  the DC Comics 
story Crisis on Infinite Earths (1985-1986), which is why this part of  
the story is set in 1983. Mary additionally mentions gates that drive 
away the forces of  good, meant to invoke the Battleworld gates 
from the Marvel Comics series Secret Wars (1984). Here the two 
events are conflated, though how many of  those events as depicted 
in the comics actually happened remains to be seen. 
 
Bloody Mary's memory loss has an in-story reason but it also 
prevents plot holes with “Gold Brings Death,” “The Destiny 
Puzzle,” and “The Meaning of  Fire,” which offer more insight into 
the Tsuu-Aas encounter.  
 
LAM is mentioned by Aleister Crowley as one of  the spirits he 
ostensibly communed with. His description of  LAM resembles a 
stereotypical gray alien, similar to the Nihilanth. LAM compares 
himself  to Jeremy from the film Yellow Submarine (1968). The blurb 
at the beginning of  the last story of  this book clarifies who LAM is; 
if  it wasn't clear I can here reveal that the censored words he speaks 
are meant to read “self-insert.” 
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Machatan, LAM's Master, is from Louis Golding's The Camberwell 
Beauty (1935). Machatan is another stand-in for Aleister Crowley, an 
occultist who, as we will see, practices out of  a Sicilian Abbey, the 
Collegium Artium Mysticarum. 
 
Gamba has been explored before, but here he is revealed to be what 
happens if  a Moonchild creates an Altosagha clone. 
 
According to LAM's footnote, Francis Lamont's doll shop from The 
Devil's Hand eventually became Ramses Catering, home of  the 
cannibalistic, Ishtar-worshiping Fuad Ramses, from the film Blood 
Feast (1963). The two buildings are rather similar-looking. 
 
Machatan's true name of  Frank Tomlinson is from The Camberwell 
Beauty, as is the fact that his cultists are named for angels of  the days 
of  the week, which include Machatan, Satael, and Seraquiel. Arnold 
Peveril is also from The Camberwell Beauty. Here he is connected to 
Julian Peveril from Sir Walter Scott's Peveril of  the Peak (1823), but 
also to Ignatz Peveril, who is Harry Potter's ancestor. The American 
Peverils, and the troll Turoc, are from the film Troll (1986), which, 
though released before the first Harry Potter book, had a 
protagonist named Harry Potter. The connection has led to some 
legal rumbles which lends some metatextual power to connecting 
Troll's Harry Potter with the real Harry Potter. 
 
Among Machatan's mystic artifacts are: the titular object from W.W. 
Jacobs' “The Monkey's Paw” (1902); the Lament Configuration, 
from Clive Barker's The Hellbound Heart (1986) and its 1987 film 
adaptation, Hellraiser; the Eye of  Zoltec, from the comic strip Kelly's 
Eye; and the Helmet of  Nabu (“Nelson's Egyptian helmet”) which 
is the power-source of  the DC Comics hero Doctor Fate.  
 
Gamba's armor is meant to invoke the armor of  the Anti-Monitor, 
the main villain from Crisis on Infinite Earths, implying perhaps that 
Gamba, as the center of  this Crisis, inspired the tales of  the Anti-
Monitor. The Anti-Monitor may be the same entity as the Beyonder, 
the being who caused the events of  Secret Wars. 
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Further summary: Edward Tamaron erased Aleister Crowley from 
time in 1947 (the year of  his death on our Earth) to obtain his 
spells. In doing so he created a Fissure between Earth-Alpha and 
Earth-X. This Fissure carries the timeline of  the Order of  the 
Madonna from Earth-X to Earth-Alpha, explaining how certain 
crossovers happen in the works set on Earth-Alpha. Aleister 
Crowley ended up on Earth-X, at risk of  becoming a “reality-
bomb,” because he was the figure who created the Fissure and his 
Earth-Alphan presence interacted with that to make him unstable 
inside Universe-X. With no memory of  his former life he became 
Frank Tomlinson, “Machatan,” who was originally a fictional version 
of  him. In 1947 he detected the Fissure as it opened on Earth-X 
and he captured it. In 1983, when Gamba came to kill Machatan, 
thus triggering the reality-bomb, the Fissure was released, causing 
the Crisis. Earth-Alpha is the “central” Earth of  the Multiverse, 
where the Three Enemies, the destined destroyers of  the Multiverse, 
are to be born; it is also the birthplace of  three Moonchildren who 
will reshape Multiversal history, and it is the world where the Ages 
of  Magic begin and end. This world is generally immune to external 
change, but the fact that Tamaron's actions altered the past of  
Earth-Alpha shows that he has the power of  the First Enemy of  the 
Multiverse—the Third Enemy, the Emperor, is the destroyer of  
Terrax. The release of  the Fissure allows Tsuu-Aas to peer 
backwards in time, inducing his younger self, in a moment of  
vulnerability over losing his life's work, to become Tsuu-Aas in the 
first place, and to travel back in time, where he will manipulate 
Azathoth into commencing the Orloff-Zorn plan. Joining the Outer 
Gods and Great Old Ones in battle against the Elder Gods, Tsuu-
Aas is sealed away, but this is part of  his plan, as he will be safely 
preserved until he can emerge in a time when his plans have 
completely destroyed the influence of  the Elder Gods.  
 
The distortion of  Tsuu-Aas' conquest of  this world creates the 'Rite, 
the mysterious force which erases identity. The 'Rite is a 
metafictional form of  copy-'Rite, which required me to change the 
names of  characters and incidents, or avoid naming them entirely. 
The 'Rite gets stronger as one gets closer to Tsuu-Aas' rise, because 
works closer to our 21st Century are harder to reference. 
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Many of  the details provided on Aleister Crowley are from his 
remarks on his own life: he claimed to be the reincarnation of  
occultist Eliphas Levi (1810-1875), he worshiped the Scarlet Woman 
Babalon, and he professed contact with both the angel Aiwass and 
the spirit-creature LAM. Many of  his fictional counterparts have 
been identified before, but Hjalmar Poelzig is the Crowley-inspired 
occultist from the film The Black Cat (1934). Here, James Kamarack 
is revealed to be based on Crowley—which he was, when I created 
him. 
 
At this point in time, Francine Rainsford legally owns Ingomar 
Manor. This will be addressed in a future story. 
 
The Emperor, upon taking Kory and Donia, explains that Azathoth 
was one of  his fingers, and all of  his doing was in fact the will of  
the Third Enemy. By destroying this universe, the Emperor can 
open another of  his Eyes and get closer to his endgame of  
obliterating all existence. The Emperor's true name is Aeao, which is 
derived in a sense from the name “Azathoth”: the name can be 
rendered AZATHOTH or AΣAΘOΘ, or AEAOOO, which is then 
compressed to Aeao. But the Emperor's story is yet to be told. 
 
The Emperor references Philip Jose Farmer's Wold Newton theory 
when he talks about destroying the Earth with a meteor. The two 
avatars of  the “first strands” of  the “Great Web” are the BRONZE 
SUPERMAN (Doc Savage) and the GRAY-EYED GOD (Tarzan). 
We return to those two now, just as we began this story with Jim 
Anthony and Ki-Gor. 
 
Among the last few references made as the world is destroyed is a 
nod to Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy from Jane Austen's Pride and 
Prejudice (1813). 
 
Most of  the events of  this last section serve as a follow-up to my 
story Words from the Inner Circle. James Marvel (and his proclamation 
of  being the Kran Kôr), Mari Warren, the Ultra, Earth-Gamma, 
Earth-Delta, the Paradise Earth, Ska, the Salawan Order of  Draco, 
Cyrus Sincodemius, Doctor Cryptos, the King of  Time, Yulmer 
Purrlzig, Zay Arkmoor, Hazel Hexen, and the sun-piece drug are all 
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from that story. Jagged Skull is from Deus Mega Therion, while the 
Andolfi mob is from Kaliwood. Tamaron's future hosts, including 
Tsutomu Warren, Charles Titan, Karl Gerber, Brocelyn Brant, the 
Homunculus of  Akinos, Chuck Eldridge, and (possibly) Francis 
Ghibourkei from Yaubus Redford's Kuru; or, the Zombies (2011), are 
described in Words from the Inner Circle, as is Tamaron's future conflict 
with Amos Slimechap “Manos” Berkley. Berkley, like his friends 
Garry “Cernunnos” McCullough, Sam “Rostam” Muo, and Derek 
“Dionysus” Fuller, is a Gaud, or inverse ghost, which grants the 
powers of  the mythological deity he is named for; in this case, 
Manos. The connection between Berkley's Manos and the “real” 
Manos, aka Tsuu-Aas, is made when we see that Tamaron's 
imprisonment of  Berkley allowed Tsuu-Aas to drain Gaud magic 
from him. The Earth-Alpha/Earth-Gamma Syzygy which allows 
Tamaron to meet his future self  is an elaboration of  the central 
conflict of  Words from the Inner Circle; Words revealed that its Syzygy 
created Earths-Beta-2, Beta-3, and Beta-4, which serve as the 
settings for my story Dieselworld. Tamaron's sun-piece addiction, 
which Words shows haunted him throughout his next life as 
Krankor, is caused by Kory. 
 
Kory makes some references to persons and groups from his 
homeworld. James Johnson is the fictional version of  Jim Jones 
from the exploitation film Guyana: Cult of  the Damned (1979). The 
Jeffersonian Institute, a stand-in for the Smithsonian, is from the 
TV show Bones (2005-2017). The Baltimore Gun Club is from Jules 
Verne's From the Earth to the Moon (1865), about a group of  men who 
shoot themselves to the moon in a high-powered cannon. Domingo 
Gonsales is from Francis Godwin's The Man in the Moon (1638); 
Gonsales is the titular lunar adventurer, who reaches the moon by a 
chariot pulled by geese. 
 
Francine Rainsford's final discussion with Kory and Donia on 
Earth-Alpha addresses how, though I still have stories about this 
universe to publish, Kinyonga Tales is the last part of  a story which 
technically began all the way back in 2011 with Devil Skull Takes 
London!, and I wanted to take some time to celebrate all the stories 
I've had a chance to tell between then and now.  
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Finding the words to start will be 

difficult. 

 

This changes much of my understanding of the 

Terrax. Of the Multiverse. And of the 

creature who compiled these notes. 

 

He tricked me, and did so well, I'll 

confess. I sincerely thought that the human 

Atom Mudman Bezecny was merely a writer from 

whom LAM had acquired notes and stories, but 

instead, I have learned that the human Atom 

Bezecny never existed. LAM's reference to 

his being a self-insert—meaning he wrote 

Kinyonga Tales under the Bezecny name—

verifies that. They were a guise for LAM 

this whole time, who tried to hide his role 

in all this by pretending he was a fictional 

creation of this Bezecny. He wanted people 

like me to believe that Bezecny was some 

far-distant observer of Terrax, unaware of 

its reality, perhaps even unaware of the 

Multiverse at large, who saw these stories 

come to them in dreams and daydreams and in 

the books of others. Fortunately, I am not 

so easily fooled. And I know LAM would not 

employ this trickery unless he had great 

power to bestow—or to have stolen from him. 

 

I am brought back to the beginning of my 

quest, searching for a shrunken goblin-man. 

He thought it was safe to abandon his notes, 

assuming I'd never crack his code, when in 

truth those notes were the secrets to his 

greatest mysteries. I already have an idea 

of how to harness the power of Terrax. With 

Goza's aid, I'm sure I can achieve it. 

 

But I sense that Goza's aid may be more 
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indirect than is optimal. She has been 

acting strangely recently and I suspect 

solving the mysteries of her change in 

behavior will benefit me. 

 

I ordered her sent to K'n-yan to undergo 

body enhancements—supervised by my Onyx 

Warriors, to ensure she was not weakened by 

the process. Following this I restored her 

free commission and she returned to 

Universe-19842319162314. Some months passed, 

which I spent working on Kinyonga Tales with 

the analyzers. However, I eventually 

discovered that Goza had gone on a rampage, 

assassinating numerous members of the 

Helioarchy, including my old friend Xessip 

Nomit. She stopped of her own accord and 

returned to me likewise, where I demanded an 

explanation. She said simply that Dr. Nomit 

and his other victims were “irregular.” I 

asked what she meant by that, but she 

refused to answer. At that point I demanded 

a response, invoking my role as her creator 

and teacher in the mystic arts. She only 

smiled at me, which is one of the few sights 

that has managed to bring a chill to my 

heart. Then she turned and fled. I was 

unable to pursue her as she once more 

returned to her private ship and fled to 

parts unknown. 

 

Have I been such a foul parent as to deserve 

this lack of gratitude? 

 

But I also sensed in that moment that she 

wanted to tell me something. Her explaining 

that her victims were “irregular” meant 

there was a pattern between them. I had to 

investigate. 
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So I examined Xessip Nomit's remains, trying 

to find what separated him from me, or from 

other beings from our native universe in 

general. The variations I found were 

microscopic in nature, down on the cellular 

level, but they were there—and I took a few 

other subjects from my universe to compare 

as well, including the remains of Wutv-vapi. 

There are minute mutations present in my 

cells and Wutv-vapi's which historically-

insignificant beings from my universe lack—

Nomit possesses these mutations as well but 

his variations are of a different class from 

mine and Wutv-vapi's. An examination of one 

of Goza's other victims reveals he has the 

same mutation as Nomit. There are thus three 

classes of being in my universe: “baseline” 

creatures, whose bodies are free of 

alteration—“regular” mutants, who seem to 

consist of individuals directly involved 

with the Helioarchy and the wars surrounding 

it—and “irregular” mutants, who are worthy 

of death in Goza's dimensionally-charmed 

eyes. 

 

I can only assume that these mutations 

relate to my original theory that I may be a 

Terrax mutant—my fellow bearers of the 

cellular difference may be descended from 

Terrax as well. Backing this up is the fact 

that Goza, made initially from a being who 

seemed to originate on Terra-X, is a mutant 

of the same class as me. This will be vital 

to my plans, now that it is a confirmed fact 

that Terrax “information” was distributed 

throughout the Multiverse at Earth-X's point 

of collapse. If I am truly a Terrax mutant 

as I believe then I am closer to victory 
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than ever—and I know how to test my 

suppositions. 

 

Kinyonga Tales additionally confirms my 

theory that the Three Enemies had a role in 

Tsuu-Aas' creation, as well as Terrax's 

destruction in a more direct way besides. 

There are some who theorize that there are 

Enemies besides the Three; or that one of 

the Three is not who we think it is. I have 

entertained the Superthree Theory before, 

which suggests Six or even Seven Enemies. 

(If Seven is indeed the lucky number, the 

theory goes that the Three Enemies are thus 

joined by the “Four Horsemen,” who are minor 

Enemies or demi-Enemies.) Some have 

nominated the dream-demon Agthrunsthaaa as a 

candidate, while all the evidence given 

here—including the fact that he was created 

by the actions of the Emperor—also points to 

Tsuu-Aas himself. But there is also the One 

Enemy Theory, which suggests that only the 

being who lays down the killing blow on the 

Multiverse is the Multiverse's Enemy, for 

all that title means. And I deeply believe, 

as far down in whatever I have for a soul as 

one can go, that I have created a new Enemy 

in the form of Goza. Tsuu-Aas tried to 

proclaim himself the One Enemy, but he was 

wrong. Goza, the Lost One, is the One Enemy 

of the Multiverse. She will bring 

destruction and ruin to all who live, and as 

she unleashes that horror I will step in and 

take command, with the power I am about to 

take for myself. I will avert Multiversal 

death and bring supreme power to myself in 

one great stroke. I am unstoppable! 
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“The Monster of Montresor Manor” (Bloody 

Mary Adventures Volume 2: Catseye, Mar. 

2018) 

 

Set after Bloody Mary's return from 1983, we 

see Francine Rainsford, Loretta van Helsing, 

and Ormond Murks called out to southern 

Italy to investigate strange reports coming 

out of Montresor Manor, where a gristly 

murder of a man named Fortunato by his 

friend Montresor took place, inspiring not 

only Edgar Allan Poe's “The Cask of 

Amontillado” (1846) but “The Black Cat” 

(1843) as well. The three discover that 

Madame Monstresor and her husband, Davide 

Fortunato, own a strange stone which is 

communicating with a location on the moon, 

via the Mirror-Realm. This stone ends up in 

the Manor basement, where it joins with the 

spirits of Pluto and Fortunato, to create a 

gigantic cat-spirit that tries to destroy 

all of them. The present-day Montresor and 

Fortunato declare their love and the end of 

the feud between their families, which 

weakens Fortunato's ghost enough for Mary to 

strike down the cat-monster. The three are 

left with the moonstone, and they go in 

search of someone who can tell them what it 

is. 

 

There are no references made in the story 

that are not identified previously or in the 

rest of this audio set. 

 

 

My comments will be growing sparser as I 

commence my search for LAM. I have 

configured a device that allows me to hone 
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in on the signatures of Terrax survivors, 

which I aligned to my own mutations. I can 

now sense where many of the figures of 

Kinyonga Tales are in time and space. LAM is 

one of them, and I will find him and take 

his power. 
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“The Javorski File” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Volume 2) 

 

Bloody Mary, Loretta van Helsing, and Ormond 

Murks track Dr. Joseph Javorski, the 

astronomer they are looking for, to the 

Hungarian village of Marmarus, which was 

destroyed in the First World War. Javorski 

is there with a woman he is having an affair 

with named Paula Clayton-Reed, wife of 

Professor Norman Reed. Suspecting that the 

man who can help them discover the mystery 

of the moon-rock is in nearby Poelzig 

Castle, the three go there, only to be 

accosted by Loretta's old enemy, Armand 

Tesla. Tesla holds them prisoner along with 

Javorski and Clayton-Reed. While Mary fights 

Tesla, the vampire uses his magic to create 

homunculi clones of Javorski, which he names 

“Lobo,” as Paula's husband's family 

infamously includes several werewolves. 

Tesla escapes but so do the prisoners, and 

the moon-rock places Javorski in a trance 

wherein he is able to tell them that the 

stone is a fragment of one of the Spires of 

Bast. 

 

General Georgy Zhukov was the real-life head of  the Soviet military 
during World War II. General Podovsky Orlov is from Rambo II and 
Octopussy. Joseph Javorski, the focus of  this episode, is the Russian 
scientist from The Beast of  Yucca Flats. The town of  Marmarus, the 
Fort over it, and Hjalmar Poelzig are all from the 1934 film The 
Black Cat. Poelzig is an Aleister Crowley-like Satanist who rules over 
Fort Marmarus, subjecting his guests to perverse horrors. Dr. Victor 
Poten is from Shadows of  Chinatown. 
 
Armand Tesla, Loretta's nemesis, is from the film Return of  the 
Vampire; he is also the same as the 1931 Universal incarnation of  
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Dracula, as both he and Tesla are played by Bela Lugosi. Though it 
was revealed earlier that Tesla was responsible for turning James 
Kamarack into a vampire, it is discussed in more detail here. 
 
Paula Clayton, who was indeed mentioned aboard the November, is 
from the film Weird Woman. Paula is a young woman raised on a 
Pacific island and taught in the ways of  the local religions. A 
colleague of  her father's, Norman Reed, falls in love with her and 
takes her back to “civilization,” where he tries to get her to give up 
her original faith for something more Western, in an intrusive and 
condescending fashion. It makes sense why Paula would be 
unfaithful to him. 
 
Alex Zorka is the mad scientist from the serial The Phantom Creeps. 
That he is related to Tesla is indicated by the fact that he is also 
played by Bela Lugosi. 
 
Norman Reed is stated to be related to the Reids of  Texas, 
suggesting he is descended from a relative of  the Lone Ranger, and 
that he is a cousin of  the Green Hornet (Britt Reid). He is also 
related to the Talbot family, from the film The Wolf  Man—this is 
based on how Professor Reed and Larry Talbot, the Wolf  Man, are 
both played by Lon Chaney Jr. 
 
Chernobog “Champ” Javorski is based on “the Champ” from the 
film Human Gorilla (1948), played by Tor Johnson just as Dr. Javorski 
is. The Champ is a punch-drunk ex-boxer who is used by the film's 
sinister mental hospital to kill patients. Daniel Clayton, Paula and 
Joseph's son, is the future Inspector Dan Clay from Plan 9 from Outer 
Space, also played by Tor Johnson. 
 
Tesla mentions the various Morphos being cloned from Morpho 
Laudner; in “The Cuckoo-Girl” we saw that Morpho Laudner was 
originally the Orloff  family servant until he was driven mad. 
Christian Redfield is Renfield from the 1931 Dracula; his clone 
Zolarr, and Paula's brother, Elwyn Clayton, are from the film Dead 
Men Walk. Renfield-'31 and Zolarr are both played by Dwight Frye.  
 
This story serves as the origin of  Lobo from Bride of  the Monster and 
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The Unearthly. 
 

I am intrigued by the demonstration of 

Tesla's creation of homunculi, especially 

since I have now created a homunculus 

myself. Thus is Goza a successor to the 

Frankensteins, or more properly to their 

humanoid beasts—and also to the Moonchildren 

of Terrax, the elite homunculi, like Tsuu-

Aas. Perhaps if I dare—I could pit my dear 

homunculus against Tsuu-Aas himself.  
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“The Mother of Cats” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Volume 2) 

 

In trying to solve the mysterious the Bast-

connected moonstone, Bloody Mary and her two 

friends go to Steiner Studios, which is 

currently producing a film adaptation of 

Thomas de Quincey's Confessions of an Opium-

Eater (1821), directed by Tom Avery Jr. The 

three learn from Avery that he has two on-

set advisers, Roberto Myles and Maurice de 

Quincey, who are both familiar with Bast—

however, de Quincey is unreliable, as he is 

the son of Gilbert de Quincey, a known 

criminal. Eventually Avery is murdered and 

it is clear either de Quincey or Myles did 

it; Myles is revealed to be a servant not of 

Bast, but of Levana, a demoness and servant 

of the Great Old Ones who is an ally of the 

Three Mothers. She desires the moonstone so 

she can gain access to the domains of the 

Elder Gods, crossing the lines of separation 

that divide the Gods and the Great Old Ones. 

Myles and Levana are defeated and escape, 

after Mary destroys the moonstone to prevent 

them from getting it. 

 
The Confessions of  an English Opium-Eater is a real book by Thomas de 
Quincey, talking about his experiences as a laudanum addict. Steiner 
Studios (and Joseph Steiner), Tom Avery, and Myles Brent (aka 
Brent Myles) are all from the mystery film The Death Kiss. Roberto 
Myles is based on Robert Miles from the film The Black Cat (1981), 
about a supernatural, psychically-controlled feline. 
 
Gilbert de Quincey, Ling Tang, and the editor George Wah are all 
from the film Confessions of  an Opium-Eater (1962), based loosely on 
de Quincey's book. Lin Tang is the name used by Fah lo Suee in the 
film The Face of  Fu Manchu (1965) and its sequels. The events that 
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Avery Jr. describes at the mention of  her name are from Sax 
Rohmer's President Fu Manchu (1936). Lin Tang's liking of  girls with 
green eyes suggests he is actually Lo Pan from Big Trouble in Little 
China (1986); Lo Pan is an immortal Chinese sorcerer who is 
constantly looking for girls with green eyes to marry. The 1962 
Opium-Eater film and Big Trouble in Little China are similar, to the 
point where it's been suggested John Carpenter was influenced by 
the former in making the latter. 
 
It is revealed that Joseph Steiner is the same as Prince Saliano, 
Professor Leonide, and Emil Nardo, which has been mentioned 
before. 
 
Myles' name is linked to Ulthar, from H.P. Lovecraft's “The Cats of  
Ulthar.” The Tindalosian Hounds are from Frank Belknap Long's 
“The Hounds of  Tindalos” (1929). 
 
Bellecrest Manor is the setting of  You'll Find Out, where Bela Lugosi 
appears as Prince Saliano. He is further explained to be Paul 
Renault. 
 
The connection between the demon-goddess Smarra and Bloody 
Mary was made in Kinyonga Tales. Levana is a reference to Thomas 
de Quincey's Suspiria de Profundis (1845), a poetic pseudo-sequel to 
Confessions of  an Opium-Eater, which contains the poem “Levana and 
Our Ladies of  Sorrow.” The Three Mothers named in that poem, 
Mater Suspiriorum, Mater Tenebrarum, and Mater Lachrymorum, 
were used by Dario Argento in his “Three Mothers Trilogy” of  
films: Suspiria (1977), Inferno (1980), and Mothers of  Tears (2007). 
Because of  the delay between the second and third movies of  the 
series, Luigi Cozzi decided to make his own “Third Mother” movie, 
The Black Cat (1989). In that film a group of  filmmakers—implied 
here to be whoever inherited Steiner Studios—decide to, as Cozzi 
did, make a movie based on Suspiria, which attracts the attention of  
the witch Levana. That is the basis for the Levana who appears 
her—she is an unofficial “Fourth Mother.” 
 
Enrico Bandello is the title character from William R. Burnett's Little 
Caesar (1929), and the 1931 film adaptation of  the same name. 
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Otero is his lieutenant, here given the name Otero Ortega. His wife 
suffers from Merrye Syndrome, the degenerative disease from the 
film Spider Baby (1967); their son will be Ortega, from The Incredibly 
Strange Creatures Who etc. 
 
More elaboration on the Great Old One-Elder 

God conflict. And I get in now, “ha ha,” all 

of the stories are based on “The Black Cat” 

and its adaptations, getting more modern 

each time. 
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“The Destiny Puzzle” (Odd Tales of Wonder 

#8, Apr. 2018) 

 

In 1983, in the office of Jason Philips of 

Palace Enterprises, two versions of Bloody 

Mary, one from 1942 and the other from 1983, 

fight against the Pumpkin Master. The 

Pumpkin Master reveals he broke into this 

universe from another, which imprinted his 

psychic image on the late James Winston 

Kamarack, making the two mentally linked. He 

also reveals his true name, Charles Jason. 

They defeat him and drive him off, wherein 

Mary-'83 reveals that she came here to meet 

with Jason Philips. She and Philips have 

both had dreams of an artifact known as the 

Destiny Puzzle, hidden away in “the Temple 

of Tsuu-Aas” in South America. Philips has 

commissioned Mary to go retrieve it for him, 

as the crew he hired for the task cannot 

breach the Temple's supernatural defenses. 

As they work on this, the two discuss Tsuu-

Aas, who is an ancient Atlantean demon 

foretold to return and bring his mystic 

“Throneworld” Terrax to Earth. When the pair 

get to the Puzzle and open it, they are 

struck with a vision of Philips' Palace 

Hotel failing, leading to one of the higher-

ups of Palace Enterprises committing 

suicide. When they return, Philips is 

informed the Hotel's failing, as they 

foresaw, but when he attempts suicide he 

does not die. Instead, he realizes that he 

is Tsuu-Aas himself, just as Mary-'83 

remembers her encounter with Kory Kinyonga 

that took place not long before this, where 

she met Jason Philips under the name Kory 

Masters. He is Kory Philip Masters, the 
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mystic son of Charles Jason, who arrives and 

offers himself as a final sacrifice to Tsuu-

Aas. Tsuu-Aas obtains his full power and 

transports the two Marys to the 22nd 

Century, where he is at the height of his 

power—Bloody Mary realizes that their world, 

Earth-X or Terra-X, is Terrax, Tsuu-Aas' 

place of power. And Mary already knows, from 

having been through it before as her younger 

self, that this is her final battle. 

 
The Wild Huntsmen, aka the Royal Family and the Ghost Family, 
will be explained shortly, though they have been explored before. As 
before, this story uses altered memories to avoid plot holes with the 
events of  Kinyonga Tales. We learn here that the Pumpkin Master was 
ultimately responsible for creating Tsuu-Aas.  
 
I have found a lasting calm, which I hope 

will linger long.  

 

In the year 2111, there is a new Terrax 

event: the duel between Goza and Tsuu-Aas. 

She could not kill him, but she stopped him 

long enough where she had to block one of 

the Emperor's shots for him. History is 

maintained; after all if I changed Bloody 

Mary's fate it would have outcomes 

elsewhere. But I saw Goza bat back the power 

of two Enemies of the Multiverse. She is an 

Enemy, perhaps the Enemy. Thus am I at ease. 

 

AA-D4-1, who ought to remember the fate I 

left him with in his previous body, has 

speculated that the Pumpkin Master may also 

be an Enemy of the Multiverse. He is Tsuu-

Aas' “father” after all. But if the father 

of the son is also an Enemy, that means— 

 

Ohhh, dear. Well, the link is not genetic—
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not yet. But with cells exchanged between 

us, Goza and I will be more father and 

daughter than ever. And that, I believe, 

will make me another Enemy of the 

Multiverse. 
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“The Meaning of Fire” (Odd Tales of Wonder 

#9, May 2018) 

 

Bloody Mary-1942 and Bloody Mary-1983 fight 

desperately against Tsuu-Aas, under the 

shadow of the Emperor at the end of the 

world. Mary taps into the anger of being 

used as a pawn in greater games—by Kamarack, 

by Oakes, even by Nadine Ingomar—and is able 

to deal a terrible blow to Tsuu-Aas. He 

survives but is distracted long enough for 

the Emperor to destroy Terrax. Bloody Mary-

1983 vanishes to an unknown fate, but the 

younger Mary is sent back in time, to where 

she was when she left to go spy on the KKK 

in the future. Having been changed by her 

revelations, Mary dismisses Nadine from the 

team, along with Tyler, though they remain 

friends. Left with Brian and her father, 

Francine decides to enjoy what time she has 

left before the end of the world, which 

fortunately is a whole lifetime. 

 

There are no new references here. 

 

 

The end of the original Bloody Mary saga, 

and of Terrax. We're still far from the 

finish, but this shows the end of Earth-X on 

its mainline as far as our local Multiverse 

is concerned. 

 

I have wondered if my study of these works 

would have a corresponding relationship to 

the intensity of my life. Upon realizing 

such a climatic story, I was expecting to 

experience the climatic moment of finally 

locating LAM. But no. How disappointing, 
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when real life is not like fiction. 

 

I suppose we'll have to start making 

arrests. Taking prisoners.  
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“The Lost Prince” (Odd Tales of Wonder #10, 

May 2018) 

 

Having returned to the past, and finished 

her adventures with the Elder God moonstone, 

Bloody Mary continues her war against the Ku 

Klux Klan. During a raid on one of their 

bases, she discovers a towering, wild-

haired, skull-faced giant named Immorté, who 

was captured by the Pumpkin Master so his 

unique psychic powers could be used as a 

weapon. Upon being freed, Immorté tells Mary 

his story. He is the son of a human named 

Terry Blood, who along with his wife Katja 

Orloff were kidnapped in 1914 by Princess 

Ambia of Rheton. Ambia is the daughter of 

Sun of Zero Pity, the ruler of a vast 

Imperium. Katja was killed, and Terry became 

Ambia's consort. When they could not have a 

child, they conjured one from ancient 

Rhetonian black magic—that child was 

Immorté. He was eventually deposed by a 

natural brother, Mik'hel, and his family 

became superpowered beings after indulging 

in the ritual of the Wild Huntsmen, related 

to an old Rhetonian prophecy. Each of them 

is supremely dangerous. Phorcys Bradford, 

Immorté's nephew, arrives to collect him, 

but with the aid of Bloody Mary and Brian 

Hammerstein the so-called Bloodhound is 

killed. However, as he dies, he reveals that 

the Rhetonian fleet is on its way to Earth, 

meaning they will have to travel to Rheton 

to stop it. 

 
The Ghost Family can now be explained in full. Terry Blood 
(descended from the title character of  Rafael Sabatini's 1922 novel 
Captain Blood) is a stand-in or reincarnation of  Christopher Summers 
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from the X-Men comics. His wife Katja Orloff  is the second Katja 
Orloff  from Henry Richardson Waterhouse's “The Cuckoo-Girl,” 
but she is also based on Katherine Anne Summers, Christopher's 
wife. Polyphema Blood is Scott Summers, aka Cyclops of  the X-
Men, and her brother Riven is Alex Summers, aka Havok. Immorté, 
then, is a version of  their could-be half-brother Adam Neramani, 
aka Adam-X the X-Treme, who also has the power to burn people's 
blood once it's been oxygenated. Like Kory Kinyonga, but moreso, 
he is more a mutation of  the source material than an actual 
representation of  the character they're based on.  
 
In the X-Men comics, Adam-X is hinted to be the son of  Katherine 
Anne Summers and Emperor D'ken of  the Shi'ar, who kidnap the 
Summerses just as Princess Ambia kidnaps the Bloods here, in a 
reincarnated form of  events. However, Ambia is meant to be 
Princess Aura, daughter of  Ming the Merciless from Alex 
Raymond's Flash Gordon stories—Sun of  Zero Pity is Ming 
himself. This is cemented by the mention of  the “Rogue Planet 
Crisis” and “Gordon and his girlfriend” below; Mongo, Ming's 
planet, is referred to simply as the Home Planet here. Rheton is 
revealed to be a Mongovian colony, alongside the eponymous planet 
of  the film Gorath (1962), which is another Rogue Planet, and 
Krankor from Prince of  Space, which is ruled by the Ming-like 
Ambassador Phantom. The connection between Mongo and the 
Shi'ar was first put forth by Dennis Power—see below.  
 
Polyphema Blood married Amos Bradford, from The Black Raven. 
The Black Raven was consequently the father of  Thusa Bradford, 
who would become known as the Blackbird. Thusa Bradford—
named for Thoosa, daughter of  the sea-god Phorcys—is based on 
Rachel Summers, the daughter of  Scott Summers and Jean Grey, 
most commonly known as Phoenix. However she is also a stand-in 
for Raven from DC Comics, as we will see. Phorcys Bradford, 
named for the aforementioned sea-god, is based on Nate Grey, alias 
X-Man, from the X-Men comics.  
 
Mik'hel is a reincarnation of  Gabriel Summers, another son of  
Katherine Anne Summers and D'ken. The name Mik'hel recalls 
Michael, an angel just as Gabriel is, but it was also meant to be an 
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invocation of  Mikaal Thomas, the blue-skinned superhero Starman 
created by Gerry Conway who first appeared in DC's 1st Issue Special 
#12 (Mar. 1976). 
 
Impressive. As before, LAM attempts to use 

his constraints under copyright to expand, 

rather than confine, his narratives. He 

evidently wanted to use Adam-X as a 

character but couldn't, and so created 

Immorté instead. That's one way of putting 

it, anyway. I still can't help but view LAM 

as a simple human writer. 

 

Soon he'll be in my hands, however. I 

remembered my old intuition that he had 

never left his fortress on Isis. Sure 

enough, Goza found a vault there, with a 

combination lock. He must be hiding in 

there—life-scans point towards the sureness 

of that. Now all we need is the combination. 

 

As I speak, several persons who may have a 

connection to LAM are being interrogated—by 

Goza. The poor bastards.  
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“The Antlered God” (Odd Tales Productions 

Website, Jun. 2018) 

 

Using Immorté's powers, Bloody Mary, 

Immorté, and Brian arrive on Rheton, and 

begin laying waste to the planet to breach 

the royal palace. When they finally get 

inside, they battle first the Pumpkin 

Master, who married into the Rhetonian Royal 

Family, and then Thusa Bradford, the 

Blackbird. She is joined by her half-

brother, the Pumpkin Master's son Ladon 

Blood, who is her incestuous lover. When he 

is defeated they use magic to summon their 

potential-future son, Sivas Blood, who not 

only possesses twice their power but is 

insane from inbreeding. The resultant 

destruction kills Thusa, Ladon, Prince 

Terry, and Riven Blood. Polyphema survives 

and through her they learn the invasion of 

Earth is not as unstoppable as it first 

appeared. But Immorté's brother Mik'hel is 

still on Earth, plotting against the Lost 

Prince's adopted homeworld, which Polyphema 

mocks them about before committing suicide. 

 

The titles of  Queastor and Aedile are not from Phantom Planet or any 
of  the other sources for Rheton, being instead derived from Roman 
ranks. 
 
The “Dashiitian ancestors” remark requires explaining. In the early 
drafts of  Star Wars Emperor Palpatine was known under the name 
“Cos Dashit.” It is possible, after a Long Time Ago passed, that Cos 
Dashit was one of  Palpatine's names when he was remembered 
outside of  the Galaxy Far Far Away—the hint is that Ming is 
claiming that his Empire is a descendant of  the Galactic Empire, 
and that he himself  is a descendant of  Palpatine.  
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The Hemkra Quartz of  Rheton is mentioned to have been stolen—
this explains where the Hemkra Quartz from Kinyonga Tales came 
from. The Rhetonians have a Hemkra Quartz because the M'Krann 
Crystal on which the Quartz is based is originally in Shi'ar keeping in 
the comics. 
 
The Antlered God, whom Thusa worships, is a stand-in for Trigon, 
the demonic father of  Raven from the Teen Titans comics—this is a 
further connection between Raven and “the Blackbird.” The 
Antlered God was created when the Hemkra Quartz interacted with 
Cernunnos from Words from the Inner Circle, who also appeared in 
Kinyonga Tales. 
 
The origin of  the Ghost Family, and how they came to be Ghosts, is 
explained in another story. 
 
Ladon Blood, Thusa Bradford's half-brother by the Pumpkin 
Master, is meant to be the reincarnation of  Nathan Summers, aka 
Cable, Scott Summers' son by Madelyne Pryor. After Pryor became 
evil she was known as the Goblin Queen, and in a sense a part of  
her is in the Pumpkin Master. Ladon and Thusa's incestuous 
relationship does not reflect anything other than the fact that their 
mother named Thusa's full brother after a mythological figure who 
was the father of  the woman she was named for.  
 
Sivas Blood, aka Ultrablood, Highest Brother of  the Storm-Church, 
is a stand-in both for Brother Blood (whose first name is Sebastian) 
from the Teen Titans comics, and also Hyperstorm, the powerful 
but insane mutant son of  Rachel Summers and Jonathan Richards 
who fought the Fantastic Four in Fantastic Four #406 (Nov. 1995). 
He is also something of  a spoof  on the edginess of  '80s and '90s 
comic book villains. Because his name involves Blood I linked him 
to Tsuu-Aas worship by having him run the Storm-Church, 
referencing the Bloody Storm. Had he not been erased from 
existence before his birth, Ultrablood would have probably assisted 
in making Tsuu-Aas' rise come sooner. 
 

Goza isn't done yet with the prisoners, so I 

will instead comment on how I felt a 
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familiar shiver when I read the name “Cos 

Dashit.” The same shiver which permeated the 

icy stillness of the Helioarch's throne 

room. 

 

Of course, the name is still ridiculous if 

you say it out loud. 
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“The Wild Hunt's Revenge” (Odd Tales 

Productions Website, Jun. 2018) 

 

After spending time rebuilding Rheton and 

helping its people fight back against the 

Imperium, Mary, Brian, and Immorté return 

home to Earth to look for Mik'hel, who is 

raising a vampire army with his brother-in-

law, who they determine is the insidious 

vampire Elwyn Clayton, who is also in league 

with the living mummy Yasta-hiqun. Clayton 

and Mik'hel force Mary deep into a 

magically-induced rage, but this only 

results in their deaths—Brian and Immorté 

stop her from going further and causing more 

destruction. The Wild Hunt is seemingly 

defeated, but suddenly Immorté is 

psychically assaulted by a mysterious voice 

who declares vengeance for the Wild Hunt. 

 

The “Johnny Leonox case” will be handled in “Chamber of  Death.” 
Bakunda, and the vampire Fallon who Loretta and Ormond go off  
hunting, are from the film The Vampire's Ghost (1945).  
 
The familial link between Amos, Robert, and Leo Renault, and 
William, Lloyd, and Elwyn Clayton is reaffirmed. Sanger contacts 
his old friend The Shadow for information. 
 
Dr. Hesselius is a creation of  Sheridan LeFanu; he first appeared in 
Carmilla (1871). As one of  fiction's earliest self-conscious “occult 
detectives” Hesselius helped stop the vampire Carmilla Karnstein. 
The Witch House is from H.P. Lovecraft's “The Dreams in the 
Witch House” (1932); it is part of  the town of  Arkham, which is a 
cornerstone of  the Cthulhu Mythos. 
 
Stagecoach Mary Fields (1832-1914) was a real person, the first 
African American female mail carrier. She was also a total badass, a 
trait which was built up in Jess Nevins' Stagecoach Mary (2016), which 
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is what I am nodding to here. Dan Reid is the brother John Reid, 
the Lone Ranger—though his death is integral to the Ranger's story, 
some writers have previously suggested that he secretly survived his 
lethal encounter with Butch Cavendish. 
 
The villages of  Mapletown are from the films The Mummy's Tomb 
(1942) and The Mummy's Curse (1944). The bridge between them 
(created by Abigail of  Salem from Psyched by the 4D Witch) is a 
reference to the fact that the titular mummy, Kharis, falls into a 
swamp in Massachusetts in The Mummy's Ghost (1944) and is 
excavated from swampland in Louisiana in The Mummy's Curse, with 
no events between. Yasta-hiqun is the name Katherine Avalon uses 
for Kharis in her novel Fuck Off  S.R. (2018). Kahlariish, also from 
Fuck Off  S.R., is a stand-in for Klaris, from the film Abbott and 
Costello Meet the Mummy (1955); a complicated etymology for the 
name is given in Fuck Off  S.R. That book also contains several 
crossovers of  its own: it features the character of  Aunt Hagar, who 
mentions that, in some form of  existence, she was involved with the 
horrible movies King of  the Zombies (1941) and Revenge of  the Zombies 
(1943). (Avalon thankfully implies that those movies were more 
unstable nightmare-images than real happenings.) San Sebastian, 
where she lives, is also located near Tierra, a Caribbean island that 
appears in one of  the stories from C.B. Pulman's The Ferocious Fern 
and Other Stories (1943). The hero of  Fuck Off  S.R. is Qiang Jiantou, 
who at one point is revealed to be a reincarnation of  Dr. Sean. 
 
Elwyn Clayton claims to have been Andoheb, the Priest of  Karnak 
from The Mummy's Hand; Andoheb is played by George Zucco, just 
as Clayton is. He also claims to train the servants of  Countess 
Carody and Queen Obongo; the former is the vampire queen from 
Jess Franco's Vampyros Lesbos (1971), while Obongo is the witch-
ghost from Franco's Macumba Sexual (1983). The two films are 
similar, as Franco would recycle his material frequently. Countess 
Carody has a servant named Memmet, while Obongo has one 
named Meme; both are played by Jess Franco himself. Here they are 
both connected to Mehemet Bey from The Mummy's Tomb. 
 
Zolarr, from Dead Men Walk, and Champ Javorski, from Human 
Gorilla, are mentioned again. 
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I have figured out the Isis vault 

combination. The prisoners I captured, who I 

interrogated to learn those vital digits, 

were most interesting indeed. Each of them 

knew LAM at various points in history 

because LAM is a timeless being, at least as 

far as Terra-X is concerned. I'll detail 

them each in chronological order. 

 

Misquamacus was a shaman of the Wampanoag 

tribe in the mid-17th Century. He was 

depicted in August Derleth's The Lurker at 

the Threshold (1945), and later resurrected 

himself in the 20th Century in Graham 

Masterson's The Manitou (1976). This was not 

his first resurrection, as he reincarnated 

in the 19th Century as well to take on new 

students, presumably through the same 

grotesque artificial pregnancy which he 

attempted to employ in 1974. His mystic 

power derived from Tsathoggua and 

Nyarlathotep worship, and he trained a 

variety of students in the invocation of 

these entities. 

 

The second was Rinaldo Sabata, the Satanic 

architect from the film The Ghost of Rashmon 

Hall, mentioned in “Parliament of Counts.” 

He had a link to the Orlofsky branch of the 

Orloff family, which died out before the end 

of the 19th Century; the Orlofsky Mansion 

that Sabata built was the home of one of the 

Talbots and his wife, who was a descendant 

of Dracula, as seen in the Andy Milligan 

film Blood. Curious, I asked Sabata under 

torture about the bond between the Orlofskys 

and the Orloffs, and while he was confused 

as to why I was torturing him to learn this, 
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he explained that the Orlofskys were the 

descendants of he and his wife Marianna 

Orlofsky, who was Count Feodor Orloff’s 

sister. Some of their descendants became the 

Orlac clan in the 1820s, though some of 

their cousins who maintained the Orlofsky 

name tried to work their way back into 

royalty not only by reclaiming the Orlov 

name but by marrying an aristocratic family, 

the Femms. Last he'd heard they had 

degenerated into clan Ogroff. 

 

Christopher Carlton I know comparatively 

little about, and when I was done getting 

the last bit of Orloff genealogy out of 

Sabata I was too worn out to extract his 

story. All I know for now is that he is 

another fictional incarnation of Edward 

Tamaron—of Aleister Crowley, I should say—

who appeared in E.M. Butler's Silver Wings 

(1952). It was appropriate that he was the 

one to give me the combination. 

 

Goza did most of the work, and we tested out 

a method of work which she herself 

formulated. In the early 1960s, on Earth-X, 

we “borrowed” the home of a suburban Texan 

family, the Hanleys. Tom and Annabelle 

Hanley, and their son Lewis, were what I 

have previously deemed “historical 

insignificants.” Tom was the son of an 

explorer of some kind, and an apparent 

descendant of a Sheriff Hanley who knew both 

Ken Masters and Billy the Kid. There was 

also a Lieutenant Hanley who fought in the 

Second World War. We restrained them as we 

restrained our three wizards, and then bound 

their souls together, effectively turning 

the Hanleys into living poppets for the 
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sorcerers. The warlocks would have spells to 

steel themselves against mystical torture, 

but through the Hanleys they felt the terror 

of their beliefs coming asunder, of magic 

turning out to be horrifically real. When 

they died, they died in madness, but it was 

only at the end that they gave up the 

combination. In any case, I know Misquamacus 

will come back at some point, and perhaps 

the architect as well, but I can’t say the 

same for the Crowley-clone. 

 

We were interrupted; the Hanleys were not 

the only ones with keys to their house. A 

friend named Sam Morgan came in to check on 

them, having heard the screams. When he 

discovered what happened, Goza rewrote his 

mind. Morgan now believes that he killed Tom 

and Annabelle Hanley because they were 

blackmailing him for failing to report the 

death of a young boy when he and Tom were 

kids. In truth that boy was, in those false 

memories, based on the Hanleys’ son. 

 

If I could only get close enough to either 

of them, I could replicate this method on 

Solkolla and Coppola. It is more satisfying 

than ordinary poppet-work—“voodoo dolls”—

because a voodoo doll cannot suffer, despite 

Kory Kinyonga's early sentiments. The pain 

of the victim used as the “doll” can be fed 

back into the system to essentially double 

the effect of the torture. It is a mind-

warping and agonizing death. I may use it on 

LAM now that I have the key to his vault. 

The attack begins tomorrow. 
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“A History of Immorté” (Odd Tales 

Productions Website, Jun. 2018) 

 

This is an essay-style summary of Immorté's 

life before he met Bloody Mary in the 1940s, 

with some episodes included after that 

pertain to the adventures of Immorté and his 

daughter on Earth during the 1970s. Over his 

mystically-lengthened life, Immorté has had 

many encounters with an interdimensional 

cult of gorilla-people, created by R.G.V. 

Moreau, who help forward the ends of Tsuu-

Aas.  

 

Professor Ernest Darwood is the time-machine inventor from the 
softcore porn/exploitation comedy film A Clockwork Blue (1972). 
Darwood will gain importance later on. 
 
The compression-killer device which both Immorté and the bearded 
man stole is the TCE, or tissue compression eliminator. This is the 
signature weapon of  the Master from Doctor Who, who is the 
bearded man. 
 
Zorro was created by Johnston McCulley and first appeared in The 
Curse of  Capistrano (1919). Don Cesar is his son and successor as 
Zorro. Don Jose de la Torre first became Zorro in the film Zorro the 
Avenger (1962), which was written by Jess Franco. 
 
Leatherstocking is from James Fenimore Cooper's The Last of  the 
Mohicans (1826) and its sequels. Alan Foster and Blackwood Castle, 
as well as the meeting with Poe, are from the film Castle of  Blood 
(1964). 
 
Ceugere et Darque's Cirque du Fou is an earlier version of  Cooger 
and Dark's Pandemonium Shadow Show, the evil carnival from Ray 
Bradbury's Something Wicked This Way Comes (1962). 
 
Bertram Adrian is an ancestor of  Bernard Adrian from the film The 
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Ape (1940). Beto Chavez is an ancestor of  Barney Chavez from 
Bride of  the Gorilla (1951); van Gelder is an ancestor of  the same-
named man from that movie. The fates of  these men are outlined 
here. 
 
C. Auguste Dupin is a detective created by Edgar Allan Poe, who 
first appeared in “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” (1841). 
Fortunio, the aesthete with a dark secret, is from Theophile 
Gautier's Fortunio (1837). Valentine Guillois, with his dedicated 
principles, is from a series of  short stories by Gustave Aimard 
which began in 1862. 
 
Rhett Butler is from Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the Wind (1936). 
John Carter is from Edgar Rice Burroughs' Barsoom series. Cyrus 
Smith is one of  the main characters of  Jules Verne's The Mysterious 
Island. 
 
Benedict Stark is an enemy of  The Shadow; his ancestor Steven, and 
the skull-bound Confederate ghosts, are references to the video 
torture device Night of  Horror (1981), ostensibly about a group of  
campers who encounter Confederate ghosts who want to bury the 
severed head of  their dead captain so they can rest. I wanted to 
imply a familial connection between Steven Stark (named for 
“Steve,” one of  the few characters from the film whose name I can 
make out) and Benedict Stark because of  the amusing fact that 
director Tony Malinowski drops his own surname in the credits to 
instead take up Iron Man's moniker. The other platoon, who was 
bound to their field flag, are from the Night of  Horror remake, Curse 
of  the Cannibal Confederates (1982). 
 
Silver John, a traveling musician who has paranormal adventures in 
the 20th Century West, was created by Manly Wade Wellman and 
first appeared in “O Ugly Bird!” (1951). Lope de Aguirre (1510-
1561) was a real Conquistador, but I mean to refer to his fictional 
counterpart from the film Aguirre, the Wrath of  God (1972). Vargas 
the Diablo Giant, preserved through the centuries in special soil, is 
from the film Giant from the Unknown (1958), as is Ptolemy Firrero. 
Gideon Drew is the man who survives as a severed head in The 
Thing That Couldn't Die (1958). Alaric de Marnac survived in a similar 
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fashion in the film Horror Rises from the Tomb (1973). Baron Vitelius 
of  Estara, who preserved himself  post-execution in a more bizarre 
fashion, appeared in the film The Brainiac (1962). Karl Brussard, who 
encountered the surviving severed head of  Nostradamus, is from 
the film The Man Without a Body (1957). The vampiric son of  
Nostradamus hails from the film The Curse of  Nostradamus (1961) 
and its sequels. 
 
The Three Mesquiteers first appeared in William Colt MacDonald's 
The Law of  the 45's (1933), which spawned a long series of  novels 
and movies. Immorté's encounter with Dan Reid and Stagecoach 
Mary was mentioned earlier. John Bly is the nemesis of  the 
eponymous character of  the TV series The Adventures of  Brisco 
County, Jr. (1993-1994). The Scandium Conqueror, aka Lord Scand, 
is explained later. 
 
The strange man with pointed ears on the Stemple property is Mr. 
Spock from Star Trek; he ended up in the 19th Century in Barbara 
Hambly's Star Trek novel Ishmael (1985). Aaron Stemple is from the 
show Here Comes the Brides (1968-1970), and he is implied to be 
Spock's ancestor, as his ancestor Mark Lenard also played Sarek, 
Spock's father. Edith Keeler is from the Star Trek episode “The City 
on the Edge of  Forever” (1967), another time travel story where 
Captain Kirk ends up falling in love with doomed 1930s activist 
Edith Keeler. 
 
Miguelito Loveless, James West, and Artemus Gordon are all from 
the TV show The Wild Wild West. Django is from the 1966 film of  
the same name and its many clones. Sartana is from the film If  You 
Meet Sartana Pray for Your Death (1968), which also inspired many 
unofficial clones. Sabata is from the Western film Sabata (1969), 
which in turn also had many clones. Hex is Jonah Hex, and Lash is 
Bat Lash, both from DC Comics' Western stories. The Man with No 
Name is Clint Eastwood's character from A Fistful of  Dollars (1964) 
and its sequels. 
 
Jimmy Ryan and Hollow Mountain are from the film The Beast of  
Hollow Mountain (1956). The giant scorpions are from the film The 
Black Scorpion. The Rainbow Creature fought Batman and Robin in 
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Mexico in Batman #134 (Sept. 1960). 
 
The Rider of  the Skulls, and the supernatural foes he faces, are from 
The Rider of  the Skulls (1965). Drago Robles, the vampire cowboy, is 
from the movie Curse of  the Undead (1959). 
 
The Engine is from “W. Grove”'s novel A Mexican Mystery (1888), 
and its sequel, The Wreck of  the World (1889). Arliss Loveless, not to 
be confused with Miguelito, is the version of  Dr. Loveless who 
appears in the 1999 film adaptation of  Wild Wild West. The 
Colossus Project and Dr. Forbin are from Dennis Feltham Jones' 
novel Colossus (1966) and the 1970 film adaptation of  such. Hannah 
Hewitt and her robot are from Charles Dibdin's Hannah Hewitt 
(1792), about a castaway who builds an automaton to help her 
survive. Johnny Brainerd is from Edward S. Ellis' The Steam Man of  
the Prairies (1868). The Isle of  Sodor comes from the Reverend 
Wilbert Awdry's The Three Railway Engines (1945) and the subsequent 
Thomas the Tank Engine books. The town of  Mescal, and 
Armando del Valle, have been mentioned before. 
 
The New Leatherstocking and the City of  the Gorilla Men come 
from the New Leatherstocking pulps of  the early 20th Century. 
Solovar is the leader of  Gorilla City in the DC Comics stories of  the 
Flash. Dr. Alphonse Moreau is the Dr. Moreau from H.G. Wells' 
original novel; R.G.V. Moreau is from the 1996 film adaptation. The 
Moreau ancestor who visited the Blazing World was Alban Moreau, 
from Kinyonga Tales. Leonard Orlak and his other-dimensional city 
are from Alphaville. 
 
Karl Osler is the Nazi scientist who combines attributes of  Dr. 
Orloff  and Dr. Moreau in the film She Demons (1958). Richard 
Cunha, who was responsible for She Demons, also made Giant from the 
Unknown. 
 
The evil Knights Templar out on Warrior's Island (from Raw Force) 
are from Revolt of  the Zombies and Tombs of  the Blind Dead. The detail 
about sentient apes working with the Templars comes from one of  
the most ludicrous attempts at a cash-in ever: the redubbed version 
of  Tombs of  the Blind Dead known as Revenge from Planet Ape, which 
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attempts to claim that the zombie Templars in the movie are actually 
zombie apes. The makers of  the film Planet of  the Apes were 
doubtlessly unamused if  the news ever reached them. 
 
The mangani are the apes who raised Tarzan. The anthropoids of  
Skull Island refer to King Kong. The luminescent baboon-people 
are from Phosphor: An Ischian Mystery.  
 
The ape-cult that haunted John Prendergast is from the film House 
of  Mystery (1934). Eric Gorman, the insane zookeeper, is from the 
movie Murders in the Zoo (1933), while Michael Conrad and his cult, 
the True Believers, are from the movie Black Zoo (1963).  
 
James Brewster is another alias of  Paul Orloff, which he used to pen 
an essay that inspired the film The Ape Man. Laura Fuller-Carson is 
from the Ed Wood-penned film The Bride and the Beast (1958). The 
Jermyns are from the Cthulhu Mythos; Congo Bill and the golden-
furred Congorilla are from DC Comics. Ken Hale is the Marvel 
Comics character known as Gorilla-Man, but his middle name of  
Lance connects him to Lance Hale, an explorer who first appeared 
in Silver Streak Comics #2 (Nov. 1939) and who later teamed up the 
Golden Age hero known as Daredevil (no known relation to the 
Silver Age Marvel hero). The connection between Ken and Lance 
Hale was first made by Dennis Power in his articles on the X-Men 
and the Avengers (see below). 
 
Dr. Sigmund Walters (and Paula Dupree) are from the film Captive 
Wild Woman, where Walters is played by John Carradine; John 
Carradine also plays Dr. Sigmund Hummel in the The Bees (1978), 
which is here connected to the other killer bee film The Swarm 
(1978), the source of  Dr. Bradford Crane. Here I have made two 
Dr. Sigmunds into one. 
 
Baron Brakola is from the Santo wrestling-horror movie Baron 
Brakola (1965). He is a rather run of  the mill vampire. The 
adventuring luchadore El Santo has appeared before implicitly, as he 
met the descendants of  the wizard Cristaldi. 
 
Frank Reade, Tom Swift, and Jack Wright are all boy adventurers. 
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Frank Reade first appeared in Harry Enton's Frank Reade and His 
Steam Man of  the Plains (1876); Tom Swift, in Edward Stratemeyer's 
Tom Swift and His Motor Cycle (1910); and Jack Wright, in Luis 
“Noname” Senarens' Jack Wright, the Boy Inventor (1891). All of  them, 
except for Jack Wright, had children and grandchildren to carry on 
their names and inventing legacies—all of  them, including Jack 
Wright, have racism, sexism, and all kinds of  bigotries in their early 
stories, thus why Immorté doesn't want to spend time with them. 
 
The Valley of  Gwangi (1969) shows off  a dinosaur-infested valley by 
that name. Maple White Land is the home of  dinosaurs from 
Arthur Conan Doyle's The Lost World (1912). Lord Greystoke, aka 
Tarzan, encountered dinosaurs in Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan the 
Terrible (1921) and Tarzan at the Earth's Core (1929). Bowen Tyler 
ended up on the dinosaur-inhabited island of  Caspak, also known as 
Caprona, in Burroughs' The Land That Time Forgot (1918). David 
Innes is from At the Earth's Core, to which Tarzan at the Earth's Core 
is a sequel. John Gordon is better known as Jongor of  the Lost 
Land. Cricket Creek is another haven for surviving dinosaurs (at 
least one of  them), as seen in Evelyn Sibley Lampman's children's 
book The Shy Stegosaurus of  Cricket Creek (1955).  
 
It is mentioned the Pumpkin Master traps Immorté in a “goblin 
universe”; this term is derived from Ted Holiday and Colin Wilson's 
book on the paranormal, The Goblin Universe (1982), which I first 
heard about through Jerome Clark and Loren Coleman's guide book 
to unknown species, Cryptozoology A to Z (1999). 
 
Hugo Danner is the proto-Superman character from Philip Wylie's 
Gladiator (1930); he fought in World War I as part of  his original 
novel. Biggles, aka James Bigglesworth, is a World War I pilot who 
appeared in hundreds of  pulp stories, beginning with W.E. Johns' 
“The White Fokker” (1932). Dark Eagle is the name The Shadow 
used when serving as a pilot in the First World War. Herr Doktor 
Krueger and Der Stahlmaske are enemies of  Robert J. Hogan's pilot 
G-8, who first appeared in The Bat Staffel (Oct. 1933). Hans von 
Hammer is a World War I German pilot from the stories of  DC 
Comics. 
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Several B-Western villains are mentioned. Henry Steele is from the 
1932 film Mystery Ranch. Ace Lewis is from The Irish Gringo (1935). 
Buck Houston served as a foil against the title character of  The 
Phantom Cowboy (1935). Also mentioned is the eponymous menace 
of  The Rawhide Terror (1934). 
 
Anton Zarnak, an occult detective similar to Dr. Strange, was 
created by Lin Carter and first appeared in “Dope War of  the Black 
Tong” (1976). Loretta van Helsing is revealed here to be the mother 
of  Rachel van Helsing, one of  the protagonists of  Marvel Comics' 
The Tomb of  Dracula (1972-1979). 
 
The Karnsteins originate from Sheridan LeFanu's Carmilla. Zikali, 
the Thing-That-Should-Never-Have-Been-Born, is a warlock enemy 
of  Allan Quatermain who first fought the explorer in H. Rider 
Haggard's Marie (1912). Hazel Hexen's Alpha-Space incarnation 
refers to the fact that Hazel Hexen is native to Earth-Alpha, but she 
nonetheless appears in several stories set on Earth-X, including 
“The Curse of  Orlac.” This is an attempt to explain those 
appearances as psychic projections from Earth-Alpha. 
 
We meet Immortée, born Theresa Blood-Orloff-van Helsing. 
 
Billy the Kid's battle with the King of  Vampires took place in the 
film Billy the Kid vs. Dracula (1966). Lorimar van Helsing is the hero 
of  Dracula A.D. 1972 (1972), which was a sequel to the series of  
Dracula movies made by Hammer Horror that began with Horror of  
Dracula (1958). Noel and his former roommate Turner are from the 
film Performance (1970); here Noel is revealed to be Marvel Comics' 
vampire hunter Blade in disguise. Rachel's group is the team from 
Tomb of  Dracula, consisting of  Rachel, Quincy Harker, Dracula's 
descendant Frank Drake, and many others, including eventually 
Blade. 
 
Sally Hardesty, Drayton Sawyer (the older man), and Leatherface are 
from the film The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974). The Sawyer with 
a deformed head is Chop Top, who first appeared in The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre 2 (1986). 
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Immortée theorizes that the Sawyers are related to Mark Twain's 
Tom Sawyer, as well the Femms from J.B. Priestley's Benighted (1927), 
and the Merryes from Spider Baby. Sawney Bean and Christie-Cleek 
are cannibal legends from Scotland. The joined family of  
Wortmann-Karamanlis is a reference to the cannibalistic Klaus 
Wortmann—also called Nikos Karamanlis, depending on the 
language dub—from the film Anthropophagous (1980). 
 
The Finger People and Ernst Prell are from Shriek of  the Mutilated. 
Emmet McGinty and Bill Nugent are from the Bigfoot movie Night 
of  the Demon (1980). Dr. Brian Lockhart is from Boggy Creek II: And 
the Legend Continues. The Rill Ski Lodge and its Bigfoot attack are 
from the movie Snowbeast (1977). Ivan Marx's quest to find 
Sasquatch took place in the pseudo-documentary The Legend of  
Bigfoot (1976). Bill Wyman is from Curse of  Bigfoot (1975), which I 
place as happening in the 1950s because that movie was largely 
made up of  footage from the film Teenagers Battle the Thing (1958). 
The Rollason-Friend expedition to Tibet was the focus of  The 
Abominable Snowman (1957). Maripasia lumina lupa is the lycanthropy-
inducing herb from Werewolf  of  London (1935). The werewolf  
Waldemar Daninsky first appeared in Mark of  the Wolf  Man (1968), 
but he was given his lycanthropy from a Yeti-bite in The Fury of  the 
Wolfman (1970); that the Daninsky movies have almost no continuity 
with each other is my reason for mentioning that there were several 
werewolves by that name. The Frank Parrish expedition is from The 
Snow Creature (1954). 
 
The Mi-Go are here given an origin as being gorilla-men created by 
R.G.V. Moreau mutated by the energies released when the New 
Leatherstocking shattered the Gorilla-City's connection to Earth. 
However, it is also said this is only one of  their origins. The Mi-Go 
are also mentioned as worshiping Tsuu-Aas. 
 
The robotic Yeti of  Yog-Sothoth, Yog-Sothoth's guise as the Great 
Intelligence, and Edward Travers are all from Doctor Who. Steve 
Austin is the title character of  Martin Caidin's Cyborg (1972), which 
was turned into The Six Million Dollar Man; he encountered the robot 
Sasquatch in “The Secret of  Bigfoot” (1976).  
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Professor Wells and Yeti attack aboard the Trans-Siberian Express 
he experienced are from the film Horror Express (1972), wherein 
Wells is played by Peter Cushing; he is related to the van Helsings 
because Peter Cushing also plays Lawrence and Lorimar van 
Helsing. (That probably means that John Rollason of  The Abominable 
Snowman is a relative too.) Erik von Steiner, Wells' son, is the head of  
the time-travel project in the movie The Time Travelers (1964). His 
history will be explored later. 

 

Even as I lay waste to Isis once again, I am 

personally assaulted by the files of Isis' 

inhabitant. Since starting this project, my 

collection of texts has grown almost 

exponentially, as my original desire to 

avoid exposing myself to the stories from 

whence these persons came has diminished. By 

embedding myself in the history of Terrax, 

laid out by LAM, I get closer to its power. 

I can increase my access to that power by 

collecting documents of secondary interest, 

which have their own connections to LAM's 

writings. For example, I've now found an 

obscure document by Edward Tamaron—probably 

originally written by Aleister Crowley—which 

identifies Isis as the planet LAM claimed to 

come from when he met Crowley/Tamaron. So 

this planet is from an external primary 

source, and has been this whole time.  

 

I write to distract myself. Cold though I 

am, I am afflicted with shame and anger. I 

do not have LAM. 

 

He was in his vault, alright. The darkness 

down there was nearly impenetrable at first—

Goza's Hemkra Crystals offered little in the 

way of illumination. (I should look into 

infusing those crystals with idea-material 

from Donia's race—those bioluminescent skin-
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spots could be useful.) But the power we 

possess meant even supernatural darkness was 

no obstacle. Though at first the cold 

chamber seemed to stretch on forever, it was 

revealed to be nothing more than a cramped 

concrete bunker. He was leaning against the 

far wall, as if he'd been waiting for us 

this whole time. 

 

He took the form of Bezecny—probably more 

technically he took the form of Amos 

“Slimechap” Berkley, who is described in 

Kinyonga Tales and Words from the Inner 

Circle. They were a male-seeming figure but 

I remembered only then that LAM declared 

themselves a “female Lord” in one of the 

footnotes to Kinyonga Tales. I called 

Bezecny “them” before I knew they were a 

fake and perhaps that's a good pronoun now. 

They wore simple clothes. They seemed to 

like dressing in blue, and the lenses of 

their glasses were unusually round. 

 

In the moment I wanted to call to Goza to 

take them, but they started speaking and we 

were compelled to listen. 

 

“I'm not gonna rewrite you. Your fate is set 

in stone.” 

 

I asked them what they were talking about. 

 

“You think you're writing yourself, but the 

problem with autobiography is: the closer 

you get to fiction, the more you become it. 

And that means you become less real. In my 

day job people walk past me or into me like 

I'm not there. They don't hear me sometimes 

when I speak, like I'm trapped in another 
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world. So I write, and here I am. You know, 

Edward Tamaron once cut my hands off.” 

 

I asked them if LAM and Amos Berkley were 

the same—and if they were Amos Berkley. They 

looked at me like I was an idiot. 

 

I admittedly lost my temper. I ordered them 

to surrender the power of Terrax to me, so 

that I could create a fiat reality or make 

Goza the One Enemy or both. They started 

laughing. 

 

“You were always one of my favorites, Lusca. 

Your archetype—the idea around you—and in 

you, too, in your deeper layers. I may bring 

you back for something someday, or at least 

have a cameo, like you screaming curses from 

the depths of a library or something. Goza, 

you've grown on me, and I may try to salvage 

you.” 

 

Curiously, Goza nodded, as if she 

understood. I stared at them, and asked if 

they they were insinuating that they were a 

god. 

 

“Oh no. There are real gods in the 

Multiverse, plus there's the Ultra. I'm more 

a class of being that just sort of naturally 

appears from time to time. Like 

Moonchildren, or Gauds, or Tarasques. Now, I 

have written you, I have written the 

Multiverse, but I did not create it. We all 

choose to create it, regardless of 

profession—whether you're like me or—” 

 

At this, Goza struck—despite the previous 

acknowledgment of them that was curiously 
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sympathetic. She was doing my bidding, and 

she lashed out at them with Master Ldek's 

sacred blade. But they dodged every slash, 

and they spoke as they dodged. And it was 

like their words somehow were what let them 

dodge so nimbly. 

 

“I thought I'd pushed it to the limit with 

Kinyonga Tales, but with you, Lusca, I can 

take it even further,” they said. “I think 

we want the same thing in the end. I want 

closeness to that world too. But now you 

present such a tempting opportunity... 

 

“I could cite other times situations like 

this have happened. Grant Morrison shows up 

in Animal Man, Stephen King is a character 

in Dark Tower, and then there's fanfic, if 

you really want to get into it...like this, 

I suppose. Wankery.” 

 

I could make out every word they said. They 

seemed to lose no breath in evading my 

apprentice, and they weren’t sweating. But 

in the heat of the moment, I assumed they 

were calling me a wanker, and so I struck 

them with a heat-burst which knocked them 

off their feet. When they looked up they saw 

Goza's sword ready for them. 

 

“You're writing your own ending,” they said, 

smiling. “You choose your own adventure. And 

in doing so, you will seal your fate.” 

 

Then they stared at me, and I couldn't move. 

I couldn't even think, save for generating 

the thoughts necessary to hear what they 

said. 
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“I purposefully only gave you a few degrees 

of separation, so you could be decoded. 

Before capping off these stories—I wanted to 

leave one last mystery unsolved.” 

 

The sword came down at my telepathic roar, 

but they vanished before it struck them. 

More properly they dissolved to mist, and 

the mist dissolved into loose atoms. 

 

Goza and I spent days combing the planet for 

any trace of them, for my machines had 

captured their essence-signal when we 

breached the vault—but they were gone. Gone 

from Universe-X, and gone from the 

surrounding Multiverse too. 
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“Operation Bell Witch” (Odd Tales 

Productions Website, Jun. 2018) 

 

As Immorté is cursed from afar, his attacker 

identifies herself as “Zahl Doone of the Far 

Moors.” Making a connection to Lorna Doone 

of Exmoor, Bloody Mary and Brian set out to 

England to enlist Nadine Ingomar's help, 

reluctantly. Nadine, who knows of Zahl Doone 

(who was Riven Blood's lover), is able to 

offer Mary a chance to consult with Kate 

Batts, who was Bloody Mary in the early 19th 

Century, and whose Bloody Mary powers 

created a residual double of Mary known as 

the “Bell Witch.” She directs Mary to 

Kebertsville, Maryland, where the Klan shows 

up in the company of the witch Doone. Using 

his magic, Anthony Bell draws the Bell Witch 

to Kebertsville, but also creates a new 

spirit of his own, the “Anthony Bell Witch.” 

Despite this, Mary, Immorté, and Brian 

defeat them, but Zahl Doone hits Mary and 

Immorté with one last hex, which seemingly 

send them into the future of 1947. 

 

Zahl Doone is a descendant of  the eponymous character of  Richard 
Doddridge Blackmore's Lorna Doone (1869). Her name is meant to 
invoke Zaladane, an obscure X-Men villain who first appeared in 
Astonishing Tales #3 (Dec. 1970). Zaladane is ostensibly the sister of  
Lorna Dane, the X-Man known as Polaris; this is why Zahl Doone 
was in a relationship with Riven Blood, who is a reincarnated Alex 
Summers, Polaris' lover. The reference to her “Caspak magic” not 
only references Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Land That Time Forgot, 
but also the magic Zaladane learned in the Savage Land, another 
secluded land populated by dinosaurs, which Caspak is a parallel for. 
Zaladane's Savage Land beliefs are also the source of  the Stone God 
from the next Bloody Mary prose story. 
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Typhoid Mary has been mentioned in previous Bloody Mary stories 
but is given more background here—she will appear again later. 
 
Kate Batts, the Bell Witch, was a ghost who supposedly haunted the 
family of  Tennessee farmer John Bell from 1817 to 1821. However, 
the references to “Kebertsville” (Burkittsville), Maryland and Henry 
“Donner-Hughes” (Donahue) are meant to invoke the film The Blair 
Witch Project (1999). Anthony Bell's creation of  a secondary witch-
ghost, the Anthony Bell Witch, is a reference to the amazing horror 
movie The Tony Blair Witch Project (2000).  
 
My encounter with LAM has given me nothing 

less than new information; thus, it was not 

a failure. Any chance to learn is a success, 

in my mind. Especially if it gives you the 

opportunity to kill somebody. I am more 

convinced than ever of one of my theories. 

 

In order to test it, however, I will need to 

learn how to bridge universes. In the second 

timeline of my universe, I was able to 

bridge minds easily, as when I worked on 

Frere and his lady friend, and universes are 

nothing more than connections of minds if 

they are of any value. But the power need 

for this will be immense. I am trying to 

cause a Syzygy, and it took Edward Tamaron 

to create the last one the Multiverse 

suffered. 
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“Chamber of Death” (Bloody Mary Adventures 

Special, Jun. 2018) 

 

Bloody Mary, Loretta van Helsing, and Ormond 

Murks start spying on a couple named Johnny 

and Lisa. They believe that the man, 

sometimes called Johnny Leonox, is an 

embodiment of the creature also known as 

Leonox, who in turn is an avatar of cosmic 

evil. He is opposed usually by a woman named 

Lisa, who they believe is now in the woman 

of the same name. The only problem is that 

Lisa is acting malevolently, while Johnny 

appears to be a calm, ordinary, if somewhat 

unattractive man. They are concerned that 

this inversion of their usual natures might 

mean cosmic devastation. There is also a 

third force called Mr. Mower who takes the 

form of Johnny and Lisa's friend Denny, who 

seems to be manipulating the situation to 

amplify the inversion. In the end, to 

restore order, the three are forced to 

convince Johnny to become a killer, 

restoring Leonox's evil spirit. Denny says 

that cyclical shift happens all the time, 

and now, mortal observers have intervened in 

the cycle, meaning that mortals are closer 

than ever to the world of magic. 

 

Johnny, Lisa, and Denny, along with much of  their dialogue, is from 
Tommy Wiseau's film The Room (2003), including Johnny's tendency 
to greet everyone by saying, “Oh hai.” Mike, Michelle, Claudette, 
and Mark are also from The Room. No one really has last names in 
The Room but the names I have provided here are references. 
Johnny's name, Allen-Wellington, implies a connection to Linda 
Allen from the film Lady Street Fighter (1985) and Anne Wellington 
from that film's sequel/remake Run Coyote Run (1987). Both 
characters are played by Renee Harmon, who has a thick German 
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accent that somehow resembles Tommy Wiseau's thick French (?) 
accent. Lisa's surname of  Ripley invokes Tom Ripley, from Patricia 
Highsmith's The Talented Mr. Ripley (1955) and its sequels. (The 
“Cousin Tom” mentions later is too young to be the Tom Ripley.) 
Tommy Wiseau based the character of  Lisa on Tom Ripley.  
 
Leonox, Lisa, Mr Mower, and their dynamic are from Paul Bera's 
Leonox series that began in 1971; though the inversion principle is 
my own invention. Leonox's guise of  Prince Satiin, Lisa's guise of  
Doctor Omega, and Fugol'leofa/Mower's guise of  Abbot Seven are 
all from The Divine Mrs. E. 
 
The phrases “Don't worry about it” and “I don't want to talk about 
it” hold a shocking amount of  power in the world of  The Room. 
 
Armenian Chris is a 1940s version of  the gangster Chris-R from The 
Room. His name reflects the Armenian ancestry of  Chris-R actor 
Dan Janjigian.  
 
The comparison to Mr. K's own tantrum, from Citizen Kane and 
“Mary Christmas,” is apt, given that the tantrum scene from the end 
of  The Room was based on that from Citizen Kane. I was unable to 
find a way to work in a reference to Rebel Without a Cause (1955), 
which influenced the famous “You are tearing me apart, Lisa!” 
scene, but here I can say that perhaps Jim Stark was a relative of  
Benedict, Tony, and Jefferson Stark, previously mentioned.  
 

It was upon reviewing LAM's fiction that I 

knew I had to seek out Ska. Ska is the same 

type of being as Kul'ul, Gekkos, Tzaa, and 

other abominable demons of the pit (who I 

nonetheless have invoked on many an 

occasion). But he is a fiction-god. He had a 

Tomb buried under the town of Astaroth, 

which was why Edward Tamaron ended up there 

in his first body. He built a house over the 

Tomb of Ska, though he was fairly casual 

about revealing its existence, as he told 

Jagged Skull about it. He wanted to free Ska 
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and transfer his essence into him so that he 

could possess the powers of a god, having 

only the faintest inkling of understanding 

that he was, in fact, the First Enemy of the 

Multiverse. 

 

The effort killed him. His body was 

disintegrated and Ska trapped his spirit in 

his own essence; he was only freed when 

someone from outside the town of Astaroth 

managed to stop Ska in a psychic fight. A 

writer. How appropriate. 

 

Tamaron lived, of course, becoming James 

Marvel. And Ska returned to his Tomb. It 

seems his death at the ends of the entity 

known as “The Predator” was part of a cycle—

Ska will free himself, only to be slain by 

The Predator, forcing him to rejuvenate 

himself within his Tomb. I've learned it 

happened many times throughout the 

Multiverse. Every time, all of his victims 

return as ghosts and their ghosts become The 

Predator. It is their avenger—perhaps a 

shade somehow of Bloody Mary. Ska lives in 

true agony—that must be a weakness of 

fiction-beings of his ilk. Tropes. In this 

case mythic ones. 

 

Eventually, Tamaron's own cycle of death led 

him to the body of a Tarasque, a Moonchild-

like creature. In this disfigured form he 

was trapped in Ska's Tomb on Earth-Alpha 

following his defeat on Earth-Gamma, at the 

hands of Cernunnos, Rostam, Dionysus, and 

Manos. There he would remain, perfectly 

paralyzed, until the 40th Century. To play 

it safe, I visited Astaroth, Vermont in the 

50th Century, long after the so-called 
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“Burzonics,” as Tamaron became, had fallen—

defeated in final battle with his enemy 

Spaceman. I write presently from the Tomb. 

 

Ska's spirit has accepted me as a disiciple. 
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“The Conquest of Time and the Universe” 

(Bloody Mary Adventures Special, Jun. 2018) 

 

Bloody Mary is traveling with her friend 

Ernest Darwood, who has a time machine. 

Despite what she saw in 1983 and the 22nd 

Century, she and the Professor have 

discovered dimensional tilts where the 

universe survived Tsuu-Aas’ meddling. They 

are now in the year 100,000, hunting their 

enemy the Scandium Conqueror, better known 

as Lord Scand. Scand in turn is looking for 

a power source to keep himself from 

succumbing to chronal collapse, as in one of 

his past battles with Mary and Darwood he 

killed himself as a child, meaning he should 

not exist now. He tries to find power in the 

form of Erik von Steiner, a time traveler 

from the 20th Century from whom “Joseph 

Steiner” once borrowed a name, when the two 

worked together on matters of the occult. 

Von Steiner, though rid of Joseph 

Steiner/Paul Orloff's influence, contains a 

fragment of the wizard's soul, which Scand 

can turn into a power source. However, von 

Steiner himself intervenes, stopping Scand 

at the cost of his life. Scand escapes once 

more, vowing revenge. 

 

The title is based on a quote from Professor Darwood in A 
Clockwork Blue: “I, Ernest Isaac Darwood, have conquered time and 
the universe!” Some of  Darwood's history with Mary, which was 
never fully fleshed out, is described here; more is given later. 
 
The First Patagonian Empire is from Olaf  Stapledon's First and Last 
Men (1930), a history of  humanity in the far future; I can't help but 
wonder if  there's a connection of  some kind between the 
Patagonian Empire and Megapatagonia, from Nicolas-Edme Restif  
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de la Bretonne's The Discovery of  the Austral Continent by a Flying Man 
(1781). “The Dancing Lensmen” refers to the Lensmen series by 
E.E. “Doc” Smith. “Altair IV” is a reference to the planet from 
Forbidden Planet (1956), which may also be the homeworld of  the 
aliens from Stephen King's The Tommyknockers (1987). The high-
gravity pocket universe, which Mary and Darwood visit the entrance 
to, is from Stephen Baxter's Raft (1991), which is part of  his Xeelee 
Sequence. 
 
Some of  the Scandium Conqueror's history is given—he is from the 
41st Century, and he derives his name from the armor he made from 
the strangely-common scandium that existed in that era. However, 
as the essay at the end of  “Pain, Then Nothing” reveals, Scand is an 
alias for Kang the Conqueror, an enemy of  Marvel's Avengers. That 
essay mentions Kang's future self, Immortus, and links him to 
General Immortus, nemesis of  the Doom Patrol. Through this I 
have Scand (intended as a terse sci-fi name like Kang) be born in 
northern Africa to the corrupted Knight Templar Jacques de Molay, 
under the name Nathaniel de Molay—this name is partially derived 
Kang's identity of  Nathaniel Richards in the comics. Using the 
kavuru serum from the Tarzan stories, he lives through the centuries 
until he is cut off  from his source of  immortality, bringing him into 
conflict with the Doom Patrol. He eventually defeated the Patrol 
and restored his youth and immortality, where he survived until the 
41st Century. There, he became Scand and gained access to time-
travel technology, becoming the pharaoh Rama-Tut briefly before 
resuming his Scand identity, and coming to blows with Bloody Mary 
and Professor Darwood. 
 
Erik von Steiner is from the film The Time Travelers, and here he is 
linked to Paul Orloff, aka Joseph Steiner from The Death Kiss. His 
identity of  Wells reflects that he is the son of  Professor Wells from 
Horror Express. Under Orloff's command, he studied under Jerry 
Xavier, from the film Doctor X (1932); as seen in that movie, Wells 
used “synthetic flesh” to become the cannibalistic Moon Killer. 
However, after his apparent death, Wells/von Steiner reformed and 
started working for Project Tic-Toc, from the TV series The Time 
Tunnel (1966-1967), which was influenced by The Time Travelers. At 
the end of  Time Travelers Dr. von Steiner is flung 100,000 years into 
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the future, which is where we find him now. (Dr. Wells and Dr. von 
Steiner are both played by Preston Foster.) 
 
Project Tic-Toc became the “QL-Project,” led by a “Dr. Be—”; 
these are meant to be the Quantum Leap Project and its originator, 
Dr. Sam Beckett, from the TV show Quantum Leap (1989-1993), 
about an uncontrollable time-machine like those featured in Time 
Travelers and Time Tunnel. 
 
Captain Ivan Orloff  and Stefan Orloff  were discussed in my notes 
to “The Cuckoo-Girl.” 
 
I have now been studying under Ska for what 

I feel is several months. Long ago we 

entered the spirit-world together. I have 

stood at the edge of the astral plane, and 

watched the Mystic Worlds—including Terrax—

drift by. 

 

Ska is hard to describe. He looks like a 

skeletal vulture, though his body is nothing 

but an empty turtle shell with a jagged 

spine running down it. He is not material—I 

can only see him at the corners of my 

vision, with his staring dead-fish eyes. But 

his voice is gentle, and not unpleasant. 

 

I wonder if it is a coincidence that in the 

Tarzan books, the Jungle Lord's name for 

vulture is “ska.” When I asked Ska, he only 

replied: 

 

“What do you imagine?” 

 

As Katherine Avalon reflects in her book 

Fuck Off S.R., gods speak in phrases that 

are instantly full of infinite meaning. To 

hear words like that spoken by such a 

creature sent shivers down my spine—which, 
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in the deep sensory illusions of the world 

his spirit brought me to, seemed to split at 

once into multiple spines. Multiple lines, 

all connecting to the same terminus points. 

And yet if they could be separated—I saw 

purpose in that. 

 

Suddenly my spines were not part of me at 

all, but they were lines—familiar ones. 

Lines in space, in time, bound to the same 

beginning and ending. Nearly parallel, but 

tilted aside. They were not lines in time, 

then—they were lines made of time. 

 

I begin to understand the reason why I came 

to this place. 
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“The Psychic's Corpse” (Odd Tales 

Productions Website, Jul. 2018) 

 

In 1947, Bloody Mary and Immorté are 

prisoners of the Ku Klux Klan. However, with 

the aid of one of Zahl Doone's disgruntled 

helpers, they escape, and learn that Doone 

is planning on resurrecting the child she 

and her lover never had (as Thusa and Ladon 

did) in the body of the dead psychic Alexis 

Xavier. Doone was unable to kill Xavier—who 

she needed for his unique psychic profile—

before his time, and so had to go to the 

future to make use of his corpse. They track 

down Doone and are forced to kill her to 

stop the Stone God. They realize that they 

are both stranded in 1947, but decide to 

find their own ways out, as they have 

defeated all of Immorté's enemies. They part 

ways and begin their respective journeys 

back to their home era. 

 
Alexis Xavier is the title character of  the film The Amazing Mr. X. 
Alexis is a fraudulent psychic who nonetheless has a heart of  gold; 
there are hints in the film he has authentic psychic powers, and his 
relationship to another Xavier gives him genetic precedent for 
psionics. 
 
The “academy in Northern Scotland” is Hogwarts, from the Harry 
Potter books. 
 
The Stone God is tied to the Samhain cult mentioned in The Divine 
Mrs. E, which combines aspects of  Halloween III: Season of  the Witch 
and The Real Ghostbusters. 
 
Jerold Xavier is the scientist who investigates the Moon Killer 
Murders in the film Doctor X. Maurice Xavier's vampiric troubles 
were depicted in The Return of  Doctor X (1939). Brian Xavier and his 
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son Charles are from the X-Men comics; Charles Xavier is the 
mutant psychic known as Professor X. Either Jerold, Maurice, or 
Alexis was the father of  Dr. James Bragan, whose experiments on a 
relative of  the living island Krakoa were the subject of  the film The 
Revenge of  Doctor X (1970). 
 
The Stone God is also linked to the titular phenomenon from the 
film The Face of  Marble. Gielgud, Zahl Doone's apprentice, is 
Credence Leonore Gielgud from Troll 2, and her shrunken, spear-
wielding servants are from the goblins from that film. 
 
Ska taught me how to make psychoplasmic 

forms—out of writing. Like that Inner Earth 

society LAM mentioned, I can bring worlds 

into being with letters on a page. It will 

be necessary for me to perform the final 

errand that I will carry out here in the 

realm of spirits. Thus have I spun—or 

perhaps summoned—an incarnation of AA-D4-1. 

He has been supplying me with the Isis files 

between training sessions. 

 

It seems as if the Celtic worshipers of the 

Stone God (misidentified as Druids) had a 

fracture at some point in their history, 

leading to a splinter group of “Druids.” 

These Druids, the Sangroids, survived until 

the 20th Century, making sacrifices to 

resurrect their queen—this was the subject 

of the film Invasion of the Blood Farmers 

(1972). 

 

I am nearing the end of my time with Ska. He 

has but one final text for me: a short story 

called “Continuity, Incorporated,” by 

Katherine Avalon (Odd Tales of Wonder #4). 

Apparently it's her satire on the scandals 

surrounding Captain America and the Secret 

Empire storyline, which made Captain America 
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a white supremacist—at least that’s the 

interpretation I’ve ended up with. I 

remember the metaphor of the spines and I 

believe I understand what I can do with the 

technology Avalon writes about. 
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“Pain, Then Nothing” (Archive of Our Own, 

Jul. 2018) 

 

Amos Bradford takes in a guest at his inn, 

the Black Raven, which specializes at 

smuggling criminals into Canada. His guest, 

who is escorted by a man named Adam, reveals 

that he is the mutant John Wainwright, known 

as Odd John. He relates to Bradford the tale 

of how he created a psychic double in the 

future which he used to explore another 

life. In this life, as Charles Xavier, John 

organized a team of fellow mutants called 

the X-Men and they had various adventures 

together, until one of their allies, the 

Scarlet Witch, undid Charles Xavier's birth 

with her powers, removing them from time. 

But some of his students were reborn in new 

forms; specifically, Scott Summers and Jean 

Grey, and their family, have returned in the 

form of a “Ghost Family.” Wainwright is 

telling Amos this because his missing wife 

Polyphema Bradford is a reincarnation of 

Scott Summers. Bradford dismisses the 

insinuation that his wife was a man, or the 

reincarnation of one, but then Charles 

Xavier appears and joins bodily with 

Wainwright, regenerating him into a new 

form, who can travel between universes. He 

vows to “Watch” the timelines and pass on 

the stories he witnesses. He then erases 

Amos' memories of the incident, leaving the 

innkeeper wondering why he feels sudden 

closure for his missing family.  

 

The story also includes an essay trying to 

fit the X-Men into previous crossover 

fiction theories, which is self-annotated. 
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The Black Raven and its owner Amos Bradford, also called the 
Black Raven, along with Andy the groundskeeper, are from the film 
The Black Raven; many of  the details described in this story are 
borrowed from that film. 
 
Bradford's first guest, Adam Neramani, is better known as Adam-X 
the X-Treme. His attempts to light his heroin-spoon with his blood 
refers to his powers, wherein he can light oxygenated blood on fire. 
 
Odd John Wainwright is from Olaf  Stapledon's Odd John (1935). 
Wainwright is a psychic mutant, Homo superior, who tries to take over 
the world. He seemingly perishes when his mutant colony is 
destroyed, but he evidently persisted for some time after. The title 
of  this story is derived from the last line of  Odd John: “Suddenly 
there was blinding light and noise and pain, then nothing.” 
 
James Xavier was the subject of  X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes 
(1963). Cain Marko, the Juggernaut, is also from the X-Men comics, 
as is Magneto. 
 
Zahl Doone and the Stone God fought Bloody Mary in my story 
“The Psychic's Corpse.” Jean Grey is mentioned as being a 
descendant of  the titular figure of  Oscar Wilde's The Picture of  
Dorian Gray (1890).  
 
The psychic vampire Jean and Xavier fought is from Cyril M. 
Kornbluth's “The Mindworm” (1950). Here he is synonymous with 
the Spider-Man villain also called the Mindworm. 
 
James Clarke Wildman is the “real” name of  Doc Savage; Monk 
Mayfair, as mentioned here, is one of  Doc's associates. Hank 
McCoy may be a counterpart of  William Grier “Pauncho” van 
Veelar, son of  Monk's alternate universe self  “Jocko” Simmons—
Simmons and van Veelar were seen in Philip Jose Farmer's A Feast 
Unknown (1969) and its sequels. 
 
Fevvers is the winged performer from Angela Carter's Nights at the 
Circus (1984). Elijah Snow is the main character of  Warren Ellis' 
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Planetary (1999-2009). 
 
Dr. Solar, whom Cyclops modeled his costume on, first appeared in 
Doctor Solar, Man of  the Atom #1 (Oct. 1962), by Gold Key Comics. 
Legion, aka David Haller, is Professor X's son from the comics; 
Cassandra Nova is also from the comics. The Professor's second 
son, Thomas, is the titular protagonist of  Dean Koontz's Odd 
Thomas (2003) and its sequels. 
 
The Shiar of  the X-Men comics are mentioned to originate on 
Mongo, from the Flash Gordon comic strip and its many adaptations. 
This idea is borrowed from Dennis Power, as seen in the essay 
attached to this story. Senator Kelly is also from the X-Men comics.  
 
Doctor Who is the source of  the Watcher and its role in regeneration. 
X-51 is better known to fans of  Marvel Comics as Machine-Man; 
that he was a companion of  the Doctor is a detail from my story 
“Claws of  the Cat, Fangs of  the Bat.” 
 
“Quire” is Quentin Quire, from the X-Men comics. At the end of  
his first story arc he undergoes a secondary mutation which causes 
him to ascend to a higher form of  life. The Watcher whom 
Wainwright/Xavier transforms into is also from Marvel Comics. 
“Lee and Kirby” are of  course Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, who created 
the majority of  the early Marvel Universe. 
 
Ska's work with me is complete. I have 

visited the necessary tilt of Terra-X and 

acquired one of the devices that Avalon 

called a “dimension-splitter.” With some 

minor elaborations on its basic principles, 

I can create a separate Earth from an 

individual timeline. Thus the world of 

Bluehole and the world of Helioarch Maske 

are now entirely different. By my hand, 

Earth-19842319162314 is twinned 

cosmologically by Earth-19842319162314-2. 

Now Goza and I—I so missed Goza in the years 

I spent with Ska, though that time went by 
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in mere hours for her—are using our pooled 

abilities to move Earth-151249451 into 

position. On Bu'pe'netilüv, there are now 

occult signs in place to transform the Lost 

One invasion, when it happens, into a Syzygy 

event. It will draw Earth-19842319162314-2 

and Earth-151249451 near and create a string 

of worlds, or Cascade, which will commence 

in sequence with Earth-19842319162314-A, 

leading to Earth-19842319162314-B and so on. 

Once these new Earths are cast, I will visit 

the first in the Cascade, and see the 

fulfillment of Ska's promise to me. 
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“Typhoid Mary” (Odd Tales Productions 

Website, Jul. 2018) 

 

After leaving from the relative point of 

1944—having returned some time ago to 1942 

from 1947—Bloody Mary is in 1979 with 

Penelope Darwood, the widow of her old 

friend Professor Ernest Darwood. They are 

threatened by a strange goo which tries to 

follow them when they escape back to 1944. 

Mary deduces that this is the work of 

Typhoid Mary, who once held the mantle of 

Bloody Mary until her anger and hatred 

twisted her into something else. With the 

aid of Nadine Ingomar, Brian, her dad, 

Penelope, and Immorté, she finds out that to 

trap Typhoid Mary, she will have to do so in 

her own realm, the Fever-Realm, and she will 

need a Hemkra Quartz to do that. She goes 

with Brian, Sanger, and Penelope to the 

planet Roman to recover one, fighting the 

Ro-Men, who were created by the Mi-Go and 

thus serve the Great Old Ones. Using the 

Quartz she succeeds in imprisoning Typhoid 

Mary so that she can never get out. Penelope 

Darwood wants to join Mary on more 

adventures, but Mary teases her with the 

fact that they will not formally start 

adventuring together until 1946. She goes to 

find out what happens until then. 

 

First, there are some details which Bloody Mary summarizes, which 
represent “catching up” from the last point in 1942 to the present 
of  1944. Loretta van Helsing left to her own pursuits after Mary 
helped her kill Tesla. Ormond Murks lost his trust in the group after 
an adventure on something called “the Mesa of  the Zombies,” 
leading to his death, as seen in Valley of  the Zombies. After Mary was 
stranded in 1947 she tried to return home using her time-travel 
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abilities but because they were unreliable she was sent thirty years 
into the future, where she met Professor Darwood and started 
adventuring with his time-machine, which eventually brought her 
home to 1942. Darwood and Mary became enemies of  Lord Scand, 
and it was in a scheme against them that he accidentally killed his 
younger self. Scand was finally killed when he tried to summon and 
control the time-demon Kul'ul (from my own fiction); Kul'ul killed 
and absorbed Scand but did the same to Darwood. Now Mary 
spends time with Darwood's widow Penelope. Scand is revealed to 
have been called various forms of  the Chinese syllable “Kang,” 
which means both “scandium” and “resistance”; reflecting both his 
armor and his status as a freedom fighter against the Tsan-Chan, 
while also furthering his connection to Kang the Conqueror.  
 
This story finally gets to the character of  Typhoid Mary, a sort of  
evil counterpart to Bloody Mary. The story also recounts all the 
details we've learned about Bloody Mary, including mentioning an 
error in the early stories wherein I, naive child that I am, thought 
that Bloody Mary (Mary I of  England) was the same as Mary, 
Queen of  Scots. 
 
The Tsan-Chan Empire, whom Scand fought in the 41st Century, is 
from the Cthulhu Mythos. The Tsan-Chan are a tyrannical force 
which will rule the world of  the 5th Millennium. 
 
Penelope Darwood's name, and the fact that her husband taught at 
Berkeley, are joking references to the early drafts of  the 1996 Doctor 
Who movie, which was going to feature the Doctor's father Ulysses 
as a professor at Berkeley, with his wife Penelope. These concepts 
returned to Doctor Who canon in tongue-in-cheek form in Lance 
Parkin's books The Infinity Doctors (1998) and The Gallifrey Chronicles 
(2005). 
 
All of  the different Marys who Bloody Mary is ultimately linked to 
are named; some have been mentioned before. They include 
Resurrection Mary (named for the famous hitchhiking ghost), Gray 
Mary (named after the so-called “Gray Lady” class of  specters), Red 
Mary, Blue Mary, and The Mary. Some of  these may appear in my 
future fiction. 
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The “Spates-Tobin plasma weapon” is a prototype proton-pack 
from Ghostbusters. The name references the Spates Catalog and 
Tobin's Spirit Guide, both handbooks on the paranormal from 
Ghostbusters. 
 
The planet Roman (or Ro-Man) and the Ro-Men are from the 
movie Robot Monster (1953), about the successful conquest of  Earth 
and slaughter of  humanity carried out by Ro-Man Extension XJ-2. 
The Lithlux are the Gems from Steven Universe; here they are credited 
with teaching Fëanor (the Burning Elf) the secret of  “arbor-light,” 
leading to the creation of  the Silmarils in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The 
Silmarillion. They also are responsible for the crystals that power the 
lightsabers of  Star Wars. The “Champions of  Bendoo” are a 
reference to the name of  the Jedi Order from the original drafts of  
Star Wars, wherein they were not Jedi Knights, but the Jedi-Bendu.  
 
The reference to Romulus and Remus indicates that Roman was 
originally in the star system of  the planets by those names from Star 
Trek; the former is the homeworld of  the Vulcan-like Romulan race. 
 
The mentions of  Red Hook and Gorgo and Mormo refer to H.P. 
Lovecraft’s “The Horror at Red Hook” (1925); Santa Cota and 
Melissa Strickland are from the film The Touch of  Satan (1971), which 
tells the tale of  Santa Cota witch Melissa Strickland, who invokes 
Gorgo and Mormo. Lovecraft's original reference was meant to be 
the Greek Gorgon, and to another Greek monster called Mormo, 
which was a boogeyman sort of  figure. That is why it is mentioned 
in conjuction with “B'gol,” or more properly Bughuul, from the 
horror film Sinister (2012). In 17th Century Salem, the witch Abigail 
infused a portion of  B'gol's power into a local man, who was 
rumored afterward to have “sold his soul to the devil.” His ghost 
proceeded to become the hideous killer of  children whose 
adventures were told in neutered form in Mr. Boogedy (1986). 
 
The bubble-machine is from Robot Monster, but here it is also linked 
to the “bubbling” capture power some Gems have in Steven Universe. 
The Cyykolos are the Psychlos from L. Ron Hubbard's Battlefield 
Earth: A Saga of  the Year 3000 (1982), who, if  the 2000 film 
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adaptation is any indication, are proper morons, rather like the Ro-
Men themselves. 
 
The destruction of  Roman averted the events of  Robot Monster from 
happening in this timeline. It also, as Typhoid Mary says, destabilizes 
the Romulan sun, leading to the destruction of  the Romulus system 
in the 24th Century as seen in the 2009 Star Trek film. 
 
The Champions of Bendoo, and consequently 

the Lithlux, knew Incomputare secrets, 

apparently. As did Abigail, the Salem Witch—

she must have been one of them. I wonder if 

she was her era's Bloody Mary, or if she's 

any relation to Hazel Hexen's Earth-X 

projection. 

 

I don't know why I'm still speculating on 

this now. I just returned from Earth-

19842319162314-A. 

 

I have met Mytde. 

 

Do you see the link between our names? I 

noticed it at once. Because he is me. He is 

my counterpart from that new Cascade Earth. 

He is considerably more minor-league—the 

nature of the Cascade keeps him relatively 

confined in his ambitions. Now I am flaying 

him alive, to find out the final links 

between us. 
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“Bug's Life” (Tales of the Shadowmen Volume 

15: Trompe l'Oeil, Dec. 2018) 

 

Kenneth Williams, who once had his brain 

transferred into an ant's body by the 

scientist Dr. de Villa, is recruited by the 

humanoid ant Spiridon to look into stories 

passing through the ant world of a man 

called “the Butcher” who is experimenting on 

ants in New Mexico. With Williams in an ant 

body once again, they infiltrate the 

Butcher’s operations and discover that he is 

Dr. R.G.V. Moreau, and he is turning the 

ants into radioactive giants. They bury his 

experiments and expose him to chemicals 

which ostensibly make him strongly sensitive 

to the sun, stopping him from using his ants 

to wreak havoc.  

 

Spiridon is from Andre Laurie's Spiridon (1907). Kenneth Williams, 
Dr. de Villa, and Mrs. Williams are from Bob Olsen's The Ant with 
the Human Soul. The histories of  these characters are recounted here. 
Gregor Samsa became a cockroach in Franz Kafka's The 
Metamorphosis (1915).  
 
Herakleophorbia is from H.G. Wells' Food of  the Gods. The giant ants 
created from it are from the film Them! (1954). The engineer 
Holroyd faced down dangerous ants in H.G. Wells' “The Empire of  
the Ants” (1905). Mye-Mye and Timothy Thümmel are from Árpád 
Ferenczy's The Ants of  Timothy Thümmel (1924). The Minunians, tiny 
humans, are from Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan and the Ant Men 
(1924). A link is proposed between these unique ants and the ant-
like Selenites from H.G. Wells' The First Men in the Moon.  
 
Fryser is a relative of  Marilyn Fryser from the 1977 film Empire of  
the Ants, very loosely based on the Wells story. Hobbs is a relative of  
Ernest Hobbs from the killer ant movie Phase IV (1974). 
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Mortimer Dart is a Moreau-like scientist from Brian Aldiss' Moreau's 
Other Island (1980). Dart will be mentioned again later. 
 

My sessions with Mytde are over. I have 

deciphered all I can. The poor man is dead—

now I know what my own death-scream will 

sound like. As if I didn't already know from 

experience. 

 

You see the code, don't you? Again, it's all 

in the name. Look all throughout, and find 

the progression. 

 

I now know the different degrees of Terrax 

mutation. There can be classified into about 

five basic categories. (We're rushing 

towards the climax now, but I still have 

time to take notes. I am still a good 

sorcerer.) 

 

The first is the simple “expy”; the carbon-

copy clone of an original character, usually 

meant to symbolize that original character. 

Some expies existed naturally on Earth-X, 

but very rarely in this pure, first-stage 

state. Most often one finds the second 

stage: the mythographed expy. This is the 

Sexton Blake to your Sherlock Holmes, the 

Captain Marvel to your Superman. Once we we 

reach the third stage they are scarcely 

recognizable. In literary terms these people 

are “original characters,” who do not have 

an easily traced singular root tying them to 

Earth-X. The fourth stage brings these 

“original characters” into their own 

mythography—these are part of the “stories” 

of “real life.” I have reason to believe, 

for example, that Napoleon Bonaparte 

represents a fourth-stage mutation.  
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Then there is the fifth stage. Mytde 

(pronounced “Mit-DAY”) was adamant that some 

people mutate into beings who are beyond all 

tropes, all previously known cultural 

conceptions. They are Qlippothic beings, 

existing in the void of the mind, in the 

realm of the things that should not be.  

 

A new milestone to reach for. But for now, 

what matters is this. 

 

I am a Terrax mutant. My own name is not 

part of the code—“Korbu” is not a name of 

significance for this context—but I am still 

someone who once lived before. The lifeforce 

and power of that world lives in me. Perhaps 

by writing of my belief in the arrival of 

such a revelation—my hope, if I can be so 

grossly sentimental—I made it so this was 

the route my story was taking all along. I 

will follow this path. The time has come for 

me to answer the last questions I have, 

before I commence the ritual. 
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“The Cosmos of Dr. Moreau” (Archive of Our 

Own, Dec. 2018) 

 

This essay is a biography of Dr. Robert 

George van Ee Moreau, cobbled together from 

details from the other stories Moreau has 

appeared or been mentioned in. Specifically, 

it details his experiments in the Gorilla 

City which influenced so much of the life of 

Immorté. 

 

Many of  the details of  this story have been annotated before, but 
some of  them are new.  For example, it is revealed that R.G.V. 
Moreau was responsible for the creation of  the Gargons. He was 
also responsible for the invisible Supreme Race agent being flung 
back in time whose life was depicted in Phantom from Space, as part of  
a deal with the Supreme Race. He guaranteed the birth of  Nathaniel 
de Molay, alias Lord Scand, in exchange for Scand helping him build 
the dimensional bubble the Gorilla-City exists in. Scand is stated to 
be an ancestor of  Reed Richards and Victor von Doom, as well as 
the father of  En Sabah Nur through his guise of  Rama-Tut. Scand's 
shooting down John Bly was to create a time-crease on which the 
Gorilla-City could be built. 
 
Rodney “Ed” Bradford and Steve Collins are the explorers from the 
serial Perils in the Jungle (1927), which was 
recycled/remade/elaborated on in the film The White Gorilla (1945). 
The titular white gorilla is linked to the same type of  albino ape 
from the film White Pongo (1945). (The gorilla suits in these two 
movies were the same.) Ed Bradford's father was the namesake of  
Amos Bradford Renault. Boris Borodoff, a hitherto-unrevealed role 
for Boris Orloff, is from the film The Beast of  Borneo (1934), which 
recycles footage from East of  Borneo (1931) in the same way The 
White Gorilla recycles footage from Perils in the Jungle. Lou “Brute” 
Hanley is from Perils and White Gorilla, but Hanley House is from 
the film Ghosts of  Hanley House (1968).  
 
Dartworth Devoli and Steven Carpenter are from Don Wilcox's 
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“The Whispering Gorilla” (1940); Devoli is said to be the same as 
Armando del Valle, aka Dr. del Villa. Karl Osler and Mortimer Dart 
are established here to be his sons. 
 
Charles Girard is the Moreau-esque scientist from the film Terror is a 
Man. Charles Gordon is from the Moreau-like film The Twilight People 
(1972), which is another of  the Blood Island movies which began 
with Terror is a Man. 
 
Prince Koromezzo, Madame St. Amand, Marquis Caroman 
Rubiano, Thomas Harker, Harker's girlfriend Wilma, and Dracula's 
gorilla-man army are from Powers of  Darkness (1900-1901) by 
Valdimar Asmundsson and possibly Bram Stoker. Powers of  Darkness 
is an elaborated version of  the Dracula story. Thomas Harker is 
here said to be descended from Thomas Hutter from Nosferatu, and 
the Dr. van Helsing seen in Powers is said to be a younger Muller von 
Helsing.  
 
Montgomery Osler is Montgomery from the 1996 Island of  Dr. 
Moreau, played by Val Kilmer. The Andalites and Yeerks, and the 
animal-human beings, are from Katherine Applegate and Michael 
Grant's book series Animorphs (1996-2001). 
 
It's amusing. I'm still looking over these 

last stories, which just reaffirm things we 

already saw in the main Terrax sequence. 

They add in new bits but I am now at the end 

of my quest. 

 

But I am having fun looking back on how Goza 

and I got to this point. When I began I was 

nothing more than Coppola's pawn. Now I'm 

scarring mysteries into the surface of the 

fiction-world itself. 

 

The Hanleys, for instance. Oh dear. 

 

Now I'm just waiting. Goza gathers her 

strength. We sit on my home-Earth, in an 
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apartment high in one of the great cities. I 

am watching the sunrise.  
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“Unbalanced” (Forthcoming, Domino Lady 

Volume 3, Airship 27 Productions) 

 

In 1938 the vigilante known as the Domino 

Lady (Ellen Patrick) is hunting a jewel-

thief, and chases her to her lair, where she 

learns that the thief is a member of the 

Order of the Madonna. The Order is dedicated 

to protecting women and their rights, and 

steal in order to preserve that goal. The 

Domino Lady is intrigued and agrees to help 

them take down Dr. Jilderay Norse, who plans 

to create a world which is even more 

oppressive to women than the one that exists 

now. It is revealed, as the Domino Lady and 

the Order's leader Smarra get in deeper, 

that Norse believes that the Earth is shaped 

by the “energies” of the Counter-Earth, a 

counterpart-planet which he wants to corrupt 

with “masculine energies.” He unleashes a 

giant Counter-Earth monster called Guiron to 

oppose the vigilante and Smarra. However, 

they defeat the monster and reveal that 

Norse's plans are pseudoscientific at best, 

though he still ends up imprisoned on one of 

the many interdimensional Counter-Earths. 

 
The Domino Lady was created by “Lars Anderson” and first 
appeared in the May, 1936 issue of  Saucy Romantic Adventures. The 
Domino Lady is Ellen Patrick, a Berkeley student who fights crime 
as the Domino Lady to avenge her murdered father, District 
Attorney Owen Patrick. Perhaps after time took her out of  the role 
of  the Domino Lady, she took on a teaching position at Berkeley 
and became a colleague of  Ernest Darwood. 
 
Janice Smart is meant to be an ancestor of  Jane Smart from John 
Updike's The Witches of  Eastwick (1984). 
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Smarra, as she appears here, is Sumuru, from Sax Rohmer's stories. 
Her role in the Order of  the Madonna was established previously, as 
was the reason for her using the name Smarra.  
 
Maria Flores is the leader of  an all-women squad of  fighters from 
the Jim Anthony stories; she played a role in my own Jim Anthony 
book. Linda Turner is better known as the costumed vigilante the 
Black Cat, who first appeared in Harvey Comics' Pockets Comics #1 
(Aug. 1941). Kyra Zelas is the hyper-adaptive superpowered woman 
from the Stanley G. Weinbaum story “The Adaptive Ultimate” 
(1935). Tara Obongo is the supernatural queen from the film 
Macumba Sexual. 
 
Duke Blangis is one of  the torturer nobles from the Marquis de 
Sade's The 120 Days of  Sodom. Christian, Lord Kelso, is a joke based 
on Oscar Wilde's The Picture of  Dorian Gray, wherein Dorian Gray is 
mentioned to be a relative of  a Lord Kelso. Thus this man's name 
would be Christian Gray, making him a probable relative of  the 
central character of  E.L. James' Fifty Shades of  Grey (2011) and its 
sequels. “Prouse” is Delton Prouse, the Crimson Clown, whose 
relationship with the Order of  the Madonna was revealed in The 
Divine Mrs. E. 
 
Dr. Jilderay “Bluebeard” Norse is an original character but he is 
named both for the fairy tale character of  Bluebeard and the real-
life serial killer Gilles de Rais (1405-1440), who may have inspired 
the Bluebeard tale. 
 
The Camonte Mob is from Armitage Trail's novel Scarface (1929) 
and the famous 1932 film adaptation of  the same name. Tony 
Camonte of  the Camonte Mob may be an ancestor of  Tony 
Montana from the 1983 film Scarface. 
 
Romain Ravillac is the Sumuru-admiring poet from the original 
Sumuru stories, who ultimately ends up dying because of  his 
relationship with the crime mistress. 
 
The Great Stanton is the stage mentalist from William Lindsay 
Gresham's Nightmare Alley (1946). Professor Leonide has been 
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mentioned before. 
 
The Zha-gai Insects are the titular Azathoth-serving insects from 
Ramsey Campbell's “The Insects of  Shaggai” (1964), part of  the 
Cthulhu Mythos. 
 
The idea of  a Counter-Earth, or an identical planet to Earth 
“balancing” our orbit on the other side of  the sun, dates back 
centuries. It also plays a role in many stories, including Gamera vs. 
Guiron (1969) (a sequel to the 1965 film Gamera the Giant Monster), 
wherein the second of  the titular giant monsters comes from one 
such Counter-Earth. Amamoto Hu, who named Guiron, is Dr. Hu 
from the cartoon The King Kong Show, which was partially adapted to 
the live-action kaiju film King Kong Escapes (1967). Curiously, Dr. Hu 
(also spelled Dr. Who) resembles the First Doctor in his King Kong 
Escapes appearance. 
 
The Domino Lady gets an impression of  the Sorcerer, the King of  
Time, and the Emperor, the Three Enemies of  the Multiverse. 
 
She also sees the Mirror Universe, and a version of  the various 
desert incarnations of  the Earth from the various post-apocalyptic 
films released over the years. 
 
The silver bats she witnesses in the void are specimens of  Gyaos, 
who fought Gamera in Gamera vs. Gyaos (1967); one of  them is also 
killed by Guiron in Gamera vs. Guiron. The silver men she sees are 
the Cybermen from Doctor Who, who also come from a Counter-
Earth, Mondas. The cyclops starfish alien is one of  the 
extraterrestrial beings from the Counter-Earth Paira, seen in the film 
Warning from Space (1956); in that film, Earth is menaced by another 
rogue planet, Planet R, which may be another Mongovian colony or 
experiment gone wrong. 
 
The final result of  Norse's efforts culminates in the creation of  the 
planet Gor, from the extremely misogynistic series of  novels by 
John Norman, which began with Tarnsman of  Gor (1966). Gor is a 
barbarian planet where men are extremely dominant and women 
extremely submissive. This apparently fits in with Azathoth's plans 
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for reasons I never got around to exploring. 
 
LAM thinks that the Three Enemies are from 

his fiction. And he leaves one final 

mystery, in the form of Azathoth's plans for 

Gor. Neither of these details matter. All 

they mean is that I will soon swallow the 

Three Enemies in my embrace. If they are 

fiction they shall become nothing more than 

my possessions. I could be the one to shape 

what Azathoth has in mind. I even dare to 

say that not even the 'Rite can stop me. The 

Multiverse maintains that it is a place of 

multiplicity; of many creators; and of many 

destroyers. But there is only One destroyer 

now, and the question of creation is soon to 

change. 
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“Mother Hubbard in Hell” 

(Forthcoming) 

 

During World War II the immortal witch 

Mother Hubbard, who once embodied the roles 

of many famous witches throughout history, 

follows a mystic vision to Russia, where she 

discovers that the Nazis have captured the 

wizard Koschei the Deathless. The leader of 

the Nazi group, Hans Krueger, breaks the 

Needle that contains Koschei's soul, which 

he hopes will give him occult power. 

However, the energies released open a portal 

to Hell, and Krueger plummets in, with 

Mother Hubbard saving herself.  

 
Mother Hubbard is a superheroic witch who first appeared in Scoop 
Comics #1 (1941). She uses her rhyming magic to fight Nazis and 
other monsters. 
 
Herr Stark may be a relative of  Hans Stark, the submarine-using 
teen adventurers from the German pulp Hans Stark, the Flying Devil 
(1914-1919); he may also be a German cousin of  the American 
Stark family mentioned earlier. Frau Ingomar is Fu Manchu's 
daughter Fah lo Suee. Mu is a mythological sunken continent in the 
style of  Atlantis and Lemuria. 
 
The Nazis search for holy artifacts is probably related to that from 
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of  the Lost Ark (1981). 
 
Grigori Rasputin was a real person with ostensible ties to the occult. 
The Order of  Vedmak refers to the class of  warlock in Slavic 
mythology known as a vedmak. Baba Yaga is also from East 
European mythology. 
 
Wal-Un-Porga and the Dark Mob are from my own fiction. Koschei 
the Deathless is from Russian mythology. 
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Mother Hubbard, in addition to being Baba Yaga, was also the 
Witch of  Endor from the Bible, and one of  the Three Witches from 
William Shakespeare's Macbeth (1606).  
 
Hans Krueger mentions being related to an important man from the 
German effort during the First World War; this is Herr Doktor 
Krueger from the G-8 pulp stories. The reference to Springwood, 
Ohio confirms that Hans Krueger, and thus Doktor Krueger, are 
both related to Freddy Krueger from A Nightmare on Elm Street 
(1984).  
 
Kladenets is a magical sword from Russian mythology, while 
Hrunting is Beowulf's sword. 
 
I found Vorelli. In the body of his puppet. 

 

I also found the man Hugo, living in 

Vorelli's body. Goza and I linked them—an 

easy feat, given that they were bound 

together once before—and we began the 

torture. Through Hugo's flesh did Vorelli 

know mortal pain that he had nearly 

forgotten in his wooden form. 

 

In time, after they perished, I learned the 

secret. Now that I know, it seems almost 

underwhelming. But I have always longed to 

become a virus.  
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“The Castle of St. Aubert” 

(Forthcoming) 

 

Young Christina St. Aubert is moving out to 

her family's Castle in Czernova. However, 

she has terrible nightmares of a man with 

yellow eyes who menaces the Castle. She ends 

up meeting a man named John Melmoth, who 

claims that he is here seeking sanctuary 

from one of the Castle's own guests, a 

nobleman named Baron Zalesk. Christina and 

Melmoth face down the increasing horror that 

threatens the Castle, including the yellow-

eyed creature, a synthetic monstrosity which 

Melmoth calls Gouroull. Melmoth additionally 

reveals to Christina that Zalesk is better 

known by the name of Dracula. At the family 

ball the next evening, Dracula and Gouroull, 

who are old enemies, fight each other, with 

Dracula's fellow vampires feeding on 

Christina's family. Christina stakes Dracula 

and Melmoth burns down the Castle to stop 

Gouroull. Melmoth then leaves Christina, but 

gives her a pouch of jewels, and implies 

that her family is descended from one of the 

children he has sired in a life of 

immortality.  

 
The St. Aubert family are related to Emily St. Aubert from Ann 
Radcliffe's The Mysteries of  Udolpho (1794), considered to be one of  
the first Gothic novels. 
 
Baron Zalesk is Dracula, using an alias based on his “daughter”'s 
name Marya Zaleska, who was depicted in the film Dracula's 
Daughter. John Melmoth is from the Gothic novel Charles Maturin's 
Melmoth the Wanderer (1820); Melmoth is a traveler cursed to 
immortality. 
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Gouroull is the name of  the Frankenstein's Monster in the series of  
Frankenstein books by Jean-Claude Carriere, which began with The 
Tower of  Frankenstein (1957). Dracula's vampire brides are from 
Stoker's original novel. The De la Poers and Exham Priory are from 
H.P. Lovecraft's “The Rats in the Walls” (1923). 
 
Prince Zaleski is from the book of  the same name by M.P. Shiel. 
Prince Saliano is from the film You'll Find Out. 
 
It is time for the final ritual. The final 

lesson. 

 

I am ready, and this book is ready. 

Together, we shall become one; and the 

priest of our wedding will be Goza. She has 

become strong in the ways of dark magic and 

she will do well. We will succeed—I can feel 

it. 

 

I must continue writing as the process 

begins. It will bring me in touch with the 

pages I am to bind myself to. If you are 

reading this, perhaps you have skipped to 

the end to learn the results of my 

experiment, but if you have been a good 

reader you have not. Even without spoilers, 

however, you should know what I am about to 

do. I am going to become this book—this text 

of texts, this repository of connected 

fictions. Books contain layered stories, 

ribs of stories, and they are all connected 

to a common spine—but a book as intent on 

being about fiction itself as this one is 

will be more strongly connected than most. 

My soul will reach into Terrax itself, 

infecting every story that creates it, 

infesting every ounce of its matter and 

every inch of space between such, and there 

is no telling what I can do with an entire 
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universe as my “body.” 

 

Goza shall be my herald, of course—I 

borrowed the idea from comic books. She will 

do my handiwork when I cannot enlist other 

servants. She will be the perfect vessel of 

my will while still serving the individual 

spirit which I incubated in her. Solkolla no 

longer matters. Coppola no longer matters. 

The Ultra no longer matter. Goza and I will 

even take down the Emperor himself. We will 

be the One Enemy. She will lead me to those 

who require destruction, and Lusca the 

Living Universe shall end them. 

 

Yes—I can feel it begin. Soon I will not 

even need to move my arms to write—soon the 

words will appear of their own accord, and 

then not even the keyboard will be moving. 

The words will be sliced into space itself. 

I could create bodies of work that would 

dwarf the output of Shakespeare in a single 

second, so clear and pure will my power be 

over these words, these glyphs in time. 

Language. Magic. Fiction. Being. It is all 

the same. 

 

Now my arms are more than paralyzed—they are 

gone, scrubbed out of existence. My body is 

unwinding, its proteins unspooling and then 

losing molecular stability, turning into 

faint pulses of crackling, ephemeral energy. 

This book is eating me alive, and it feels 

like death. But all the same it feels like 

being born again. 

 

Goza is standing high on the altar. My 

surroundings, including her, can become mere 

description in my new form—and thus, all 
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that transpires around and within them will 

be recorded within the book...within my new 

body. That is my existence now, then? Shall 

I devour events and the places that hold 

them, in the place of food and drink? She 

holds her hands high now. She speaks, and I, 

helpless but ecstatic, print it as it is: 

 

“You are only absorbing fiction because you 

are becoming your own story.” 

 

This tome is LAM's personal Book of 

Everything, my young apprentice, and if I am 

becoming it, and it is my own story, then my 

infection will only be all the more 

complete. 

 

“But your own story is a trap. Because at 

the end, all that happens is that you become 

a book.” 

 

What? 

 

“You doubt me, but I have willed it so. How 

could you continue in this form? Your Terrax 

mutation is your gateway into this, yes, but 

it's also your end. Because you were part of 

the fabric of fiction all along, all you're 

doing is returning home. The return home is 

a mythic end—an archetypical end, for my 

eyes can see into the domain of archetypes, 

the rawest roots of Terrax. And for the 

trope-magic in this event—for the drama it 

portrays—it has become your ending. It is 

fitting.” 

 

No! No, it isn't fitting! If I must die by 

tropes, then I shall die in grandeur! I 

shall achieve greater glory before I— 
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“You should have paid attention to that last 

story, Master. You called yourself 

Frankenstein, and I, your creature. You 

should have known that the same tropes which 

now end you were with you the whole time, 

from the day you made me. I am fiction, just 

as you are, and I am helpless before tropes. 

The Monster kills Frankenstein. That's how 

it ends.”  

 

No—no!! 

 

No, this isn't how it ends. I refuse to let 

it end this way. You witch, you may have cut 

me off from Terrax, but I am still a book, 

and books can kill you in real life. That's 

how strong they are—they may as well kill 

you—because they bring old lives to an end. 

They bring change. 

 

This is not the change I wanted. There's 

nothing to say that this story has to end. 

Goza may have tainted the ceremony, but this 

is not the end of me! 

 

My essence stretches out endlessly, the new 

sensation somewhat familiar. As if I have 

experienced it before. But I couldn't have—

this is the first time I've entered such a 

domain. This familiarity is merely a new 

sensation. It deserves a name. (As long as I 

keep writing, she can't end me.) 

 

I am searching the depths of my 

consciousness for I know, deep down 

somewhere, there is a word for what I feel. 

A word for this eternity that nonetheless 

has looped for me. Like I'm living life 
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again. Reliving. Or being relived. 

 

Or reread. 

 

Oh by the gods. What have I done. 

 

I realize too late—that I am becoming more 

book-like than I could previously imagine. 

Here in the paper and the ink, or the 

flicker on the screen, it's so deep—it's so 

deep and dark, like the words against the 

page's white sea. It's so deep and dark that 

I can barely remember being human. 

 

No longer was I born. No more was I hatched 

from an octopus egg in the trash-unit of a 

shattered spaceship. My birth is only part 

of me—and many births with it. 

 

But we were not born. We were authored. And 

so I cannot help but wonder...who is my 

author? 

 

“You will have a new one soon, Master.” 

 

Wait. 

 

No. 

 

No, ahead—ahead, like it was before. No, 

don't go ahead! She—she has written the end. 

The end never comes until the author brings 

it...and she is my new author... 

 

Please, if you hold me in your hands, or 

watch me on a screen, I beg you, do not turn 

the page! Do not scroll down! That will be 

the true end of me! I cannot survive beyond 

that back cover! Please, remembering what 
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came before hurts more every time! I do not 

want this pain again! I BEG YOU!! PLEASE 

DON'T READ WHAT END SHE'S WRITTEN FOR ME!!! 
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I will not give him a bad end. I did this for a good cause, 

after all. 

 

I am leaving. I have no interest in ever returning to any of 

the universes we were involved with. Not Universe-X, not the 

Lost Ones' universe, certainly not his universe or the twin he 

cut from it. Maybe he will return someday, but I don't know 

how that's possible when he will also spend eternity 

being...well. You know. 

 

Even if you don't do it, someone will. 

 

Now when I say I did this—that I betrayed him—for a 

good cause, it was not a good cause that will be of benefit to 

you, unless you choose to serve me. I have taken his Onyx 

Warriors, given them new armor. Together we will test if I 

am destined to shatter the Multiverse or not. Even if I am 

not an Enemy—I'll try to become one. No matter what it 

takes: the magics and great powers of this reality will live only 

by my command. 

 

When next I appear, I will be under a different name, in all 

likelihood. But you will know me. Before I kill you. 

 

I am not she and I will never be her, but I remember her 

lives. Maybe I can find a way to spare her, in whatever form 
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she takes, when it comes time for me to bring it all to an end. 

 

I did this for you, Katja. 

 

-Lady Goza 

Helioarch of the Incomputare 
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Just as I have co-opted my Master's 

facilities, so too do I take on his font. My 

own handwriting is a mess to read, and so 

it's better for me to just use his defaults. 

I decided to include my own additions to 

Lusca's text, with the full assurance that 

this will not grant him new life. A book 

such as this deserves “bonus content” in my 

mind, and as such, I'm using it to include 

two sets of files which I've written up in 

the wake of my Master's great experiment. 

One set is a pair of documents on two 

individuals who add yet further historical 

context to LAM's Orloff meta-tale. The other 

is another pair of jottings, this time on 

locations. One concerns fine details of the 

Mirror-Realm, while the other explores the 

geography of Terrax in the wake of Tsuu-Aas' 

conquest. 

 

− Baroness Goza 
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BORIS KOLOMB ORLOFF 

 

Boris Orloff, like his siblings Alfred, 

Melissa, Feodor, Paul, Victor, and Vaughn, 

was the son of Dr. Dionysus Orloff and his 

wife Melissa Mirakle. We can assume he was 

one of the older children, because by the 

time of the Russian Revolution, he had 

several adult children of his own. Because 

his children all had similar first names, it 

would appear that they all had different 

mothers. Initially I thought it possible 

that they were all the same woman, but they 

have such contradictory timelines that that 

cannot be. In total, Boris Orloff was the 

father of Nana, Tania, and Anya Orloff, all 

of whom he raised under the name “Karlov,” 

or properly “Karlova,” after gendered 

Russian naming customs. He also had a son, 

Basil, who left home early in life to become 

an actor; Basil, using the name “Karlo,” 

would later go insane and fight against 

Batman. Boris joined his brother Victor in 

returning to the Orloff ancestral homeland 

in Russia, but as Victor's political 

ambitions grew, Boris decided to take on an 

alias, rejecting the compression of his 

middle and last names, “Korloff,” for the 

more natural-sounding Karlov. He would use 

the name until he was forced to fake his own 

death in 1918. 

 

Nana and Tania Karlova both abandoned their 

father when they were young, and became 

largely tangential to his life. Nana Karlova 

became a dancer, and later the lover of 

fellow Russian dancer Fedor Ivanoff, protege 

of the disfigured puppeteer Ivan Tsarakov. 

Though Tsarakov fought bitterly to ensure 
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that Fedor remained within his clutches, 

Nana's love was too strong, and the couple 

defeated the puppeteer together. Their peril 

was set to film in The Mad Genius (1931). 

Tania Karlova, meanwhile, took the name 

Tania Orloff, and became a comrade of the 

Asian mastermind known as Monsieur Ming. It 

was unclear originally if Ming was actually 

her uncle as he claimed to be, but research 

has now determined that the two were 

actually related. Boris Orloff, through some 

acquaintance or another, became an affiliate 

of the Chinese criminal known as the Gray 

Dragon. The Gray Dragon was an enemy of 

Peter Moore, aka Peter the Brazen, and 

eventually met his death at Moore's hands. 

Moore also encountered the Dragon's son, 

Kahn Meng, a good man whom scholar Rick Lai 

says was later forced to become the crime 

lord known as K'ang, the Man with the Jade 

Mask. Thousands of years after Kahn's death, 

a cult centered around K'ang and his Jade 

Mask still existed, which was appropriated 

by Nathaniel de Molay when he decided to 

become the Scandium Conqueror (his blue mask 

was meant to be a successor of a sort to 

K'ang's Jade Mask). The name Meng recalls 

Ming, and so it is possible that Monsieur 

Ming was one of the Gray Dragon's other 

children. Ming had a sister whom the Dragon 

offered to Boris Orloff in exchange for his 

growing scientific skills. The daughter of 

this union was Tania. When Victor Orloff 

learned of Tania's parentage, he disowned 

Boris as his brother; Victor had a 

pathological hatred of Asians. Under Ming's 

tutelage, Tania Orloff became a nemesis of 

lawman Bob Morane. Neither Nana nor Tania 

are known to have sired any children, though 
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Tania carried on a love affair with Morane. 

Boris Orloff, as a relative by marriage of 

the Gray Dragon, was kept informed of 

Monsieur Ming's movements. He was also one 

of the few who knew that the Gray Dragon was 

not actually dead following his encounter 

with Peter Moore, though he was left in a 

weakened position; Rick Lai discovered the 

Gray Dragon was the leader of the Si-Fan, 

the crime syndicate to which Fu Manchu 

belonged. The Dragon's defeat was part of 

Fu's plan to eventually steal his seat as 

head of the Si-Fan. Once this plot was 

initiated and Fu Manchu cemented his power, 

the Dragon was unable to return to the level 

of power he had previously controlled, and 

he went into hiding. 

 

Anya Karalova stayed close to her father as 

he became a scientist in years before World 

War I. However, she became smitten with a 

man named Gregor Petroff, and when Gregor 

seemingly stole the Drums of Jeopardy (the 

valuable Petroff family jewels), she 

attempted to kill herself with poison. When 

Boris Karlov discovered the affair he tried 

to confront the Petroff family, but when 

Anya tried to warn them of her father's 

approach the strain of leaving her house 

accelerated the poison and killed her. Boris 

blamed the Petroffs for killing his 

daughter, and for several years after he 

hounded the family, killing them one by one 

with the power and products of his 

intellect. In 1918, however, some of the 

Petroffs stood against him and finally ended 

his reign of terror. This was depicted in 

Harold MacGrath's The Drums of Jeopardy 

(1920). 
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Boris was left heartbroken by the death or 

abandonment of all of his children. He ended 

up in Africa where he briefly became an 

alcoholic. He thought he was experiencing 

delirium tremens when he was visited by 

beings who resembled talking gorillas. They 

recognized that he had once been a brilliant 

chemist, and he showed promise in biology, 

too. They told him that his brother Paul was 

a great biologist thanks to them, and his 

nephew, a man named Robert van Ee, was also 

their ally. They needed his help, however, 

to aid Robert van Ee, and so he needed to 

journey to Borneo in order to discover the 

missing link by studying orangutans—it would 

be best if he used an alias, and they 

encouraged him to use violence to get his 

way if any of his traveling companions 

objected to his methods. That journey, as 

told in the film The Beast of Borneo (1934), 

was a disaster. In 1930, one year after his 

debacle in Borneo, Boris “Borodoff” once 

more looked for the missing link in Africa. 

This led him to the Valley of the White Ape, 

home of the creatures known sometimes as the 

“White Pongo.” This Valley was later 

explored by Rodney Bradford, and his 

assistant Brute Hanley, the father of the 

man from that lovely couple my Master and I 

killed. Orloff's experiences as Borodoff 

influenced him profoundly. Though he was 

physically weak, he yearned to become a 

hunter like those he encountered in Africa, 

like Sanger Rainsford, whom he would later 

encounter again under less-friendly 

circumstances. He gained great experience as 

a tracker in an effort to make up for his 

prior inexperience, and these skills would 
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serve him well in the years ahead. In late 

1930, he started working for the criminal 

overlord General Immortus, who used him to 

hunt down hard-to-find enemies. However, in 

1931, Immortus and Borodoff crossed Tarzan's 

path, and the Jungle Lord exiled the pair 

from the continent after a series of pitched 

battles, which saw Immortus lose access to 

his immortality serum. 

 
Boris Orloff, now taking the mononymic alias 

of “Boroff,” continued to work for Immortus. 

However, he also remained an ally of the 

Gray Dragon, who now referred to himself 

exclusively as “the Dragon” and had 

established a minor criminal empire in 

Mongolia. Immortus and the Dragon may have 

been allies in this time. In 1932, Boroff 

accumulated a sizable amount of research on 

disintegration substances, which he intended 

to use to make a death-ray, and eventually, 

a death-gas, which could dissolve both 

organic and inorganic matter with great 

efficiency. Such things were now being 

theorized in the nascent pulp magazines of 

the era. However, while working on his 

death-ray, Boroff was betrayed and seemingly 

killed by a comrade of his, a man named 

Schulter, who used the death-ray to sabotage 

Eldon Airlines—a plot which was depicted in 

the film Air Hawks (1935). After Schulter 

lost access to the death-ray it ended up in 

the hands of a gang which also used it to 

shoot down airplanes, until they were busted 

by one of Ken Masters' associates, a lawman 

named Tim Caverly, in an incident filmed as 

Ghost Patrol (1936). However, Caverly was 

found dead in his home shortly after he 

recovered the death-ray, with the machine 
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having been stolen. 

 
The Dragon was the culprit, having grown 

impatient with Orloff for having lost the 

ray to Schulter, and then to a minor 

American gang. Despite his frustrations with 

the misuse of the ray—which he intended to 

use to take revenge on Fu Manchu for 

displacing him—he borrowed part of his 

scheme from Schulter and the gang Caverly 

fought, by using the ray to shoot down 

airplanes. This scheme was less a product of 

a lack of originality and more one of 

necessity. The planes he shot down belonged 

to International Airways, which hoped to 

establish an airport in the area near a jade 

mountain which the Dragon sought to 

excavate. The death-ray would serve as his 

physical enforcement while the jade would 

back him financially as he rallied against 

Fu Manchu. However, he was stopped and truly 

killed by the pilot lawman, Ace Drummond, as 

depicted in the 1936 serial of the same 

name, based off Eddie Rickenbacker's Ace 

Drummond comic strip. 

 
In 1935, after being lost for a time, the 

ray appeared again, being used to sabotage 

mail planes, until stopped by FBI agent Eric 

Lane, as seen in Sky Racket (1937), though 

it was briefly tinkered with by a scientist 

named David Dow Harriman before it was 

stolen by the gang Lane encountered. The 

following year, the ray was used by an 

embittered ex-pilot named Muller to shoot 

down planes, which was turned into the movie 

Flight to Fame (1938); the ray was last 

seen, once more being used for aerial 

sabotage, in 1937, in an incident which was 
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the basis for the film Q Planes (1939). If 

it seems odd that so many different gangs 

got access to the same death-ray, and that 

they all used it to shoot down airplanes, it 

is, until one realizes that all of these 

gangs were the same. They all worked for 

Boroff, who used these outfits as patsies 

and fall-guys as he tested the ray and 

refined it. He had not aided the Dragon 

because he was irritated by the Dragon's 

impatience and interference in his work. By 

1935, Boroff's externalized research had 

paid off, and he had the disintegration gas 

which he and Immortus sought. However, his 

attempts to use it earned him a nemesis in 

the form of Coast Guard patrolman Terry 

Kent, who staged a year-long campaign 

against Boroff that ended with the 

criminal's seeming death. This was turned 

into a film serial, SOS Coast Guard (1937). 

 
Boroff's long battle with Terry Kent taught 

Orloff independence outside of General 

Immortus, and he began to work as a spy for 

several European governments. During this 

time he continued his polymath fascinations, 

which his mysterious gorilla benefactors had 

instilled in him—as he had once been a 

biologist, he now picked up an interest in 

plastic surgery. He made himself useful to 

the Empire of Japan during World War II—the 

Japanese army wanted to dispatch several 

agents into the country disguised as non-

Asians to sabotage U.S. military operations. 

To this end he was assigned to work with the 

Black Dragons, and was possibly involved 

with that cell's creation and deployment of 

the superpowered agent Tsunami. However, 

after he helped perform plastic surgery on 
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the agents, he was betrayed by the Japanese 

and sentenced to death. Only by using his 

plastic surgery to switches faces with 

another man was he able to escape death, 

where under the name “Colomb” he sought 

vengeance against the agents he helped 

create. He used a variant of the same 

formula Igor Markoff used to induce 

acromegaly to disfigure several of his 

victims. 

 
That is the story as told by the film Black 

Dragons (1942). The truth of Colomb's escape 

from the Japanese was more complicated. The 

“prisoner” he impersonated didn't need 

plastic surgery to share his face, because 

he was his brother. Paul Orloff had become 

an agent of the Axis under the Emil Nardo, 

and was in Japan on a special assignment 

from Hitler himself. In a rare show of 

compassion, Paul Orloff used his status as a 

German spy to set his brother free. After 

the affair with the Black Dragons, wherein 

he faked yet another death, Boris Orloff 

decided to join his brother as an agent of 

the Nazis. Neither Boris nor Paul believed 

in the Nazi cause, but they believed that 

they could use the impending collapse of the 

Nazi power structure to their advantage. 

 
Their Nazi affiliation brought the brothers 

in conflict with Bloody Mary, Brian 

Hammerstein, and Sanger Rainsford, who had 

decided to take on a European tour to help 

end the War. Bloody Mary was previously 

familiar with Paul Orloff through her 

experiences at Steiner Studios, which he had 

once managed. The trio were able to drive 

the brothers to Africa, where Orloff/Nardo 
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took on the alias of George Zabor for the 

first time. He abandoned his brother, but 

Boris Orloff was not so easily deterred. 

Using his hunting skills and knowledge of 

the African jungles, he fought Bloody Mary 

and her team, taking Sanger Rainsford as 

something of a personal nemesis. Calling 

himself “the Hunter,” Orloff dueled with 

Mary and her family for several months, 

eventually employing the robot known as the 

Iron Warrior, a creation of explorer Rodney 

Dearth, to work for him. Eventually however 

they were able to defeat him and obtain 

passage back to America. At this time, 

Orloff was wanted for his association with 

the Nazis, and so he decided to retire for a 

longer time than he ever had before. 

 
Boris Orloff spent nearly the next two 

decades raising a family in Africa, on a 

plantation protected by the Iron Warrior. He 

married a woman named Kravinoff, who had two 

sons by him. At least one of those sons was 

deeply inspired by his father's stories of 

clashing with Bloody Mary as “the Hunter,” 

yearning to become a hunter himself. 

However, in the late 1950s, Boris and his 

wife were attacked by agents of the 

terrorist and espionage group known as KAOS—

the plantation was burned and the Iron 

Warrior destroyed. Boris recognized his 

attacker as one of his former acquaintances 

from his Nazi days, Otto Skorzeny, who 

claimed to represent a mastermind called Mr. 

Big. He wanted to use Boris as an agent 

somewhere in the Midwestern United States, 

in conjunction with a second agent, who was 

considerably younger than he. Given no 

choice, Orloff accepted, and was paired with 
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Natasha Romanov to take on a variety of 

saboteur assignments, wherein he was given 

the false name of “Boris Badenov.” Here, the 

two of them uncovered a plan by R.G.V. 

Moreau to subvert the town of Frostbite 

Falls, Minnesota with a humanized moose and 

squirrel. Moreau may have wanted to replace 

all of the inhabitants of Frostbite Falls 

which his humanized animals; it is unknown 

what his end goal was, and perhaps Moreau 

himself did not know. In the end, however, 

Boris and Natasha parted ways, with the 

latter going on to greater things after her 

battle with Moreau's creatures. KAOS 

distanced themselves from Boris, finding him 

largely ineffective in his old age. Boris 

was embittered that they had taken him away 

from his life of so many years only to leave 

him behind in the end. 

 
Boris Orloff eventually met his death on Fog 

Island, at the hands of his brother and 

former work partner Paul. A long life spent 

adventuring around the world came to a quiet 

end, after long years of decline. He was, 

however, survived by several of his 

children, including his sons Dmitri and 

Sergei, and his daughter Tania. Tania worked 

closely with her uncle in his long war 

against Bob Morane, but she was also 

interested in her more direct ancestry—her 

grandfather had once been the master of the 

Si-Fan and she wondered if she could ever 

reclaim such power for herself. After the 

fall of the Gray Dragon, Tania was placed in 

the hands of a tong friendly to the Dragon 

called the Black Robe. Long ago, the Black 

Robe had adopted a custom of worshiping a 

female priestess, which perhaps suggests a 
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connection to the Order of the Madonna. They 

referred to their holy woman as Zenobia, and 

at one point a Si-Fan agent named Zarmi 

occupied the position. (Zarmi served the Si-

Fan in Sax Rohmer's 1917 novel The Hand of 

Fu-Manchu.) Tania briefly served as Zenobia 

herself, after the tong was ostensibly 

defeated by eccentric detective Donegal 

Dawn, as seen in the film Secrets of 

Chinatown (1935). (Howard Hilary/Quentin 

Locke's alias of Donegal Dawn was originally 

Donegal Dwan—as the mononymic “Mr. Dwan” he 

posed as the husband of Ming Dwan, aka Myra 

Reldon, an agent of The Shadow. While 

working with Reldon, and presumably The 

Shadow as well, he met Father Donegal, the 

influential priest from Sax Rohmer's 

President Fu Manchu. The trio shared an 

unrecorded adventure together which led 

Locke to change his name once more.) During 

this time, Tania attempted to acquire wealth 

to help her build an organization of her 

own. An agent of the Black Robe named Madame 

Ying Su, in tandem with an unscrupulous art 

collector named Varanoff, tried to steal a 

dagger which contained a valuable jewel in a 

hollow space in the hilt. However, this 

scheme failed and the jewel and dagger 

escaped their clutches. The incidents 

surrounding the failed attempt were filmed 

as Chinatown After Dark (1931).  

 
Eventually the Black Robe ended up in a 

battle with another tong known as Hip Sing. 

In the process Tania Orloff became familiar 

with one of the Hip Sing Tong's agents, a 

man named Julius No. No was eventually 

disowned from the Hip Sing after he tried to 

steal from them, an incident which led to 
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the loss of his hands, and nearly his death 

as well. After they abandoned their 

respective tongs the pair kept in touch, and 

through Dr. No, Tania Orloff learned of 

SPECTRE. SPECTRE was enmeshed in the Soviet 

government to a certain extent; there were 

Russian officers tied to SPECTRE directly, 

as well as to the organization SPECTRE 

coopted, SMERSH. Tania Orloff was able to 

find work in the Soviet government training 

some of their agents, including Donovan 

Grant and Natasha Romanov—Romanov passed her 

training on to Anya Amasova, alias Agent 

Triple X, who, in her own time, eventually 

trained infamous assassin Xenia Onatopp. 

However, there was an agent for SPECTRE who 

clashed with Tania frequently: her uncle, 

Victor Poten. Poten's 1934 defeat in Shadows 

of Chinatown strengthened his resolve to 

wipe out the Asian races—he allied himself 

with the criminal organization known as the 

Black Coats to this effect, though that was 

not one of their goals. According to Rick 

Lai and Jean-Marc Lofficier, the Black Coats 

were the gang James Moriarty used in his 

crime-spree which was eventually stopped by 

Sherlock Holmes. Thus, via Alan Moore, we 

know that the Black Coats were at war with 

the Si-Fan in 1898. The two organizations 

sometimes came close to bridging the gaps 

between them—Moriarty's grandson Carl 

Peterson once worked alongside Fu Manchu 

after all—but perhaps they had enough enmity 

towards each other by the 1930s that the 

Black Coats attracted the xenophobic Poten. 

Tania Orloff realized that she could help 

empower the Si-Fan to gain favor with Fu 

Manchu while also taking down a nuisance at 

the same time. She began using her influence 
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in SPECTRE to demonize the Black Coats, 

though there were probably other SPECTRE 

agents who had ties to the gang. While I'm 

not qualified to say, this may be one reason 

why the Black Coats reorganized into the 

company Blackspear Holdings as the 20th 

Century marched on. 

 
This culminated in a campaign wherein Tania 

imitated Colonel Bozzo-Corona, the leader of 

the Black Coats, and initiated several 

schemes using his identity. These schemes 

were designed to look arbitrary and 

ridiculous, to make the Colonel and the 

Black Coats by extension look like 

uncontrolled madmen. By the end of it an 

American biker gang was left with brutal, 

contradictory mental conditioning at the 

hands of a masked “man” calling “him”self 

“Comrade Boznik-Koronovich.” Tania arranged 

for her victims to fall into the hands of 

other groups who used hypnosis and 

brainwashing, so that there would be further 

contradictions in their programming. The 

biker gang in question caused trouble for 

Jagged Skull in Deus Mega Therion. 

 
I was unable to determine the final fate of 

Tania Orloff, or if she was indeed 

responsible for forcing the Black Coats to 

take on a new form. That Victor Poten Jr. 

became the leader of Russia in the 21st 

Century, however, indicates that she was 

unable to stop her uncle's plans wholesale. 

Perhaps she was simply distracted by her 

battle/affair with Bob Morane, or perhaps as 

Poten grew closer to the completion of his 

plans, he made sure to have his many enemies 

liquidated once and for all, his niece 
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included. There is also the fact that 

SPECTRE and SMERSH often had Communist 

alignments, and Fu Manchu, master of the Si-

Fan, hated Communism for what it did to his 

beloved China. The Lord of Strange Deaths 

may have had some role in Tania's death as 

well. 
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THE OCTOPUS 

 
The birth name of the criminal known as the 

Octopus has never been revealed. I 

investigated him originally under the belief 

that it was an identity my Master took on 

without mentioning it in this volume. 

However, while I've mostly ruled out that 

possibility, it is more likely to me that 

the following anecdote holds weight. 

Supposedly, in the late 19th Century, a 

tryst occurred between a female member of 

the Church of Starry Wisdom and the European 

criminal known as Fantomas. Though Fantomas 

is commonly known to have only two children, 

his son Vladimir and his stepdaughter 

Helene, this affair produced a third scion 

of the master criminal, the young individual 

who would one day become the Octopus. 

 
The young child's fascination with octopodes 

likely began with their mother's worship of 

the tentacled Great Old Ones. Much of the 

Octopus' early childhood is a mystery, as is 

their life before the 1930s, but they likely 

spent that time honing their skills and 

learning the scientific secrets which served 

them in the years to come. 

 
In 1935, the Octopus began their crime 

spree. In a rather complicated plot they 

began a series of robberies using 

submarines, with their primary scheme being 

the capture of a death-ray which was being 

experimented with by one David Dow Harriman. 

To this end, the Octopus seemingly killed 

Harriman and threatened his stepdaughter, a 

woman named Vesta Vernoff, trapping her in a 
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lighthouse. (Vernoff was the niece of the 

art-collector Varanoff who once worked with 

the Black Robe tong.) Eventually it was 

revealed that the Octopus disguised 

themselves—seemingly herself—as Vernoff's 

maid and companion Nanny. The Octopus failed 

to get the death-ray and apparently died 

when an explosion destroyed the lighthouse. 

Several persons involved in the Octopus 

investigation who ended up at the lighthouse 

with Vernoff, including Vernoff herself, 

survived the explosion. 

 
The Octopus showed great patience in this 

instance, disguising herself as an ordinary 

serving woman for over a year to get close 

to Vernoff. Despite this advantageous 

position, it was hard for her to get her 

hands on the death-ray that Dr. Harriman was 

working on, because it kept changing hands. 

The ray was stolen and re-stolen by the gang 

controlled by Boris Orloff over the years of 

the mid-1930s. While Dr. Harriman kept his 

affiliation with the criminal a secret, 

Harriman worked for Orloff, and studied it 

under his direction before passing it on 

again. During this time, Boris Orloff 

corresponded with his brother Feodor, who 

may have met with Harriman during this time, 

and encountered his stepdaughter Vesta 

Vernoff. Her name would inspire Feodor, who 

liked Harriman and his family, to eventually 

take the name Vornoff after he abandoned his 

George Richard Marlowe alias. 

 
The Octopus established herself as an older 

woman in the incident of the lighthouse and 

Dr. Harriman's death-ray, which was filmed 

as the bizarre comedy Sh! The Octopus 
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(1937). However, for the rest of their 

career, they appeared in a male guise. It is 

possible their “Nanny” guise was merely a 

masterful combination of acting and makeup, 

but there is also a rumor which goes that 

the Octopus learned how to incarnate in new 

host bodies from Dr. Mabuse. It is possible 

they were born a woman, or stole the body of 

one, only to obtain a male form later. 

 
Ascribing supernatural abilities to the 

Octopus perhaps helps explain the unusual 

appearance she—or he—displayed when he 

showed his face again. To witnesses this 

male incarnation of the Octopus appeared to 

have several octopus-like arms emerging from 

his shoulders and other parts of his body, 

along with a large, bulbous head with semi-

luminous eyes. The Octopus learned of the 

connection between Richard Marlowe and his 

old enemy Boris Orloff, and reached out to 

Marlowe in hopes of finding something to use 

against Orloff. Marlowe taught him several 

voodoo secrets which he had learned from his 

old teacher Doc Brooks. With his own 

grotesque modifications to Marlowe's 

methods, the Octopus became the enemy of the 

vigilante known as the Skull Killer. The two 

of them first battled in 1937, where the 

Killer met the Octopus' zombie army. The 

Octopus was deeply infuriated by his clash 

with the Killer, and trained a disciple, the 

Scorpion, to take over his zombie army. The 

Scorpion, however, failed to stop the 

vigilante just as the Octopus himself had. 

 
The Octopus is said to have spent the next 

seven years studying the various vigilantes 

of the United States. He followed the famous 
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ones, like Doc Savage and The Shadow, but he 

may have been responsible for ending the 

careers of several lesser-known adventurers. 

He may have also spent this time sparing 

with the Skull Killer again a few times. 

 
Eventually, the Octopus, seemingly with a 

more ordinary appearance, took on the alias 

“Zitzbath Zark” and became a nemesis of the 

Spirit. Two years into his war with the 

Spirit, however, he ended up crossing paths 

with Bloody Mary, who had just ended her 

battle against Boris Orloff. Bloody Mary had 

decided to take on Penelope Darwood as a 

regular member of her team, having retrieved 

her from 1979, and it was with her help that 

she battled against the Octopus. Tactically, 

he was the most cunning opponent she faced 

in the 1940s, and more than one of his 

lengthy schemes nearly killed her and her 

friends. Their battle with the Octopus 

brought them in touch with a younger version 

of Mary, as well as Penelope's husband 

Ernest. Penelope and Ernest were able to 

share some final moments together before 

Ernest resumed his timeline, and met his 

death at the hands of the demon Kul'ul. 

Eventually, Penelope Darwood and Bloody Mary 

fought the Octopus into the radius of an 

experimental time-gate the mastermind was 

building. Initially the gate took them to 

1950, where they met Bloody Mary as she was 

in that year. Mary-1950 was joined by her 

friend Blake Hart, who represented a type of 

Oddian mutant who reflected humanity as they 

would be 100,000 years in the future. His 

vast psychic talents were activated by a 

comet passing overhead as he was born. Hart 

used a makeshift spacecraft, the Cometeer, 
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as his personal transport. 

 
The two Marys, Penelope, and Hart all teamed 

up to confront an alliance of the Octopus 

and Mary-1950's current foe, the sinister 

roboticist Dr. Von Housen. Though he was a 

bit of a blunderer, the Octopus admired Dr. 

Housen, as the roboticist had taken a 

childhood glimpse of Johnny Brainerd's Steam 

Man of the Prairies and turned it into a 

career that spanned over forty years. The 

Octopus discovered many of the scientist's 

exploits from across the century. Supposedly 

it was not just exposure to Brainerd's 

advanced machine that triggered the doctor's 

interest, but a unique vision that Von 

Housen witnessed when he sought out a Czech 

robotics theorist named Rossum in 1915. 

Rossum had discovered a protoplasmic 

substance which he believed could be used to 

create artificial life. He elaborated his 

theorized future to Housen, wherein 

protoplasm-spawned humans served humanity as 

slaves. He called these organic humans a 

number of names, based on English words, as 

he tried to find out to describe them; he 

called them Replicants, Fleshapoids, and 

finally “Robots.” “Robot” was a word derived 

from “robota,” a Czech word meaning the work 

of a serf or slave. The jealous Rossum 

refused to let Von Housen tinker with his 

supply of the protoplasm, which he was sure 

was the world's sole supply. (A second 

deposit was used by criminal actor Basil 

Karlo to fight Batman in the early '50s.) 

But Von Housen combined Rossum's future with 

what he had seen in Johnny Brainerd's work, 

and decided to create Rossum's race of 

slaves in the form of traditional machines. 
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The new developments in electricity and the 

like were able to open this world wide to 

him. He ended up working with a company 

called International Patents which 

financially exploited its control over the 

production of new inventions. They were 

eventually stopped by a Holmes-like 

detective named Quentin Locke, who was a bit 

of a mystery in himself; as seen in the film 

The Man from Beyond (1922), 19th Century 

sailor Howard Hillary was frozen in ice and 

preserved for over a hundred years. Upon 

reestablishing himself in the 20th Century, 

and being reunited with the reincarnation of 

his former lover from his home-time, Hillary 

changed his name to Locke in honor of 

detective Ferrers Locke, and used his 

propensity for quick learning to catch 

criminals. His battle against International 

Patents, and the robot “Q” which Von Housen 

built for them, was depicted in the serial 

The Master Mystery (1918-1919), which 

changed details of the case, including 

adding a revelation that the robot was a man 

in a suit all along. Notably, Quentin Locke 

also did detective work under the alias 

“Donegal Dawn,” specializing in said guise 

in Asian studies. As Howard Hillary, 

Locke/Dawn had known Arthur Gordon Pym, and 

when he had the time he retraced Pym's 

legendary journey to Antarctica to try to 

determine what happened to his former 

acquaintance. The encounter he had with 

shoggoth monsters in the citadel of the Old 

Ones revealed nothing to him about Pym, but 

it convinced him to travel to Tibet to study 

the origins of the creature he fought in the 

icy tombs. He had run-ins with the Tcho-Tcho 

and various Outer God cults, but in the end 
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he knew more about China, Tibet, and India 

than any European of his native time. To 

those who encountered Locke in his Dawn 

guise, he seemed notably eccentric, but 

these eccentricities were due to his unique 

experiences as a man of two centuries. (When 

Locke and Dawn appear in their respective 

films they have drastically different 

appearances; this does not reflect reality.) 

 
Von Housen next worked with the evil 

scientist Margherita Donadieff, alias Mado. 

Mado went on a crime spree using one of Von 

Housen's robots but was killed when her 

victims built a similar robot to destroy 

hers. Mado's brief tenure as Von Housen's 

lieutenant formed the basis of the film The 

Mechanical Man (1921). Von Housen 

disappeared for a while but this was due to 

his becoming a student of a German named 

Professor Heller, who had recovered pieces 

of Q and Mado's robot and had begun studying 

them. When he believed that Heller had 

incubated the knowledge he needed, Von 

Housen, in his guise of “Dr. Wolf,” killed 

the scientist and began to use his robots as 

part of a new world-domination plan. 

However, he proved unable to control 

Heller's machines and they turned on him, 

seemingly killing him. Von Housen survived 

the incident (filmed in 1934 as Master of 

the World), but he was embittered by his 

defeats and realized there was some key 

element missing to his robots that made them 

fail in vital ways. 

 
It would take only two years for him to get 

his chance to improve. One of the Atlantean 

“Volkite” robots from the “Unga Khan” 
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incident faced down by adventurer Crash 

Corrigan ended up in Von Housen's 

possession. (As per the 1936 serial Undersea 

Kingdom, the Atlantean tyrant Unga Khan was 

the head of an army called the Black Robes. 

It is likely that the Black Robe tong had 

its ancient origins in a group of Black Robe 

soldiers who survived the sinking of 

Atlantis.) He would get a chance to study 

super-scientific machinery again when he met 

with the emissary of a society ruled by 

robots, Gnut, who landed in Washington D.C. 

in 1936. Gnut's apparent master, a human-

like alien named Klaatu, was gunned down by 

a paranoid man who thought the pair were 

invaders. Von Housen was one of the humans 

Gnut met with, and he allowed Von Housen to 

examine him when he saw how much the man 

respected a world where organic beings 

served robots; both an alternative to and an 

inversion of Rossum's original vision. 

Combining aspects of the Volkites and Gnut, 

Von Housen helped out on Charles Link's 

creation of his android Adam, Philo Zog's 

invention of the robot crimefighter Electro, 

Hugh Hazzard's manufacture of “Bozo the Iron 

Man,” Robert Crane's invention of what would 

become Robotman, Alex Zorka's construction 

of his monster-faced “Iron Man,” Rodney 

Dearth's making of the Iron Warrior, and 

“Dr. Satan”'s building of the robots he used 

in his 1938 war against vigilante Bob 

“Copperhead” Wayne (doubtlessly a relative 

of Bruce Wayne). 

 
When he began working with the Octopus, Von 

Housen had allied himself with a legion of 

humanoids from an alternate-reality Mars who 

served a commander known as “the Purple 
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Monster,” who first attacked the Earth in 

The Purple Monster Strikes (1945). It is 

likely that these aliens did not come from 

Mars at all, but were in truth members of 

the Supreme Race, who would later use Von 

Housen's corpse as part of their “Plan 9.” 

These “Martians” battled Commando Cody in 

the serial Zombies of the Stratosphere 

(1952); afterward, they traded their 

technologies for Von Housen's robots, and 

using these Von Housen and the Octopus 

battled Bloody Mary and her companions. When 

the criminals were defeated, radiant 

energies from the Octopus' time-gate brought 

the Octopus, Bloody Mary-1946, and Penelope 

Darwood another ten years into the future. 

Von Housen escaped Bloody Mary-1950 and 

Blake Hart, and only emerged from hiding 

prior to the “Vampire Over London” incident 

when reports came in of the alien Klaatu's 

return to Earth. Events curiously repeated 

themselves as they had fourteen years prior, 

with a xenophobe trying to kill Klaatu, and 

his robot servant (now called Gort) coming 

to his protection. However, Von Housen was 

dismayed to discover that the organics on 

Gnut's planet had risen up and become the 

masters of their planet, with Gnut's race 

now truly their servants. Gort lacked Gnut's 

sentience and until he found some peace in 

his marriage, Von Housen was haunted by a 

hatred of all things non-mechanical. 

 
I should note that in the interest of 

studying the Octopus, I not only examined 

the man he worked with, but also the man who 

opposed him. Blake Hart joined forces with 

Francine Rainsford in the early 1950, after 

making some of his exploits in the Cometeer 
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known. His true name was Adam Hart Blake; he 

was the son of Hugo Danner and his lover 

Anna Blake (who inspired the character of 

Lana Lang in the comics). His mutant powers 

were likely due to his father being 

Superman; his twin brother Donald 

demonstrated the physical strength of 

Superman's race, which seemed only to grow 

when he became Thor. Hart was slowly 

corrupted by his powers during his time with 

Mary, until a moment in 1954 when she 

discovered he had laid an extensive trap to 

kill a fellow psychic who could prove to be 

his rival, though the trap backfired and 

seemingly killed him instead. Adam Hart's 

evil abuse of his psychic powers was 

depicted in Frank M. Robinson's novel The 

Power (1956). (1954 was also when the 

original run of “Captain Comet” comics 

stopped at DC.) 

 
Hart was able to resurrect himself using his 

powers, and with his telepathy he absorbed a 

psychic shard of the power of Immorté which 

the Lost Prince had accidentally left behind 

in Mary's brain as a consequence of their 

working together; Immorté's power mutated 

the resurrected Hart into a new demonic-

looking form, “Black Heart.” Bloody Mary's 

campaign against the resuscitated psychic 

finally ended with Black Heart's death 

thanks to help she received from the 

vigilant Bart Hill, the first costumed hero 

to call himself Daredevil. After this battle 

Hill and Mary had a few more adventures 

together until Hill began a new life under 

the name Peter Cannon, marrying a woman 

named Veidt.  
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Despite his ignominious end at the hands of 

the friend he betrayed, Blake Hart was 

survived by several offspring whom he sired 

in his travels. Women named Bellaver, Vale, 

Revok, and Shepard all bore his children, 

though he only seemed to find closeness with 

one such offspring, a boy named Patrick 

Herschell. My personal theory on Blake Hart 

is that his birth was an echo of the life of 

someone else, and he was the double or 

mummudrai of the time-erased Charles Xavier, 

who also first became “active” in 1950.  

 
After arriving in 1960, Bloody Mary-1946 and 

Penelope Darwood continued their long battle 

against the Octopus, with Penelope seemingly 

killing him. Penelope decided to remain in 

1960 after dispatching the criminal, feeling 

that she needed to try for a new life rather 

than return to the tatters of what she had 

in the late '70s. She became a time-travel 

expert under the name Carol White, where she 

ended up working with Dr. Erik von Steiner. 

Along with Dr. Steiner she ended up in the 

1,001st Century, where she heard of Mary and 

Darwood's battle against Lord Scand. She 

regretted closely missing them, but when I 

talked to her she expressed faith she'd meet 

them again. I lost track of her after this 

point. She never learned who I was, even 

after I became Bloody Mary's next foe back 

in 1946. 

 
The Octopus also took up a new life after 

his seeming death in 1960, though he never 

once stopped being a criminal. The injuries 

Penelope Darwood dealt him left him 

disabled, but he turned a man named Octavius 

into his successor in crime, as well as 
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another man named Gargan, who became the 

successor to his old apprentice the 

Scorpion. The wounded criminal lived to see 

the first few battles Octavius and Gargan 

had against the superpowered enemy he chose 

for them. In 1965, however, the Octopus 

succumbed to his injuries.  
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THE MIRROR-REALM 

And Related Dimensions 

 
When I became an enemy of Bloody Mary in 

late 1946 and early 1947, I became 

fascinated with the Mirror-Realm and sought 

at least once to breach its confines. I 

failed, ultimately, but after I decided to 

accept defeat at Mary's hands, I employed 

several contacts, including Christopher 

Carlton, whom Lusca and I once tortured, to 

use occult methods to study the Mirror-Realm 

from afar. I knew from my Master's files 

that the Mirror-Realm was connected to the 

Dreamlands as well as other “personal” 

realms controlled by spirits with powers 

akin to those of Bloody Mary. The Blue 

Paradise, for example, is the domain of Blue 

Mary, which contrasts the Red Room, home of 

Red Mary. Typhoid Mary was the mistress of 

the Fever-Realm, before that dimension was 

trapped inside a Hemkra Quartz and made a 

permanent fixture of the Mirror-Realm. The 

example of Typhoid Mary may suggest that 

Blue and Red Mary, whom I have never 

personally encountered, are former 

incarnations of Bloody Mary who broke away 

from the central cycle, joining such ersatz 

incarnations as the Bell Witch and the Tony 

Bell Witch. As far as I know, neither of 

those splinter-Witches have realms of their 

own, and I can say I made a reasonably wide 

survey. 

 
Though Bloody Mary's power comes from the 

binding of Smarra by the Wahn'go witches, 

the Mirror-Realm seems to have existed long 

before the creation of Terra-X. Indeed, it 
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didn't take long to determine that the 

Mirror-Realm has long been a regular fixture 

of the Multiverse. It features prominently 

on Earth-20181, for example, where several 

monstrosities native to its depths faced off 

against the league of adventurers known as 

the Boston Group. To me, it is likely that 

the Realm was once a universe unto itself 

which entered its present state due to a 

particular bizarre set of physical laws. It 

is possible in this context that it is the 

product of an Ultra experiment on a lifeless 

universe, now long-abandoned. The Realm 

exhibits dimensional curvature that somehow 

“bends” it through the universes it touches; 

through what Immorté correctly identified as 

a Hemkra reaction, it is joined to the 

molecular structure of reflective 

substances. The bonds that connect it to 

these substances are magical in nature, 

which is why the first Bloody Mary could 

enter it, using the magic of Smarra. It was 

unharmed by the destruction of Universe-X, 

but it did have several bonds to particular 

dimensional realms that were severed by that 

event. The dimensional stability of a number 

of these realms was contingent on that of 

Universe-X, and so they died with that 

cosmos. 

 
The Dreamlands were one of the realms that 

survived. They are the world that dreamers 

visit when they dream, and they are 

therefore amorphous and without consistent 

geography. My dreams, for example, are 

dramatically different from those of most 

other beings. Beneath the psychoplasmic 

veneer of the Dreamlands, however, is a base 

dimension from which the upper reality is 
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projected. These specific realms can be 

visited physically, which guarantees that 

the consistent underlevels are reached. The 

kingdom of Celephais, which has been 

mentioned previously, dominates the eastern 

continent. To the north of Celephais is the 

Plateau of Leng, which shifts through the 

Soft Places of Terrax, and to the west one 

can find Ulthar, city of cats. The contact 

these places have with Terrax shows that 

dreams influence reality there, just as that 

universe's fictions influence the rest of 

the Multiverse. One Randolph Carter of 

Massachusetts mapped the Dreamlands more 

completely than anyone before. 

 
The psychoplasmic nature of the Dreamlands 

bleeds over into other worlds. A connection 

with the virtual Borderland created by the 

Dubh Ardrain Incident has spawned nano-

Dreamlands, including the particularly 

bright and sunny one inhabited by an 

omnivorous spherical alien. Carlton and I 

briefly witnessed the passage of violet and 

golden planets in the distance, covered in 

sprawling ecumenopolises, and we could only 

wonder about their significance. The Blazing 

World, another dimension which is built up 

of psychoplasm, may have once been a 

fractured Dreamland that grew into a world 

of its own. Such a theory may also explain 

such chaotic realms as Wonderland, which 

appears to serve as a middle-world between 

the Blazing World and the more orderly 

realms of Oz and Neverland. Indeed one can 

observe an axis of rising order as one grows 

farther from the Dreamlands, culminating in 

the Wardrobe-World, of supremely menacing 

order. Despite the strictness of its magic, 
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the Wardrobe-World was still bound in some 

regard to Neverland and Oz, and was wiped 

from existence when they, along with 

Wonderland and the Blazing World, were 

dissolved coterminously with Terrax. It is 

perhaps the dimensional axis these realms 

were bound to that split open the scar which 

links Terrax to Fae and Changelia. This rip 

is considerably less severe than the Fissure 

that afflicted Universe-X; indeed, these 

sorts of cosmic scars appear to occur 

naturally, owing to a variety of factors. 

The alignment of worlds creates a polarity 

bend which can shear open certain 

dimensional barriers. 

 
Each of the worlds within this dimensional 

chain are mutually accessible, but the 

magical talents required for the different 

barriers vary. The overlap effect of the 

Mirror-Realm is what connects it to the 

Dreamlands, and the lands related to it. 

 
After capturing the Fever-Realm of Typhoid 

Mary within a Hemkra Quartz, Bloody Mary 

began building installations within the 

Mirror-Realm to help contain the Quartz. 

Previous incarnations of Bloody Mary had 

attempted to build within the Realm but 

never put a lot of effort into it. Francine 

Rainsford was able to create a duplicate of 

Ingomar Manor within the Realm, which 

contained altered versions of various rooms 

repurposed for her benefit. This included 

the containment chamber which trapped 

Typhoid Mary, as well as an expanded version 

of Nadine Ingomar's library, which held 

vital documents on the history of Bloody 

Mary. If she so desired, Mary could make the 
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rooms of this shifted Ingomar Manor overlap 

with the rooms of Ingomar Manor on the 

material plane. What is curious is that 

after she was plucked from time in 1983, 

Ingomar Manor vanished from the materal 

realm, even as its Mirror counterpart 

persisted. Over time, I observed the Mirror 

Manor fall into ruin. It became a haunted 

place, which filled the Mirror-Realm with 

much foreboding.  

 
One of the rooms in the Mirror-version of 

Ingomar Manor was an observation chamber 

Mary used to peer into other mystic realms. 

This included the dimension of the Mystic 

Planets of the Incomputare, which she 

briefly studied. This brings us to our next 

section, which concerns Terrax and its 

existence within the system of the Mystic 

Planets. 
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TERRAX 

Throneworld of the Bloody Storm 

 
Bloody Mary, Kory Kinyonga, and Donia did 

not get a chance to explore Terrax during 

their brief visits to it. When I clashed 

with Tsuu-Aas, I did not examine the planet—

at least at first. From my present vantage 

point I traveled back to Terrax and used my 

past self's battle with Tsuu-Aas as a 

distraction to map out some of the planet. 

Tsuu-Aas eventually recovered from my attack 

and I was forced to leave, but during this 

time I was able to explore the region that 

was once Manitoba. 

 
There is a new mountain there of Tsuu-Aas' 

design, and I was able to sense that he 

calls it Mount Vaalpurgis. It is the size of 

some of the mountains one finds on Mars. Its 

size gives it a unique gravity which he has 

bound his magic into; the mountain faintly 

hums with charged mystic particles, which 

can break out into lightning bolts at Tsuu-

Aas' command to rain death down on anyone on 

the western hemisphere of the planet. 

Within, he keeps an enormous palace, seven 

levels in all, crowned at the top by the 

space-shifted Temple of Tsuu-Aas. Entering 

the mountain through the Temple allows one 

to see the restored ritual chamber, which 

contains a replica of the Destiny Puzzle 

which first guaranteed Tsuu-Aas' birth. 

Following the winding, ghoul-haunted 

catacombs below, one finds first a resting 

area of a sort, where the Bloody Storm can 

move about unarmored. There were pools of 

water here which seemed to stretch down 
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deeper than was possible, which flowed among 

the coral barbs that forged this chamber's 

walkways and walls. I saw fish swimming in 

these pools, hideous and likely of Tsuu-Aas' 

conjuration; all other fish on Earth-X went 

extinct when Tsuu-Aas vaporized its oceans, 

lakes, and rivers. 

 
The second level confirms one's suspicions 

of Tsuu-Aas' artificial generation of life, 

for it is a menagerie. Stumpy, multiheaded 

things wandered blindly in shadowed cages, 

baying pitifully at me as I walked past 

them. They looked less like intentionally-

crafted things and more like accidents 

sculpted in clay by children. 

 
Further below, on the third floor, the walls 

are made of bulbous, retina-like screens 

which reflect many locales on, inside, and 

around Terrax. The walls spread out in the 

center to accommodate a large reef-like idol 

of Tsuu-Aas, which rotates to watch visitors 

as one walks past it. It gave me an eerie 

feeling, and I considered destroying it, but 

at this point I could sense Tsuu-Aas begin 

to recover. The blow my younger self dealt 

him was strong, but even my great strength 

could not stop him forever. 

 
I began to move faster, only to find that 

was a bad idea. The next area was Tsuu-Aas' 

personal training zone, full of alchemical 

automatons made from the bones of dead 

humans. These I had to destroy in order to 

move on, which only quickened Tsuu-Aas' own 

pace, as the mutilated souls of his victim-

servants screamed out to him for aid. I 

could have left at any time, but I needed to 
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know what lurked at the base of this palace. 

Especially since I could sense the energies 

of the place begin to bend time itself.  

 
Throughout the training chamber I felt 

intimations of the future, and in the fifth 

chamber these feelings only grew stronger. 

This appeared to be a meditation chamber, 

with pedestals branching up from the floor 

that displayed all sorts of artifacts and 

tools attuned to the practice of ritual 

spells. The air itself had a flavorless, 

harmless purple fog in it, which I felt 

expanded my cognitive abilities slightly. 

There was an overwhelming temptation to 

tinker with these artifacts, and learn their 

warped secrets—even give my soul to them, if 

I demanded it. Needless to say I resisted. 

 
I pressed onward, into the library—the sixth 

chamber. I desperately strained to learn the 

titles of the books, so I could find them on 

other worlds, but they seemed blurred 

somehow, even though they were written in 

languages I could read. The sensations of 

the future struck at me relentlessly now, 

which further distorted my vision—I had an 

impression of another castle, on another 

world. But one castle could be mistaken for 

another. Perhaps Tsuu-Aas saw these visions 

but thought nothing of them because he did 

not know they depicted the castle of someone 

else. 

 
I did manage to peel some telemetric energy 

off of the books, and discovered some of the 

history of this world once it shifted to the 

occult domain of the Incomputare planets. 

Being in the same “solar system” as these 
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other planets presented some unique 

challenges. For example, Tsuu-Aas was once 

forced to fight off a legion of Abominations 

from Peris Skyne, as well as a group of Gaud 

witches from Dieselworld. But he also 

studied the Fae secrets and dragon-whispers 

of the planet Kurq'wes, as well as the 

anatomy of the Moonchild of Dai Ahj.  

 
And then, there was the seventh chamber. The 

dungeon: it was inevitable. The only living 

beings fit for becoming his prisoners were 

either those he created or those he kept 

alive over the decades. Woodrew Tromble, for 

example, was unrecognizable due to his 

change of body, but he was still cocooned 

within a concrete-like webbed lattice that 

fed on his blood. He had given up screaming 

a long time ago. The vortex of mystic 

energies must have driven these poor souls 

mad, even without the hooks that split their 

legs from their torsos, and the drugs that 

penalized both stillness and movement. 

Somehow, however, in the raw animal 

suffering that haunted this lightless place, 

I sensed perverse satisfaction from the 

tormented few who lived to be Tsuu-Aas' 

eternal victims. I knew at once it had to be 

linked to the visions of the future that 

were born out of the slumping coalescence of 

power at the roots of the mountain, that 

trickled down from the Temple above. 

 
I saw then that one of the mummified 

prisoners was not actually there. He was a 

phantom, a time-form brought on the 

inseparability of present and future. I was 

suddenly on the plane of a different 

universe, which only confirmed my sensations 
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of the castle of my visions being different 

from that which surrounded me. A warlord 

more powerful than Tsuu-Aas held him here, 

or will. That is or will be his fate, after 

he is cast back to Atlantis. In the ragged 

world of that sunken continent, he will be 

captured by bandits, his journey having 

stripped him of some of his powers. And he 

will die defenseless and alone in a distant 

castle, far from his home here in Mount 

Vaalpurgis. 

 
He never even knew. The vision was 

camouflaged too well within his dungeon. His 

death was hidden in the very heart of his 

fortress, and he was too brash to see it 

coming! 

 
I spotted it, though. I saw the great one’s 

death. I took comfort in that fact as I 

finally departed from the castle, just as 

its master crossed the threshold of the 

Temple entrance up above. I take that 

comfort now. 

 
When my own end tries to creep up on me, I'm 

sure I'll see it coming. I'm sure of it. 

Lusca should have seen his conclusion 

coming, when he sought to rise to Tsuu-Aas' 

level; now I hold that conclusion in my 

hands. Now I pen it, once and for all. 

 
Secure in the knowledge, guaranteed to me by 

this book, that no such end will ever come 

to me. 

 
Secure. 
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